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Chapter 1
The Politics of Belonging
In May 2006, during one of the first weeks of fieldwork, I was hanging
out with some Muslim girls. A couple of afternoons a week, they gathered
at a location in Amsterdam-West to drink tea, talk with each other, pray
together, or to have a private conversation with one of the volunteers.
They were mostly teenagers and women in their early twenties, from
different backgrounds, with Moroccan-Dutch girls and converts to Islam
as the two largest groups. Although I was in my mid-thirties at the time, I
was welcomed by the group and my research was met with curiosity and
approval.
As a consequence of the demographic of the group, many visitors
were students and one of them asked if I could help her with a study
assignment and answer a few questions. She had chosen the topic “living
between two cultures.” Usually, this phrase refers to having an immigrant
background representing one ethnic-national culture, and Dutch culture as
the second.1 I explained to her that I was not an immigrant, nor were my
parents, and that I might not meet her sample criteria. “No problem,” the
girl answered, “You are a convert to Islam, right? Then you are in
between cultures, too.” Where I had assumed she was referring to possible
tensions between national culture and ethnic background, she changed the
register and remade the dichotomy into a national/ethnic Dutch culture on
the one hand and the culture of Islam on the other.
It was quite understandable that the girl rephrased the dichotomy
she was exploring in light of her studies to include possible tensions
between being Dutch and being Muslim. In popular discourse in the
Netherlands, national belonging and Muslims’ religious belongings are
often pitted against each other. For instance, during the past few decades,
politicians from several political parties have voiced their doubt about the

1 Following Baumann (1996), in this thesis, culture is written in italics as its meaning is
distinctly situational and depending on context. From an anthropological point of view, I agree
with Baumann that culture exists insofar as it is performed (ibid, 11).
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feasibility of being Muslim-Dutch.2 This is the case in other European
countries, too, and converts to Islam are therefore a topic of popular and
academic interest, as their life-stories provide an opportunity to gain an
understanding of how these two seemingly mutually exclusive forms of
belonging are combined within one subject (cf. Van Nieuwkerk, 2004;
Zebiri, 2008; Jensen, 2008). As, for instance Kate Zebiri, who researched
conversion to Islam in Great-Britain, remarks:
Western converts to Islam transcend the often invoked Islam-and-the
West dichotomy simply by virtue of who they are. It is becoming
increasingly difficult for non-Muslims living in Western Europe and
North-America to maintain the image of Islam as ‘foreign’ and ‘other’ in
the face of the growing number of indigenous people who choose to
embrace this religion. (2008, 1)

Zebiri’s reduction of converts to “indigenous people” does, however, not
quite capture the whole range of backgrounds of converts to Islam in the
Netherlands, nor in other European countries. For instance in the British
case, in a report issued by Cambridge University, Yasir Suleiman remarks
that non-Western converts to Islam are a neglected subject (2013, 4).3 This
is a salient point as non-Muslim immigrants and/or their children convert
to Islam, too. Although Zebiri questions the dichotomy itself, indirectly,
the image of “indigenous people” embracing a “foreign Islam” is
reproduced.
In the Netherlands too, Islam is often characterized in popular
discourse as a foreign religion but contemporary conversion in the
Netherlands has a historic precedent. Benjamin Kaplan’s research
revealed that there was a Muslim presence in Amsterdam as early as the
17th century. During this time, in the context of religious wars between
Catholic Spain and the Protestant Dutch, common interests such as the
Ottomans’ assistance in the Dutch revolt against Spain, helped establish
trade agreements.4 Ships from the “Barbary Coast” had the right to use
Dutch ports, such as Amsterdam, and some of the corsairs,
…were actually Dutchmen who had, as the saying went, “turned Turk”,
that is, settled in Muslim lands and converted to Islam. Known in Europe
2 In the Netherlands this line of questioning can be traced back to Frits Bolkestein (VVD), who
was among the first to question the possibility of the hyphenated identity Muslim-Dutch (Rath,
Sunier, Meyer 1997, 392). Pim Fortuyn (LPF) and Geert Wilders (PVV) are also well-known for
picturing Muslimness and Dutchness as two irreconcilably different identities.
3
http://www.cis.cam.ac.uk/reports/post/203-narratives-of-conversion-to-islam-in-britainfemale-perspectives, last accessed on December 3rd 2013.
4 The Dutch saying “Liever Turk dan Paap” (“Rather Turk than Papist”) seems to originate in this
era. Of course, in colonial times, populations of the Dutch East Indies were largely Muslim.
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as “renegades”, such converts were no small group: by some accounts
half or more of all Barbary corsairs in the early seventeenth century
(fewer later) were renegades from one part of Europe or another.
(Kaplan, 2006, 23)

Despite the relative freedom of conscience prevalent in the Dutch republic
in those days, converts to Islam were treated rather harshly. “Threatened
with execution, Dutch converts to Islam provoked a reaction that foreignborn Muslims never did” (ibid, 25). Kaplan suggests two reasons for this.
First, he argues, religious conversion was an emotional issue, perceived as
a betrayal of “God, truth, church, friends, and family.” Second, he found
that people of different faiths were treated differently depending on
whether they were foreigners or natives. Foreign Muslims, in the 17th
century, were treated better than native ones (ibid, 26).
Historic comparisons are difficult but conversion to Islam is still
an emotional issue and ethnic Dutch Muslim women today, are still more
often confronted with hostility than Muslimas5 with an immigrant
background. As, Van Nieuwkerk, based on her research about women’s
conversion to Islam in the Netherlands, similarly argues:
Whereas veiled converts experience forms of discrimination nonconverted Muslimas are also faced with, the way they are perceived is
not identical. ‘Being a foreigner’ or choosing to ‘become a foreigner’
have different repercussions. The latter often evokes greater contempt
and hostility by Dutch people. (2004, 245)

However, instead of a betrayal of “God, truth and church,” nowadays,
conversion to Islam is more often regarded as a betrayal of the
accomplishments in the fields of women’s liberation and emancipation,
which occurred in the wake of processes of secularization. Tensions arise,
for instance, when converted women adopt the headscarf. Several
dichotomies are at the heart of the production of these tensions:
conceptions of freedom versus oppression, choice versus force, and
emancipation versus backwardness. As Van Nieuwkerk argues, in the
dominant Dutch discourse:
[Muslim women are perceived to be]…forced to accept veiling but
Dutch women are [perceived to be] emancipated and free to choose.
5 I am aware that the word ‘Muslim’, in English, is gender neutral. However, in line with Dutch
custom (among Dutch Muslims, Dutch scholars, and the wider Dutch public), in this thesis, I will
sometimes use the Arabic loanword ‘Muslima’ to refer to female Muslims, at once marking
gender and religion.
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Being Dutch and veiling is thus totally incomprehensible and
reprehensible. It is a choice to become like a foreigner. (2004, 235)

While I agree with her findings, Van Nieuwkerk retains the dichotomy
problematized earlier in this chapter. She concludes her article Veils and
Wooden Clogs don’t go Together by describing converts as “an intriguing
group betwixt and between two cultures” (ibid, italics added) and her
analysis stops short of problematizing the categories “Muslim” and
“Dutch.”
In his book Contesting Culture, based on his research in GreatBritain, Baumann raises important questions about this conceptualization
of “being between cultures.”
I could not work out why they [immigrants’ children] should be
suspended between, rather than be seen to reach across, two cultures.
More importantly, which two cultures were involved? Was there a
homogeneous British culture on the one hand, perhaps regardless of
class or region, and on the other hand some other culture, perhaps one
which was shared with their parents? If so, how were these parental
cultures defined: was it on the basis of regional origin or religion, caste
or language, migratory path or nationality? (1996, 1-2, italics added)

In my research it also became increasingly clear that dichotomies do not
provide the most helpful framework for addressing the possible tensions
converts in the Netherlands encounter when choosing Islam as their
religion. For instance, in the Netherlands, ethnicity is often conflated with
nationality, and in the case of Muslims, increasingly with religion. This is
related to the rise of the modern nation-state where the boundaries of
ethnicity had to be overcome by turning the nation into a superethnos. As
Baumann argues, the nation is both postethnic in that it denies ethnic
distinctions and portrays these as a distant, pre-state past, and superethnic
in that it portrays the nation as a new and bigger kind of ethnos (1999,
31). This image of the nation as postethnic as well as superethnic,
however, is largely an ideal rather than a reality. As for instance Ghorashi
found when researching the narratives of Iranian women exiles living in
the Netherlands, Dutch notions of national identity are exclusive and
thick, and reflect “a common understanding of Dutchness based on color,
“roots,” and certain codes of behavior that exclude difference” (2003, 68).
In regard to the conflation of nationality and ethnicity with
religion, Dutch Muslims are increasingly lumped together without regard
for national-ethnic backgrounds, as if they were one ethnicity with a
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distinct Islamic culture.6 Religious belonging, in particular to a worldreligion as Islam, indeed, can be perceived to supersede national-ethnic
belonging. However, as I will argue in this thesis, converts continue to
draw from the cultural repertoires they acquired through their upbringing,
as do born Muslims.7 Furthermore, although Dutch Muslims, indeed, are
often addressed as if they are one group, and my interlocutors argued that
there is only one Islam, Muslims’ practices differ. Converts need to find
their way among these different practices Muslims name ‘Islam’ and
make choices in light of how to practice their new religion. Choices in
these matters influence women’s sense of religious belonging.
For these reasons, following Baumann (1999), in this thesis, I will
move beyond the dichotomy of Dutchness versus Muslimness and,
instead, critically investigate the triangle of ethnicity, nationality, and
religion. Baumann poses that the “riddle in the middle” of this triangle is
the concept of culture. As I will argue in this thesis, indeed, dominant and
demotic discourses about culture in the context of conversion to Islam, are
informed or influenced by the triad ethnicity- nationality-religion.
Baumann’s choice of the metaphor of the riddle, “a paradox that can be
solved by rethinking the terms in which it is posed” (1999, vii), resonates
well with women’s conversion to Islam, a phenomenon that is puzzling to
most non-Muslim Dutch. This results in the following question, central to
this thesis:
How do women in the Netherlands who convert to Islam, deal with
possible tensions between ethnic, national, and religious belonging?
To answer this question, I will argue women’s conversion to Islam to be a
process instead of a (radical) change from one ‘cultural identity’ to
another. To emphasize this conception of conversion as a process of
becoming, in this thesis I will focus on the concept of belonging
(Kannabiran et al, 2006, 190) rather than on identity, as belonging is
always a dynamic process (Yuval-Davis, 2006, 199). When focusing on
conversion as a process, a processual conception of culture is most helpful
because then culture exists in the act of being performed (Baumann, 1999,
6 As Baumann phrases it, “In the Netherlands, the native Dutch first perceived an influx of
national minorities such as Turks and Moroccans, yet they proceeded to translate this national
minority problem into a religious minority problem concerned with Muslims and Islam” (ibid,
23).
7 Reffering to Connerton (1989), and reflecting on Bourdieu and the subject of embodiment,
Roodenburg (2004, 217), for instance, puts forward that “in the humanities, the body is often
interpreted as a 'text' or a 'sign', as the passive bearer of a range of gender, social and political
meanings, but the body may also be construed as an agent, an active keeper of the past.” In this
perspective, “the body is seen as socially constituted in the sense of it being culturally shaped in
its performances, in its actual practices and behaviour” (ibid, 218).
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26). After the methodological chapter, in chapter three, I will address the
conversion processes of the women involved in my research through a
review of the role of significant others, and changes in daily life that
precede, accompany, or follow from the conversion. As conversion is
usually not a solitary endeavor, in chapter four, I will address converted
women’s sociality and communality, and elaborate on how the concept of
Islamic sisterhood informs processes of community formation. In chapter
five, I focus on women’s aspirations and ambiguities arising in the
context of conversion, for instance, questions of authority, and how
converts work at separating Muslim’s culture from Islam as a religion. To
elaborate on the Dutch context in regard to conversion to Islam, in the
remainder of this first chapter, I will have a closer look at the politics of
categorization.

1.1 Categorizing Citizens
In the late 1970’s, early 1980’s, it became apparent that guest workers,
who arrived in the Netherlands a decade earlier, would not return to their
native countries and a process began in which their families came to the
Netherlands as well. As a consequence, guest-workers became permanent
residents during the 1980’s. By then, it was clear that a return to their
countries of origin was not a viable option. Economics being one reason,
also, they had been away for too long and their children had become
rooted in Dutch society. Many of these immigrant families came from
Turkey and Morocco. In Amsterdam, they mostly settled in the working
class neighborhoods surrounding the city center and in the Western
suburbs of the city. When they began to grow in number, a process of
‘white flight’8 among the ethnic Dutch population changed these
neighborhoods, until in some areas immigrant families became the
majority population.
The label “white,” however, is not particularly popular among the
Dutch. In their article, ‘Who wants to feel white?’ Race, Dutch culture and
contested identities, Essed and Trienekens describe how Dutch students,
when asked to write an essay about the meaning of whiteness in their life
histories, avoided mentioning skin color. Instead, they verbalized
inequalities in terms of ethnicity, citizenship, national identity or western
superiority and civilization (2008, 52). As Essed et al conclude from the
experience, in the Netherlands:

This term originates in the United States to describe migration of white Americans from
ethically mixed urban areas to more ethnically homogenous suburbs.
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Public discourse is mostly about ‘ethnicity’, about ‘national identity’, or
about (post)modern cultures in conflict with ‘traditional’ immigrant
cultures, most notably concerning the religious difference of the Muslim
faith. In this discourse, references to race are more implicit and often
intertwined with notions of culture and ethnicity (ibid, 55).

This does not mean that the opposite, black, is similarly avoided.
Neighborhoods immigrants settled in, soon became known as “black
neighborhoods” and the schools their children attended were subsequently
labeled “black schools.” To illustrate the conceptual oddness of this
strategy: Turks and Moroccans were the largest groups designated by the
label “black.” However, generally, the Dutch avoid mentioning skin color
as much as possible and rather refer to themselves as autochthones.
Autochthony is not a new term but, as Peter Geschiere argues in
his book The Perils of Belonging, since the 1980s, it has undergone a
powerful renaissance and became increasingly popular in such different
countries as Cameroon and the Netherlands (2009, 16). The use of the
term in various national settings, however, differs. In Canada, for
instance, it is used to designate indigenous people, “people in minority
positions whose way of life is threatened by dominant groups” (ibid, 19).
In the Netherlands, on the contrary, the concept is mostly used to
designate people in a majority position, who feel their way of life is
threatened by minority groups such as immigrants, in particular Muslims.
If the meaning of autochthony is difficult to capture, as Geschiere
comprehensively argues in his book, its opposite, allochthony, is equally
ambiguous and there are different definitions of allochthony as well. The
label was introduced in the Netherlands in the 1970’s in a collection of
articles edited by Verwey-Jonker (ibid, 148). Borrowed from the Greek to
designate that someone is “of a different soil,” it was meant as a solution
for the semantic problem that despite the influx of immigrants such as
guest laborers, in official political discourse, the Netherlands was not to
be considered an “immigration country.” Therefore, the word ‘immigrant’
had to be avoided. Although it took some time to take root, during the
1970s and 1980s ethnic minorities was the preferred label for immigrant
groups (ibid, 149), from the 1990s on, the use of the notion allochthony
gained great currency in the Netherlands.
Despite the fact that in its inception, allochthone was meant to be
a neutral, non-offensive term, since it is mostly used as a euphemism for
immigrant, foreigner, or guest laborer, currently the label carries a
considerable stigma.9 It designates someone who does not quite belong
9 As allochthone is often used in a pejorative and stigmatizing way, as of February 2013, the city
of Amsterdam has banned allochthone and autochtone from all city documents and
communication. Explicitly referencing to the model of the United States, citizens of Amsterdam,
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within the national fold. For instance, one of the unexpected effects of the
label was that although it was originally meant as an umbrella word to
designate all groups who had recently immigrated to the Netherlands, it
was increasingly restricted to the groups that were formerly known as
guest workers, the Moroccans and the Turks, who were also the two main
Muslim groups (ibid, 150). As Arjun Appadurai argues in Fear of Small
Numbers, “minorities do not come preformed. They are produced in the
specific circumstances of every nation and every nationalism” (2006, 42).
How to count allochthones in the Netherlands depends on the
definition. In 1999, the Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS) fixed the
definition of allochthony to explicitly include the provision that one is
also an allochthone if only one parent is born abroad. Until then there
were two definitions: 1) a narrow definition, where to qualify as
allochthone one should have two foreign-born parents and have been born
abroad oneself, and 2) a broad definition, where one only needs to have
one foreign-born parent or be born abroad oneself. The two definitions
rendered very different results. According to the broad definition, on
January 1st 1999, there were a million more allochthones in the
Netherlands compared to the narrow definition.10 To synchronize
counting, the broad definition was chosen as the official one. With a few
other adjustments in categorization, according to the new definition, in
1999, there were 2.7 million allochthones, 17% of the population.
According to the old, broad definition, this meant a reduction of 124,000
people, but according to the old, narrow definition, 815,000 more people
would then be classified as allochthonous.11
According to this new definition, of the forty-seven converts I
interviewed in the course of my research, twenty-nine were
autochthonous, and eighteen were allochthonous. As the CBS definition
further distinguishes between Western and non-Western allochthones, five
of them classified as Western allochthones and thirteen as non-Western
allochthones. However, only seven of them had two foreign born parents
and only four were born abroad themselves. The other eleven
allochthonous participants had only one foreign born parent, usually their
father, and they were all born in the Netherlands. Many of them told
stories about being addressed outside the national fold, in particular those
who were classified as non-Western allochthones. For instance, one of the
participants had a Turkish father but he had not been part of her
Amsterdammers, should from then on be addressed in a hyphenated fashion as SurinameseAmsterdammers, Moroccan-Amsterdammers, Polish-Amsterdammers, etc.
10 CBS, Index, No.10 november/december 2000
11 The choice for the broad definition, had the odd effect that mixed marriages, rather than being
a possible sign of integration, increase rather then decrease the number of allochthones
(Geschiere, ibid, 151).
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upbringing in any way. Nevertheless, it meant she had a darker
complexion than the average white Dutch, and brown eyes. As I knew
from a previous interview that she had no contact with her father or his
relatives, during my second interview, I asked why she always introduced
herself as half-Turkish, half-Dutch. She explained,
Yes [ I do], but in fact I have nothing to do with being Turkish. I don’t
speak Turkish, and I don’t really feel Turkish. My husband always says,
“You should say you’re Dutch.” But, well, then I say, “But I don’t look
Dutch.” People will think, “Where does the dark part come from?“ So
then I just say, “I’m half-Turkish” to explain that. But I don’t feel
Turkish. I feel Dutch. That’s odd, because people don’t see you as
Dutch. That’s very weird, in particular when I started wearing a
headscarf. I felt Dutch, but in school I was addressed like a little child.
That’s a confrontation. I’m not retarded! Or, for instance, in our previous
apartment, a contractor came by to fix the shower and I told him exactly
how I wanted it done. He said, “Wow, you speak Dutch really well” and
I replied, “Yes, I’m Dutch.” So he said, “Yes, sure you’re Dutch.” You
know, like, in other words, gloss over it, like, Moroccans are Dutch, too,
like that. So I said, “No, you don’t understand. My mom is as Dutch as
you are. She is blond, too.” So he was really like [confused]. But you
know? Like that. You are not seen as Dutch. [Laughing,] that’s why I’m
so happy with my Dutch [last] name [her mother’s maiden name which
she retained after marriage], I still have my name!

In this participant’s story, several mechanisms of “othering” are
simultaneously at work: one on the basis of skin color, one based on the
image of the Muslim headscarf, and one she manages to avoid: othering
based on having a stigmatized name.12 Although she felt “Dutch,” and,
arguably, had no means to identify with another national or ethnic
background, the way she felt about her ethnic and national belonging and
the way she was perceived by white, non-Muslim Dutch, differed. While
she felt obliged to explain her complexion by offering the explanation of
being “half-Turkish,” the headscarf added a second layer as a result of its
association in the Dutch context with oppression and backwardness. This
image has become so ingrained that Muslim women are currently the
exclusive target group for Dutch emancipation policies, a development

As Khosravi argues, “Names carry strong ethnic and religious connotations and reveal an
individual’s affiliation to a specific group. When a religious or ethnic group is stigmatised, the
relationship between names and social stigma becomes explicit. For Muslims, names and veils
are the two most conspicuous signifiers of their stigmatised identity” (2012, 65). Although
roughly half of the participants choose a new first name after conversion, for the most part, they
retained their last name.

12
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Ghorashi coined “the culturalization of emancipation” (2010, 12).13 In the
next section, I will address this ‘culturalist turn’ in more detail.

1.2 The Culturalist Turn
A remarkable similarity between Kaplan’s research of 17th century
conversion to Islam and current research on this topic is that conversion to
Islam today is still conceptualized by many non-Muslim Dutch as
“turning” Turk or Moroccan. In the daily lives of converts, the achieved
identity ‘Muslim’ is often conflated with an ascribed new ethnic identity.
This is related to the conceptualization by most non-Muslim Dutch of
women’s conversion as an outgrowth of marriage to a Muslim man.14 In
the Netherlands, Turkish- and Moroccan-Dutch are the two largest groups
of Muslims, hence the often posed question to converts if they “have now
also become Turk or Moroccan.”
However, at the same time, a shift occurred in the categorization
of Muslim immigrants. First, guest workers became ethnic minorities
during the 1970s and 1980s. But from the 1990s on, in the case of
Muslims, ethnic identity became increasingly conflated with religious
identity. Buitelaar, for instance, notes that regardless of country of origin,
Turkish, Moroccan, Surinamese, and other Muslims are supposed to share
one culture. The religious component of their background is singled out
and made into an independent Islamic culture (2006a, 11). In this process,
the emphasis is increasingly on Islam as a problem and Muslims as a
problematic group (Moors, 2007). Among others, Shadid (2005) and
Allievi (2006a) have called attention to this shift, which occurred when
immigrants with a Muslim background in fact became less “foreign” as
their children and grandchildren were born in the Netherlands. While this
shift occurred in the 1990’s, the discourse itself is much older, as
Baumann puts forward,
That Muslims should form a cohesive community defined by a reified
culture has for long been a commonplace in the Western search for an
Other (Said 1978). One could say, in fact, that Orientalism as directed at
Muslims was the prototype of any dominant discourse which attempts to
square putatively ethnic distinctions with stylisations of culture. (1996,
82, italics added)
13 As Van den Berg and Schinkel, argue, the culturalization of emancipation, contrary to its
objectives, has the effect of discursively counteracting the emancipation of Muslim women by
ignoring their agency (2009).
14 In reality, many participants were single at the time of conversion. This will be addressed in
chapter three.
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This search for an Other, as for instance Appadurai (ibid, 50) argues, is
related to a process of we-making, of creating collective selves, that can
become predatory identities by “mobilizing an understanding of itself as a
threatened majority” (51). Relating this conceptualization to the Dutch
case, Geschiere agrees that the strong political emphasis on immigrants’
cultural integration rather than on socioeconomic integration, indeed can
be considered “predatory” (ibid, 106). Allochthones can become citizens,
he argues, but only on the condition that they “culturally integrate,”
whatever that may entail.15
When visibly converting to Islam, ethnic Dutch women
experience the opposite: they “disintegrate” as they are pushed out of the
national ethnos and equaled with allochthones. In Denmark, Jensen
observed a similar trend:
Fear of immigration threatening Danish ‘national culture’ has increased
since the 1990s…. This fear is partly aimed at religion, mainly Islam,
represented by the presence of immigrants with a Muslim background.
In current debates, the issue of religion is addressed in various and
contradictory ways. First and foremost, Muslim values are contrasted
against the notion of the so-called particularity of Danish values that are
drawn on Lutheran Protestantism…. From this perspective, people of
other religious backgrounds are likely to be seen as ‘not Danish’.
Second, due to a prevalent discourse on secularism separating religion
from politics, it is considered ‘un-Danish’ to mark one’s religiosity in
public, as in the case of Muslim women wearing hijab (veil), praying at
work, etc. … Due to the polarisation between ‘Danes’ and ‘Muslims’,
Danes who convert to Islam are seen as people who have become ‘the
other’, and thus are considered members of the immigrant minority
population in Denmark. (2008, 390)

In the Netherlands, the public visibility of (aspects of practicing) Islam is
contentious too, in particular when the boundaries between personal piety
and public space are perceived to be blurred. When reviewing the recent
success of the populist message of “defending hard-won Dutch freedoms
against the backwardness of Islam,” Van der Veer, for instance, takes a
closer look at “the production of certain cultural politics in the
Netherlands after the decline of religion” (2006, 115). Historically, the
Dutch social-political system is commonly described as “pillarized” (i.e.,
the organization of Dutch social-political-religious life through belonging
to distinct ideological or religious “pillars”, each with its own schools,

As Geschiere points out, one might wonder whether integration is at all possible with such an
approach (167).
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media, political parties, et cetera).16 This system changed through the
youth-revolution of the 1960’s, subsequent rapid deconfessionalization,
and the rise of the welfare state. This transformation, Van der Veer
argues, culminated in a vision of society “where consumption and
especially the public performance of sexual identity have become so
important, the strict clothing habits of observant Muslims are an eyesore.”
Similar to Van Nieuwkerk’s point about the mechanisms through which
Dutch converts to Islam are pushed outside the national fold, he notes that
in particular the wearing of headscarves by Muslim girls “is regarded as a
total rejection of the Dutch way of life” (ibid, 120).
In her study of the attempts to ban the face-veil in the
Netherlands, Moors (2009c) also points at a culturalization of citizenship.
In light of the social-political transformations cited above, she describes
the contemporary Dutch context as one in which,
Revealing women’s bodies has come to be seen as an important marker
of women’s liberation and gender equality. Starting with the sexual
revolution of the 1960’s, the link between emancipation and the public
visibility of women’s sexuality has become firmly established in the
majority discourse (ibid, 402-3, see also 2011, 149).

Mepschen et al, frame this majority discourse as a form of “sexual
politics.” They note that in a similar vein, representations of gay
emancipation and sexuality are presented by anti-Islam politicians as
exemplary of Dutch tolerance. These representations are “mobilized to
shape narratives in which Muslims are framed as non-modern subjects,” a
development, they argue, “that can best be understood in relation to the
‘culturalization of citizenship’ and the rise of Islamophobia” (2010,
962).17 In the context of women’s conversion to Islam, Van Nieuwkerk
makes a similar observation:
The most important construction of Dutch national and cultural identity
vis-à-vis converts is related to sex and gender. Particularly with regard to
16 The most important pillars were Protestantism, Catholicism, Socialism and Liberalism. See
also Geschiere (2009, 142-168) and Lijphart (1968) for a more comprehensive overview of the
Dutch history of pillarization
17As convert to Islam Saskia Wieringa argues, “Ironically, the conservative citizens who were
originally our most bitter enemies now use the liberal Dutch laws concerning homosexuality to
wage a cultural assault on Islam. It is interesting to realize that all of a sudden homosexual rights
are included among the cherished modern Dutch values…; that modernity is defined in sexual
terms; and that the struggle for sexual rights is portrayed in a glowing, positive, even
nationalistic light” (2011, 788). In a similar vein, Wim Lunsing puts forward that as a gay
anthropologist with close ties to Muslim circles, he experiences a personal disquiet at how …
the status of homosexuality and the position of women in society have become markers of
difference between 'Dutch values' and Islam (2003, 19).
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the status of women, Dutch society’s superiority as free and emancipated
is taken for granted. These values are not particularly claimed as Dutch
but as self-evident and universal. (ibid, 245)

Another example of tensions in regard to Muslims’ visibility are the
contentious debates about mosques, taking place in various European
countries (Cesari, 2006). Calling attention to the transition of Muslims
“from the status of invisible migrant-worker to that of visible Muslim
citizenship” (2011, 383), Göle, too, argues that visibility
…signifies a process of spatial transgression of Muslims and their
religious difference, disobedience to secular and cultural norms, and
dissonance against tacit consensus that underpins European publicness.
(387)

Questions of citizenship, she argues, are always political as politics deals
with difference and conflict: as one makes oneself publicly visible, one
also marks the transgression of boundaries and the disruption of the
established frame (ibid, 390; see also Amir-Moazimi, 2005).
In short, as Muslim immigrants have become less foreign because
their children and subsequent generations are born in the Netherlands,
because of broadening the definition of allochthony, they, largely, remain
outside the national fold. And if, by now, they are of the third generation
and classify as autochthonous, their Muslim culture has been increasingly
problematized as clashing with Dutchness. As Gorashi summarizes the
culturalist turn,
This essentialist notion of culture takes for granted that cultures are
static, homogenous, and most importantly, closed entities. It further
assumes that what is true of a culture is also true for all individual
members of that culture, thus reducing individuals to their culture’s
perceived attributes and leaving little space for personal agency. (2010,
12)

On the contrary, in this thesis I will argue that converts display a great
deal of agency in their trajectory to and within Islam. Furthermore, they
do not convert to a monolithic faith but show variety in their practices. In
opposition to the culturalist discourse, they claim to have adopted a new
religion, not a new culture. Contrary to the racializing of religious
markers, they continue to consider themselves Dutch.18 These points will
be argued in this thesis, but first, in the next section, I will have a closer
Arguably, this is more the case for ethnic Dutch Muslimas than for converts with other ethnic
backgrounds.
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look at categorizing Muslims.

1.3 Categorizing Muslims
The supposed incompatibility of European values with Islamic values is
central to the rise of European Islamophobia during the past few decades
(Taras, 2013, 419). As defined by the Runnymede Trust (1997),
Islamophobia is a means of stereotyping Islam as monolithic and static, as
separate and “other,” as irrational, primitive, and inferior to “the West,” as
violent and aggressive, as a political and military ideology, as intolerant
and without critical capacity, as deserving of discriminatory practices
toward Muslims, and as normalizing anti-Muslim hostility (ibid, 418).
Islamophobia draws on the neoconservative ‘clash of civilization theory’
put forward by Bernard Lewis and Samuel Huntington. This imagery,
however, reflects a much older discourse. For instance, in his famous
book Orientalism, Edward Said argues that,
European interest in Islam derived not from curiosity but from fear of a
monotheistic, culturally and militarily formidable competitor to
Christianity. In one way or another that combination of fear and hostility
has persisted to the present day, both in scholarly and non-scholarly
attention to an Islam which is viewed as belonging to a part of the world
– the Orient – counterpoised imaginatively, geographically, and
historically against Europe and the West. (2003, 344)

This conceptualization of Islam as the Other is supplemented with another
discourse about the threat of Islam, what Kundnani calls the “new liberal”
discourse (2008). He draws attention to the distinction between the two
discourses. This second discourse, he argues, focuses less on Islam and
more on “Islamism” as a modern political movement, sometimes equated
with fascism, (i.e. “Islamofascism”), in opposition to “traditional Islam”:
Whereas the neoconservatives see Muslims en masse as inherently antimodern, the new liberals see individual Muslims as choosing the wrong
kind of modern politics. Whereas the former talk of a clash of
civilisations, the latter talk of a clash within civilisations between
extremists and moderates, enlisting Muslims or ex-Muslims … in
support of their agenda. Whereas the neoconservatives emphasise Judaeo
Christianity as the basis of western identity, the new liberals emphasise
the Enlightenment and its legacy of secular liberalism, and have their
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political roots in the post-1968 Left as much as in the neo-Reaganite
Right (ibid, 43).19

Currently most popular Dutch anti-Islam politician Geert Wilders is an
example of the conflation of the two discourses. In light of the virulent
anti-Semitism that, for centuries, characterized Christian Europe, the
hyphen “Judeo-Christian,” arguably, is an a-historical construct.20
Wilders, however, goes one step further in adding the enlightenment
perspective. In this imagery, a Dutch “Judeo-Christian-Humanist
civilization” is pitted against a “backward, barbaric ideology called
Islam.”21 His Party for Freedom’s (PVV) political program reflect his
talking points: “more freedom” equals “less Islam”. The denial of a
permanent Muslim presence in the Netherlands is reflected in discussing
anti-Islam measures under ‘immigration’, as well as in the suggestion that
those in favor of visible displays of Islam, should ‘go back.’22 Under the
header “integration,” provocative policies such as a ban on mosques, the
Qur’an, or the niqaab (the face-veil, or ‘boerka’ as it is usually phrased in
Dutch public discourse) are proposed, as well as the suggestion to institute
a ‘head-rag tax’ for women wearing headscarves.23 Although these
measures sound far-fetched and clash with the Dutch constitution, the
PVV and its leader are not a marginal phenomenon. Supporting partner in
the coalition government between 2010-2012, the PVV has become a
normalized feature of the Dutch political landscape.
This negative public discourse, however, does not go
unchallenged. As, for instance, Buitelaar shows in her article I Am the
Ultimate Challenge (2006), Muslim-Dutch women work hard at having
their religious, political, and female voices heard. The increasing number
of self-identified Muslim-Dutch politicians, comedians, and TV
personalities, has helped to “normalize” the hyphenated identity MuslimDutch. However, this is more the case with the so called ‘liberal Muslim’
than with their more ‘orthodox’ brothers and sisters. In the edited volume
Islamophobia/Islamophilia. Beyond the Politics of Enemy and Friend,
anthropologist Shryock warns for the danger of pitting the ‘good’ Muslim,
against the ‘bad’ Muslim:

See also Roy (2007).
These discourses rest on an essentialized notion of ‘The West’ and of ‘Islam,’ ignoring the
different trajectories of processes of secularization in Protestant and Catholic Western societies
(Roy, 2007, vii-viii).
21 For instance, when presenting his book “Marked for Death” (Metro, Wilders wil moslims
bekeren, 30-04-13).
22 PVV program 2012-2017 Hún Brussel, óns Nederland, p. 26.
23 Ibid, p. 37.
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The “good Muslim”, as a stereotype, has common features: he tends to
be a Sufi (ideally, one who reads Rumi); he is peaceful (and assures us
that jihad is an inner, spiritual contest, not a struggle to “enjoin the good
and forbid the wrong” through force of arms); he treats women as
equals, and is committed to choice in matters of hijab wearing (and
never advocates the covering of a woman’s face); if he is a she, then she
is highly educated, works outside the home, is her husband’s only wife,
chose her husband freely, and wears hijab (if at all) only because she
wants to. The good Muslim is also a pluralist (recalls fondly the
ecumenical virtues of medieval Andalusia and is a champion of interfaith
activism); he is politically moderate (an advocate of democracy, human
rights, and religious freedom, an opponent of armed conflict against the
U.S. and Israel); finally, he is likely to be an African, a South Asian, or,
more likely still, an Indonesian or Malaysian; he is less likely to be an
Arab, but, as friends of the “good Muslim” will point out, only a small
proportion of Muslims are Arab anyway. (2010, 10)24

This dichotomy of the moderate, liberal Muslim versus the radical,
fundamentalist Muslim, even if meant to counter the monolithic views of
cultural racism, can have counterproductive effects. As Shryock
continues: “In our rush to identify Muslim friends who think and act like
‘us’, we turn those who think and act differently into potential enemies”
(ibid25).
In addition to this danger, the binary of the “moderate, liberal
Muslim” versus the “radical, fundamentalist Muslim” does not do justice
to the complex and individual trajectories of the Muslim women
participating in my research, even if the binary is amended with a hybrid
middle category. This can be illustrated with the research by Van
Nieuwkerk. When examining how converted Dutch Muslimas reconcile
being Dutch with being Muslim, she distinguishes three categories which
are characterized as follows (2003, 11-13):
•

•

24
25

Muslimas who keep their Dutch name, who do not wear a
headscarf, or only to places where they meet other Muslimas, and
who experience their faith as a private affair. These women
consider their Islamic identity as an addition to their Dutch
identity, not as a replacement, and they continue their
relationships with non-Muslim Dutch.
Muslimas who make a radical change, they change their name,
their appearance and their life-style. Their contacts with nonMuslim Dutch are scarce or difficult. For these women, their

See also Cesari, 2013, 86, 110, 141.
See also Lambert, 2008.
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•

national identity has become less important than their religious
identity.
The third, and largest, group takes up the middle position of
establishing all kinds of hybrid, multi-cultural solutions. These
women identify themselves as Dutch Muslimas with a double
loyalty and a double identity.

A problem with this categorization is that it is based on appearance (no
veil, long veil/face-veil, small veil)26 and whether women had kept their
birth name and/or retained Dutch customs such as drinking/serving
alcohol, or celebrating birthdays. However, since it is not mandatory, not
in the strictest practice of Islam, to change one’s name after conversion,
some participants in my research kept their names, despite great changes
in their appearance. Celebrating birthdays and serving alcohol, indeed, are
customs shared by many Dutch,27 but to take these as a measurement of
Dutchness amounts to the culturalization of citizenship.
Furthermore, if converted women’s contacts with non-Muslim
Dutch became scarce or difficult as a result of the way they practiced
Islam, the question remains whether this occurs because they want this to
happen, or as an unintended side-effect. My research indicates the latter.
As Yuval-Davis argues, much of the current debates on the politics of
belonging revolve around the question of the minimum common grounds
– in terms of origin, culture and normative behaviour – that is required to
signify belonging (2011, 29). In this respect, for non-Muslim Dutch,
wearing a long veil/face-veil does not signify personal piety but is
interpreted as a rejection of national identity (Moors, 2009c).
Verkaaik, too, argues that as a result of the culturalist turn, Dutch
citizenship is no longer merely a legal status that enables political and
economic participation but has become related to acceptance of “Dutch
norms and values” and integration into “Dutch culture” (2010, 69). Based
on his research about the Dutch naturalization ceremony, he describes that
when the ceremony was introduced in 2006, local bureaucrats struggled to
conceptualize Dutchness. At first, he found, they reacted with irony:
Sometimes the irony could not be missed. In a town in the southern
province of Brabant, the mayor asserted, “A Dutchman is always on
time, eats his potatoes at six in the evening, and never comes
unannounced.” (ibid, 74)
See Tarlo & Moors (2013, 2) for a critical review of simply reading from appearances.
There are however Dutch people who do not drink alcohol and there are also Dutch people
who do not celebrate their birthday. As I will argue in more detail in chapter three, only if
refraining from these customs occurs in the context of becoming Muslim, it is considered by nonMuslim Dutch to signal a radical change.

26
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Although ironic, there is a kernel of truth in these three examples of
stereotypical Dutchness. Participants married to foreign-born Muslims, for
instance, when confronted with differences in cultural traditions, were
certainly aware that they were ethnic Dutch and their spouses were not,
regardless of piety or the amount of changes in their daily lives as a result
of conversion. For instance, one participant wore a long headscarf and had
changed her first name but still had to work out a compromise with her
Egyptian-born husband. Her idea of breakfast or lunch was a cheese
sandwich and dinnertime had to be at six, as is the Dutch tradition. His
ideas of the content of a meal and the time it should be eaten, differed
significantly. Reflecting upon this, she remarked, “These differences in
eating habits, I now realize these habits are such an intrinsic part of your
upbringing, of the way you are raised. No, I can’t get used to that.”
In this respect, I would like to stress here the importance of not
overlooking the fact that although Islam became an important guideline in
the lives of participants, this circumstance did not necessarily negate interethnic tensions in regard to social-cultural habitual practices (Bourdieu,
1990). Social-cultural differences with Muslim in-laws, for instance,
could produce tensions not directly tied to Islam but rather to differences
in social mores. In many instances, cultural cleavages with immigrant
communities remained, despite sharing the same faith. To elaborate on
another example of Dutchness from the Mayor cited by Verkaaik above,
indeed, as a rule and as a practice, the Dutch rarely visit each other
unannounced, even among close relatives. One of the participants in my
research who had immigrated to Egypt remarked on how difficult it was to
deal with people not sharing that convention:
People invading your kitchen, it takes a long time to get used to that.
After a while, you have to, you need to let go. But at a certain point I
think, “Hello! What about me?” There are phones, why not call and ask,
“Is it okay if I come over?” Yes, I understand, it is your brother or your
sister, but so what? That’s what’s driving everyone [converts from the
Netherlands who immigrate to Egypt] crazy at first.

Most participants who immigrated to Muslim majority countries
experienced great difficulties adjusting in this regard, but emigration from
the Netherlands was not a necessary condition to encounter that type of
tensions. This woman’s converted friend concurred that coming
unannounced was a continual cause of tension with her in-laws, who, in
her case, lived in the Netherlands. Conversely, the fact that she did
call was considered a grave transgression:
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My mother-in-law became unbelievably angry, really, really angry,
when I called her before a visit. Of course, I know I’m always welcome
there, but that’s the way I am. They are also always welcome at my
home but I really appreciate it if I know, ten minutes in advance, [that
they are coming]. Even if it’s only to allow me to put away the laundry
and put the dishes in the dish washer, if only for that. So I call in
advance, “I’m putting the kids in the car now, is it okay if I’m there in
fifteen minutes?” Then she becomes mad.

When I asked what her mother-in-law thought was particularly offensive
about calling to announce a visit, she recalled her words:
“How can you telephone, you are family!” “You are my daughter!”
“Strangers call, do you consider yourself a stranger?” They never said it
like that but that was behind it. The meter guy calls if he needs to come
by. [She reasons,] “My house is your house.” For both sides, it took
years before it was accepted [that each had their own way].

Another problem with Van Nieuwkerk’s categorization is that some
participants had (partly) non-Dutch backgrounds and, as mentioned
before, they were already experienced in being addressed outside the
national fold. For instance, similar to the experience of many headscarfwearing converts, when having a darker complexion, they were
complimented with their command of the Dutch language. During one of
our interviews, one of them recalled an incident from the time she was in
college, studying to become a Human Resource manager. When she held
a presentation and other students gave feedback, instead of addressing the
content, she received the comment that “her Dutch was very good.”
Converts who were born in non-Western families but were adopted by
Dutch parents, too, were regularly addressed as outsiders before their
conversion, because of their different complexions.28 Being addressed as
foreigners was a new experience for ethnic Dutch converts and could
impact their sense of belonging. One of the participants made a point that
in the current public debate between “us” and “them” (i.e. Dutch versus
non-Dutch), she increasingly felt belonging to “them.” This occurred not
because she felt less Dutch as a result of her conversion, but because her
son was excluded by his classmates because of his mother wearing a
headscarf.
In sum, as I will argue in this thesis, conversion does not take
place in a vacuum but is processual and relational. When Dutch women
visibly convert to Islam, often, they are no longer recognized as Dutch by
See also Lechkar’s Ph.D. thesis on conversion to Islam in Flanders (2012). She introduces
Salima, a participant who recounts similar experiences as a non-white adoptee.
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their fellow citizens. They, or their children, can become the object of
hostility. Therefore, I argue to include this dynamic, especially when
discussing politicized topics such as national identity or loyalty. If
measuring Dutch and Islamic identity is replaced by examining the
dynamics of belonging, analytical space opens up to address the complex
interplay between ethnicity, nationality, and religion, in a globalized
world.

1.4 The Islamic Revival
When ‘categorizing Muslims,’ immigration and processes of globalization
need to be taken into account as well. Muslims from different
ethnic/national backgrounds meet each other in the Netherlands and
influence each other’s practices. Despite the monolithic representations of
Islam prevalent in the clash of civilization thesis, and the cultural racism
of new liberals, Muslims differ in several areas. There are, for instance,
religio-political differences on the question of Muslim leadership after the
death of the prophet Mohammad, differences in schools of law,
theological differences, differences in emphasis on spirituality, or on the
rational aspects of Islam (Saeed, 2007, 396).
All participants in my research were Sunni Muslims. In regard to
differences between Islamic Schools of Law, generally, participants
believed that following the Qur’an and Sunna29 sufficed. Usually, they
avoided theological debates about differences between various strands and
sects and either followed the opinion of a few leading Muslim scholars,
read books, asked the advice of women they trusted, often the volunteers
of the women’s groups in my research, or relied on their common sense.
Nevertheless, to find their way among Muslims’ multiple interpretations
of Islam was by all accounts a challenge.
In her study of Scandinavian converts to Islam, Roald observed a
phenomenon I noticed as well in regard to the challenges converts are
faced with when confronted with a multiplicity of Muslim views:
New Muslims who encounter these manifold views and trends tend to be
confused. In search of the ‘truth’, they tend to look for the ‘pure sources’
instead of settling for one of the many cultural expressions born Muslims
term ‘Islam’. … Moreover, many new Muslims rejected the Law-School
system, saying that they would follow only the Koran and Sunna. (2004,
113)

29

The example of the prophet Mohammed.
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She attributes this common stance among converts to their predicament of
being faced with a multitude of Islamic expressions and argues that this
methodology of returning to the Qur’an and Sunna is therefore used
differently by converts than by born Muslims, due to differences in their
outlook. On the contrary, I found that since converts and born Muslim(a)s
socialize with each other, they influence each other’s practice of Islam and
both aimed for a “pure” Islam.30
Although the search for a “pure” Islam, a rejection of the Law
School system, and a “return to the Qur’an and Sunna” as a means to
“deculturalize” Muslims’ practice of Islam, are often associated with the
Islamic movement Salafism,31 Roald argues that most converts are
attracted to a “moderate middle trend,” which she calls “the rational
approach” (ibid, 114). She connects this trend to the modern da’wa
movement32 which emerged in Europe during the 1970s. This movement,
she argues, disseminated apologetic literature about Islam as a logical and
rational religion based on reason and intellect. She argues that many of
these books were written either by members or sympathizers with the
Muslim Brotherhood, or reveal close ties to Saudi Arabia, indicating an
orientation towards “Salafi ideology” (ibid, 120). She does not, however,
equate this trend with Salafism, which she classifies as an “extreme
movement trend.” While I agree with Roald’s distinction between the
attractiveness of interpretations of Islam associated with Salafism and
transnational political movements, as she points out, the trends are not
clear cut and “a Muslim affiliated to one trend might easily share ideas
and methodologies with Muslims in other trends” (ibid, 114). Therefore,
in the last section of this chapter I will elaborate on some of the problems
with labeling inter-Muslim differences, in particular the use of the label
Salafism.
In her seminal book The Politics of Piety, Saba Mahmood locates
the subject of her research, the women’s mosque movement in Egypt,
within a larger Islamic Revival “that has swept the Muslim world since
the 1970s.” Importantly, she argues, the term Islamic Revival refers “not
only to the activities of state-oriented political groups but more broadly to
a religious ethos or sensibility that has developed within contemporary
Muslim societies” (2005, 3). Evident from my research and that of many
others, the Islamic Revival has reached Europe, too. Through
transnational and global interaction, the basic tenets of this revival as
described by Mahmood, (i.e., the training and realization of a pious self),
were important to many of the women in my research as well. The
See chapter five.
The word Salafi derives from the Arabic al-Salaf al-Salih referring to the Muslims living at the
time of the Prophet Mohammed and the first Caliphs.
32 See chapter five.
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language used by these converts to teach each other, and learn from each
other, is often associated by researchers with Salafi Muslims (cf. Roex et
al 2010, 2013; De Koning, 2013; Becker, 2013). However, I argue this
label to be too imprecise to have sufficient descriptive value in this thesis.
The first problem is that Salafism does not represent a single,
identifiable movement and researchers tend to differ in their definitions.
Its origins are located in the Islamic Revival of the late 19th century, but
shaped by local and contemporary events, the meaning of the term has
become fragmented and contested (Meijer, 2009; Hamid, 2009; Heykel,
2009). Indeed, in my research, I noticed fragmenting and exclusionist
tendencies among participants in light of their aims to practice a “pure”
Islam. For instance, a webmaster of a women-only forum for (converted)
Muslimas told me how she had to close her forum and start anew because
forum participants argued too much among each other. However, on the
other hand, participants also made extensive use of the unifying concept
of Islamic sisterhood33 and that discourse, too, was brought by her to the
front, when she recalled to me what had happened to her forum:
There are many groups in the Netherlands and they clash. It also happens
in mosques. There are different groups, with different thoughts on issues.
On my forum, there were certain topics that were thought of very
differently. Some sisters really felt excluded.34 Some sisters were greeted
and taken seriously, while others were not because they held different
opinions. These differences of opinion were about really small things,
mostly about reliability [of religious knowledge]. That was put first. And
if certain sisters were less strict, they were literally boycotted, like, “You
listen to unreliable people, so you are unreliable, so I rather not talk to
you.” That is harsh. As the leader of a forum, to a certain extent, you can
try to control this kind of behavior. You can try to guide people, you can
post messages about how you want it, but in the end, sisters will follow
their own path in these matters. Of course, they take your advice to heart
but sisters can be very harsh [to one another]. That really bothers me. It
really upsets me. Despite differences of opinion, even if it is about
government leaders, even if it is about mistakes during prayer, advise
each other in a civilized manner. We are still each other’s sisters.
Everyone is ignorant on one thing or another. No one possesses the most
knowledge. We need to advise each other in everything, love each other
for the sake of Allah. We are, we remain, sisters. We all believe in the
same God, we all follow the path of our prophet, peace be upon him, and

See chapter four.
For many participants, “sister” was a common way of denoting a fellow Muslima, see also
chapter four.
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for that reason, and for the sake of Allah, I think we should not exclude
each other.

When labeling all of these women Salafis, these nuances and processes of
fission and fusion run the risk of being sidelined or ignored, in particular
in light of the second problem.
A second problem with coupling converts search for a “pure”
Islam and their turn to the Qur’an and Sunna with Salafism, is that among
my research participants, the label was not used as a means of selfdefinition.35 Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain to what extend attendants
of the lectures of some of the women’s groups in my research were aware
that the content might be considered to reflect Salafi thought. Jensen made
a similar observation in Denmark. She notes that born and converted
Muslims attended Islam classes in a variety of settings that Muslim
experts and researchers would consider mutually antagonistic:
Indeed, both converts and young Muslims often knew neither the names
of the different Muslim branches whose classes they were taking nor
their different self-representations or stances towards each other - even
though these participants had moved in these different milieus for
months or even for years. The informants’ reflections on their
experiences within the different Muslim branches thus greatly contrast
with the general categorizations of experts and researchers. (2011, 1159)

A third problem is that Salafism, in particular in the mainstream
media, is regularly equated with radicalism, extremism, fundamentalism,
and these three labels with terrorism. As introduced earlier, in the
Scandinavian context, Roald (2004) distinguishes three converts’ trends: a
cultural Muslims trend, a rational Muslims trend, and an extreme
movement trend under which the Salafis are categorized.36 Salafism, she
puts forward, might be equated with fundamentalism because of its
literalist reading of Islamic sources (159). Fundamentalist, however, is not
a neutral description, nor is extreme movement. One of my interlocutors,
for instance, contributed to another Ph.D. study as well, and was
subsequently portrayed as an ‘orthodox fundamentalist’ in the dissertation
(Geelhoed, 2012). When I asked her how she felt about the label she
replied:

None of the Muslim women’s groups involved in my research used the word Salafi in their
announcements, nor on their websites or forums. This is similar to what Ineke Roex (2010)
found in her study of Salafis in the Netherlands. The Muslims she interviewed were averse to
being called Salafi, orthodox, or (neo-)radical.
36 Together with the Habashi movement and Hizb al-tahrir.
35
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Well, at least I’m not labeled an extremist. I’m happy about that. Being
called “orthodox” or “fundamentalist,” I don’t mind it too much.
However, “fundamentalist” is a charged word, people already have all
kinds of ideas when they hear this word. It’s often used in the media and
not in a positive way.

Furthermore, regardless of how scripture is interpreted, “fundamentalism”
was a means of self-description for the U.S. Protestants, who coined the
term in the 1920s, while the label is not similarly used as a self-reference
among Muslims.
Difficulties in regard to the various strands of reformist Islam
contained within the category Salafism, and the stigma of extremism the
label carries, were recognized by some participants as well. When I asked
the lecturer of one of the women’s groups participating in my research if
she could identify with Salafism, she reacted cautiously:
Yes, I recognize myself 100% but I wouldn’t use this word because it’s
important that people don’t think, “that’s a sect, that’s a group.” People
calling themselves Salafi, I have seen it work counterproductive. This
word [Salafism] is a negative word among non-Muslims anyway, it is
used in very negative ways, for instance in the media. For Muslims it has
a negative connotation too. Salafism, the name Salaf or Salafi, is very
positive but people using this name do bad things.

When I asked what she meant by “bad things”, she reflected on divisions
among Salafis:
For example, they say, “Where do you pray? How do you practice?” “Oh
you pray there, you practice like that,” and then they turn their backs on
you. So a brother turns his back on a brother. Then what happens? That
is the end of brotherhood and because of these things there is division,
maybe even hate. It touches on hate, which is not allowed in Islam, and
yet it happened.

In short, many participants expressed discomfort and distaste for
the sometimes bitter divisions between various Muslim factions.
Furthermore, within the local context, different strands of reformist Islam
were much more dynamic than fixed categories suggest. In regard to the
micropractices and local experiences of participants, broad categorizations
such as the label Salafi do not do justice to the complex issues of authority
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converts faced when they began to practice Islam.37 Although many of the
women in my research felt attracted to reformist interpretations of Islam,
in this thesis, I will refrain from labeling them Salafi. Instead, I will opt
for Mahmood’s focus on women’s efforts to achieving piety, as a less
politicized way of analyzing participants’ pious aims and their
employment of religious knowledge to organize their daily lives.

As Baumann warns, by stereotyping informants as “belonging to” or “speaking for” a predefined “community,” one runs the risk of tribalizing people, and researcher might end up
studying communities of their own making (1996, 8).
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Chapter 2
Doing Ethnography
A year after the start of my fieldwork, I gave a guided tour at Museum
Our Lord in the Attic. In cooperation with the museum’s director, I had
developed a museum program, based on my research. Among other
things, this program addressed the resentment many contemporary Dutch
feel when confronted with visible signs of religion, in particular Islam.
With a lecture and a guided tour, I compared the predicament of
contemporary Muslims to the circumstances of Catholics in Amsterdam
after the Reformation. That afternoon, the tour was for one of the
participants in my research and her friends and family. Just before the
start of the tour, she quickly whispered in my ear, “Could you tell my
mom that conversion to Islam is a change in religion, and not a change in
culture?”
When I had interviewed her the year before, she had told me that
because of her headscarf, her mother no longer perceived her to be the
liberated woman she once was. By now, her mother had become used to
her changed appearance but at first, the announcement of her adoption of
the headscarf had not been well received:
I had a strong desire to wear the headscarf, although I know, to many
people that sounds bizarre. When I indeed did so, my mom still lived in
Amsterdam. We would meet for coffee, which we often did after work.
So I said to her [on the phone], “Okay, but as of today I’m wearing a
headscarf.” That wasn’t such a good idea. She hung up, abruptly, [after]
saying, “No, I won’t do that. Have you lost your mind? Act normal!”
She hung up angrily, [probably] thinking, what is happening? My mom
[probably] thought, “You are a liberated woman and when you wear a
headscarf you are oppressed.” While I thought, “I’m still that liberated
woman, maybe even more so now, than without a headscarf.”

I recount this story here to underline that positionality is a key
feature of any social research as “knowledge is produced in a historical
and social context by individuals” (Sherif, 2001, 437). In the case of the
museum tour, the focus was on my positionality as a scholar but in regard
to my fieldwork, for instance, also my gender was an integral aspect of
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my ability to enter this field. A male researcher could not have carried out
this research as the women involved practiced a strict separation of the
sexes during their meetings, and men were not allowed. The story also
exposes, as Jacob-Huey argues, that “decisions about representation …
entail 'cultural brokering’” (2002, 797). In this case, the participant asked
me to broker between the image of the headscarf as oppressive versus her
convictions about its liberating qualities, and between perceptions of
Muslims’ culture versus the religion of Islam. This points to yet another
aspect of this story, participants’ expectations of my research and the
possible benefits they hoped to gain from it.
A greater recognition and a better understanding of their choice
for Islam was for many participants, I believe, an incentive to help me
gather the data that informs this thesis. The reasoning behind the
participant’s request will be addressed in other parts of this thesis. More to
the point here is that the question to weave her argument into the museum
tour shows the shifting insider/outsider perspective that characterized my
fieldwork. Therefore, in this chapter, I will first, further elaborate on my
positionality within the Muslim women’s groups I participated in. Second,
I will give an overview of the research methods I employed to gather the
data presented in this thesis. Third, I will elaborate on my attempt to
situate my research within a current anthropological debate on
engagement. Part of this debate can be summarized as “How to translate
one’s research findings into representations that can appeal to broader
audiences, beyond the walls of the academy?” I will address this question
by presenting two museum projects that enabled me to relate parts of my
research results to general audiences.

2.1 Positionality
The data presented in this thesis was collected between 2006 and 2011.
During this period, I enjoyed enormous cooperation from the women on
whose stories and actions this thesis is based. For instance, when I had to
end my fieldwork, there were still many women who had agreed to be
interviewed but time did not permit it. I quickly became well acquainted
with the women’s groups central to my research, and opportunities for
participant observation were abundant. From the start as well as later on in
the course of my research, I was invited to visit the Muslim women’s
groups by participants themselves which facilitated access that need not
be negotiated beyond explaining that I was a student of anthropology,
working on research on changes in daily life in the context of conversion
to Islam, Islamic sisterhood, and how converts differentiated between
culture and religion. Since these are fields converts have an interest in and
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often talk about among themselves, these questions were met with
approval. My overall research question, how women dealt with possible
tensions in light of multiple belongings was appreciated as well.38
Many participants were very active online, too, and soon I was
included in various e-mail lists. This provided me with a constant stream
of Islamic moral and educational stories and videos. In addition, I was
invited to read blogs, initiated and maintained by some of my
interlocutors, and to join forums by and for converts to Islam. I became
Facebook friends with at least a dozen participants, and sent flyers
announcing upcoming events.
Why were these women so cooperative? First, I believe, their
cooperation stemmed from their hope that my research would contribute
to a more profound understanding of their choice for Islam. Conversion to
Islam is reportedly perceived by non-Muslims to be a more radical choice
than converts perceive this choice themselves. Where converts often claim
to experience continuity, their social environment experiences conversion
as a rupture.39 This is also the case with changes in daily life, which are
interpreted differently by non-Muslims than by participants themselves.
Furthermore, converts as well as born Muslims are curious about the
conversion experiences of others, which can have contributed to their
cooperation as well. A few participants stated that they also helped me
because I am a Muslim and “Muslims should help each other.”
However, I believe the answer can also be found in the direction
of what Becker calls the notion of ‘coincidence’ (1998, 28). Access to a
field of research is not exactly random but it is not completely determined
either. Becker relates the coincidences often involved in choosing or
gaining access to a particular field to the notion that things do not “just
happen” but occur in a series of steps (ibid, 31). I will retrace my steps
leading to my welcome at the women’s groups by reflecting on starting
my research as a relative stranger, how I turned into a partial insider as a
Muslim, while remaining a partial outsider as a researcher, and by
addressing whether my research can be related to the notion of doing autoethnography (Strathern, 1987; Anderson, 2006) as a ‘native
anthropologist’ (Narayan, 1993; Jacobs-Huey, 2002; Bunzl, 2004;

38 Usually, my explanation of my overall research question was not exactly phrased like this, but
every convert could relate to the conspicuous Dutch “Islam debate” and they approved of my
academic attempt to focus on the nuances of their lived realities.
39 One aspect of perceived continuity between pre- and post-conversion is the Islamic notion of
fitra, reflected in Muslims’ claim, adopted by converts, that in fact all humans are Muslim, as all
are in a submissive position vis-à-vis God, and that it is only differences in upbringing whether
this matter-of-fact is recognized. In this respect becoming Muslim was envisioned as a
realization of a pre-existing state-of-being (see also Ahmad, 2009).
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Lechkar, 2012). I will end this section on positionality with a reflection on
being a part-time hijabi.40
2.1.1 Starting Out as a Stranger
The main coincidence informing the course of my fieldwork was meeting
my first interlocutor at my place of work, the Amsterdam (Historical)
Museum.41 As I will explain in more detail in the course of this chapter,
she provided me with a wealth of information on possible research
locations. Meeting her ahead of my fieldwork, also gave me the
opportunity to assess my positionality in advance. In many ways, my
positionality resembled that of research participants. I shared their gender,
in many cases their nationality, ethnicity, their language, and I am a
converted Muslima too, since 1996. This is not to say I was familiar with
the field. Arguably, I was a total stranger. Before this research, I had
never made an effort to meet other converts, never visited any mosque or
Muslim women’s group, and since I do not wear a headscarf in daily life, I
am not easily recognizable as a Muslim.
When meeting this first participant at the museum, I disclosed my
Muslimness with the Islamic greeting as-salamu aleikum. A few minutes
later, we were discussing whether or not wearing a headscarf is obligatory
for women in Islam. Since I infrequently socialized with other
Muslim(a)s, this topic had never come up. My understanding of modesty
as a Muslim woman was that it was as much an inward as an outward
disposition, and also that it was dependent on the context. Living in the
Netherlands, I had made adjustments to my wardrobe but I had never felt
the need to cover my hair nor did I consider it a divine command. The
woman I met at the museum, however, was convinced that when standing
before God on Judgment Day, the covering of a woman’s hair would
definitely be part of the judgment. Nevertheless, our differences did not
compromise her willingness to help me and we began e-mailing ahead of
the start of my fieldwork.
Through this initial correspondence, soon, I discovered another
feature of her Muslimness that I had never thought of: the notion that
listening to music, or playing musical instruments, is forbidden in Islam. I
had traveled several times to North-Africa and music was commonplace.
During these travels, I had been to concerts and watched street musicians
40 A woman who covers her hair and wears loose-fitting clothes, as not to reveal too much of her
female shape.
41 I have been a part-time researcher, first in the context of a MA thesis, later on as a Ph.D.
candidate. Besides my studies, I am employed at the Amsterdam Historical Museum, renamed
Amsterdam Museum as of 2011.
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play. I was familiar with stories of how all public life in Egypt came to a
halt when the famous singer Umm Kulthum sung on the radio in the
1960’s. It had never occurred to me that there might be Muslims with a
different attitude towards music (cf. Otterbeck, 2008). I realized it was
possible to do research in the city I was born and raised, among women
with similar backgrounds, sharing their conversion experience and hence
their religion, speak the same language, and still be unfamiliar with some
important changes in their lives. I wondered if women with her outlook on
Islamic practice would accept me as a researcher, and as a fellow
Muslima, or if they would consider me very different from themselves.
Through this initial contact I was reassured that the practice of Islam was
considered a personal responsibility. There were no formal requirements
for participating in the Muslim women’s group she introduced me to. In
fact, one did not even have to be a Muslim.
My limited practice of Islam facilitated participating in these
groups at an entry level. From a research point of view, being unfamiliar
with many of the precepts was in fact helpful since it allowed women to
teach me. Besides the extra information this process rendered, it sensitized
me to some of the threshold moments for many converts I would later
meet and interview, such as learning how to pray or praying communally.
This advantage diminished over the years, as I became a familiar face and
increasingly knowledgeable about topics of interest to the group members,
and Islamic practices. Therefore, continuously explaining my presence in
these groups beyond the common motive of “learning about Islam” as also
being a researcher, remained important to alert women that I was not just
another attendant.
2.1.2 Positioned as a Partial Insider
Research among converted Muslims in the Netherlands is fairly recent. It
is a popular topic among Bachelor and Master students but otherwise, not
much research has been conducted in this field (Van Nieuwkerk 2003,
2004, 2006, 2008; Harmsen, 2008).42 Harmsen conducted limited research
and does not address the issue of positionality beyond his gender limiting
his access to women and women’s groups. Van Nieuwkerk, however,
reflects on her influence on the narratives gathered in interviews, in
particular converts’ perception of her as a “non-Muslim Dutch feminist
professional” (2006, 96). She recalls that interviewees often began the
Badran (2006) and Stoica (2012) have conducted comparative research about conversion to
Islam in the Netherlands. Badran compared British, Dutch, and South-African converts to Islam,
and Stoica compared Romanian and Dutch converts.
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interview by stating: “I know Dutch people think that women are
oppressed in Islam but…” (ibid). Being a Muslim myself, this pre-emptive
attitude, assuming common misconceptions to be present in the mind of
the researcher, were absent from my encounters and interviews. Instead,
during interviews, particularly on the topic of changes in daily life, an
often-used opening or closure of a sentence was “you know” (see also
Lechkar, 2012). Although also a researcher, in many respects, I was
considered an insider to the conversion experience. However, when
discussing more ambiguous topics such as religious authority, ideals and
practices, or the difference between culture and religion, more often a
sentence was ended with the question “Do you understand?”
Over the years, I met several BA and MA students who had
chosen the subject for their theses, as well as a few Ph.D. candidates
seeking participants among converted women, as well. Although most of
them were non-Muslim, they, too, succeeded in finding women willing to
be interviewed. With the exception of some of the women’s groups
involved in my research, usually, they were allowed access to meetings,
lectures, and other social gatherings. Nevertheless, some women’s groups
refused access to them because, the attendants told them, they felt
uncomfortable being ‘observed.’ These same women, however, often
enthusiastically supported my research, occasionally asked for my “expert
opinion” during discussions, and accepted me as a “sister in Islam”
without question. I often wondered to what degree they understood that
writing a Ph.D. thesis would entail an analysis of their experiences that
could possibly differ from their own (Abu-Lughod, 1991, 159-160). I
therefore have tried to heed Narayan’s warning that as anthropologists we
…must focus our attention on the quality of relations with the people we
seek to represent in our texts: are they viewed as mere fodder for
professionally self-serving statements about a generalized Other, or are
they accepted as subjects with voices, views, and dilemmas - people to
whom we are bonded through ties of reciprocity… (1993, 672)

As I will explain in the last part of this chapter, I have taken this focus on
reciprocity as an encouragement to aim for partnerships with participants,
in light of an engaged anthropology.
2.1.3 Auto-Ethnography as a Native Anthropologist?
It is also possible to regard my positionality as ‘doing auto-ethnography.’
Arguably, I shared so many features with my research participants that in
the definition of Anderson (2006, 279), I qualified as a “complete member
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in the social world under study” as my group membership preceded the
decision to conduct research on this group (ibid). However, what exactly
comprises complete membership? In her review of the limits of autoethnography, Strathern, for instance, raises the question “how one knows
when one is at home” (1987, 16). In order to address the shifting grounds
of familiarity and distance, she argues, one must know whether the
investigator/investigated are equally at home (ibid). For instance, in the
first chapter, I argued that wearing a headscarf as a convert, regularly
results in being pushed out of the category “Dutch.” Arguably, feelings of
belonging can shift when a convert is regularly approached as a foreigner.
Since not all converts are white women but come from a variety of ethnic
backgrounds, that too made a difference. These various levels of being at
home, as Anderson points out as well, translate into the realization that
“significant variation may exist even among members in similar
positions” (ibid). This was certainly the case within my research, as
Muslim women’s groups also held different positions in regard to Islamic
practice. Within these groups, too, different positions were found among
attendants in regard to the practice of Islam.
Another point Strathern makes in regard to the limits of autoethnography is similar to the point Narayan makes about the native
anthropologist: it is not the personal credentials of the anthropologist that
convey being at home or not, but whether there is cultural continuity
between what is written by the anthropologist and what the people being
studied produce by way of accounts of themselves. “At issue is the
manner in which ethnographic authority is constructed in reference to the
voices of those supplying the information, and the part they are given in
the resultant texts” (ibid, 17-18). Anderson, too, acknowledges that
besides being a member of the group under study, the researcher is also a
member of the social science community. “As a social scientist, the
researcher has another cultural identity and goals that lead to a secondary
(or from the social science view, primary) orientation to action within the
social world shared with other group members” (ibid, 380). This
realization is, among other things, addressed by current calls within the
discipline for a more engaged anthropology but is also connected to the
topic of informed consent.
At the beginning of my research, I experimented with the use of
informed consent forms to test whether their use would be an advantage or
not. All participants involved in the first phase of my research signed the
form although I explained it was not mandatory.43 A positive feature of
Generally, Dutch anthropologists do not use informed consent forms in their research.
Likewise, students are not obliged to make use of such forms. To be able to experiment with
their use, I designed the form myself.
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using these forms was the opportunity to briefly discuss issues of
representation, most notably anonymity.44 However, I abandoned their use
later on in my research, for several reasons. The most important reason
was that personal rapport and trust proved more important than presenting
participants with a form at the time of the interview. For instance, since
informal talk was part of my research too, I often made connections
between the conversations and my research, so women would understand
that their stories were also important to me in regard to my research
questions. In addition, although all women signed the form, instead of
regarding it as a means of self-protection they most often thought it was
something my supervisor obligated me to do.
Arguably, the use of informed consent forms has its limits. As is
also stated in the American Anthropologist Association’s Code of Ethics:
“it is the quality of the consent, not the format, that is relevant” (1998, 3).
As for instance Malone argues, while doing research “we can never really
anticipate what will emerge and what we will find interesting, how we
will end up interpreting it or what we will eventually do with it” (2003,
797). This observation addresses that consent is obtained at a specific
moment in time while the research is a process that continues and
develops in ways neither the researcher nor the researched can fully
comprehend beforehand. Transparency, reporting back to participants
about research results, and seeking ways to engage them in projects for
general audiences, became central to my relationships with research
participants. This, eventually, replaced the use of formal devices such as
informed consent forms.
In regard to the question of whether or not my research qualifies
as doing auto-ethnography, that depends on the definition. I am more
inclined to consider the limits of auto-ethnography Strathern addresses,
which in my research translates into the partial insider perspective, than to
position my research as doing auto-ethnography in Anderson’s definition.
Anderson, for instance, argues for an “enhanced textual visibility of the
researcher’s self” (ibid, 384) and suggests that “they should openly
discuss changes in their beliefs and relationships over the course of
The most interesting feature of using these forms was the high number of participants who
waved anonymity, stating that they had nothing to hide and were proud of their conversion.
However, in light of the Code of Ethics of the American Anthropological Association (1998), I
have decided not to mention their names. As is stated in article III.A.2: “Anthropological
researchers must do everything in their power to ensure that their research does not harm the
safety, dignity, or privacy of the people with whom they work, conduct research, or perform
other professional activities.” As neither participants nor I could fully assess beforehand the
consequences of revealing their names, I refrained from doing so. After the initial 21 interviews,
I explained beforehand that interview excerpts were to be used anonymously. I have tried to
similarly explain this to participants who had already granted me the freedom to use their
names.
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fieldwork.” Furthermore, they “should illustrate analytic insights through
recounting their own experiences and thoughts as well as those of others”
(ibid). My aim here is not to publicly reflect upon my own conversion to
Islam. However, I can relate to his observation that the auto-ethnographer,
as a full-fledged member, “cannot always sit observantly on the sidelines”
(ibid).
Conducting this research involved a constant rethinking of my
own conversion since so many people asked questions about it,
participants and others alike. From the start, almost anyone I told about
my research would ask me if I was a convert myself, if I was married to a
Muslim man, why I did not wear a headscarf, and other personal
questions, often within the first five minutes of conversation. Rigorous
negotiations with journalists who published about my research were
necessary to keep my personal story outside of their report. Participants
too, often, considered me a wholesale part of my research, best
summarized in the suggestion of one participant for me to interview
myself. However, in light of critical ethnography, reflecting upon the
impossibility of “always sitting observantly on the sidelines” I believe, is
necessary for all social scientists, regardless of being at home or abroad
(see also Roald for the specific context of a converted Muslim researcher,
2001, 78).
2.1.4 A Part-Time Hijabi
In light of the data put forward in this thesis, it will surprise no-one that
the difficulties and dilemmas I encountered during fieldwork in many
respects revolved around the question of whether or not to veil. As I
explained in this chapter, I do not wear a headscarf in daily life.
Nevertheless, most participants got to know me as a hijabi, a woman who
covers her hair and wears loose-fitting clothes, as not to reveal too much
of her female shape. The reason for this choice was that most of the time
one of the five daily Islamic prayers took place during the events that I
attended, and Muslim women cover for prayer, even if they do not do so
outside of their prayers. If events took place at mosques, which often
happened, another prayer occurred, as Muslims pray two rakaat upon
entering a mosque (see also Lechkar, 2012, 26). As headscarfwrapping/tying, should preferably be done in front of a mirror, soon after
the start of my fieldwork, I decided to put on my headscarf at home.45

See also Lukens-Bull, R. (2007) and Clarke (2012) for a insightful overview of the same kind of
dilemmas for non-Muslim researchers when researching Muslims’ practice of Islam.
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At first, my veiling was somewhat spotty, as I wrestled with the
image that covering my hair would project. For instance, when I had my
period, I would refrain from veiling, as women are absolved from the duty
of prayer during menstruation. However, obviously, this raised questions
and I found myself discussing my monthly period more often than I cared
to. In addition, if I did not put on the headscarf at home, occasionally, I
would forget I was not wearing one, and found myself at the center of
considerable consternation when joining the prayer row while still
uncovered. These occasions, although somewhat embarrassing, were not
without merit in understanding the workings of the women’s groups: I
was never judged or criticized and women who were absolved from
prayer would rush to take off their scarves to properly cover me, or
helpfully pulled down my skirt to cover my feet if I had forgotten to bring
socks. Nevertheless, after a few such incidents, I decided to fully cover
when participating in the gatherings of the women’s groups in my
research.
To clearly position myself as a part-time hijabi, when conducting
interviews, or when meeting participants at the museums I worked at, I
never wore a headscarf. As participants considered wearing a headscarf a
distinctly personal decision, having only religious value as the wearer did
so by her own vocation, my lack of covering was never made into an
issue. If mentioned at all, it was only as a matter-of-fact, as most women
were aware that I only veiled when going to the mosque or to women’s
gatherings. Although the strategy seemed clear-cut, in practice it was not.
For instance, what to do when prayer time occurred shortly before, during,
or after the interview? When I interviewed women at their homes, I would
usually bring a headscarf and put it on when prayer-time occurred, a
strategy that did not raise any eyebrows. However, awkward moments
were still inevitable. For instance, one time I arrived covered for an
interview because I knew it would be prayer time almost upon arrival.
After we completed the prayer, I took off my headscarf. That in itself was
inconspicuous but when it turned out I forgot my recorder and decided to
go back home to obtain it, it escaped my mind I had already uncovered.
Upon opening the door to leave, the women I was about to interview all
screamed at once, “You forgot to put on your headscarf!” When I
explained I had only arrived covered because of the prayer, all was well
again, as it was accepted that everyone had personal reasons for
veiling/unveiling.
Only once, before we started the interview, a participant
commented on my lack of covering. Offering the often mentioned “a
woman is like a pearl/diamond” analogy to stress the headscarf’s
protective qualities as opposed to its oppressive image in the Dutch
context, she encouraged me not to be ashamed of the practice (which I
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was not). When I replied with a little joke about being above forty and
therefore probably not too attractive anymore, with absolute seriousness,
she countered, “Sister, you certainly are still a looker.” Since by then, my
fieldwork was nearing its end, I should have known better than to even
consider such a joke to be appreciated. Among a majority of my
interlocutors, there was not a single argument valid enough to refrain from
veiling, except “not being ready for it.” As that approximated the truth, I
usually offered that explanation.
No matter how I handled the issue of veiling, every strategy
remained imperfect from a personal point of view as it hardly diminished
the discomfort of being forced to discuss it. As the issue of the headscarf
is so contentious in the Netherlands, to cover or not to cover remains a
politicized decision, one way or the other. For instance, if I would lecture
for a non-Muslim audience, usually, first contact was by e-mail or phone.
Since people routinely asked if I was a convert myself, often, they were
aware that I was, and subsequently were surprised or even disappointed if
I came to lecture without a headscarf, or conversely, explained their
happiness of my demonstration that one could be Muslim and not veil.
Differences in perception also occurred when veiling among
academic colleagues. During an international conference at the University
of Amsterdam, I was asked to escort a few visiting scholars to a near-by
mosque for Friday prayer. The conference was in the Fall so I turned my
shawl into an impromptu headscarf in the university bathroom and came
back to the lecture room to pick up the visiting scholars. Although the
speaker at that particular moment was a close colleague, when I came
back a few hours later, she told me that she had not immediately
recognized me after I had put on the headscarf. Her first thought had been,
“How nice, a Muslima is attending our conference!”
At the mosque we visited that afternoon, however, my improvised
headscarf was interpreted entirely different. Usually, Amsterdam mosques
have distinct national/ethnic identities and the nearest-by mosque I took
them to was of Turkish origin. I had not visited this mosque before but I
knew Turks pray slightly different than I was used to within the women’s
groups in my research, in particular in terms of tempo and the number of
rakaat.46 Recognizing we were not Turks, a young woman offered her
help by explaining that since we probably prayed Wahabi style, we should
pray in our own fashion and should not feel obliged to try to follow the
Turkish style. Although neither the female scholar accompanying me, nor
I, understood why our Western clothing communicated a Wahabi
orientation, the incident points out yet another thorny problem for a veiled
researcher. Particular styles communicate particular orientations,
46

One prayer sequence consisting of bowing and prostrations.
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sometimes national/ethnic in nature, sometimes indicating distinct
religious belongings (Ünal, 2013). In the Dutch context, I usually choose
the amira headscarf because it requires no pins and is most easy to put on
and take off. This headscarf is usually worn by children, indoors, and by
women who have just started practicing Islam. This helped me to avoid
projecting an overly pious image. Occasionally, I wore plain scarves
“Moroccan style,” which in the Netherlands are least tied to a particular
community, or way of practice (ibid).
In sum, starting my research as a stranger to local Islamic
sociality, I felt extremely anxious at first. As became clear in the course of
my fieldwork, my anxieties were fairly common. Fear of being rejected,
feelings of awkwardness when visiting mosques for the first time, and
being unfamiliar with some of the religious precepts other Muslims take
for granted, is typical of any convert who starts to explore local Muslim
religious sociality. In fact, it was particularly helpful, for instance during
interviews, to be sensitized to the importance of these threshold moments.
Simultaneously, I started as a partial insider since I was a converted
Muslima as well. This particular positionality facilitated quickly
establishing rapport and helped avoid discussing common misconceptions
about Muslim women “being oppressed” or having “denounced women’s
liberation.” Participants took for granted that was not my opinion of them.
Often we shared experiences, such as the never-ending questions of nonMuslims about the involvement of a Muslim husband in the decision to
convert. It also avoided disappointment when a non-Muslim researcher
does not eventually convert during the course of the research (cf. De
Koning, 2008a; Baer, 2008; Geelhoed, 2012; Clarke, 2013).
After I got used to the women’s groups’ workings, I often felt at
home and could relate to the importance of these networks in regard to
Muslim converts’ predicament of being a minority within a minority.
Strathern’s argument that “whether the anthropologist is at home qua
anthropologist … is decided by the relationship between their techniques
of organizing knowledge and how people organize knowledge about
themselves” (ibid, 31), remained a topic of reflection. In the context of my
research, “being at home” in this respect was realized by participants’
interest in my research. In addition, I incorporated topics into my research
they found important (as well as being relevant to my research questions).
Finally, I invited them into my professional field through making museum
programs and presentations about their practices, and engaging them in
the realization or the end results. In the last section of this chapter, I will
reflect on this cooperation in more detail.
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2.2 Doing Fieldwork
My entry into the field coincided with the 2006 exhibition “My
Headscarf” at the Amsterdam Historical Museum.47 Thirty-five young
headscarf wearing women were invited to loan their headscarves and tell
the story of their considerations of style, fashion, and piety. Three of them
had converted to Islam. One of them became my first interlocutor. Soon it
became evident that she was exemplary for the type of grassroots
volunteer work that was central to the Muslim women’s groups that
contributed to my research. With her assistance, I gained a basic
understanding of activities such as meetings and lectures that were
relevant. She pointed out which mosques attracted high numbers of Dutch
converts and what other spaces were used by women and girls to come
together. These explorations resulted in being invited to participate in two
Muslim women’s groups. As it turned out, these two groups approached
practicing Islam from a conservative angle. To include women with
different views on the practice of Islam, I approached a third, more liberal
oriented group on my own. They welcomed me, too. In 2008/2009, I was
invited to join two other women’s groups by the (converted) volunteers
organizing their meetings. I welcomed these opportunities to broaden my
experience and it allowed me to observe two additional pedagogic styles:
the interactive workshop, and the “sister-meeting,” which meant coming
together at each other’s homes, in the context of Islamic sisterhood.
As a part-time researcher, I was able to do fieldwork over an
expanded period of six years. During this time, I lived at the edge of my
research area and since women’s gatherings were timed sensitively to
demands of work and study, and usually took place in the evening or
weekend, fieldwork was easy to combine with other obligations. My
proximity to the research area facilitated flexibility so that if an interesting
event would occur outside of the women’s regular meetings, I could
quickly adapt. Since some events were more rare than others, for instance
conversions, weddings, the month of Ramadan, and other festivities, this
prolonged fieldwork period allowed me to be part of these events on
multiple and consecutive occasions. This enabled a deeper understanding
of their meaning for participants. It also meant that there was time to
develop relationships with participants, enhancing the quality of the
interviews.
At the same time, this lengthy fieldwork period allowed me to
observe the conversion process over time. While most of the women had
already converted when I met them, for various amounts of time, other
47 Since January 1st 2011 the Amsterdam Historical Museum is renamed the Amsterdam
Museum.
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participants were not Muslim, yet. Six participants converted while I
already knew them, allowing for the interview to take place just before or
after the conversion and providing me with the opportunity to observe
how patterns of practice developed in the context of social relations with
other (converted) Muslims.
Although the converts contributing to my research differed in
terms of age, social and ethnic background, how long ago the conversion
occurred, or the preferred practice of Islam, they cannot be considered
representative of all converts to Islam in the Netherlands. Since there are
no formal records, aiming for a representative cross section of converts to
Islam would be questionable in any event due to the absence of an overall
picture.48 Therefore, my research can best be considered a local case study
of conversion to Islam in the Netherlands. My local research, however,
was complemented with online data such as flyers for events, and moral,
educational, and conversion stories, transcending the local context.
Complemented with data gathered through interviewees’ experiences at
other locations, I argue my research to be representative at the level of the
basic structural patterns of these women’s groups (see Bertaux,1981),
which can be found all over the Netherlands and in other European
countries, too. Converts who do not participate in these types of women’s
groups are not included.
2.2.1 Observations & Conversations
Between 2006 and 2011, I participated in over two hundred meetings,
lectures, workshops, conferences, and home-events. These regular
occasions for gathering were complemented with festivities such as
religious holidays, the birth of a baby, conversions, weddings, picnics, or
other reasons for gathering. Attending these various events was of vital
importance in order to observe the process of conversion, the following
changes in daily life, as well as the process of building and/or becoming
part of new social networks. As became evident, the topic of
differentiating between culture and religion was a priority for any convert,
no matter how they practiced Islam. This topic was also very important

I have been asked numerous times how many converts to Islam there are in the Netherlands.
This, however, is unknown. The Dutch Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS) calculated in 2007 that
there are 12.000 autochthonous Dutch Muslims, including converts to Islam. However, as I
explained in chapter one, this includes children of 2nd generation allochthones who are not
converts but born Muslims. In addition, conversion by women who classify as allochthones
cannot be accounted for in this type of counting because it is implied that converts to Islam are
always autochthones.
48
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for the born Muslimas that were part of the women’s groups involved in
my research. Therefore, I added this subject in the course of the research.
Informally, I talked with all attendants of the meetings of the
groups involved, on multiple occasions. Taking notes of lectures was
encouraged and writing down subsequent discussions or questions was
allowed. Many meetings started with an introduction round in which I
could present myself as doing research on conversion to Islam. If no such
moment occurred, I would explain my research to attendees individually.
Most attending women were aware I was a researcher but since at
meetings there were usually also first time visitors, explaining my
research to them remained an ongoing process.49
Over the years, I talked to over a hundred converts and dozens of
born Muslimas about their lives and about their participation in Muslim
women’s groups. With forty-nine women I conducted in-depth interviews,
on average lasting for two hours. Two of them were born Muslims, a
volunteer for one of the women’s groups, and the chairperson of the
Polder Mosque. With three exceptions, I recorded and transcribed these
interviews verbatim.50 Eleven participants were interviewed on multiple
occasions, in most cases with intervals of several years, in particular the
volunteers responsible for organizing local Muslim women’s groups’
activities. In total, I conducted sixty-one in-depth interviews. I
interviewed participants without a specific list of questions, allowing the
interview to take the form of a conversation. However, adopting a
biographical approach51 did provide a chronological structure. For
instance, I asked everyone about their place and date of birth, education,
occupation, civil status, religious background, and about the place and
date of their conversion. Also, I asked them about changes in daily life in
the areas of dress, food & drink, and leisure activities, on becoming part
of Muslim communities, and, later on in the research, about how they
differentiated between culture and religion. These were all topics converts
had an interest in and felt comfortable talking about. For instance, changes
in daily life was an easy topic to discuss and a whole range of other issues,
such as relationships with family, friends, the opposite sex, classmates,

49 At the end of 2010, I organized an evening for participants to inform them about some of the
research results and to provide them with an opportunity to ask questions. This event was
attended by thirty women, from all five women’s groups. It was highly appreciated that I
reported back to them some of the research findings.
50 On two occasions I did not bring a recorder. On one occasion the interviewee asked for the
interview not to be recorded. In all three case, I was allowed to take extensive notes of the
interview.
51 I adopted a biographical approach, as for instance Bertaux argues, collecting life stories is a
means of discovering “patterns of practices” (1981, 36).
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colleagues, and strangers could be discussed without a heavy emphasis on
the difficulties participants often encountered.
During these more formal interview moments, I would sit down
with participants at their homes, at the mosque, or at their place of work or
mine, recording the interview. All interviewees were linked to one of the
women’s groups involved in my research, although in varying degrees of
closeness or distance. This meant that, in most cases, I had multiple
opportunities for informal talks with them, before and after the interview,
and to revisit some of the topics over time. In my experience, converts as
well as born Muslimas love to hear conversion stories, and how the nonMuslim social environment reacted to the decision to convert and I heard
many interviewees tell the story of their personal journey to and within
Islam on different occasions, allowing for a more complete and nuanced
picture of their conversion processes. To provide more insight into the
backgrounds of participants, I will present a brief overview of variation a
mong participants:
Age at the time of the interview
< 20
20-29
30-39
2
21
8

40-49
8

50-59
4

> 60
4

Age at the time of conversion
< 20
20-29
30-39
12
20
6

40-49
6

50-59
2

> 60
1

Education
University
13

MBO
14

HBO
13

High school
7

Marital status at the time of the interview
Married
Single
26
19

Boyfriend
2

Marital status at the time of conversion
Married
Single
13
22

Boyfriend
12

Previous religious affiliation
Catholic
Protestant
12
8
Atheist
Non-descript
1
17

Orthodox
1

Jewish
3

Agnostic
5
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When presenting excerpts from the interviews with participants in this
thesis, I will briefly introduce them, but I have chosen not to assign
participants pseudonyms. Because of my focus on a relatively small
number of women, the use of pseudonyms would be insufficient to
guarantee participants’ anonymity. This strategy is meant to provide extra
protection for the personal lives of participants, in light of the contentious
nature of women’s conversion to Islam. Of the forty-seven converts
participating in my research, forty-two are quoted in this thesis, at least
once.
2.2.2 Online Sources
Next to face-to-face interactions, part of my research took place in
cyberspace, through websites, blogs and forums, and through e-mail
contact. Addressing the growing phenomenon of Internet-based groups
and collectives, Wilson et al (2002, 449) argue “that the technologies
comprising the Internet, and all text and media that exist within it, are in
themselves cultural products.” They suggest that anthropology is
“uniquely suited for the study of socioculturally situated online
communication within a rapidly changing context.” (ibid, 450). Indeed, it
would be a great omission in studying the workings of the groups that
participated in my research if their online activities were not to be
included since online and offline interactions turned out to be highly
intertwined.
This dialogical relationship between online and offline sociality is
also emphasized by De Koning (2008b, 4). Addressing the production and
consumption of Islamic knowledge by Moroccan-Dutch youth, De Koning
argues that online experiences become meaningful “against the backdrop
of offline experiences.” This was also the case for the women involved in
my research. Online, women discussed issues and topics that were related
to their offline experiences as converts and as Muslims. The difference
with De Koning’s research is that the women in my research did not only
visit already established websites and online platforms, some of them
created their own websites and forums, started blog sites, web-shops,
social foundations, and/or made their own digital flyers for offline events.
Therefore, besides adding online content, they also added to the
infrastructure and formats used online, and helped to create social
networks. Often, these initiatives were started by converts but maintained
and enjoyed by Muslimas from different backgrounds, including born
Muslimas. In congruence with online-offline continuity, with few
exceptions, online environments created by participants were intended to
be women-only as well.
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Research participants’ Muslim social networks often originated in
offline interactions. My research indicates that when non-Muslims
develop an interest in Islam, born Muslims often refer them to other
converts. For instance, a volunteer from one of the women’s groups told
me about her first visit with the group she now volunteers for:
I can’t remember who referred me, it was someone who heard I might be
interested and told me that there were Dutch women who were Muslim.
That was a real eye-opener, I liked that. It made it accessible. So I went
to have a look [but] I was scared to death by all the headscarves; I didn’t
come back for three months. I felt out of place, lost. But I thought that
the lecture was very interesting so I kept coming back for the content.

About five years later, she decided to convert. Like many converts I talked
to, this resulted in being in between social circles for a while. Conversion
to Islam is not a reason to disengage from existing friendships, but
sometimes friends cannot accept the change, and other times conversion
results in less common interests. When I asked about this subject, she
continued,
There are many reasons why a group of friends disintegrates, it doesn’t
have to be because of Islam. Moving to another city, different interests.
Some people remain [after conversion] but if there is nothing more to
talk about but gossip about people you used to know, you grow apart,
have different interests. That’s a difficult phase. There’s not a new circle
of friends just waiting for you. If it was only that simple! Building
friendships takes time. For me, most important was to gather in small
groups, preferably at people’s homes. Engaging in religion by talking, or
just drinking tea together, studying the Qur’an, and Arabic. Over the
years, that provided the best contacts.

However, this strategy depends on proximity to offline women’s circles.
Online interaction can create another entry. For instance, noticing that
many converts experienced loneliness, members of another women’s
group started an online buddy-project to connect women with one another.
Another group of converts who had experienced a lack of guidance in
their early years as Muslims started their own website, offering online
support by answering questions and offline help with practical issues such
as learning how to pray.
Yet another example, a convert’s initiative to start an online
forum, indicates that online experiences can also become meaningful
against the backdrop of other online experiences. At first, when she
became interested in Islam, the Internet was her primary means to become
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more knowledgeable about the religion. Since the Internet had been so
important in developing her interest in Islam, especially since at that time
she had no local opportunities for offline socialization with other converts,
or born Muslims, years later, this motivated her to start her own forum:
I was always busy with the Internet and active on forums. However, I
wanted to create a place for myself, smaller than other forums. So I
thought: “Why not start one myself?” At first, I started with a simple
format but I got good responses so I thought, “Why not do something
bigger, more official, an online platform for Muslimas?” So I asked
another Muslima to build the site and together we organized it.

To get to know the women who joined this forum, she organized a yearly
offline “sister day.” New converts were particularly welcomed,
That’s why it feels so good to do it, I see myself. I try to help them [new
converts]. I invite them to lectures and to our sister day so they can taste
and experience [sisterhood] for themselves. You got to wish for your
sister what you wish for yourself.

Her other target group was “stay-at-home moms” for whom the Internet
was also a very important means to stay connected with other Muslimas:
I see sisters chatting with each other and having fun. These are sisters
who sit at home with their children, every day. If they can have a chat
with each other in the evening, they love it. It makes them feel good and
that makes me feel good.

Besides creating their own Internet platforms to meet and discuss, to teach
and to learn, and to stay in touch with each other while being house
bound, or after emigration, participants also made extensive use of content
created by others. In fact, so many stories and videos circulate the Internet
that studying them in more detail alone, would suffice for a thesis. Since
the main emphasis of my research was on the offline sociality of local
Muslim women’s groups and on offline/online interactions, this more
general data stream is viewed as a complementary source of information
and not a focus of analysis by itself.
2.2.3 Visual Methods
Another complementary research method I employed was the use of
visual means such as photographs and video. In addition, seven
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participants took part in a creative assignment. They decorated a white
kitchen plate with words and symbols of importance in the context of
fasting during the month of Ramadan, to be displayed in a museum
exhibition. These were important additions. As Clark-Ibáñez argues in
regard to the use of photographs, researchers can use visual methods as a
tool to expand on questions, while participants can use them as a unique
ways to communicate dimensions of their lives (2004, 1507). Indeed,
photographs were a means to discuss consequences of conversion I might
not have thought of otherwise. For instance, five participants made
photographs of objects symbolizing changes in their daily life. Besides
taking pictures of Islamic objects such as prayer mats, or the Qur’an, one
of them also made a photograph of her television to signify that her
conversion changed what she watched on TV. Another photograph
displayed a few coins, reflecting how conversion had changed how she
spent her money. I also asked a few participants to photograph their
Ramadan meals to gain more insight into my observation that their meals
were usually much more sober than the festive meals born Muslims
usually serve during Ramadan. Photographs were also an asset in terms of
presenting my research to a wider audience .
Visual methods are valuable for representational purposes and to
be able to report back to participants. With the help of some of my
museum colleagues, I made a short video of changes in daily life after
conversion, based on quotes from the interviews I had conducted at the
time. In addition, I worked with visual anthropologist Roswitha Eshuis.
During the month of Ramadan (2009), we were allowed to film at a
gathering by one of the five groups involved in my research. This footage
conveyed the group’s sociality of breaking the fast and praying together.
We were able to interview the group’s founder before the camera about
the topic of Islamic sisterhood, and we were allowed to make a photo
series of the evening’s event, creating a communal collage about the
meaning of the month of Ramadan.
While writing this thesis, I started a collaboration with
photographer Saskia Aukema. She was able to photograph many aspects
of the conversion process as described in this thesis. Our communal goal
has been to combine this footage with an accessible textual overview of
the main themes of this thesis, to communicate our findings about the
conversion process in the Netherlands to a general audience through a
museum exhibition and a book.

2.3 Engaged Anthropology
In the last section of this chapter, I will elaborate on my attempts to place
my research within a current debate among anthropologist on engagement
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(Rylko-Bauer et al, 2006; Low and Merry, 2010) particularly the question
of how to connect research findings to a general public (Lamphere, 2003;
Eriksen, 2006; Pelkmans, 2013). My interest in this subject was in many
ways a progression from the projects I had worked on as a managementassistant at the Amsterdam Museum, a city museum about the past and
present of Amsterdam. Presenting historical and art-historical knowledge
to a general public, the museum was a stimulating environment for
thinking about the possibilities of anthropological projects engaging a
wider audiance. Before my research was completed, I was invited to
participate in a project by Museum Our Lord in the Attic (2007). I also
initiated and took part in an exhibition at the Amsterdam Museum
(2010).52 These two museum projects can be situated within the
increasingly prominent focus of attention within anthropology on issues of
engagement, addressing, among other things, how anthropologists could
improve efforts to reach out to the general public.53
From the start of my research, I was interested in finding ways to
communicate my research results to a broader audience than solely other
academics. Without comprehending the full breadth of the field of
contemporary engaged anthropology, I made an effort to incorporate
possibilities for a public exchange of my findings, for instance, in respect
to the research topic and in the operationalization of my research question.
I took Lamphere’s definition (2003) of engaged anthropology as my point
of departure because of its applicability to my research circumstances. In
her definition, engaged anthropology possesses three characteristics: 1) it
reaches out to the public, 2) it aims to establish ongoing partnerships with
communities anthropologists work with, and 3) it examines topics which
have relevance to public policy.
Reaching out to the public involves “determining what the public
knows and wants to know” as well as the translation of anthropological
knowledge into language and concepts that are meaningful to the public
that one wishes to reach (158). The increased presence of Muslims in the
Netherlands, the contentious nature of visible Islamic symbols in Dutch
public space, and conversion to Islam as a transgression of cultural
boundaries, received enough public attention prior to my research to judge
I also worked with Kosmopolis Rotterdam, on behalf of ISIM, on organizing a public debate
about “Muslims as a Market” in the context of El Hema (2008), and with the IKON radio-program
De Andere Wereld, resulting in three radio-shows, Moslima’s met blauwe ogen, and a publication,
Hollandse Moslima’s (2010).
53 Among Dutch anthropologists, there have been several online anthropological initiatives to
connect research to a broader audiance, for example Martijn de Koning’s exploration of Public
Anthropology through his weblog Closer, or “Standplaats Wereld,” a weblog platform, with
contributions from students and staff of the department of Social and Cultural Anthropology at
VU University Amsterdam. Another example is Joris Luyendijk’s Banking Blog, elaborating on his
research among people working in the banking business, in collaboration with the Guardian.
52
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it a topic of public interest. This first goal, translating the research
findings into a narrative a general public could relate to, is closely related
to the second goal of establishing partnerships with (members of) my
research groups. I considered the partnership-component of my research
to primarily consist of offering a platform for the women involved to have
a voice and the opportunity to tell the story of their conversion experience.
Muslim women in the West in general, and in the context of my research
in the Netherlands in particular, are regularly perceived as being
oppressed
(Abu-Lughod, 2002; Van Nieuwkerk, 2004). As a
consequence, women’s conversion to Islam is mired in stereotypes, for
instance the persistent image that conversion occurs because of marriage
to a Muslim husband, disregarding women’s agency (Bartels and VroonNajem, 2007, 22). This perceived lack of Muslim women’s agency can
also be observed in Dutch policy debates on the face-veil (Moors, 2009)
and on Islamic marriages (Moors, 2013). Furthermore, as some of the
women who participated in the museum programs might fit the label
“Salafist” or “Fundamentalist,” frequently used in academic and popular
reports for categorizing Muslims who opt for a literalist practice of Islam,
their enthusiastic participation in these projects nuances the so often
assumed automatic opposition between piety and participation in civic
society.54 Thus meeting the third goal of choosing a topic with a relevance
to public policy, this avenue enabled me to “present an anthropological
voice among the many others who claim expertise on a critical social
issue” (Lamphere, 2003, 162). I will illustrate my approach with two
museum projects based on my research results.
2.3.1 Our Lord in the Attic: Spiritual Virgins
Some museums, too, seek ways to improve their engagement with the
public. The Amsterdam canal house museum ‘Our Lord in the Attic’ is
such a museum. A religious heritage institute, harboring a well-preserved
“hidden church” in the attic of a canal house, built during the Reformation
when Dutch Catholics were forbidden to hold public services, the museum
has sought ways to link this history with the present day. In addition to
preserving and exhibiting the Catholic history of Amsterdam and the
unique building, the museum aspires to be a hospitable and inspiring
meeting point where visitors can share knowledge and experiences. Upon
meeting at a conference, the director and I decided to collaborate in the
This participation depends, however, on the extent of accommodation of religious principles
such as respect for dietary rules, or creating the opportunity for single-gender activities. This,
however, was similarly true for some of the Jewish participants.
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context of their exhibition “Spiritual Virgins” (Verborgen Vrouwen,
2007).
Our Lord in the Attic is Amsterdam’s second oldest museum, only
the Rijksmuseum is older. The history of the spiritual virgins, however,
had remained hidden. For centuries it was believed that the church’s
priests had worked alone, until a handwritten account of several lifestories revealed that a group of about twenty women had aided the
church’s first priest in his duties. These women were called “spiritual
virgins” (geestelijke maagden). They were Catholic women in 17th century
Amsterdam who had aided the house church’s priest by doing volunteer
work. These works ranged from assisting with the Mass to helping the
poor through a wide variety of charitable works.
In countries in which Catholicism was the dominant religion, or in
earlier times in Holland, women could find spiritual fulfillment by living
within a religious order. However, becoming a nun was no longer an
option for Dutch women because practicing Catholicism, although
tolerated, was officially banned in the Dutch Republic until the late 18th
century. Becoming a spiritual virgin became an alternative option. These
women remained unmarried as long as they choose to be spiritual virgins,
but, unlike becoming a nun, it did not need to be a choice for life.
Interestingly, in some ways, their way of life, resembled the pious
lifestyles of some of my research participants.
One similarity between the past and the present, was that although
the priest was male these women were vital in assisting him and in doing
community-work. Therefore, this story provided an opportunity to nuance
the secular narrative that patriarchal religions, such as Catholicism and
Islam, marginalize women. In addition, the hidden religious function of
the building, the exterior of which resembles any other canal house,
relates to the difficulties contemporary Dutch Muslims experience when
they want their mosque to have minarets or other obvious Islamic
symbols. For instance, the 17th century law against visible Catholic
churches or ringing the church bells for Mass, mirrors contemporary
public resistance to mosque-building or an audible call to prayer.55
Questions about Muslims’ loyalty to the Dutch nation-state, as immigrants
continue to have transnational ties and remain involved in their former

55 As Cesari puts forward, “The arguments put forward on the local level to justify refusal [of
mosque construction] are the same throughout Europe: noise and traffic nuisance,
incompatibility with existing urban planning, non-conformity with existing security norms. But
beyond these technical obstacles, the resistance to new mosques is always linked to a metanarrative about Islam. This narrative, prevalent on the international level, also exists on the
national level, and in many European countries; Islam is systematically conflated with threats to
international or domestic order” (2006, 1019).
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homelands, are not unlike the questions once posed to Dutch Catholics
about their allegiance to the Pope in Rome (see Sunier, 2005, 317-318).
My research focus on changes in the daily lives of women who
converted to Islam provided a useful starting point since, for example,
modest dress was important for both the historic spiritual virgins and the
contemporary Muslimas. Both groups, occasionally, were called names in
public space because of their identifiable affiliation with either
Catholicism or Islam. Furthermore, some of the converts in my research
shared various pious aspirations with their Catholic Amsterdam ancestors.
For instance, both groups of women emphasized the importance of doing
good deeds, such as helping the poor and visiting the sick. Their shared
pious outlook also included covering their hair and avoiding the company
of men. To underscore this point, all religious art on display at the
museum showed women wearing veils.56 The practice of veiling became
the focus of a guided tour on the broader topic of women and religion and
the above mentioned points were also included in a televised
documentary, aired by the national broadcaster AVRO.57
For the museum, this collaborative project was a chance to engage
with their public by asking contemporary questions. All of these
endeavors engaged the general public as well as a new public comprised
of converted and born Muslimas. Both types of visitors were offered
guided tours, but in order to have them also meet and interact, the
museum organized two public iftars. These iftars, evening meals to break
the fast at sunset during the month of Ramadan, were accompanied by a
lecture about my research, and a visit to the exhibition.
The project was considered a successful pilot and a means to
further develop the museum’s policy pertaining to their role as a neutral
meeting point for different audiences. Through the use of contemporary
anthropological data, it was possible to think through and disseminate
knowledge about both groups of women and eras in an innovative way.
The project addressed all three levels of engagement in Lamphere’s
definition. It engaged the general public through guided tours, a televised
documentary, lectures, and two public iftars. It strengthened my
partnerships with research participants through inviting them to the
museum for special tours and by encouraging them to bring their nonMuslim relatives to discuss their choices in the museum’s context. This
enabled them to view these choices in a new setting and in a historical
perspective. It also furthered the museum’s policy of being an open and
56 The New Testament, for instance, states: “But every woman that prayeth or prophesieth with
[her] head uncovered dishonoureth her head: for that is even all one as if she were shaven” (I
Corinthians, 11:5).
57 The documentary can still be watched online: http://www.opsolder.nl/nl/museumpublicaties.php, last accessed on February 15th 2014.
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welcoming space for different audiences to meet one another, promoting
diversity.
2.3.2 The Amsterdam Museum: I’m Fasting
My second collaboration was with the Amsterdam Museum, a city
museum about the past and presence of Amsterdam. The orphan lockers in
one of the museum’s courtyards are regularly used for partnerships with
schools, artists, or social organizations, inviting them to participate in
creating the content for an exhibition.58 In 2009, I proposed an exhibition
in these lockers on the subject of fasting during Ramadan. The exhibition
proposal was accepted and expanded to also address fasting in Judaism
and Catholicism.
At that time, every convert I had talked to had already
experimented with fasting during Ramadan ahead of the actual
conversion. Often, fasting in Ramadan had been a first step in
contemplating becoming Muslim themselves. It also appeared that just
before, during, or right after the month of Ramadan, was a preferred
moment for saying the shahada.59 Converts, however, displayed a
somewhat different approach to fasting in Ramadan than many born
Muslims do (see also Jensen, 2012). For instance, there were differences
in preparation. As Buitelaar (2002) found in her research about Ramadan
in Morocco, women extensively cleaned their houses as a means of
preparation. Most converts participating in my research did not. As one of
them explained in the exhibition: “I don’t do anything special as a means
of preparation, if the month starts, I just begin fasting.” More often,
participants emphasized the spiritual properties of fasting: as a means of
worship, to improve one’s character, to overcome bad habits, reign in
one’s temper. It explicitly also included watching one’s tongue, not
raising one’s voice, not getting angry, or aggressive. For converts, I
observed through this project, Ramadan was most of all an annual
moment of reflection. They often emphasized soberness in food and drink,
and were critical of the elaborate meals many born Muslim families
prepare for breaking the fast. Many trained their reading skills in advance
in order to be able to read the entire Qur’an during Ramadan.
58 A remnant of the time the museum buildings functioned as the city’s orphanage: the lockers
were originally used by the boy-orphans to store their tools. The lockers are currently used for
collaborative exhibitions.
59 Another reason for contemplating an exhibition on the topic of fasting in Ramadan, was that
after the murder of Theo van Gogh, which caused a considerable shock in the Netherlands
(Buruma, 2006), initiatives such as the yearly Ramadan Festival had become a means to bridge
divides. During Ramadan, Muslims had opened their doors for hospitality dinners and many
institutions, among them museums, began hosting public iftars.
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The most important difference with born Muslims, however, was
lacking a Muslim family to break the fast with and celebrate the feast at
the end, Eid al-Fitr. The festive side of Ramadan was often the most
difficult to reproduce for converts. As they acknowledged that adopted
feasts cannot become as emotionally charged as feasts that are connected
with one’s childhood, when they had families, most of their efforts were
aimed at creating a festive environment for their children. For instance, in
the exhibition, one participant explained that she wanted her son to feel
the same excitement at Eid al-Fitr she used to feel when she was a child
and it was her birthday: “You wake up, your parents are still asleep,
everything is festively decorated, and there are presents!” To do so while
unmarried, for many women, was quite a challenge. As another
exhibition-participant, a divorcee, explained:
For my in-laws, Ramadan was, besides a religiously important month, in
particular a festive month, a month of being together as a family. When I
tell non-Muslims about Ramadan, I usually compare it to Christmas. The
atmosphere is comparable. Visiting relatives, eating together, extras for
the children. For me, that aspect has been less important because I didn’t
grow up with it, so I had to consciously figure out what it means for me.
… The last Ramadan [after she divorced] was difficult, in particular
mentally. I had to work, feed the children, and then, late in the evening,
by myself, break the fast. It forced me to reflect on why I’m fasting and
even on why I’m Muslim. Existential questions arose. Why am I doing
this? Why did I choose this? Do I really want this? Last year, Ramadan,
truly, was a month of reflection, day after day. In hind-sight, I feel like I
was born again as a Muslim that month. This was the first year there was
no social pressure in any way. In every aspect it was my own, free
choice. I want to serve Allah. I am endlessly grateful for everything He
gave me. No one made this decision [to fast] for me. I do it for Him.

In light of the question Lamphere puts forward, what does the public
already know and what does it want to know, the project revealed that the
general Dutch public knows very little about fasting during Lent and close
to nothing about fasting at Yom Kippur. Of the three annual fasts,
surprisingly, Ramadan was by far the most well-known. However, the fact
that during Ramadan, one should also refrain from drinking during the
day, including water, is surprising to many and something that Dutch
Muslims need to explain again and again. As I argued in chapter one,
there is a difference in non-Muslim Dutch’s perception of converts
compared to born Muslims. In the context of fasting, for instance, one
participant told me how at work, her supervisor treated her different from
her Moroccan-Dutch colleague:
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We had a Moroccan[-Dutch] girl in our team. With her, [Islam] wasn’t
an issue. They left her alone. With me, they wanted to know everything,
asked many questions. I don’t mind but for instance during Ramadan,
they asked a hundred times, “Can’t you drink a glass of water, either?”
Then I think, “Guys, for how long now are there Muslims in the
Netherlands? Should we publish a paper, explaining what is allowed and
what not? Would you read that?” They never asked her such questions.
She was just a Moroccan[-Dutch] girl, and I remained that Dutch woman
[Hollander] with a headscarf.

The experience of the participant cited above, in similar words but by
another participant, indeed, became part of the exhibition. Elaborating on
one of the five themes of the exhibition, restraint, one of the Muslimas
portrayed in the exhibition expressed the same sentiment,
When I think about restraint, I think about how people react to my
fasting. Not about restraining myself, I don’t find it [fasting] difficult,
but about how people react to it. The standard comment is, “Can’t you
drink either?” You’ll have to repeat that eighty times a month, “No, not
even water.” You need to constantly explain that you won’t die if, for
one day, you don’t eat. Or if, for a little while, you don’t drink as soon as
you feel the need to. People [non-Muslims] ask themselves, “How does
she do it?” But you either do it or you don’t, that’s it.

In 2010, three years after the project accompanying the exhibition
Spiritual Virgins, and again during the Islamic month of Ramadan, the
exhibition “I’m Fasting” opened at the Amsterdam Museum. Again, the
focus was solely on women. Five Jewish women, six Catholic women,
and seven converted Muslimas, the latter all participants in my research,
were portrayed. As part of the production of the exhibition, the women
met each other at the museum, bringing with them personal objects
connected to their fasting. They enjoyed a tour of the museum and were
invited to take part in a creative workshop where they all decorated a
white kitchen-plate with symbols and words that were meaningful to them
in the context of their fasting. They all had been interviewed on the five
themes of the exhibition: preparation, restraint, awareness, reflection,
closure/completion,60 or had written contributions themselves. Fragments
of these interviews/contributions were shown in the exhibition, with
photographs of participants holding their personal objects. This material
was also featured in a publication for a general audience, complemented
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The Jewish and Catholic women were interviewed by Ardjuna Candotti, the Muslimas by me.
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with two articles based on a more elaborate review of the women’s
personal stories.
Just as Museum Our Lord in the Attic, the Amsterdam Museum
proved to be a neutral meeting point (see also Malt, 2005). The women
shared stories about their backgrounds and religion with each other and
with the museum staff. When the exhibition opened, they met again
during an iftar at the museum restaurant.61 This iftar was part of an
evening program, specifically designed for religious and non-religious
people to meet and discuss lifestyle choices, exchange and test knowledge
of each other’s traditions, and to share a meal.
The exhibition enabled the Amsterdam Museum to engage a new
segment of visitors with an interest in religion and religious experiences.
It also strengthened the museum’s policy of being a platform for diverse
audiences. Because the Amsterdam Museum worked with Museum Our
Lord in the Attic and the Jewish Historical Museum, the project also
strengthened inter-museum collaboration. The exhibition resulted in
several new additions to the museum’s collection: all the decorated plates
made by the participating women and several of their personal objects that
had been on display, were permanently added to the collection of the city
of Amsterdam.62
The project also resulted in additional data for my research
project, for instance the women’s choice of words and symbols for
decorating the plates, the extra interviews about the importance of fasting
or their written contributions, and participants’ choice of objects
representing their convictions and religious life. Inviting participants to
the museum to work on the project, and, subsequently, inviting them to
the opening of the exhibition, created a chance to discuss the subject of
the importance of fasting in Ramadan and conversion to Islam in a new
environment and strengthened my collaboration with them. The
publication resulting from the exhibition was well received and distributed
among participants, academic colleagues, and the general public in the
widest sense.63
Through my experiences with these museum projects, I agree with
Haas that if the academic community of anthropologists fails to recognize
and capitalize on the potential of museums to communicate anthropology
to the public, they are neglecting a vital opportunity “to play a part in the
61 Sponsored by the Rotary Club Nachtwacht and Imagine Identity and Culture (center for the
visual representation of migration and cultures: www.imagineic.nl).
62 http://amsterdammuseum.nl/collectie, last accessed on December 9th 2013.
63 The publication was given to Secondary Schools in Amsterdam, to attendees of the AISSR
seminar “Women’s Conversion to Islam and the Politics of Belonging,” to readers of the IKON
newsletter, and to the staff, volunteers, and the general public of the three participating
museums.
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public dialog over the issues that confront us all on a local, cultural,
national and global level every day” (1996, S12). My attempts at
disseminating research results through museum programs or exhibitions,
indeed, produced a dialogical effect. In both projects, this dialogue was
brought about through comparison. In the program I did with Our Lord in
the Attic, the comparison was historical. I compared 17th century women
choosing a pious Catholic lifestyle at odds with the wider, Protestant
Dutch society, to contemporary (converted) Muslims, also, often,
portrayed as clashing with the now secularized, Dutch society.
Comparisons between historical and contemporary times should be
approached with caution. Nevertheless, I believe that the contentious
nature of Catholic visibility in earlier times, and similar resentment of
Muslim’s visibility in our time were fruitfully compared.
In the Amsterdam Museum, the comparison was not so much
historical, as well as between women from different religious traditions
engaging in a similar practice of fasting at set moments. This comparison
nuanced the politicized dichotomy of an imagined “Dutch Judeo-Christian
civilization” pitted against the unwanted newcomer Islam. It also nuanced
the patriarchal image of religion as it explicitly brought women’s
experiences to the foreground. Both projects created opportunities for
people from different walks of life to meet, discuss, reflect, exchange, et
cetera. The projects also greatly nuanced some of the popular narratives of
“orthodox” Muslims living in a “parallel” society. Some of the women
who participated in these projects favored a strict practice of Islamic (or
Jewish/Catholic) precepts, but enjoyed the cooperation, and welcomed the
opportunity to convey their religious experiences.
Initiating, developing, and producing these projects has been a
rewarding experience. However, they were time-consuming and therefore
not always easy to combine with also pursuing an academic career.
Another hurdle is that museum funds are limited and recently have been
cut back even more. Many worthwhile initiatives are proposed to
museums on a regular basis and competition is fierce. Therefore,
anthropologists’ chances to initiate or contribute to museum programs,
will probably be enlarged by seeking collaboration at an early stage of the
research and by being attentive to museums’ long term programming.
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Chapter 3
Trajectories to Islam
In this chapter, I will focus on the individual conversion experiences and
the changes in daily life that precede, accompany, and follow conversion.
On the one hand, conversion to Islam is easy. It does not involve an
elaborate ritual nor extensive studies. It only entails saying the shahada,
the declaration of faith.64 When said with sincerity, pronouncing the
shahada is considered by Muslims to grant access to Paradise and the
convert should now be recognized by other Muslims as a brother or sister
in Islam (Dutton, 1999, 154). By stating the shahada, the person doing so
indicates to be prepared to live by what Allah has decreed for mankind in
the Qur’an, the divine revelation as transmitted by the Prophet
Mohammed, and the Sunna, the normative practice, of the Prophet
(ibid).65
When the shahada was said by a new convert at one of the
women’s groups in my research, it was usually mentioned that becoming
Muslim involves acting upon the five pillars of Islam. Besides the
shahada, these pillars are the five daily prayers, fasting during the month
of Ramadan, the giving of alms, and a (once in a lifetime) pilgrimage to
Mecca. There are also six pillars of faith (imaan). These are belief in God,
the angels, the prophets,66 the divinely revealed books,67 Judgment Day,
and the concept of Fate (ibid).68 These pillars of faith, too, were usually
mentioned as central to being Muslim.
As conversion to Islam is so simple, many of the women in my
research took the step to do so alone, by themselves.69 However, at the
The shahada is a two-fold creed. In the first part, the central notion of the oneness of God is
emphasized, “I testify that there is no God but God” and, in the second part it is acknowledged
that the prophet Mohammed is His messenger, “and I testify that Mohammed is God’s
messenger.”
65 This is the Sunni Muslim perspective as all participants in my research were Sunni Muslims.
To live by these decrees is a personal responsibility, both in theory, as Dutton argues by citing
the Qur’an verse “Have fear of Allah, as far as you are able” (64:16), and in practice, as personal
responsibility was a common understanding among the women’s groups in my research.
66 The prophets mentioned in the Old and New Testament and the Prophet Mohammed.
67 These are the Torah, the Psalms of David, the Gospels, and the Qur’an.
68 See also Baker (2011, 70).
69 In most scholarly accounts of conversion to Islam it is stated that two witnesses need to be
present (see for instance, Dutton, 1999, 153; Allievi 2006). The women involved my research,
64
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same time, conversion is also quite complex. In the Netherlands, it means
adopting a minority religion that is under intense, often critical or hostile,
scrutiny.70 This is amplified when gender is taken into account as the
“position of women in Islam” is a focal point of the critical stance of
Europeans towards Islam (Abu-Lughod, 2002). While the option to
convert can be considered a consequence of the pluralism and
indivualization of the Dutch religious landscape, a woman’s choice for
Islam is usually not seen as personal agency. Despite the fact that “being
yourself” and “finding your own path” has become the prevalent socialspiritual frame in the Netherlands (e.g. Houtman, 2008; Aupers et al,
2010), women choosing Islam are suspected to follow their husbands.
Although in the Netherlands, in general, decisions in regard to one’s
religious status and affiliation are considered optional (see also
Luckmann, 1999, 251- 253), to use this freedom to choose Islam,
particularly for women, is considered puzzling at best and treason at
worst.
This puzzlement is reflected in the near universal assumption of
non-Muslim Dutch that conversion to Islam is not so much a personal,
“authentic” choice, but occurs because of a romantic relationship. It seems
that only then conversion to Islam becomes imaginable and acceptable.
However, as became clear in the course of my research, marrying a
Muslim does not play the pivotal role in women’s conversion as many
Dutch assume. On the contrary, the women I met regarded their
conversion as a personal, informed choice, whether they were married or
not, and a considerable number of converts were single at the time of their
conversion. This points to a significant divergence in perception regarding
the choice for Islam between converts and their non-Muslim Dutch
environment.
In this chapter, I will take a closer look at this paradox of a simple
ritual with complex social consequences. I will argue that conventional
conversion theories and models are not the most helpful analytical tools
when examining this process and address why these models have
insufficient explanatory power (see also Lechkar, 2012). Alternatively, I
will regard the choice to convert to Islam as a process of “existential
reorientation.” A helpful starting point for envisioning this process is to
consider a null hypothesis of randomness (Becker, 1998, 24). Women
on the other hand, believed that the act of conversion is between the convert and God and no
witnesses are required.
70 This can be argued for other European countries as well. Özyürek, who did research on
conversion to Islam in Germany, for instance, comes to a similar assessment. Germans who
converted to Islam, she argues, “choose to embrace a minority religion in contexts where Islam
and Muslims are feared, hated, discriminated against, marginalized, and forced to assimilate”
(2010, 173).
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could have chosen any religion, it just happened to be Islam. To elaborate
on why they choose Islam, I will focus on their social contacts with
Muslims. A complementary starting point is to consider conversion to
Islam as “crazy behavior” (ibid). This is not far-fetched as there is a
pervasive sense in the Netherlands that Islam is difficult to reconcile with
being Dutch (e.g. Van Nieuwkerk, 2004).
Changes in daily life connected to Islam are often considered
“radical alterations” by scholars and the converts’ social environment
alike. Other scholars dispute such accounts, for instance Mansson
McGinty who describes becoming Muslim as neither final nor predictable,
without sudden breaks or absolute changes, and as gradual without any
fixed points: “One day is like the other, but still not” (2006, 179).71 In a
similar vein, Becker describes change as processual. He illustrates this
with the example of someone having a sex-change (ibid, 26). If we would
ask, he argues, ”what would lead a seemingly normal American man to
have his penis and testicles amputated?” that question would make the act
completely unintelligible. Men do not suddenly decide to have such
surgery,
That final decision is the end of a long line of prior decisions, each of
which – and that is the key point – did not seem so bizarre in itself. At
each of these points, our mythical young man finds himself doing some
things he had at some earlier time never heard of and, having heard of
them, had not imagined he might do so. The steps he does take are never
so very radical. Each one is simply another small step on a road from
which he might at any minute turn to some other of the many roads
available. (ibid, 27)

This line of reasoning can be applied to women’s trajectories to Islam and
the decision to convert as well.72 A vital step in the trajectory to Islam, I
found, is the occurrence of positive social contacts with Muslims. All
participants but one, engaged in positive social contacts with Muslims
prior to their conversion. These contacts varied in nature: boyfriends and
husbands, but also girlfriends, neighbors, colleagues, class mates, or travel
companions. These different routes to Islam will be addressed in this
chapter, as well as some of the changes in daily life that accompanied the
conversion process. All participants also formed or became visitors of
Muslim women’s groups. These experiences, too, informed and shaped
their conversion, as women could ask questions and learn from the
71 Mansson McGinty did her research among women converts to Islam in Sweden and the United
States
72 To think of conversion as a series of steps is not to imply a linear model, but converts, too,
often imply conversion is a process, as opposed to a sudden, or radical, change.
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experience of others (see also Bourque, 2006). This will be addressed in
chapter four.

3.1 Theorizing Conversion
According to Rambo, a leading scholar in the field of religious
conversion, conversion can entail 1) conversion from one religious
tradition to another, 2) a change from one group to another within a
particular tradition, or 3) the intensifying of religious beliefs and practices
within a tradition (1999, 23). Although the third description resonates with
the efforts of some of the born Muslims in the Netherlands to engage
more deeply with Islam (Vroon-Najem, 2007; De Koning, 2008;
Harmsen, 2008; Geelhoed, 2011; Roex, 2010, 2013), the first description
does not adequately capture the conversion process within the secularized
Dutch context. Evident from my research and Van Nieuwkerk’s research,
too (2003, 2004, 2006), few Dutch converts to Islam are practicing
Christians (or Jews) at the time of conversion. Therefore, rather than as a
moment of religious change, I will regard conversion as a project of
existential reorientation as this conceptualization allows for a broader
point of departure. In congruence with the experience of contemporary
Dutch converts, it includes the possibility of engaging in the conversion
process from a non-religious starting point. Nevertheless, I will retain the
term convert, in line with the self-description of participants.73
Rambo’s conceptualization of religious conversion is problematic
in another sense as well. In the field of theorizing conversion it is common
to use stage models to address the processes of change, a practice Rambo
also employs. Although he acknowledges that conversion is “an ongoing
process” with dimensions that are “multiple, interactive and cumulative”
(ibid, 24) he, nevertheless, proposes a stage-model that is problematic in
regard to conversion to Islam. This model depicts conversion as a series of
stages and as a consequence induces depicting conversion as a linear
process.74 Conversion to Islam, however, does not appear to be a process
in which converts always move from a fixed point A to a fixed point B
(cf. Lechkar, 2012). On the contrary, as for instance is put forward in
Another descriptive possibility is ‘revert.’ This concept is connected to the Islamic notion that
all humans are born Muslim. In this perspective, becoming Muslim is a return to, and an
acknowledgement of, an already existing condition. Another often-used description in academic
literature is “new Muslim.” In the Netherlands, the term “convert” is most commonly used by
converts as well as academics.
74 In a preliminary comment, Rambo nuances his model and argues that it must not be seen as
unilinear or as universal. The problem remains that the idea of a stage model induces a linear
conceptualization of conversion. The seven stages in his model are: context, crisis, quest,
encounter, interaction, commitment, and consequences.
73
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Geelhoed’s research among Dutch converts to Islam, too, “Characteristic
to the conversion process is its variability, continuity, and lack of
linearity” (2011, 101).
Another problem with stage models in conventional conversion
theories is that the onset of the conversion process is thought to be a
crisis-experience. In this conceptualization the crisis becomes “solved” by
the conversion (Gooren, 2007).75 According to Rambo, crises are
“disordering or disrupting experiences that call into question a person’s or
group’s taken-for-granted world” (ibid, 25). What Rambo calls “the
internal catalysts” for conversion such as the death of a loved one or an
illness, indeed, did play a part in the conversion process of some research
participants:
[Without being Muslim] I started practicing prayer. I knew there is one
God and Mohammed is His messenger but other than that I didn’t know
much. I did the prayers but I didn’t feel anything doing it. Then my
boyfriend needed surgery on his arm. It was nothing serious but I felt I
had to ask for help, that everything would go right. I turned to Allah and
I felt He really was there for me. I wasn’t officially Muslim, I had not
said the shahada, but I felt that I was.

However, as I will argue in this thesis, this example also shows that the
practice of Islam often predates the threshold moment of conversion. At
the moment of conversion, the convert not only utters the words of the
shahada, which are also part of the Islamic prayer that this woman had
already said numerous times, but utters them with the intention to convert.
In Rambo’s stage model, on the other hand, the crises stage is first
followed by a stage of “quest” and then by the stage of “interaction”
where “new identities” are formed (ibid, 29). In the example cited above,
however, the stage of interaction came first, enabling this woman to
interpret the crisis experience in terms of the need to ask for divine help.
Although not with the intention to convert, she had already said the
shahada many times during prayer and “felt Muslim” without “officially
being Muslim.” Therefore, stage models are not the best conceptual tool
for analyzing the conversion process in the context of Islam.76
When a stage model is designed to specifically address the
conversion process of converts to Islam, instead of conversion in general,
75 Gooren has criticized conventional approaches to conversion in a Christian context, in
particular “biases and emphasis on the crisis factor” (2007, 337).
76 Religious market theory and rational choice theory (Stark & Finke, 2000), too, have been
critically reviewed in light of their usefulness for explaining conversion to Islam. Again, these
theories seem too limited in respect to addressing the variety in conversion trajectories (Van
Nieuwkerk 2008; Gooren 2006).
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still, the overall explanatory power remains limited. Roald (2006), for
instance has conducted research about conversion to Islam in Scandinavia.
Based on this research, she developed a model consisting of three stages:
1) being in love, 2) disappointment, and 3) maturity. In the initial phase of
being in love, she argues, converts tend to aim for practicing every little
detail of what they learn about the precepts of Islam. This is followed by
disappointment, as the convert becomes aware of the discrepancy between
the Islamic ideal and Muslim reality. This phase is resolved through a new
understanding of Islam within the cultural and social context of converts’
lives. This resolution is classified by her as reaching “maturity” (ibid, 48).
While elements of Roald’s model were recognizable in the stories
and biographies of participants in my research, their individual trajectories
showed far too much variation to fit this model.77 Roald mentions two
exceptions: 1) converts with an orthodox, literalist practice of Islam whom
she claims remain “behind” in the first stage, and 2) Scandinavians who
converted in the 1990’s and socialized into an immigrant Muslim context
rather than into a “convert community.” These exceptions, however, do
not make the model more applicable. On the contrary, her suggestion that
converts preferring an orthodox, literalist interpretation of Islam are
“stuck” in a beginners’ phase is unhelpful for understanding the pious
lifestyles of some of my interlocutors. To deny them “maturity”
contradicts the status and importance of some of these women within the
women’s groups in my research. In regard to the second exception, there
are currently increased opportunities for socializing within local Muslim
women’s groups, indeed much more than twenty years ago. Many of these
groups are founded by converts but to call these groups “convert
communities” would be to miss the broader point of the extensive
interaction between Muslimas from different backgrounds that
characterize these groups. Perhaps this is different in the Scandinavian
context, but in the Netherlands, these groups are always ethnically mixed
and comprised of born and converted Muslimas. Women attending these
groups usually marry born Muslim men so there is no strong division
between converts and born Muslims in that respect either. This was
similarly the case with online socializing. While the converts in my
research sought the company of other converts because of their unique
circumstances, in particular having a non-Muslim family, there was no
exclusivity.
In her 2012 article The conversion process in stages: new Muslims
in the twenty-first century, Roald added a fourth stage, “secularization,”
The linear conception of conversion that stage models imply, which I mentioned in regard to
other stage models, also remains problematic.
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and renamed the first three stages. These were now named “zealotry,”
“disappointment,” and “acceptance”. She explains to have renamed the
first phase “zealotry” in light of the current, polarized era of the “war on
terror.” She describes this phase as follows,
This convert stage of ‘zealotry’ is marked by the new convert distancing
herself or himself from old peer groups and becoming totally absorbed
into a new worldview, the convert making a total shift from one cultural
sphere to another. In the Islamic context, this shift in intellectual outlook
and social loyalty is mainly due to the pervasive Islamist conception of
‘Islam as a way of life’. … This first stage, of total acceptance of and
engagement in a new religious and cultural context, would in most cases
automatically involve a rejection of the socio-cultural sphere in which
the convert is born and bred. (ibid, 349)

This conception of conversion to Islam as a radical break with the past is
found in many analyses. Wohlrab-Sahr, for instance, based on her
research of conversion to Islam in Germany, argues in a similar vein that
conversion to Islam is always a means of articulating problems of
disintegration in one’s own social context (1999, 352, italics added). This
analysis is dependent on her definition of conversion as a “radical change
in world views and identities” whereas cases in which “the old and the
new” are combined, are labeled by her as “alternation” (ibid, 353). This
notion of “conversion as a radical change” is also explored by Allievi
(2006).
He argues that conversion to Islam “presupposes strong moments
that symbolically sanction the conversion itself and reinforce its
significance as a radical change and clean break with the past” (124). In
applying this model, he argues that the “first and principal rite is
obviously the shahada, the public declaration of faith,” followed by, and
of equal importance, the choice of a new Islamic name (ibid).78 Besides
the ‘Pauline' bias79 in his argument, my research, on the contrary, revealed
that the exact moment of conversion is often ambiguous. Furthermore,
since according to my interlocutors, a shahada does not need to be
publicly declared, thirty-one of the forty-seven converts I interviewed said
the shahada in a private setting: alone, or with their spouse, friends, or
neighbors. Only sixteen choose a mosque or one of the women’s groups.
In respect to marking the conversion with a new name, twenty-two

Although he acknowledges that changing one’s name is not an obligation when converting to
Islam.
79 An expression to define a sudden experience of “seeing the light” such as Saint Paul on the
road to Damascus, after which his name changed from Saul to Paul (Acts: 9-13).
78
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participants kept using their birth name, twenty-one used a new Islamic
name exclusively,80 and four women used both.
Allievi’s sharp distinction between “relational conversion,”
conversion as an outgrowth of social relations with a Muslim such as
marriage, and “rational conversion,” conversion as a result of reading the
Qur’an or other books (ibid, 122-123), is also not supported by my
research or the research of others.81 Positive social contacts with Muslims
are important in developing a curiosity for Islam, and in creating
opportunities for asking questions, but all the women in my research also
read books on Islam, including the Qur’an, in the initial phase of
orientation and beyond.
The main problem with the analyses by Roald, Wohlrab-Sahr, and
Allievi is the generalization of their findings without accounting for the
considerable variation among converts and their conversion trajectories.
Furthermore, the converts in my research often experienced continuity
between their pre-conversion and post-conversion life, also in the early
stage of post-conversion. Volunteers of the women’s groups and
attendants alike, often warned new converts to start with the basics of
prayer and fasting and not bite off more than they could chew. For
instance, it was often said that it was better to do something small and be
consistent, than to engage in many new practices at once, only to have to
abandon them because it was too much, too soon. Furthermore, in the
early days of post-conversion, many participants were rather restricted in
their practice. For instance, they still lived at home with their non-Muslim
parents, tried to accommodate their non-Muslim children, or did not dare
to tell about their conversion at work. They hesitated to become visibly
Muslim, a process that often took years. Therefore, I will now turn to the
more promising framework of human agency.

3.2 Women and Conservative Religions
Women’s investment in conservative religions can be mystifying. As
Avishai puts forward in the context of her study of orthodox JewishIsraeli women, the social scientific analysis of religious women’s agency
is often centered on the question of why educated women are drawn to
conservative forms of religions. “A tacit assumption underlies these
questions: Religious women are oppressed or are operating with a false
It was common for converts who choose a new name to make an exception for their parents.
For instance Badran, researching conversion to Islam in South-Africa, Britain and the
Netherlands, mentions that in the cases of the women converts she spoke with, “the relational
and the rational path converge” (2006, 206).
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consciousness” (2008, 411). She argues that scholars offer three responses
to such claims.
One response is “that while women may experience conservative
religions as restricting… they are also empowered and liberated by their
religion” (ibid). An example of such a response from the academic
literature on women’s conversion to Islam in Europe is McGinty’s
account of Islamic feminism among Muslim converts in Sweden. She
argues that “for female converts, as for Muslim women in the West in
general, the resistance and struggle is twofold, against cultural racism and
ethnic stereotyping, on the one hand, and patriarchal and traditional
attitudes and practice on the other” (2007, 475). To deal with this struggle,
she continues, “drawing on both Western and Islamic ideas, the converts
produce a feminist commentary, criticizing both Western ideals of
femininity and traditional, patriarchal readings of and practices within
‘Islam’” (ibid). It is through this Islamic-feminist discourse, she argues,
that “Muslim women make a claim to their own agency and voice” (483).
While this account resonates with some of my findings, this approach fails
to acknowledge the agentic power of women choosing to practice Islam
within an orthodox, literalist framework. The latter’s view, McGinty
argues, rests on religious conservatism, and an essentialist and traditional
view of gender roles, defying women’s rights (483, emphasis added). In
my research experience, this view is too limited. Women’s rights in Islam
were as much a topic within the more orthodox-conservative approaches
of some of the converted women I met, although not framed within an
Islamic-feminist discourse but within a framework of God given women’s
rights within Islam.
The second response is to associate agency with subversion. This
line of reasoning in the context of conversion to Islam, for instance, can
be seen in the account of the life stories of British, Dutch, and SouthAfrican women converts by Badran (2006). While Avishai addresses that
many studies demonstrate that religious women do not blindly adhere to
religious prescriptions, for Badran the act of conversion can be seen as
subversive in itself, and related to the concept of agency:
In converting, women exercise agency, bravely and decisively, in going
against the grain of their background, family, and culture and in opting
for something strange and new. If the degree of agency is measured by
resolve in the face of family and societal reactions to conversion, this
agency is more intensified among the women in Europe. (ibid, 202)

However, she continues, after this initial display of agency, in most cases,
“the agency or free will of the female convert is reduced, muted, subdued
or managed” (ibid, 203). She does not make the source of this process
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explicit, but it seems that the primary locus is the Muslim patriarchal
family. As converts over time become more knowledgeable, they become
able to stand up against patriarchal insertions into Islam and “move
toward a more gender-just and socially just interpretation of Islam that is
the project of Islamic feminism” (ibid, 206). Crucial in this move, she
argues, is distinguishing between culture and religion in order “to unravel
the patriarchal threads entangled in the stories they have been told about
Islam…” (ibid, 226). Indeed, I observed this line of reasoning among
some of the women in my research. However, I found that the project of
distinguishing between culture and religion was of equal importance for
the more conservative women contributing to this thesis.
The third and most common response Avishai found to the
question of why women would voluntarily choose a religion or religious
practices considered conservative is aimed at deflecting the assumption of
religious women as “passive targets of religious discourses” and “posits
that religious women strategize and appropriate religion to further extrareligious ends…” (411). In the literature on conversion to Islam, this line
of reasoning is adopted, for instance, by Wohlrab-Sahr (2006) who argues
that conversion to Islam can be understood for its functionality in solving
three sets of (distinct) problems within the convert’s biography: sexuality
and gender relations, social mobility, and nationality and ethnicity (80).82
Although Wohlrab-Sahr is most outspoken in this functionalistic
approach, similar lines of reasoning can be seen with other researchers of
conversion to Islam and in the “relational conversion” defined by Allievi
which occurs for the sake of marriage to a Muslim without a spiritual or
intellectual engagement with Islam. The main problems with this third
response, Avishai argues, are, first, that it does not acknowledge that
women may participate in conservative religion “in a quest for religious
ends or that their ‘compliance’ is not strategic at all, but rather a mode of
conduct and being.” Second, she argues that “the focus on religious actors
ignores the structural and cultural contexts that organize observance”
(412).
How to avoid these pitfalls? Expanding on Butler’s notion of
“doing gender” (1990), Avishai’s focus is on the construction of
religiosity by means of conceptualizing the agency of the women involved
in her research as “doing religion.” That is, a performance of identity, and,
in so far as this performativity can be viewed as a strategic undertaking,
possibly done in the pursuit of religious goals (413).83 This
The functions associated with these problems are 1) implementation of honor, 2)
methodization of life conduct, and 3) symbolic emigration and symbolic battle (2006, 80-81).
83 Christine Jacobsen, too, puts forward that a secularist bias can prevent understanding of what
Muslim women seek to realize through their religious engagement. She emphasizes “the need to
understand the subjectivities and practices of young Muslims also in terms of the visions of self,
82
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conceptualization of agency also draws on the work of Mahmood (2005),
who addresses the same dilemma in regard to women’s participation in
Egypt’s piety movement:
Even those analysts who are skeptical of the false-consciousness thesis
… nonetheless continue to frame the issue in terms of a fundamental
contradiction: why would such a large number of women across the
Muslim world actively support a movement that seems inimical to their
“own interests and agendas.” (2)

This question can easily be translated into the broader issue of women’s
conversion to Islam: Why do women choose a religion that is currently
under so much scrutiny, portrayed as regressive, both politically and
philosophically, especially concerning women’s rights? Mahmood argues
that this dilemma can be addressed by conceptualizing agency beyond the
common binary of oppression-resistance. Instead, she posits that,
…if the ability to effect change in the world and in oneself is historically
and culturally specific … then the meaning and sense of agency cannot
be fixed in advance, but must emerge through an analysis of the
particular concepts that enable specific modes of being, responsibility
and effectivity. (14-15)

Agency, in this respect, is not “a synonym for resistance to relations of
domination, but … a capacity for action that historically specific relations
of subordination enable and create” (ibid, 120). In conceptualizing agency
beyond the binary framework of enacting or subverting norms, Mahmood
makes use of Foucault’s analysis of ethical formation. Ethics in this
respect refers to “those practices, techniques, and discourses through
which a subject transforms herself in order to achieve a particular state of
being, happiness, or truth” (2005, 28).84 As conversion can be considered
a transformative project, this conceptualization of agency is most useful in
the analysis of women’s conversion to Islam.

social relations and society that was offered to them by the Islamic discursive tradition (Asad,
1986, 1993) as mediated in religious lectures, Islamic literature, audio-visual edificatory
material, and by parents, friends and religious leaders” (2011, 67-68).
84 See also Ortners conceptualization of agency, which emphasizes “how actors formulate needs
and desires, plans and schemes, modes of working in and on the world” (ibid, 158). In this
definition, agency is that dimension of power that is located in the actor’s subjective sense of
authorization, control, and effectiveness in the world (1997, 146).
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3.3 Conversion as a Process
As argued earlier in this chapter, becoming Muslim is a simple, short
ritual. All it takes is a sincere declaration of faith, the shahada, followed
by a ritual washing called ghusl, in the Netherlands usually performed by
means of taking a shower.85 However, for the women in my research, to
arrive at that point often took years of investigation and deliberation. In
this thesis, I regard this process as a project of existential reorientation.
The outcome of this reorientation can have the appearance of a
counterculture (Zebiri, 2008, 248). Over time, converts tend to distance
themselves from some of the common aspects of Western society such as
freely mingling with the opposite sex or drinking alcohol. Conversion can
impact the choice of marriage partner, friendships, leisure activities, and
sometimes one’s education or occupation. The selective rejection of
certain aspects of Western life such as drinking culture or sexual morality
is not exclusive to Muslims but part of many conservative religions. The
often employed dichotomy between ‘Islam and the West’ seems to be the
main reference point for the idea of conversion to Islam as a radical break
with the past.
Why Islam became the preferred choice for some and not for
others is difficult to answer. Push and pull factors are reviewed by several
authors and can be clustered around a few themes. One such theme is a
dissatisfaction with secular ideologies and/or feelings of emptiness
because of the oversecularization of society (Bahrami, 1999; Köse 1996,
1999). Another often mentioned theme in academic literature is Western
converts’ appreciation of Islam over Christianity as a more “rational”
religion. The difficult to explain the concept of the Holy Trinity is absent
in Islam as well as the doctrine of original sin. Instead, the emphasis is on
personal responsibility (e.g. Roald, 2004). Another theme is a focus on
converts’ criticism of Western society, for instance citing pornography as
humiliating to women (Sultán, 1999). Others focus on women’s
appreciation of Islam’s clear guidelines for gender relations, contributing
to clarity and stability in familial and marital life (Van Nieuwkerk, 2006)
or mention of the daily discipline and specific requirements of Islam as
appealing (Haddad, 2006).
Some of these themes surfaced in my research, mostly regarding
living life in a secularized society and the clear role of Islam in structuring

85 Ghusl refers to the full ablution (ritual washing) required in Islam after having sexual
intercourse, any sexual discharge, completion of the menstrual cycle, giving birth, and death.
Other occasions are before the Friday and Eid prayers, in preparation for hajj, after having lost
consciousness, and after formally converting to Islam. Ghusl involves washing the entire body.
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daily life. For instance, reflecting on her conversion, one participant
mentioned,
I feel more peaceful now. Before, I was very wild. I now feel inner peace
because I know that we live, we die, and then there’s the afterlife. You
don’t have to stuff everything into this life. Many people do and I did
too. I want. I must. I want a big house and a nice car, but how do I get
these before I die? I often thought, “I have to enjoy myself, I have to
enjoy myself. What if I suddenly die?” I still enjoy myself but my mind
is more at ease.

For young converts, questions concerning life and death were frequently a
starting point for exploring Islam. As teenagers, they asked the big
existential questions: Who am I? What is the meaning of life? What is
death? They often started with a broad search among several world
religions. They read, used the Internet, and asked their friends about their
religion. Often, Muslim friends were the only ones to come up with
answers or to provide a doctrine.
[At the age of 19] I started to ask myself certain questions. Is living the
only thing we do and then we die? Is that all there is? Where do we come
from? I started studying all beliefs, Christianity, Judaism, you name it. I
found that my Christian and Jewish girlfriends all seemed to be forced
by their families to go to church and that sort of thing. They didn’t enjoy
it. The Muslimas loved their faith. They always told me “We are going
to the mosque to hear a lecture, we are going to learn something.” They
were always reading books. I also got more answers from them than
from the Christian and Jewish girls. They were really vague, saying they
would investigate for me and that was it.

Problems with Christian theology, too, were sometimes mentioned:
As a child, I didn’t understand the Trinity. When I asked my mother she
said: “Ask your father. I don’t know. That’s just the way it is.” My father
said: “Ask the church.” The church said: “It’s symbolic.” It’s symbolic!
What kind of an answer is that to a child?

Criticism of Western society was not prevalent in the conversion stories of
participants. Gender relations were also not mentioned as an impetus to
convert but gradually became more appreciated in the course of
conversion. Instead of clear-cut reasons to explain why conversion
happened, I found that the formation of new Muslim subjects, foremost,
stemmed from the experimental practice of Islam. Considering becoming
Muslim and the experimental practice of (some of) Islam’s precepts
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proved difficult to untangle. For many participants, it was the practice of
Islam that motivated them to consider becoming Muslim themselves,
making it problematic to pinpoint the exact moment of their conversion.
The experimental practice of Islam, of course, can occur without
knowing any Muslims, but this is rare. In fact, only one participant in my
research decided to convert without previous social contacts with
Muslims. She conducted all of her research on Islam through books and
the Internet, and said the shahada alone. Far more common,
experimenting with practicing Islam occurred because of the example of
other Muslims through social relationships.
In all research of conversion to Islam in Europe, the pivotal role
of positive social contacts with Muslims in regard to considering
becoming Muslim oneself is acknowledged. Through these contacts,
curiosity can develop, questions can be asked, stereotypes can be
countered, books on Islam or a Qur’an can be provided, and company to
go to lectures, meetings, or a mosque can be secured. Through this
process, the plausibility of Islam being “the truth” can be contemplated,
usually by trying it out through the experimental practice of Islamic
precepts. Fasting, but also prayer, switching to halal meat, or the
abandonment of pork or alcohol, often preceded the conversion. The
experimental practice of Islam occurred for several reasons, for instance
curiosity or solidarity (in the case of fasting), but also because converts
wanted to be certain that (practicing) Islam suited them, and that it could
be a choice for life.
Spiritually, conversion to Islam is considered to be a new
beginning. It is believed that all prior transgressions are forgiven by God;
the slate is wiped clean. As was often mentioned in the women’s groups
after a convert recited the shahada, she is now as free of sin as a new-born
baby. In order to make full use of this extraordinary metaphysical
purification, women sometimes held back on their conversion until they
were certain they could pray five times a day, or comply with other
prescriptions. However, these experimental practices often included
saying the shahada, for instance during prayer, and, therefore, obscured
the exact moment of conversion. Some converts I talked to, could not
exactly remember when they converted. At least six of them said the
shahada more than once (in the context of conversion), for instance once
while alone and once at a mosque, the consulate, their friends’ or Muslim
spouse’s country of origin, or at one of the Muslim women’s groups.
When contemplating conversion, the idea of one’s deeds being judged by
God gained meaning, as did the belief in the existence of an afterlife, to be
spend in heaven or hell depending on the divine judgment.
As I mentioned before, there is no need to be able to practice
Islam in order to convert. It suffices to start by saying the shahada,
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gradually adopting other aspects of being a Muslim along the way.
However, not all participants knew this, as in the account of one of them:
I postponed becoming a Muslim for a while. I thought that if you
become Muslim, you should be able to fast during Ramadan, you should
know how to pray, you should know how to do everything. Only then
you can say the shahada. But a woman [at one of the Muslim women’s
groups] explained to me that it works the other way around. First, you
say the shahada, and then you learn everything. So then the puzzle was
solved and I said the shahada.

In the absence of such guidance, especially young women often postponed
their shahada. They adopted many or most Islamic practices before
declaring themselves Muslim. Sometimes, they only realized they had
converted after the fact:
I was 19, studying in another city, and a Turkish[-Dutch] guy was in the
same class with me. At the train station, he suddenly asked me, “Are you
a Muslim?” I answered, “Yes.” Then I thought, “What did I just say?” I
just said it. I surprised myself. On the train I wondered, “Am I really a
Muslim?” I believe I already said the shahada one time, alone, in my
room. So yes, then I said, “Okay [I am a Muslim].” It was really the first
time anybody asked.

Converts and born Muslims sometimes warn hesitating, prospective
converts that in the event of one’s death, it is much better to have said the
shahada first and then learn how to practice, then the other way around, to
practice Islam without converting. The account of a student I interviewed
is a good example of how such a warning can tip the balance and set the
actual conversion in motion. She was twenty years old at the time of our
interview and seventeen at the time of her conversion. When we met, she
was living in Amsterdam but she grew up in the north of the Netherlands.
She came from a Roman-Catholic background but religion had not been a
big part of her upbringing as her parents hardly mentioned religion at all.
She went to Christian schools and was familiar with the Biblical stories
but did not feel connected to Christianity. In high school, she began to
mostly socialize with Muslim girls with Moroccan, Turkish, or Iraqi
backgrounds. She told me that this was not a deliberate choice.
There were all kinds of cliques: the Antilleans, the gangsters, the quiet
people, the Dutch people, and by chance, I socialized with the Muslims.
They weren’t into boys, going out, smoking, make-up, wearing short
skirts. I didn’t understand why, but when I asked, they explained. I felt
respect for them. At their homes I saw [fasting during] Ramadan, prayer,
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things like religious texts on the wall. I asked about it, just out of
curiosity. They couldn’t answer all my questions, so I searched myself
and read books. It was just out of curiosity, I never thought it would go
that far [as her conversion]. I searched the Internet, I read the Qur’an
online and I was deeply moved. Something I had not experienced before.

Through an online announcement, she found a Moroccan-Dutch woman to
help her further develop her interest in Islam. This woman frequently
reminded her that the “angel of death” could strike at any moment and
without the shahada, she would not die a Muslim. Since she indeed
wanted to convert, she agreed to meet her to go to a mosque to say the
shahada.
The Imam explained what Islam is about, the five pillars [the shahada,
the five daily prayers, fasting during Ramadan, alms giving, pilgrimage
to Mecca]. He also explained how we think of Isa [Jesus], that he is a
prophet. That’s important if you go from Christianity to Islam. The
Imam then said I could repeat after him and I would then be a Muslim. It
was a beautiful experience, the most beautiful day of my life. You are as
free of sin as a newborn baby. You feel like you can take on the whole
world. I would love to do it again.

In a similar case, also a young student, twenty-three when I interviewed
her, twenty at the time of her conversion, the process was much more
ambiguous. Born in the south of the Netherlands, she had moved to
Amsterdam when she was fifteen. At school, she had to make new friends,
among them a few Muslim girls. She was surprised that, at age fifteensixteen, these girls had never had a boyfriend.
I heard that they had never had a boyfriend. I though, “Huh? You look so
modern.” I had a hard time understanding. A lot of questions came to
mind. How can that be, and why? So they told me why. That’s how
Islam entered the picture for me.

She decided to try fasting during the month of Ramadan. Since she was
still living at home and her mother objected, she did so in secret.
The first days were difficult. I was hungry. I wondered, “How do
Muslims cope?” I found out that they eat before sunrise. My mom didn’t
want me to fast so I made sandwiches the night before. In the morning, I
ate them secretly in my room. I didn’t fast during the whole month, that
was years later. At the time it was kind of a hobby, an experiment.
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Her second step was buying a Qur’an. She also increasingly socialized
with her Muslim classmates. During breaks, Islam was often the topic of
discussion and gradually she learned the difference between halal and
haram.86 The next step was attending lectures given by a converted
Muslima at a local mosque. She came from a Catholic family and after a
while she decided to get rid of her Christian statues, images, and
paintings. She then learned how to perform the Islamic prayer by means
of the Internet. When she mastered prayer, she joined the communal
prayers at the mosque. Soon after, she decided to wear a headscarf from
home instead of putting it on at the mosque and then took up the habit of
wearing it full-time. Meanwhile, she practiced saying the shahada with
friends but still felt she was not fully Muslim because it was not said in
public.
By that time, I wore my headscarf and I prayed. I felt, I am a Muslim
now. All my doubts, all the things I still needed to know, it was gone or
answered. But it felt incomplete because I had not said the shahada
[publicly]. So I went to the lecturer at the mosque and said, “I want to
say the shahada.” She replied, “The shahada? But aren’t you already
Muslim?” So I said, “Yes, I pray, I wear a headscarf, and I have said the
shahada, but not publicly.” She told me there is no need to say it
publicly, it’s something between you and God. As soon as you believe in
the unity of God and in [the message of] the prophet Mohammed, then
you are a Muslim. I thought, ”Okay, than I’m a Muslim.”

Yet another young student, age twenty-four when I interviewed her,
twenty-two when she converted, found out she had already converted a
few years ago. At meetings of one of the Muslim women’s groups in my
research, it was customary to begin with an introduction round, involving
the mentioning of age, ethnic background, marital status/children, being a
born Muslim or a convert, and if a convert, for how many years. When
interviewing her, I asked about such a meeting the Sunday before. During
the introduction round, to everyone’s surprise, she had said that she has
been converted for two years. Until that moment, attending women who
knew her were under the impression that she was still in the process of
deliberating whether or not to convert. When I asked her about it, she
explained to me,
A few years ago, my boyfriend gave me a book about Islam. I read that
if you believe in Allah, the prophet Mohammed, the Angels, the Books,
Judgment Day, and Fate, you are a Muslim. If you believe all that, you
86
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say the shahada, which I did. But I didn’t realize that was all. [Coming
from a Jewish background] I thought, “Becoming Jewish takes years.”
This is like, “Okay, I believe in it. I’m convinced. It’s a good thing to
say.” At the time, I didn’t realize that was it. [Years later], I went to a
meeting about conversion to Islam and there I realized, “I already said
the shahada so I’m already converted!” That was a big relief. I didn’t
have to wonder anymore, “When will it be? How will I do it? Should I
go to a mosque?” That was already behind me, without me realizing it.
However, as a Muslim you’re obliged to pray, so I thought, “Oh, I
should start praying now, the count [of my deeds] has already started!”
So I quickly started practicing prayer and now I do it five times a day.
That’s the main difference.

This ambivalence in regard to the exact moment of conversion was
detectable in many of the conversion stories I was told in the course of my
research. This can be further illustrated with the role of significant others
such as friends, neighbors, classmates, colleagues, or husbands.

3.4 Significant Others
The experimental practice of Islam usually occurred because of positive
social contacts with Muslims. In some cases, the contact that sparked this
interest was a neighbor. For instance, one of the participant in my research
was born Jewish but had never practiced Judaism. In her twenties, she had
investigated several Christian denominations but eventually she had
abandoned her search. By the time she was sixty, she became friends with
her Moroccan-Dutch neighbor and was impressed by her hospitality. Soon
she came by every day.
I kept asking if that was okay. You know how it is with Dutch people, if
you come twice in a row, “Oh it’s you again.” My own children,
figuratively speaking, would say that. But she said it was okay. So I
asked, “Doesn’t your husband resent that I’m here every day?” I said,
”Please be honest, I won’t be offended. I can imagine, [he would object
to] a strange woman in your house, every day.” But no. So I began
thinking about their faith. What does it mean? It never occurred to me to
investigate it. What I couldn’t accept in Christianity was different in this
faith, that was that Jesus was the son of God and the Holy Trinity. I
couldn’t accept that.

Colleagues, too, can cause curiosity. For example, one of the students
contributing to my research, had Muslim colleagues and their fasting
during Ramadan caught her interest.
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I wanted to know more about it and started fasting with them. I did it for
myself, to see if I could do it, not for religious reasons. I socialized a lot
with them, asking questions. People heard that I had an interest and gave
me books about Islam.

What she read made sense to her and slowly she began to contemplate
conversion. Without converting, she kept up fasting during Ramadan for
three consecutive years.
I was at a point that I thought, “I participate, I know why I do it, but I
don’t really profit from it. Because I’m not a Muslim I won’t get the
reward for it [from God]. I miss out on that because I don’t dare to
convert.” I was wondering, “Why don’t I do it” and on the other hand [I
thought,] “Why should I?”

Since she no longer worked at the place where she initially met Muslims,
it became an increasingly lonely experience.
I didn’t know any Muslims at the time, it was really my own thing but I
didn’t know what to do with it. … I thought, if I’m Muslim, then my bad
deeds will really count. If I don’t pray now, while not Muslim yet, that’s
permissible. If I convert, I should go for it and not mess up. There were a
few things I wanted to improve about myself before taking the step [to
convert]. Perhaps I postponed it because of that, I wanted to do it right.

She decided to first learn how to pray and already made changes to her
wardrobe as a means of preparation. She also reconnected with Muslimas
through kick-boxing. A girl she met there took her to meetings of several
Muslim women’s groups and these experiences motivated her to take the
step to actually convert.
The fact that many people there thought just like me, that I could
exchange thoughts, that we were on the same level, that they
experienced the same things as I did in terms of conversion and being
Dutch. Yes, that really won me over and made me decide I wanted to do
it.

She did not like to be at the center of attention so she ruled out saying the
shahada at a mosque or at a women’s group, and decided to do it at home.
It’s about my word, that I mean it, that I have the right intention. So I
invited a couple of girlfriends, Muslimas, to my home, about six or
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seven. I picked a date, sent an e-mail to tell them they were welcome to
join.

Another trajectory to Islam is through Muslim friends. For most young
converts, existential questions about the purpose of life were a catalyst for
considering conversion, as in the story of this participant, who was in her
late twenties when I interviewed her:
When I was about thirteen-fourteen, my best girlfriend was half Dutch,
half Moroccan. She fasted during Ramadan. That was the first time I
experienced that and I liked it. I started fasting too, every other day. It
was fun to break the fast with her family and I loved the special
Ramadan cookies. That’s where my interest in Islam started. Not that I
thought I would become a Muslim myself, but I liked to join fasting in
Ramadan. I also had a Moroccan[-Dutch] boyfriend at the time. His dad
explained things to me. I was still very young but I liked talking [about
Islam] with him. Still, I didn’t think of becoming Muslim myself, I just
thought it was interesting. Also with other Moroccan [-Dutch] friends, I
asked why they didn’t eat pork, or why they fasted during Ramadan.
Later on, I started exploring religion on my own. At first Christianity. I
come from a Christian family and I decided to start with our own
religion and bought a Bible. But the Bible didn’t appeal to me. I was
looking for guidance. How are we supposed to live? What is a good life?
When I laid in bed at night, I was wondering about the purpose of life.
What is expected of you, by your parents and society, is that you grow
up, score as high as possible at school so that you can find a job, that’s
the goal, finding a job, so that you can pay your bills and that’s the circle
of life. You go to school, you go to work so you can make a living until
you retire and die. That’s it. But I wondered: then what? When have you
found happiness and when not, what about people who cannot study, or
have problems? What is the purpose of life? What is the goal? Or, when
I looked at the stars at night: What is beyond the universe? What is it
made of? Is there anything else? I thought it would be pretty meaningless
if life is all about working, paying the bills, having children who then
need to do the same, and then they will have children who do the same.
My friend had a book about Islam so I read that and thought, “What if it
is real?”

Many converts in my research studied several religions before converting
to Islam. For instance, one participant grew up in a small community
without any Muslims, went to a predominantly white high school without
Muslim students, but traveled to school by train with teenagers from
another school. Mostly, these kids came from immigrant backgrounds and
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religion was a feature of their daily life, while she came from an atheist
family.
It made me wonder, “Hey, why don’t we have that? Why don’t we have
a religion? How come I don’t believe?” So, I studied what they believed
and what faith means.
Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism,
Hinduism, I started to study them all. I didn’t study these beliefs with the
intention to become religious, not at all. I just wanted to know why these
people believed in God and I didn’t. … At one point, now I say because
of Allah but at the time I didn’t know why, Islam appealed the most to
me. Although I still did not intent to convert, I started studying the life of
the prophet Mohammed, peace be upon him. I had stopped reading the
Qur’an because I didn’t understand it but I read other books, and
children’s books, and that really clicked. I began to follow [some of the
precepts] but still not with the intention to convert. Someone else had to
point that out to me. When I was twenty years old, a Moroccan[-Dutch]
girlfriend said to me “You’re already a Muslim.” I thought about her
comment really hard and then I thought, “I can deny it but it’s true, I do
believe in God. Period. I belief in Allah, and in the stories about the
prophets and the angels.” So, suddenly I thought, “Oh… okay, I’m
Muslim!”

Besides classmates, colleagues, neighbors, friends, or travel companions
the first positive social contact with a Muslim can also be through a
romantic relationship. In this review of the impact of positive social
contacts on the desire to convert, the role of having a Muslim boyfriend or
spouse deserves a closer examination. There is a strong assumption in the
Netherlands, as well as in other Western countries, that conversion takes
place because of a (future) Muslim husband’s wish or demand. While
some researchers such as Allievi, make a distinction between conversion
for relational reasons and conversion because of rational reasons, most of
the research on women converting to Islam, does not support the
hypothesis that conversion takes place because of marriage (see Badran,
2006; Haddad, 2006; Van Nieuwkerk, 2006).87 The husband as the
assumed reason for conversion rather reflects how difficult it is for many
Dutch to imagine that a woman would choose, on her own, to become part
of what is commonly considered a religion that is hostile to women.88
Muslim men are not religiously obliged to marry Muslim women but can also marry Christian
or Jewish women. However, since Muslim women can only marry Muslim men, it seems that
marriage plays a bigger role for men contemplating conversion. Since most studies about
conversion to Islam have been conducted among women, more research on this topic would be
useful.
88 The Dutch proverb “When two religions share a pillow, the Devil sleeps in between” [twee
geloven op een kussen, daar slaapt de duivel tussen] might echo the Dutch image of conversion
87
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Since this is also true for other Western countries, this probably also more
generally explains this assumption.
My research, too, shows that many women were already married
when they became curious about Islam, while others were already Muslim
when they got married. Conversion as a condition for marriage surfaced in
one participant’s story and conversion as a condition for having children
in another participant’s story but even in these cases, developing an
interest in Islam was up to the women themselves. Raising their children
within a Muslim household was important to these husbands but the
conversion still had to be out of personal conviction. This was also more
generally the position of husbands. Another participant told me,
[When our relationship became serious] I told him honestly that I didn’t
like that he was a Muslim; I’ve been honest about that from day one.
[Jokingly] but I saw pass it because he is a very handsome man and I’m
glad I did. I’m happy that I’m now a Muslim too. He didn’t say, “Do
this, do that.” He said, “There’s no compulsion in Islam.” That’s the
right approach. You and I wouldn’t be talking right now if he would
have tried to force me.

Muslim husbands or boyfriends, were often not particularly keen on the
conversion of their girlfriend or spouse, as many of them were only
marginally practicing Muslims at the time they got engaged in the
relationship. For instance, as they learned more about Islam, young
converts often felt that having a boyfriend without being married was a
problem (see also Moors, 2009a). The following account of a convert in
her twenties, provides a common description of this dilemma:
He [her Moroccan-Dutch boyfriend] liked that I studied Islam. He
considered me a Muslim since I believed in God and His prophets. He
also liked that I wanted to practice. However, when I reached his level of
practice, and especially when I went beyond his level, he [probably]
thought, okay, okay [take it easy]. We shared a bed and at a certain point
I didn’t want that anymore, I couldn’t, it was something I really didn’t
want anymore. I made up excuses to sleep on the sofa but it just didn’t
work out anymore. For my sake, and also for his sake, I told him to pack
his belongings and move back to his parents. We should keep a distance
from each other. [I told him], if you want to continue our relationship,
we need to marry.

as well. This proverb used to address inter-Christian differences and, indeed, some parents or
grandparents of participants converted because of marriage, from Catholicism to Protestantism,
or vice-versa.
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This line of reasoning was employed by many other participants. To give
another example:
I was eighteen, we were living together, and during that year I became
officially Muslim and I said the shahada. I said [to her boyfriend], “We
live together while unmarried, that’s not allowed [in Islam], I want us to
get married.” He was like, “Take it easy” but I didn’t want to continue
like that. I felt very guilty so I pulled him in the right direction and he
said, “You’re right.” Then we got married.89

Another example is the account of a woman who eventually converted in
her thirties but already developed an interest in Islam during her late
teens. As a teenager, she had a Moroccan-Dutch boyfriend, socialized
with his family, and had many, non-practicing, Muslim girlfriends. She
wondered about the afterlife and started to read books on Islam.
I was always told [by her family] that when you die, you’re dead.
There’s nothing, it’s done, you’re gone. I always wondered, “How can
that be?” It didn’t make sense.

She began attending lectures of two Muslim women’s groups, both led by
convert volunteers. These lectures, and the converts she met there,
appealed to her and even though she did not convert herself, she came to
consider it a good idea if her boyfriend would start to pray.
I came home from a lecture and told him it would be a good idea if from
now on he would do his prayers, starting tomorrow. He told me he didn’t
know how to pray. I told him that I wanted him to pray and said he
should look on the Internet to learn how to do it. It really didn’t make
any sense but I thought that if he would do it, I could do it too. I had not
even said the shahada yet. It was really dumb of me, he wasn’t prepared
for that.

She kept up the experimental practice of Islam, even started wearing a
headscarf for a while, but without converting.

Marriage when girls are still in school or studying is usually, though not always, an Islamic
marriage, meaning that the couple take their vows in an Islamic context, for example at a
mosque, and not at city hall. In the Netherlands, these marriages have no legal consequence but
do provide a sense of existential security since the couple is now in compliance with the
scriptural rule that sex should not take place outside of marriage. The fact that the marriage has
no legal standing, however, can also cause problems, for instance in case of a divorce.

89
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I thought about it a lot but something was holding me back, the idea that
I couldn’t undo it. That I would cross a line from which there is no
return. That I would have to devote myself to it. I talked to converted
Dutch Muslimas and they had changed so much: their appearance, their
speech. My family thought I was crazy, and my husband [she married
her boyfriend eventually] was like “What are you doing? I want to go to
the coffee shop!” So, yes I wanted to learn everything, know everything,
but not to say the shahada. I didn’t dare to do it.

She never got around to saying the shahada and eventually abandoned
wearing a headscarf. She did, however, continue to fast during Ramadan.
She also continued to learn more about Islam through books and
television programs but also divorced her husband and resumed clubbing.
Only when she remarried and became a mother, she again contemplated
conversion. Her new husband was also Moroccan-Dutch but, again, a nonpracticing Muslim. He stalled the conversion by insisting it should
be done in front of his family, while failing to organize it.
I discussed this situation with a converted Muslim friend. She reminded
me something could happen to me and then what? That’s what I told him
at home, “What if I fall under a bus tomorrow? Then what? That [dying
without being Muslim] would be your fault, right?” That day I decided I
didn’t want to wait anymore. I came home and told him that I had said
the shahada. At first I wanted to keep it a secret but I blurted it out. I
didn’t care anymore if he would be angry. He wasn’t angry though, he
didn’t like it but he wasn’t angry.

Even if husbands were practicing Muslims and did not fear the
implications of their spouses new convictions, still, many of them had
reservations about the prospect, in particular because it should be a
personal and informed choice in order for it to have religious value.
My husband didn’t encourage that I visit a mosque or read books about
Islam. I thought, “Shouldn’t you be explaining things to me?” But he
feared I would convert for him. So, I studied on my own and attended
lectures at the mosque for about a year. I said the shahada at that mosque
and then the women sung for me. [At home] I said, “I have become a
Muslim.” Even then he wasn’t enthusiastic. He didn’t say, “That’s
beautiful” or” That’s nice.” But I don’t mind. It’s a good thing to find
your own way.

Another participant told me,
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Before I was officially a Muslim, I joined my future husband in fasting
during Ramadan, for reasons of solidarity. When we got married the next
year, I wanted to become Muslim but he was against it. He said, “I love
that you would become Muslim one day, but it’s too soon. You don’t
know anything yet.” I thought that was reasonable. He said, “You might
do it now because you love me, and we are married now, and you think I
would like that you’d become Muslim but that’s the wrong reason. You
need to do it because you want it. Suppose we would separate, God
willing we won’t, but suppose we would, then what? Would you
abandon Islam too? I would feel terrible!” He said, “I’d probably be
more upset if you would leave Islam than if you would leave me.” So, I
spent two years learning, reading, asking questions, looking around,
becoming informed, and then I said the shahada.

To be certain it is their own choice, many converts keep contemplating
conversion a secret from their husbands. For example, this participant,
who eventually said the shahada in her thirties, alone, after waking up at
night, did not tell her husband immediately but kept it to herself until she
asked him to instruct her how to pray.
The final question before I did the shahada was “If my husband leaves
me tomorrow, or does something weird that makes me want to leave
him, would I still be a Muslim? Would I still be doing the things I should
as a Muslim? Would I seek another Muslim husband? Would I be
consistent?” And then I knew the answer was “Yes.” That was very
important. I told him that, too, “If you leave me tomorrow, I will still
remain a Muslim.” Of course he had watched me grow into it but,
mostly, I had kept it to myself.

When women choose a meeting of a Muslim women’s group to say the
shahada, often, this question of whether or not they would remain Muslim
if the relationship broke up was asked as well. It was emphasized that
conversion should be an act of personal conviction and not be done for the
sake of a relationship.
No matter what their trajectory was, conversion to Islam was not
taken lightly by the participants in my research.90 To analyze their
conversion stories, I choose the framework of agency, to avoid the
determinism of conversion models and make room for elaborating on the
dynamics of the choice for Islam for religious reasons, as a project of
90 It may be that there is a bias in my sample since I met all of them through their participation
in Muslim women’s group. Possibly, their engagement with Islam was more substantive than
that of women who did not join such groups, with different trajectories, who might have been,
inadvertently, excluded from my sample.
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existential reorientation. Changes do not occur as the result of unreflective
conformity to a husband’s wish or desire, but are set in motion by
embracing new concepts that arise in the context of the experimental
practice of Islam. To further illustrate this process, I will now turn in more
detail to some of the changes in daily life that preceded, accompanied, or
followed from the conversion.

3.5 Dilemmas of Dress
All women in my research made changes in their wardrobe ahead of, or as
a consequence of, their conversion. The nature of these changes varied, as
there are different opinions among Muslim women considering what
entails Islamic dress. There are Muslimas who do not find it necessary to
wear a headscarf and are therefore not easily recognizable as Muslims.
Others consider modest styles of dressing the body, including covering
their hair, a religious obligation, which they themselves may or may not
practice (Moors, 2009b, 181). Wearing modest, covering dress is called
wearing hijab. Similar to the conversion, wearing hijab should be based
on personal conviction and understanding. If not, it lacks religious value
because the intention of an act is crucially important in relation to its
religious value (see also Shadid et al, 2005, 37; Moors, 2009b, 191).
Therefore, from an Islamic, normative, perspective the main function of
hijab is not that of a symbol expressing the religious affiliation of the
person wearing it. Still, this was an important side-effect of wearing a
headscarf for many of the converts in my research.91
There are three categories of Muslim opinions concerning Muslim
women’s modest dress. The largest group favors full covering of the
female body with the exception of the face and hands, the second, much
smaller group, favors also covering the hands and face, and a third group
rejects the prescriptions concerning veiling altogether (Shadid et al, 2005,
35).92 Among the women in my research, all three positions were found,
although the first opinion, as a rule and as a practice, was dominant. Most
women favoring the third position considered covering their hair not an
obligation. However, these women as well, usually, did wear loose-fitting
clothes, which are deemed modest, and many donned their headscarves
full-time, such as this participant,

See also chapter four.
As Ali explains (2005, 517), this third group insists that since “…veiling is mentioned neither
in the Qur’an nor hadith, it is a custom and not scripturally sanctioned.”
91
92
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For a long time, I said I would never wear a headscarf. Not because I
was against it, I just didn’t feel it would suit me. In my opinion it is not
an obligation, just an advice, I still think that. There are many Muslims
who regard it as an obligation but I disagree. So, I felt wearing a
headscarf wasn’t me. But one morning during Ramadan, it was my
birthday [she turned 48], I woke up and I decided I would wear a
headscarf. I don’t know why. I got up in the morning to go to work and
thought “I’m going to wear a headscarf.” I told no-one, not even my
husband. I think it took him a couple of days to realize it. I didn’t feel
like talking about it, I just felt I wanted it. I surprised myself. I always
said I wouldn’t do it but I did. … My husband would rather see that I
don’t wear a headscarf. He doesn’t like that people think that he makes
me wear it while he has nothing to do with it. It’s my choice. It’s enough
that I know it’s not because of him. If it was up to him I would take it off
but I don’t care. People will have opinions about you in any event. Let
them think whatever they want. That will not influence my decision.

The popular perception that wearing a headscarf is connected to the wish
or demand from a Muslim husband, similar to the perception of women’s
decision to convert, points to a striking absence of Muslim women’s
agency in the eyes of non-Muslim Dutch. Some participants suspected
that wearing a headscarf because of a husband’s demand would make
covering more palatable to non-Muslims than considering it a woman’s
personal, informed choice. Reflecting on her hesitations to wear a
headscarf in public, fearing her family’s reaction and the consequences it
might have for her professional life, an unmarried participant remarked,
I think it would be more acceptable if I would be married to a Muslim
and then would decide to wear a headscarf. If people would know that I
was married, they would say, “It is because of her marriage, it is because
of her husband.”

As Tarlo, in her book about the implications of being visibly Muslim in
Britain, points out too, the subject of women’s choice is of crucial
importance. If veiled, “women are perceived to be submissive or
dangerous, deluded or transgressive, oppressed or threatening, depending
on whether their covering is thought to have been forced or chosen”
(2010, 4).
Looking at the dichotomies that are at the heart of the Western
perception of the headscarf as a sign of extremism or fanaticism or,
alternatively, signaling oppression, Franks touches upon the topic of
underlying feelings of superiority in the rejection of the headscarf. Based
on her research on conversion in Great Britain, she argues,
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Many non-Muslims appear to believe that a white Muslim woman
cannot have made a dynamic choice for Islam and that they therefore
match the ‘subdued and oppressed’ model. The veil hides their
femininity and they are regarded as a traitor to their race because it is
deemed that they have denied their ‘superiority.’ (2000, 924)

Franks calls this “racism by proxy” (923); “by proxy” because the racism
is primarily addressing the groups of immigrant Muslimas with whom the
converted Muslima is identified. In the report Narratives of Conversion to
Islam in Britain: Female Perspectives, Suleiman makes a similar point:
In Western societies where it may be easier for women to wear less than
wear more, the hijab may look anachronistic in the extreme. On wearing
the hijab as a convert, a White woman loses the prestige her ‘Whiteness’
bestows on her, becoming symbolically Black and culturally ‘other’.
And if she is of a British background, she is made to feel ‘non-British’.
A middle-class British woman who converts to Islam may, additionally,
risk losing her social class, dropping down a notch or two on the social
scale, regardless of whether she wears the hijab or not. A White female
convert may even lose her career, especially if she is in work that puts
her in the public eye, as in fact happened to some members of the [new
Muslim research] project. This is why conversion to Islam by White
women takes great courage to effect and to display in the public sphere:
the loss of social status and/or class can have an enormous cost for the
convert and her family. From a different angle, this observation about
social prestige may help explain why the conversion of Asian and Black
women to Islam, while still equally courageous for other potent reasons,
goes unnoticed among the non- Muslim White majority: Black converts
lack the social prestige White female converts have, and they are already
culturally ‘other.’ (2013, 4)

Being visibly Muslim, indeed, was a different experience for the white
women in my research than for women with other complexions. One
participant, at the time of our interview a professional in her late twenties,
when I asked her if she felt the general image in the Netherlands of the
“oppressed Muslim woman” was projected onto her because of her
headscarf, answered,
In the beginning, I was very insecure. Like, gee, I go outside wearing a
headscarf, and that sort of thing. I was a 100% behind [the decision to
wear] it but it was also scary and people gave me funny looks. One time,
an old lady pinched my cheek while she said [in a tone of voice like
talking to a baby], “What a nice headscarf you’re wearing.” People see
you with very different eyes. When I talk to born Muslimas, they say it’s
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not so bad. But I’m used to being treated very differently. I have long
blond hair, I very much recognize the difference. Being Turkish[-] or
Moroccan[-Dutch], perhaps you can’t imagine being treated so
differently with long blond hair. Just having black hair and brown eyes
sets you apart from the average Dutch.

Özyürek conducted research on conversion to Islam in Germany and was
told similar stories.
The discrimination to which converts are subject often comes as a
surprise to them. One German Muslim woman who converted to Islam
in her early twenties and donned the Islamic headscarf described how
shocking this process has been for her: “I didn’t expect so many negative
reactions. Before people used to call me ‘sunshine’ because my hair is
really blond. Especially men used to always compliment me for my hair.
Now when people look at me they only see an oppressed woman. Maybe
someone with dark skin knows better how to deal with this feeling. But I
really didn’t expect things to change so fast and so dramatically.” (2010,
173-4)

These converts’ suspicion that women with darker skin had different
experiences or, perhaps, were more proficient in dealing with being
‘othered,’ was confirmed by another convert. Her father was born in
Suriname. As explained earlier, this meant she was an allochthone,
despite the fact that she was born in the Netherlands, possessed no other
nationality, had lived in the Netherlands all of her life, and had a native
Dutch mother. Having a brown complexion, she confirmed the different
perception of non-white women when visibly Muslim, while also
confirming the majority discourse that “real” Dutch means being white.
When discussing reactions to changes in dress by unknown people, she
told me,
I haven’t received negative reactions but my Dutch [Muslim] friends,
real Dutch, white, they get comments like “Go back to your own
country” or “You look ugly.” I don’t stand out. My friend, she has
piercing blue eyes, she’s white. [Being visibly Muslim,] that attracts a lot
of attention.

A consistent theme in the literature on conversion to Islam is that the
converts’ family often feels the headscarf is a betrayal of “values and
culture.”93 Similarities between women’s experiences in different Western
In the US, some families see conversion to Islam as a sign for support of terrorism. This,
generally, does not seem to be the case in Europe.
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countries are striking (cf. Mossière, 2012). This quote from Haddad’s
study in the United States, for instance, can easily be applied to the
Netherlands:
Consistently the hijab seemed to be a bigger issue for families and
friends than the conversion itself. This visible display of Islam was seen
as too radical. Family members were often concerned about what
neighbors and other people would think about the change in wardrobe.
(2006, 31)

This exact sentiment was echoed by many participants in my research.
When I told them of my conversion to Islam my family reacted
somewhat indifferent, like, “Okay, that’s your own choice.” I thought,
“That went well!” But the next time, I came wearing my headscarf. That
made it more difficult. Now it was visible and everyone could see.

After adopting the headscarf, some participants were shunned by their
neighbors, cursed while walking the street, spat at riding the bus, harassed
at the supermarket, or their non-Muslim parents or children refused to be
seen in public with them. Girls still living with their parents often kept the
wearing of a headscarf a secret out of fear of rejection. If not, it often
became a subject of tension.
The entire neighborhood talked about me when I started wearing a
headscarf. After I began wearing a headscarf, everybody knew [that I’m
a Muslim]. That’s what bothers my mom the most. Nobody asks me,
everyone asks my mother.

The profound tensions arising from the desire to comply with religious
rules concerning modesty in dress, including a headscarf, and the
publicness of this act within a society generally frowning upon public
expressions of religion, in particular Islam, surfaced in many interviews.
Anxieties related to the perceived obligation of wearing a headscarf after
conversion could be so overwhelming that some converts decoupled their
aspiration to convert from the notion that being a Muslima automatically
means wearing a veil. As this young professional told me,
There were many things I liked about Islam but I held myself back. It’s
one thing to believe in Allah but practicing that belief is something else.
I was particularly worried about wearing a headscarf. I thought, “If I
convert, I have to wear a headscarf, and I don’t want that.” It’s a
distorted image. When you see a woman with a headscarf you know
she’s Muslim, and when she doesn’t, you don’t know. So then I
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consciously decoupled the decision of wearing a headscarf from the
decision to convert. I didn’t want to write off an entire religion because I
didn’t want to wear a headscarf. That was right before I decided I wanted
to convert.

Another participant, at first, kept being Muslim a secret at the Islamic
school where she was teaching because Muslim teachers were obliged to
wear a headscarf. When her fasting during the month of Ramadan became
difficult to explain, she came clean towards the head of the school, asking
him to give her time to adjust to the habit of veiling, which he granted.
Wearing a headscarf has many social consequences. All converts
reported that when wearing a headscarf they were frequently assumed to
struggle with the Dutch language. One participant recalled,
I had an intake appointment at the hospital and, of course, I went
wearing my headscarf. The intaker wrote on the form “patient is fluent in
Dutch.”

Participants in Van Nieuwkerk’s research, too, told that employees in
hospitals and teachers started to speak slowly, articulating every word
when confronted with a headscarf. “Other converts provoke stunned
reactions about their excellent mastery of the Dutch language” (2004,
236). Most participants in my research became used to this confusion and
many viewed these awkward situations as opportunities to
engage in a conversation about Islam.
Recently, I was in a waiting room at the hospital and I got called [by my
Dutch last name]. They are always surprised when I get up. I like that
because it’s an opportunity to explain, “Yes, I’m Dutch and I have
become Muslim.” It’s an opportunity for answering questions, for
explaining, I like that very much.94

However, some participants took offense:
I’m Dutch too, you know. I mean, why can’t people act normal? I went
to school, I studied, I’m not crazy, and I’m not retarded. I thoroughly
dislike this negative view [of the headscarf]. If you would ask someone
[Dutch], “Who is smarter, the woman with a headscarf or the woman
without a headscarf?” I think they would all say, “The one without a
headscarf.”

In Britain, Tarlo, too, found that wearing hijab could be an opportunity for proselyzing (2010,
56).
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Here we see the power of ethnic stereotyping. In Eriksen’s definition,
stereotyping refers to the creation and consistent application of
standardized notions of the cultural distinctiveness of a group (2002, 2324). These stereotypes do not need to be true, as in the examples above,
but they enable dividing the social world into different kinds of people,
and they provide simple criteria for such classifications (ibid, 25).
Stereotypes “serve to order the social world and to create standardized
cognitive maps over categories of relevant others” (ibid, 61). In this
respect, converted Muslimas disrupt the order in the social universe. This
is closely linked to the headscarf as the ultimate opposite of Dutchness.
As Van Nieuwkerk found, too, “the self-image of the Dutch is that the
Dutch, in contrast to Muslims, are very liberal and emancipated. The
Dutch narratives on nationality or ethnicity are thus very much linked to
the gender discourse” (2006, 106). In this discourse, a Dutch woman
wearing a headscarf commits a grave transgression.
Although a few women experimented with wearing headscarves
ahead of their conversion, most participants did not immediately start
wearing one full-time. This was often connected to fear of disapproval by
parents, relatives, colleagues, neighbors, or even strangers. Many of them
started to wear a headscarf part-time to mosques or to Muslim women’s
groups. In this initial phase, putting it on and off, as Jouilli (2009)
mentions, too, is often related to constraints, in particular in regard to
women’s professional lives, and not to a lack of desire for wearing hijab.
For some participants, managing their visibility as Muslims resembled
leading a double life. For instance, a participant who could not wear her
headscarf at work, would put it on and take it off on her way to and from
work.
After six months, I realized I didn’t want this anymore. I was sitting in
the train one morning, just getting ready to take off my headscarf, when I
saw my neighbor, a Moroccan[-Dutch] man. He was looking at me like,
“What are you doing?” I felt so ashamed and I thought, “What ám I
doing?” Then I decided, this’ll be the last month that I’ll be working
there.

Participants often developed all kinds of strategies to keep the wearing of
a headscarf a secret, carefully introducing their new appearance to
relatives or others. If possible, many choose a new job, a new school, or
the beginning of a new school year, as the starting point of wearing a
headscarf fulltime. If this was impossible, they usually asked their
supervisors’ permission or introduced their choice in such a way that
colleagues would feel free to ask questions, such as this participant, a
student, working part-time at a bank.
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When I decided I wanted to wear a headscarf, I thought it would be a
good idea to send an e-mail to my colleagues to inform them. If they had
any questions, they could ask. Many people appreciated this e-mail.
They speculated that my husband forced me to wear it, so I made clear
this was not the case. They were relieved [to hear that]; they seriously
thought I was forced. When they knew it [wearing a headscarf] was my
own choice, they said it was courageous of me and that it looked pretty.
But [since the headscarf] my colleagues behave differently. I’m an
outcast now. No one includes me in anything. It feels bad. If I didn’t
need the money, I’d quit. [With a headscarf] people look at you and
think you’re dumb, that you have no brain, that you can’t be entertaining
or fun. It’s weird that a piece of cloth around your head can change
people so much.

Dreading a confrontation, some participants preemptively ended their
careers in certain fields, for instance this participant who held a training
position in communication:
Prayer was easy to fit in. Prayer can be done at any place, at my hotel
room, at the parking lot, but I really wanted to wear a headscarf. I was
wearing long skirts already but that was fashionable at the time so it
didn’t reveal my choice [for Islam] to the outside world. I dreaded that
confrontation. I didn’t feel like pioneering, so I left this career.

Girls who are still studying sometimes change their school careers,
anticipating difficulties.
I’m studying to become a teacher. I already have a diploma as an
executive secretary but that’s of little use while wearing a headscarf.

A few participants wore face-veils. They were homemakers or did
volunteer work within an Islamic context, as working with a face-veil is
difficult in the Netherlands. Over the course of my fieldwork, they either
changed their face-veil for another form of hijab leaving the face visible,
or they moved to Muslim majority countries where the wearing of a faceveil does not provoke the kind of hostility it does in the Netherlands
(Vroon-Najem, 2007; Moors, 2009a).95

Some women choose immigration to Great-Britain where wearing face-veils seems to be less
controversial.
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3.6 Choices & Consequences
Another area of changes in daily life when converting to Islam is food and
drink. Although changes in diet are more private than changes in dress,
since eating and drinking are also social activities, adhering to Islamic
restrictions in regard to alcohol and switching to the consumption of halal
meat can cause tensions as well. The publicness of new rules and
restrictions, again, was most problematic. On a personal level, their new,
halal diet was usually considered healthier and many participants were
charmed by the emphasis in Islam on caring for one’s body. In this
respect, changes in diet were often part of a larger reevaluation of
cleanliness and attitudes toward responsibility for one’s health. For many
participants, no more alcohol was one of their first steps on the path to
Islam. Some abode by the strict rule that Muslims should not be present at
a place where alcohol is sold or served; others just refrained from drinking
it themselves. As with changes in dress, most participants slowly
introduced new rules to their families, especially when living with their
unconverted parents and siblings. Honoring one’s parents is an important
Islamic precept and participants engaged in complex balancing acts when
presented with instances of conflicting norms.
I’m not telling my mom that I won’t share the table with her if she drinks
wine. If I do that, I’ll push her away. I did ask her if she’d agree that if
we have guests, she pours the wine and I serve the soft drinks.

Some apply the same strategy with colleagues. At many places of work,
every now and then, colleagues hang out together.
We buy each other drinks but if I think alcohol is bad for me, I won’t
buy it for you either. So I do the coffee and if they want a coke I’ll buy
them one but not if they drink alcohol.

Each convert in my research struck her own balance between the
accommodation of the non-Muslim family, friends, and colleagues, and
their aspirations to follow Islamic rules as they understood them. These
new rules, especially if they were strictly enforced, could be difficult to
accept for non-Muslim relatives:
It’s difficult at the beginning. You come home wearing a headscarf,
that’s difficult. It needs time. They drink alcohol so I said, “I’m sorry, if
you want to drink alcohol, that’s your choice but I can’t be present.” Step
by step [I introduced new practices]. [I told them,] “Family gatherings,
sorry, I can’t come, these are mixed, men and women mingling, I can’t
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do that anymore.” Every time I added a step. That’s very difficult but
eventually they accepted it. We argued about it but I told my parents,
“Look, here we are, talking about the same issues again, there’s no point.
If this is how it is, it’s better if you go your way and I go mine.” They
didn’t want that so at that point they had to accept it.

For most participants it took a while to make their diet completely halal.
Girls still living with their parents sometimes struggled with the diet rules
depending on whether they had told their parents about their conversion.
Often, they developed strategies such as cooking different meals, offering
to get the groceries, or eating vegetarian. However, if women were
married or already lived on their own it could also be difficult to introduce
new rules to family and friends.
The first few months [after conversion] I told them [family and friends]
it had to be beef while actually it really should be halal beef, it’s not the
same. I remember, I was eating at a friend’s house and she was serving
meat loaf, it was half beef, half pork. That was a difficult situation. You
have to tell your friends and family that it has to be halal. That’s
something you have to go through. You have to tell people that if they
want you to eat with them, it has to be halal. That’s difficult, for them as
well.

Bourque found similar tensions among Scottish converts to Islam.
“Scottish people who convert to Islam are placed in a problematic
position. To some extent, they have “turned their back” on practices that
are seen as typically Scottish/British, such as going to the pub after work
and having bacon rolls for breakfast” (2006, 245). This was a common
theme among participants in my research, too. They all lived in the
Amsterdam metropolitan area and getting halal groceries was easy and
there is much choice. In this respect, participants reported few difficulties
adjusting to their new diet. Dutch food items, for instance the kroket or the
rookworst, or bread toppings that are typically Dutch, continued to be
appreciated in a halal variety. However, as shown in the examples above,
it is far more difficult to change social conventions. Much effort went into
strategizing how to retain flexibility in regard to sociality with nonMuslims while avoiding transgressing religious normativities.
Another point of tension was that those who practiced according
to strictly interpreted Islamic norms ceased to celebrate their birthday.
Participants choosing a strict interpretation of Islamic precepts, argued
that celebrating birthdays is haram. They lived by the rule that Muslims
should only celebrate two holidays: Eid al-Fitr, to celebrate the end of the
month of Ramadan and Eid al-Adha, the remembrance of Abraham’s
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obedience to God .96 They did not attend other people’s birthdays either,
although family ties could trump this prohibition. For instance, a
participant’s mother was turning seventy and the family was throwing her
a party:
My mom called and asked, "Are you coming?" I said, “No mom, we
won’t.” She was so sad on the phone. When I hung up, I felt very bad.
My sister said, “Why don’t you come just this once?” So I thought,
“Okay, we’ll go.” It’s for her, to make her happy. She was very happy
but I’m not looking forward to it. I’d rather not go but I’ll do it to make
her happy.

Faced with the exact same situation, another participant made the opposite
decision.
There have been a few moments in my life when it [not celebrating
birthdays] was difficult. For instance, when my mom turned seventy. It
was a big party and I wasn’t there. My mom was very upset and I was
too, being the cause of her sadness was bad, but so be it. I explained to
her, “Mom, for me, every day is your birthday.”

Not celebrating birthdays and not being around alcohol are separate
precepts but given that in the Netherlands, on most occasions, a party
means serving alcohol, they often collide.
My mother always gives a birthday party and I’m like, I’m Dutch, so I
won’t say I won’t come because you’re serving alcohol. I find that very
difficult as a Dutch Muslim. Family is very important but they have
different norms and values. I always have to make a choice.

As an adult, not celebrating your birthday is not uncommon in the
Netherlands. Throwing a party and entertaining guests is usually
considered a personal choice. However, tensions arise when not
celebrating becomes related to being Muslim.
What’s funny about it is that my parents used to think birthdays aren’t
important. However, since I’m a Muslim and I don’t celebrate because of
my religion, now it’s a big issue and they are very upset that I don’t
celebrate.

96

Asked by God to sacrifice his son but then given a sheep instead.
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This is also true for Christian holidays. Practicing Christians are a
minority in the Netherlands and most Dutch do not celebrate Christmas or
Easter religiously. However, if converts are no longer celebrating these
days because of their conversion, many families express feelings of loss,
even if this used to be acceptable.
My parents find it somewhat difficult that I don’t celebrate the holidays.
I used to work so I wasn’t with them in any event. Not from a religious
point of view; I couldn’t because I was working. So I wonder, why all of
a sudden is this a problem? Because now I do it consciously? It used to
be because I was working. Now it’s a conscious choice and they find that
difficult. What’s the difference? Now I do it for God, maybe that’s
what’s bothering them.

In regard to her research among face-veiling women in the Netherlands,
Moors raises the same question. What seems to be the focus in discussions
surrounding the face-veil, she argues, is that Muslim women engage in
this practice (2009c, 406, italics added). The rules of the game seem to
change when Muslims are involved,
Whereas authenticity and ‘being yourself’ has become increasingly
valued in mainstream culture they are expected to assimilate.
While freedom of expression, both in its discursive and non-discursive
forms is emphasized as a central Dutch value, this has to remain within
the boundaries set by the majority society. (ibid, 407)

In regard to conversion to Islam, this often translates into suggestions that
converts choosing a strict interpretation of Islamic precepts are suffering
from “convertites,” and are behaving “More Royal than the King” (Roald,
2004, 160, 233, 252, 283-284; 2012, 347, or in Dutch, roomser dan de
paus).97 Towards their families, choosing strict interpretations of Islamic
norms, for instance in regard to participating in non-Islamic festivities, is
difficult to defend for converts, in particular in light of an increasing
number of born Muslims adopting Dutch customs such as celebrating
birthdays or decorating a Christmas tree.
Unlike dress, food, drink, and festivities, which, at least partly,
take place in the public or social sphere, converts could express their new
identity at home in an un-compromised fashion. This, however, was more
true for women running their own household than for girls still living with
their parents, or for women with husbands who did not share all of their
new convictions. Converted girls, while living under their parents’ roof,
97 I have never heard a participant use the term convertites but I have observed converts use it
online.
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were often restrained in their practice, in particular when they kept their
conversion a secret. Even when parents did know, if they did not approve,
practicing Islam at home was often difficult. For these women, having
their own place was a big step in practicing Islam according to their own
convictions. As one of them recalled,
[Getting my own place] it was wonderful! Playing Qur’an [by laptop]
really loud, being able to put my Qur’an everywhere, not having to hide
it so nobody would see, cooking my own food, it was wonderful, I was
really happy.

Some changes at home were made by everyone, most notably those
connected to cleanliness. Not wearing shoes inside the house or washing
up more often, were frequently mentioned. Many participants decorated
their homes with visible signs of being a Muslim, such as framed Qur’an
verses or self-made murals, special clocks displaying the proper prayer
times, and small tables designed to hold a Qur’an. Behavior in respect to
handling the Qur’an changed after conversion. Usually, participants had
already bought a Qur’an, or borrowed one from the library, before
conversion. Consequently, they treated it as any other book, reading it in
bed or at the beach while on holiday. After becoming Muslim, this attitude
changed. They would place the book in a safe place and perform a
washing before touching it.98
For some participants, a considerable change connected to
conversion was the notion that listening to music, or playing musical
instruments, is considered haram, forbidden, in Islam. Women who
adopted this opinion, stopped listening to music, with the exception of one
type of drum.99 Other participants did not entertain such a general
prohibition. They sometimes acknowledged that music could divert
attention or could be seductive but they did not apply a blanket
prohibition, such as this participant:
I don’t know if musical instruments are haram or not. I think it’s about
losing yourself, if it’s an obsession that’s wrong. I think Islam promotes
mediocrity, in the good sense of the word. I suppose that if a woman
plays an instrument for others, it could be haram. You try to entertain so
seduction is possible. But I’m not saying “you shouldn’t play at all” if it
brings you joy. But you shouldn’t do it to entertain others, it should be
This washing, which is also conducted before each of the five daily prayers, is called wu’du.
Wu’du involves washing one’s feet, hands and underarms, face, mouth, nose, ears, and stroking
the hair with wet hands.
99 Involuntary listening to music, such as intros of TV shows, in elevators, or stores, is not
considered haram. For a discussion about the range of viewpoints, see Ottenbeck (2008).
98
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for yourself.

This quote contains all the elements women who considered music haram
would list when they explained why: listening to music is a way of losing
yourself, it can produce feelings that are not necessarily religious in
nature, it can be seductive, and diverting attention from worshipping
Allah. Islamic songs, anasheed, are permitted and some participants were
quick to point out that these are a good alternative, as is listening to
Qur’an recitation. Some participants married Muslim men sharing this
conviction, while others did not.
My husband listened to music so I would turn off the radio. I just turned
it off and told him that he couldn’t listen to music anymore. It’s
forbidden, you know. He didn’t like that. He told me, “Listen, I didn’t
force you to wear a headscarf, you shouldn’t be forcing me not to listen
to music. You don’t want to listen but I do. You need to compromise, we
can’t only do what you want.” I said, “But you know it’s forbidden by
Allah?“ So he said, “Just take it easy. Of course, Islam says this and
Islam says that, it is forbidden, I know, but you can’t do everything right
all at once, you need to do it step by step.”

Other participants considered listening to or playing music allowed in
Islam, provided that it did not transgress other norms, such as decency.
Some participants were strict in avoiding listening to music, some were
more flexible and noted flexibility in others as well.
Sometimes you are stricter than at other times. I have friends who said,
“No music,” and a few months later I sat in their car and they turned on
the radio. They were in a different flow then and made different choices.
I have always listened to music. My children are at an age now that they
bring music home. I don’t object to it but I do find it important what
they’re listening to. That they understand what they are hearing. That’s
where I draw the line: raunchy texts like “sex on the beach,” I don’t
tolerate that kind of lyrics.

The same kind of divisions and ambivalences existed in respect to
displaying photographs:100
Pictures aren’t allowed, you know, but when I had my first child, a sister
called me and asked how we felt about pictures on baby clothes. I said,
“I don’t think we are against that.” So I got a shirt with a picture of a
bear. My husband said, “Of course that’s okay”, but others think that it’s
100

For a discussion of Islam and visual culture, see Barry Flood (2007).
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not right [to have pictures] on baby clothes either. You can take it to
great lengths, I’m still finding my way.

Some participants completely abandoned displaying photographs while
others did not. The latter reasoned that since pictures are not worshipped
they are not haram because the prohibition is against the worship of
anything other than Allah. As one participant argued,
I recently read that having pictures in the house is forbidden. It would
lead to hell. Something like that. Well, that remains to be seen. I don’t
know. I have a hard time [believing] that. They say that if you have
pictures, the angels won’t enter your house. Something like that. But I’m
not worshipping any photographs. When I pray, I don’t see any photos.
If that happens, something is wrong with your prayer.

The changes in daily life as a result of the decision to convert as
described in this chapter, convey that conversion is not solely a spiritual
or intellectual endeavor, but is also embodied as it involves prayer and
fasting, changes in dress, diet and drinking habits, and in attitudes
regarding cleanliness, joining festivities, interior decoration, and leisure
activities. Usually slowly, the women in my research adopted new notions
in these areas, pondering and strategizing how to introduce these changes
to their non-Muslim social environment, and they showed variation in
regard to the interpretation and application of Islamic precepts.
As Tarlo argues about being visibly Muslim in Britain, too, many
of the difficulties converts in the Netherlands experience lie in a mismatch
between the message they want to convey and the interpretations of their
actions by non-Muslim Dutch (ibid, 66, also Moors, 2009a). Largely,
participants made the changes as described in this chapter for religious
reasons.101 As Zebiri found in the British context, too, when she asked
converts about their purpose in life, “the vast majority answered along the
lines of: ‘To worship God to the best of my ability’” (ibid, 249). However,
given the contentious nature in Europe of the practice of veiling, nonMuslims hold different views of this practice, for instance, regarding it as
oppressive, unnecessary, and a retreat from women’s liberation. This
image is so strong that converts often no longer register as Dutch.
Unconverted parents, siblings, or children can feel embarrassed when seen
with the convert in public.102 Being visibly Muslim can provoke violence
and verbal abuse in the public domain, or it can hinder having a career.
101 Conveying their Islamic identity was also frequently mentioned as a reason for being visibly
Muslim.
102 In most instances, they get used to it after a while and resume public appearances with the
convert.
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However, in line with my appreciation of conversion as a project of
existential reorientation, when Islam became the focal point in the lives of
the converts in my research, following Divine rule, even if it caused
conflict,103 was often deemed most important, also in light of securing a
favorable position in the afterlife.
During lectures, the afterlife, al-akhira, was often discussed and
taqwa, awe or fear for Allah, was promoted as a virtue. Good deeds,
attendants were told, result in hasanaat, divine blessings, that weigh
positively in regard to spending the afterlife in heaven, or not.104 Another
key concept in Islam, sabr (patience), helped participants to endure
negative behavior and most believed they would be rewarded for their
patience in life on judgment day, resulting in a better chance to enjoy the
afterlife in paradise. This religious discourse was often complimented
with a human rights discourse. For instance, women argued that since they
did not impede on other people’s freedoms, than why would their right to
dress as they wished be denied to them? Or with the emancipatory
discourse of a “woman’s right to choose.”105 In light of the personal yet
also public nature of women’s struggles to practice Islam according to
their convictions, I conclude this chapter with a short review of some of
the shortcomings of the privatization of religion thesis.
There does not seem to be a convergence between the
individualization of religion, reflected in the choices and strategies of the
converts in my research, and the privatization of religion thesis as there is
a highly contested publicness embedded in these choices. Thomas
Luckmann is a well-known proponent of the privatization of religion
thesis. His contribution to a 1998 conference on conversion to Islam106
describes the religious situation in Europe as “marked by privatization,
marginalization of the traditional Christian form of religion, and structural
cementing of increased options for individual bricolage” (1999, 251). He
argues that “in modern, pluralistic societies, contacts between groups are
not formally limited by law, nor effectively restrained by social norms and
custom,” as there is a pervasive sense that most decisions, even those
103 With others, such as family or friends, not with the law. Muslims, I was told during several
lectures, are obliged to follow the law of the land in which they are living. If practicing Islam is
restricted or impossible, emigration should be considered. The Netherlands, a country in which
the right to practice Islam is secured by law, is generally viewed as having favorable conditions
for being a Muslim minority.
104 It was believed that if someone committed a bad deed toward you, it would add to your
hasanaat and would take away from that person’s hasanaat. If that person would not have any
hasanaat left, their bad deed towards you takes away some of your bad deeds that are now upon
their conscience and part of the judgment against them.
105 For instance (converted) Muslim women who thought headscarves were not mandatory,
nevertheless, supported the fight against the so called “burqa-ban” which would have made
wearing a face-veil illegal.
106 Held at the Catholic University in Louvain-la-Neuve (1998).
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concerning one’s religious status and affiliation, are optional (1999, 253,
italics added). Indeed, there is no Dutch law prohibiting conversion but
when conversion to Islam becomes visible by way of dress, both converts
and their non-Muslim families do worry about the social implications and
fear the reactions and opinions of their social circles.
Many converts I met in the course of my research struggled with
the relationships with their parents precisely because they felt restraints in
the realm of social norms and customs. They feared the rejection of the
choices they made in the context of conversion and dreaded disappointing
their loved ones. For instance, one of the prospective converts I met,
explained to me that she hesitated to take the step of saying the shahada.
She already practiced several Islamic precepts but had not converted.
When I asked what exactly was holding her back, she explained that her
parents owned a butcher shop. She had assisted them since her high
school years and could not find it in her heart to tell them that she could
no longer eat their meat because it was not halal. Parents also did not feel
their daughters conversion to be particularly private as they often
struggled to accept the public declaration of Muslimness represented by
their daughter’s headscarf.
In light of this publicness and women’s commitment to
incorporate Islamic practices in their daily lives, I agree with Roeland et
al’s questioning of Luckmann’s privatization of religion thesis. Drawing
attention to an emphasis on purity they found among young Dutch New
Agers, Evangelicals, and Muslim alike,107 they argue that,
It is clear that these religious purification processes do not entail the
strictly personal, ephemeral, uncommitted, and superficial religiosities
emphasized in the Luckmann legacy. They do, after all, not so much
entail moves away from established religious traditions and institutions
to less committing positions, but rather moves beyond these to more
committing ones. (2010, 297)

In her research among young Muslim women in Norway, Jacobson comes
to a similar assessment.
The commitment to an ethics of personal authenticity and autonomy was
evident not least from the way they spoke about their individual
‘religious careers’. The young women conceived of themselves as in a
position of choice vis-à-vis the Islamic tradition. In their narratives of
how they had come to practice Islam, they insisted on the fact that they
themselves had desired and chosen to know more about the religious

107

In this thesis, this emphasis on purity will be addressed in more detail in chapter 6.
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tradition, to wear or not to wear the hijab, to pray five times a day, and
so forth. … To have made a ‘choice’ was seen to secure the legitimacy
of religious practice as a true sign of obedience to Allah, to be
distinguished from obedience that emerged rather from social conformity
or pressure, unreflexive traditional practice and acceptance of the
authority of parents or imams. ‘Choice’ was thus constructed as intrinsic
to their moral agency as Muslims; ‘obeying Allah’ was an act of
faithfulness and worship only to the extent that it was ‘willed’. But
choice was also constructed as necessary for the individual to stay
‘truthful to themselves’. For instance, the hijab, while acknowledged to
be a practice geared at shaping a self that is ‘working for God’, was also
assessed in terms of an ethics of personal authenticity and autonomy, as
an expression of ‘who I am’, and ‘who I choose to be.’ (2011, 76)

Autonomy and authenticity were similarly emphasized among my
interlocutors and women detested the suggestion that they had converted
or wore hijab because of their husband.108 However, expressions of “who
I am” and “who I choose to be” are not forged in isolation but also take
shape through social interaction. As Roeland et al argue as well, in the
Netherlands, religion is not so much withered away but transformed in its
organizational forms, online and offline (ibid, 298-299). Therefore,
attention for pious sociality, such as I found within the Muslim women’s
groups in my research, is an indispensable addition when discussing
contemporary conversion to Islam. In his discussion of the non-secular
sociality produced by the Egyptian piety movement as described by
Mahmood (2005) and Hirschkind (2006), Anderson, too, argues that a
sole focus on ethical selfhood shifts theoretical emphasis away from the
production of ethical communality (2011, 7). For my interlocutors, the
formation of, and participation in Muslim women’s groups produced such
an ethical communality. This will be examined in more detail in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 4
Pious Sociality and Ethical Communality
In the previous chapter, I focused on women’s conversion to Islam as an
individual trajectory. In this chapter I complement this perspective by
looking at the social and communal aspects of conversion to Islam. This is
important because if the individual is the sole locus of analysis, converted
women’s agency in respect to forming and becoming part of Muslim
communities remains unclear. Participants not only engaged in personal
transformation processes, they also became connected to the ummah, the
world community of Muslims, usually conceptualized as a symbolic
family of brothers and sisters. This Islamic concept of sisterhood, I argue,
was a means for participants to take part in and shape their (feelings of)
belonging to the ummah.
Community is put in italics in this thesis because it is not a selfevident concept. That does not mean it is irrelevant. Arguably, the
ummah, a community of faith, is a construction, an “imagined community”
(Anderson 1991), but I disagree with Roy that in the Western context, it is
a reconstruction. No longer based on territory and culture, he argues, the
Muslim community in the West does not have a real social basis, as
Muslims “do not share specific patterns of behavior and belong to
different social groups” (2004, 197). As a result of individual choice and
free association, he continues, there are “as many ummahs as groups
pretending to embody it” (ibid, 200). This, however, can be argued of the
past as well and is not typical for Muslims in “the West.” As Eickelman
points out, “by definition, world religions are not confined to one society
or cultural tradition” (1981, 201). As my aim is to examine how the
ummah is produced and becomes a reality for the women in my research,
Baumann’s suggestion to consider community as a concept “to be used
and redefined contextually, but certainly…not [to] be written off as an
irrelevancy” (1996, 4) is more useful in the context of this thesis. In
addition to the public and private sphere, this conceptualization allows me
to also address the social sphere (see Hansen, 1994, cited in Clawson
2005, 240).
What entailed the “Muslim social sphere” for participants in my
research? Generally, in practice, the converts I met did not aim to become
part of Muslim immigrant communities. Instead, they formed and
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participated in multi-ethnic social networks, emanating from the work of a
number of volunteers. In most cases, these volunteers were converts who
organized a variety of offline gatherings and events, and online meeting
points such as forums, websites, and blogs. Online and offline, these
activities were centered around the common goal of learning about Islam
and sharing experiences of being a (new) Muslima in the Netherlands.
Gathering in the context of “gaining knowledge” [kennis opdoen], as it
was usually phrased, produced a pious sociality and ethical communality
that informed and shaped women’s belonging within the abstract notion of
the ummah. To address this process, I will first have a closer look at
community formation.

4.1 Processes of Community Formation
Baumann argues that the concept of community is closely connected to the
concept of culture. He points to a dominant discourse in Great-Britain,
existing in the Netherlands as well, where culture is equated with
community, community with ethnic identity, and ethnic identity with the
“cause” of a person’s doings or sayings (1996, 6). The prominence of this
discourse is exposed through the social consequences of changes in
converts’ daily life, although in a reversed fashion. Converts’ changed
doings and sayings, in particular since they occur in the context of
becoming/being Muslim, exclude them from thick notions of Dutchness.
Born and converted Muslimas alike, are pushed out of the imagined Dutch
national community and addressed as foreigners, expected to lack the most
basic feature of Dutchness: command of the language. Underlying
feelings of superiority, I argued, made this experience somewhat different
for white converts. Their choice to become Muslim seemed more
offensive to non-Muslim sensibilities than for women with other
complexions but all converts in my research had some experience with
being addressed as belonging to the culture of Muslim immigrants.
Equating culture with community, within the dominant discourse
often employed to essentialize the culture of immigrant communities, or in
the context of the ethnification of Muslimness, obscures the
simultaneousness of converts’ participation in and shaping of the ummah.
This occurs, as Baumann points out, because culture in the dominant
discourse is “filled with standardized meanings… specified as a
substantive heritage that is normative, predictive of individuals’ behavior,
and ultimately a cause of social action” (ibid, 12).109 Converts do not have
109 As Abu-Lughod argues, the concept of culture “is the essential tool for making other” (1991,
143).
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such a “substantive heritage” unless the content of Muslimness is
considered to be timeless and immutable. The dominant discourse,
however, has a demotic counterpart. As Baumann argues, demotic
discourses enable drawing attention to the daily processes of “making
culture” rather than “having a culture” (ibid, 6). This conceptualization is
helpful to analyze the discourse of sisterhood common among participants
in my research.110
Birgit Meyer offers another option for theorizing community
formation. Although the interplay between the dominant discourse of
thick ethnic/national identity and the demotic discourse of religiously
inspired sisterhood, transcending ethnicity/nationality, was certainly
present among my interlocutors, the notion of ‘aesthetic formation’
provides an alternative conceptualization. By favoring the concept of
‘formation,’ similar to Baumann, Meyer argues for a more dynamic
conceptualization of community:
I certainly do not discard the notion of community per se, but indicate
that we need to move beyond understanding community as a fixed,
bounded social group. In order to get a better grip on the making of
communities as a process, it is helpful to invoke the term formation,
because it is more encompassing and dynamic. (Meyer, 2009, 7)

Importantly, this perspective takes into consideration the role of things,
media, and the body in processes of community formation (ibid, 6). The
term “aesthetic,” Meyer argues, points at a “shared sensory mode of
perceiving and experiencing the world that produces community” (ibid,
10) through a particular, common aesthetic and style. In light of the
dilemmas in dress I addressed in the previous chapter, this is a helpful
perspective as it also grasps the material dimension of religious modes of
forming subjects and communities (ibid).
Sartorial styles are illustrative for the conception of community as
aesthetic formation (see also Mossière, 2012). If women followed the
opinion that clothes should cover the head and body and be loose fitting as
not to reveal too much body shape, this could be achieved through a
variety of styles. Some participants favored abayas and khimaars, others
preferred pants combined with tunics, yet others dressed in long skirts
with jackets or vests (see Moors, 2013, 19-20; Tarlo and Moors, 2013, 1011). During the past few decades, it has become increasingly easy in the
Netherlands to buy imported clothes from Muslim majority countries,
online and offline but choices in regard to dress, do influence Muslim’s
and non-Muslim’s perceptions of converts. Long veils are more often seen
110
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as radical, as an expression of being “more royal than the king” (Roald,
2004), or as a possible sign of extremism. Two women who had chosen to
wear the khimaar, a headscarf covering the whole upper body, however,
explained to me that this was most of all an aesthetic choice, with
practical concerns in mind, too (see also Moors, 2009b, 187; Moors, 2013,
253). In their opinion, hijab could be accomplished with other styles as
well, a point of view I found to be common among all participants:
It is my opinion that if it covers what it needs to cover, then it is
sufficient. That can also be achieved with a long skirt and a large
headscarf. Not a fancy skirt. Skirts with flowers, I don’t think that will
do. Just a more or less one color skirt, a simple vest on top, and a large
headscarf. That covers too. It’s just that I find it beautiful, an abaya and
a khimaar. I think it’s gorgeous, if I see other sisters with it, too. I find it
masha Allah, just very beautiful. A big headscarf is beautiful, too, but
these are unpractical, with all these pins and [my small] children.

This mix of practical concerns and aesthetic preferences was reflected in
the story of the second participant as well:
You often see young Turkish[-Dutch] women in beautiful long skirts but
you can see their exact shape. That’s not really the concept of hijab. A
long skirt isn’t necessarily a good hijab. What’s easy about a djellaba,
for instance, is that it always covers well. You don’t have to think about
it twice. It’s easy. The same with the khimaar. I started with a small
headscarf but when I switched to the khimaar, that was a big relief.
[With a headscarf,] I was always twisting and fiddling, or my hair came
out underneath. So I thought to myself, “I want to wear hijab but I don’t
want to be reminded, all the time, all day, that I have something on my
head. I want to put it on and be done. I want to wear it comfortably.”
Well, the khimaar was a relief, it is very comfortable to wear. It just
always fits so you don’t have to worry about it. Especially during salaat
[prayer]. Very peaceful. It gave me a lot of peace. About Western or
non-Western clothes, for me the criterion is: is it Islamic? I’m not crazy
about those large dresses and such, I’m not the type for dresses, that’s
something you like or not. Some people love wearing dresses, Moroccan
dresses or whatever, but I’m not a big fan of those. I do have a few, but
not many. I prefer to wear just skirts and blouses. That’s also practical
with breast-feeding, so, of course, there are practical reasons as well.

As Moors points out, in light of the increased sartorial options for Muslim
women wearing hijab, how women fashion themselves is not simply a
matter of conforming to one particular mode of religious subjectivity, as
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particular communities of style, or “taste communities” have emerged in
Europe, over the past few decades (2009b).
While both women cited above felt no restriction in including
Western clothes in the category ‘Islamic’ as long as it provided proper
covering, a sentiment echoed by the majority of participants, which style
is chosen influences inclusion and exclusion by others, Muslim and nonMuslim alike. An example of the impact of style of dress in regard to
identifications with particular communities, is a story a participant told me
about an incident with a long term non-Muslim friend. Her friend came by
to see her new apartment. When they stood on the balcony, looking out
over Amsterdam-West, they saw a couple of Moroccan-Dutch women
below, wearing djellabas:
Well [the friend said], “I’m really, very happy that you’re not dressed
like that.” So I explained, and I showed her, that I dress like that
whenever I feel like it. [So she said,] “But, you don’t mean outside,
right?” [So I replied,] “Yeah, duh! Where else? I don’t have to be
dressed like that inside the house, right?” And then her reaction was,
“But you remain Dutch, right?” … I felt her constant fear, “You won’t
exaggerate, will you? You won’t become like those Muslims who live
outside [our] reality.”

Which style of dress converts choose to wear, also influenced how they
were perceived by other Muslims. When the same participant changed
from occasionally wearing Moroccan dresses such as djellabas, and
Middle Eastern style abayas, to a Turkish style of dress, and changed her
headscarf accordingly to “Turkish style,” suddenly, she was greeted in
public spaces by Turkish-Dutch Muslimas, who were otherwise,
reportedly, notoriously non-greeters outside the Turkish-Dutch circle.
These material dimensions of becoming/being Muslim were very
important for most women and a subject of constant talk and deliberation.
However, community formation was achieved though immaterial means
as well. For most women in my research, the concept of Islamic
sisterhood functioned as an effective tool for community making, online
and offline. Practicing sisterhood and the rights and duties it entailed, can
be captured by what Abby Day terms “performative belief.” Day uses this
term to point out that the use of language and specific tangible acts not
only express beliefs but also help to actively claim and shape beliefs to
produce socially specific identities (2010, 18).
Discussing the work of Mahmood (2005) and Hirschkind (2006),
Anderson (2011, 3) too, emphasizes that the achievement of virtue in the
Egyptian piety movement is not solely constituted through worship and
ritual practices that discipline the self, but also through social exchange
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and interaction.111 Participation in the Muslim women’s groups in my
research, as well, was not so much about deploying virtue that one already
attained, but about “becoming virtuous – aided by other’s words, and
aiding them in return” (ibid, 9). Borrowing a metaphor from economic
anthropology, Anderson describes this use of words as a “gift-economy”
equating the circulation of words with the circulation of goods (ibid, 5).
His point is that acts of ethical speaking and listening do not just form
selves but also form communities (ibid, 8). In the context of my research,
this adequately describes the work of lectures and workshops and the use
of Arabic-Islamic words and phrases, such as greetings, exclamations, and
supplications, in the process of being and becoming part of the ummah.
Before I further elaborate on this process, first, I will introduce the
women’s groups that took part in my research in more detail.
4.2 Five Grassroots Initiatives
As I have argued in the previous chapter, it is difficult to separate the
conversion experience from social engagement with other Muslims. In
most cases, for participants in my research, these first social contacts were
with born Muslims who came to the Netherlands during the past half
century, and/or their descendants.112 Their generosity and hospitality were
greatly valued (see also Lechkar, 2012, 106-114). However, when women
began to ask questions about Islam, often, the ability of born Muslims to
explain the tenets of their religion proved to be limited. Women then
began to search and socialize beyond this first Muslim circle. In other
instances, ties with the born Muslims they had first met were severed
because of a new job, the end of a relationship, or for other reasons.
Referred to by born Muslims, by other converts, or on their own
through searching the Internet, they found the Muslim women’s groups in
my research, and began frequenting their meetings. Muslim women’s
groups exist in different areas of Amsterdam but I concentrated my
research on the western part of the city, which enabled a focus on the local
networks these women formed and participated in. As the first examples
of such women’s initiatives were found in this part of the city, this
approach also provided an insight into the developments of these
initiatives over time.

111This approach can be considered complementary to the Foucauldian perspective favored by
Mahmood, which puts the transformation of the subject center stage.
112 During the past two decades, there has been a proliferation of Muslim women’s groups and
lectures about Islam in the Dutch language. Women’s first Muslim contacts are now more often
other converts than in the past.
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Each of the women’s groups shared common features with the
other groups. Often, visitors of one group also frequented meetings of
other groups, although each group also had its own characteristics. All of
them originated from converts’ need to learn about Islam in the Dutch
language and to share with each other the specific challenges of
conversion to Islam within the Dutch context. Formal Muslim
organizations in the Netherlands represent Muslims in negotiations with
the government but none of them address the specific needs of converts.
In order to address this void, at a grassroots level, an increasing number of
converted Muslims volunteer their help, based on their own conversion
experiences. These groups are local and informal but sometimes affiliated
with organizations with a more formal structure, some of them founded by
the same volunteers organizing the local groups. I will briefly introduce
each of the five groups that were the most important in the context of my
research. For reasons of anonymity, I have named them groups one
through five and introduce them in the same order as I became acquainted
with them.
The first group I was introduced to was the only group in my
research affiliated with a mosque. In the early 1990s, the wife of this
mosque’s imam, herself a convert to Islam, noticed that there were few
opportunities to learn about Islam in the Dutch language. To fill this gap,
she began to lecture herself. Together with a couple of other converted
women, who were also married to Muslims active within this mosque, she
organized these lectures for fourteen years. As the wife of an imam, she
could easily consult with her husband in regard to the content of her
lectures and when questions were posed by attendants, she could discuss
them and come back with an authoritative answer. When she emigrated,113
two volunteers, both converted Muslimas, took over organizing these
lectures. Without the back-up of a husband’s proficiency in the studies of
Islam, the Internet provided ample opportunity to stay in touch with one
of the groups’ founders for consultancy in regard to content. As one of the
volunteers explained,
When she left, we had an agreement that I would check with her first in
regard to the content of the lectures. After about a year and a half, I
became more confident about my knowledge and more knowledgeable
about my doubts. Eventually, I only asked her things like, “How would
you approach that topic?”

113 When I started my research in 2006, all of the original founders of this group had left the
Netherlands and now live in various Muslim majority countries
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Usually, the group did not convene at the mosque itself but at a nearby
primary school. At the beginning of my research, they came together
every Sunday morning. Usually around fifteen to twenty women were
present although on special occasions, such as a festive last meeting
before the summer break, the attendance increased to about fifty women.
Women visiting this group were usually older than twenty-five and in
most cases had (young) children which they often brought with them.
The group had been bigger in the 1990s and at the beginning of
the new millennium. After the founder and the other women volunteering
for this group left because of emigration, attendance dropped by half. At
about the same time, many other Dutch-language initiatives for Muslim
women emerged and the Internet, too. Reflecting on this development,
one of the volunteers told me,
[After the founder left,] many women stopped coming. Sometimes, when
I ran into them on the street, I invited them to come again but I was told,
“Since she left, I don’t like it anymore.” I thought, “Huh? Why do you
attend a lecture? Because of a person or because you want to gain
knowledge?” At the same time, there were many new initiatives for
Muslim women in Amsterdam. When we started, we were among the
very first, there was not much else.

For these reasons, during the time that I visited their meetings, attendance
dropped again, to an average of twelve women at regular meetings and
about twenty-five women at season’s end and religious holidays. The
frequency of meetings was scaled back from once a week to once every
two weeks. The remaining audience, mostly converted women but
consisting of born Muslimas of different ethnic backgrounds as well,
highly appreciated the lectures and they were for the most part loyal
attendees.
The second group was formed around its founder’s lectures at a
mosque, starting approximately in 1996. The lecturer tried to emigrate to a
Muslim majority country on three separate occasions and each time the
group dissolved. When she returned, she began lecturing again, and the
group reconvened. The group I visited was the third incarnation, when in
2004 the lecturer, again, had retuned to Amsterdam. She gained
permission from a mosque to use the women’s praying space on Sunday
afternoons but was otherwise independent from the imam or mosque
board. Her audience mainly consisted of young converts and MoroccanDutch girls. After the lectures, she was often approached by attending
teenagers who confided in her about their personal problems. To
communally address these problems in the context of Islam, in an unused
room at the mosque she initiated self-help group sessions in which girls
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shared their stories and could find support, advice, and encouragement.
Some of them were young converts encountering opposition from their
non-Muslim parents because of their conversion. Other girls suffered from
domestic violence, unwanted pregnancies, lack of communication with
their parents, or had other problems.
The lectures were very popular, attracting over a hundred
attendants every Sunday afternoon. However, eight months after the start
of my research, the lecturer was banned from the mosque. She blamed the
local Muslim community, citing envy, jealousy, and gossip as the reasons
she was no longer welcome. The (unauthorized) self-help activities,
encouraging girls to air their families’ dirty laundry, might have also
contributed to her fall from grace. But more seemed to be at stake. The
content of this volunteer’s lectures was often connected to the discourse of
the Islamic Revival, for instance, reflected in her calls for a decoupling of
culture and religion. In order to elaborate on this dramatic expulsion, I
will briefly digress here from the introduction of the women’s groups.
As argued before, encounters between non-Muslims and
(descendants of) Muslim immigrants influenced non-Muslims in that they
might develop an interest in Islam. However, they also influenced born
Muslims in the practice of their religion.114 A student, for instance, told
me how she developed an interest in Islam while working part-time at a
pizza restaurant. The delivery boys were all Moroccan-Dutch and every
now and then she would ask them a question. Since they had little
knowledge of Islam, she got few answers. She then turned to books and
took part in a course on Islam. After a while, she brought her books to
work and confronted them:
They thought it was scary, I really frightened them. They read the books
and went to mosque lectures. They now practice [Islam] seriously. They
go to the mosque and acquire knowledge. They have learned many
Qur’an verses by heart and have turned around completely. It’s peculiar!
Like, “Hey, I’ve contributed to the fact that they now practice.”

These books or lectures do not necessarily reflect Islam as practiced by
Moroccan-Dutch Muslims. Lectures offered by and for the women in my
research were drawn from a multitude of sources, among them
prominently the Internet. To give an example, one Sunday morning, a
volunteer of group one gave a lecture, titled “To live as a Muslim in a
non-Muslim country.” She got the lecture from a website by someone of
Jamaican origin, living in India. It was translated by her from English into
Dutch. The lecture mentioned a few examples specific to Indian
114

See chapter five for a more detailed analysis.
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circumstances but attendees easily translated the recommendations, the
importance of acquiring knowledge and building a community, to the
Dutch situation. Another example of transnational and global influences
on the everyday practice of Islam in the Netherlands is new options in
sartorial styles. For instance, until about a decade ago, there was only one
mosque-shop in Amsterdam that sold a specific type of head covering
called a khimaar.115 These khimaars were brought from Egypt to
Amsterdam by members of this mosque. Since the mosque was also
visited by Moroccan-Dutch women and girls, some of them switched to
this type of covering. However, Moroccan-Dutch girls who changed to
this style of dress without their parents’ consent, often provoked strong
negative reactions. Their parents feared that this type of head-wear would
hinder their daughters getting jobs or internships or might provoke
violence in public space. They also objected because it was deemed not to
be a part of their cultural heritage.116
Although my research was focused on converts, I spoke with
dozens of born Muslimas frequenting their meetings. I extensively
interviewed one of them, at that time a volunteer of group four. Her story
highlights some of the common familial problems other born Muslimas
pointed out to me as well. These problems occurred when their practice of
Islam began to differ from what the family was used to. To elaborate on
why the lecturer of group two might have ran into problems at the
mosques where she lectured, I will present here the story of how this born
Muslim participant became a visitor of group two.
At the time of our interview, she was a single mother in her
thirties. She told me that when she was in her mid-twenties, and married
to a non-observant Moroccan-Dutch husband, her life was all about
partying. One day, when she was hanging out with a few friends,
A Turkish[-Dutch] guy came in and brought a few print-outs. Where
these print-outs came from, Allahu alem [God only knows], because they
really were non-practicing people [i.e., non-observant]. They had
entirely different lifestyles. So he brought these print-outs and they were
about death. I really didn’t want to read them because I knew it would
affect me. Death is [a] confrontational [subject]. It’s the truth, nobody
can deny we’ll all die. … [The content] was about death speaking to
people. It was a real wake-up call. Like, “Oh people with your expensive
clothes, don’t you know that soon you’ll be dressed in a shroud.” That
was one thing, and I also wore very expensive clothes. Second, “Oh
A khimaar differs from headscarves usually worn in Turkey or Morocco.
I was told that on holiday, quite often their family in Morocco disapproved as well, for similar
reasons.
115
116
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people with your passion for expensive cars, soon your vehicle will be a
plank.” It was all about wealth, living in expensive houses, villas, “Soon
your coffin will be your home.” One about meals, “Soon you’ll be a
meal for the maggots.” And one I can’t remember.

She felt confronted but also compelled to read further and it inspired her
to start wearing a small headscarf. That was uncommon in her family,
which made her feel lonely. Her search also brought about a personal
dilemma.
I read a hadith,117 or a fatwa [edict], about people who don’t pray. It said
that [when people don’t pray] you’re not allowed to live with them, you
should not sit at the table with them. Very black and white. My husband
didn’t pray at the time and I was very concerned [to learn] that I was not
supposed to sit with him at the table, let alone share the bed. I was very
upset. It meant we would have to separate. So I called someone [for
advice] and she referred me to [the mosque]. There was a lecture, or
something. At first I thought, “The mosque? For women? How come?
What do you mean?” In my eyes, a mosque was only for men. I thought,
“What should I do at the mosque?” But we went, and it opened my eyes.
The women’s entrance was open, I saw a lot of girls in gowns, that was
what it looked like to me at the time. I was speechless.

She was so impressed, she almost forgot why she came.
I had made an appointment [at the mosque] with a woman [to ask for her
advice] but I totally forgot about her. I had brought the girl [who had
referred her] and I said to her, “You see that woman, tell her about my
situation [that her husband didn’t pray], and I’ll look around because I
have never seen anything like this!” Then I heard someone clapping her
hands, “Ladies, time to go upstairs, the lecture will start in a minute.” I
thought, “What’s happening?” It was [the lecturer of group two]. I
thought, “Am I seeing what I think I’m seeing? Is that a Dutch lady in
Islamic, traditional clothing [usually the lecturer wore an abaya and
khimaar]? Really?” I followed her upstairs, forgot all about the woman
[she was supposed to meet], and sat down in the circle [during these
lectures attendants sat on the floor]. There were mostly Dutch sisters
[converts], I couldn’t believe my eyes. I began touching them, [asking,]
“Are you a Muslim? What do your parents think about it?” I was in
shock. It was a beautiful sight.

117

Statements or actions of the prophet Mohammad.
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She continued reading about Islam and became a regular attendant of
group two’s lectures. In her enthusiasm, she talked about her new insights
with her parents. She explained,
If you read something, you want to talk about it. You do it
unconsciously, [things like,] “Hey, that is not allowed, you can’t do that,
do you know what Islam says about that?” It was all about “Islam says
this and Islam says that” while they [her parents] were like, “We have
learned this from our ancestors and that is Islam.” They really thought it
[her new approach] was modernized Islam, lets say, contemporary Islam.
Question: From books?
Exactly. I bought a lot of books. Everything I could find. I took it all
home. I didn’t look at the source references, just anything about Islam. I
also printed a lot from the Internet. I still have a lot of these things from
back then. I don’t read them anymore because the sources are not right
but I do like to see how I evolved.

The attendance of lots of lectures and her changes in wardrobe made her
parents very uneasy and her social life began to suffer from her choices.
Reflecting on her predicament at the time and comparing it to converts,
she continued,
For the [ethnic] Dutch sisters, when they are converted, or if they
convert, in general there is a period of loneliness. That loneliness is
because they feel others have turned their back on them, right? But that’s
not always the case. They [their non-Muslim social circle] just have to
get used to it. In my case, on top of the loneliness, there was the ridicule.
Do you understand? They [her family] know about Islam but differently.
They felt threatened by me. For example, I went on hadj [to Mecca]. My
family thought I was very young, but fine. I came back three months
before my brother would get married. The whole family came to pick me
up from Schiphol [airport] and, as a matter of speech, my brother saw the
light. To his surprise, a lot of his friends (well, friends, you know,
partying, having fun) also came back from hadj and he was like, “Huh?”
I talked a lot with him in those three months. They were planning a huge
wedding, with all the extras: a band, a limousine. I guess it cost 26.000
euro or something. It was mixed [men and women]. I convinced my
brother [to change the wedding plans to comply with stricter, more sober
Islamic precepts] and persuaded him to have an anasheed band [religious
songs]. I was treated terribly [by the rest of her family]. That really was
not a nice period. That’s what I recognize with converts.

Group’s two lecturer attracted a lot of girls with similar experiences. It
may well be that this generational difference of opinion on how to best
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practice Islam contributed to the lecturer’s expulsion from the mosque.
The story of this participant, however, is not an isolated case. All five
groups attracted born Muslim girls who (had) ran into problems with their
families when they began to approach Islam differently. Many parents
objected to the khimaar, and the face-veil, niqaab, was considered
unacceptable by many of them but even a small headscarf could be cause
for worries, as veiling is a contentious practice in the Netherlands.
Contrary to the stereotypical Dutch image of Muslim fathers and husbands
demanding that their daughters and wives cover themselves, many parents
and husbands were worried about the negative social implications of
wearing any type of hijab in the Dutch context.
To return to the history of group two, first the self-help activities
were banned from the mosque, and then the lecturer herself, too, but the
group continued. Since the lecturer was able to reach out to troubled
young Muslim girls in ways regular Dutch institutions could not, with
some help from the local government, the group was offered a place of its
own. To be eligible for support, the group had to become a more formal
foundation. However, the relationship with its board became strained, and
to their immense regret the girls lost this new space as well. The founder,
however, kept lecturing at several other mosques. Eventually, the local
government provided a new space for meeting each other, which, like the
first two spaces, was decorated as an Arabic-style living room. This new
space also had a separate area for confidential talks, a kitchen, and a
dining area for communal meals. Over the years, however, the founder
and the foundation grew apart and in 2010 a new group of volunteers took
over, although they kept the group’s name.118 Because the lecturer
changed mosques so often, and also because many new Dutch language
initiatives providing access to information on Islam came to light, the
attendance of this group dropped too. At first, it fluctuated around seventy
attendants; later on in my research there were usually around thirty to fifty
attendants and, occasionally, only ten to fifteen.
The third group, too, had been more successful in the past in terms
of attendance. Probably, the increased availability of many other groups
offering information about Islam in the Dutch language and guidance for
new converts, again, was one of the main reasons. The group I met in the
context of my research was a local chapter of a national organization for
Muslim women. Soon after the start of my fieldwork, all chapters in other
Dutch cities closed because of a lack of volunteers. The Amsterdam
chapter survived but scaled back their meetings from once a month to
once every three months. The average attendance dropped from around
twenty women to around ten to fifteen attendees except for special
118

The lecturer continued lecturing elsewhere and has her own website.
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occasions such as an iftar during Ramadan or their annual Women’s Day
program when as much as thirty to fifty women usually attended.
On the national level, the group had transformed from an
organization primarily aimed at converts, being among the first groups
providing Dutch language information on Islam, to addressing the position
of women in Islam in general, and the position of Muslim women in
Dutch society in particular. Their point of departure was the Qur’an verse
“There is no compulsion in religion”119 and their motto was “diversity,
freedom, and consciousness.” Other groups in my research were inclusive,
too, but more often advocated “one, best way of practicing Islam” (i.e., to
follow the example of the prophet Mohammed and the first three
generations of Muslims, although they differed on the details).
At the local level, in many ways the dynamic of group three was
similar to the other groups: a community of women, loosely bound
together by being Muslim or having an interest in Islam. Similar to the
other groups, there was a high level of flux in terms of attendees who
gathered to engage with various topics in the context of (practicing) Islam.
Some women were “regulars,” others visited sporadically, for a short
period of time, or only once or twice. Despite these similarities, the
content of the meetings of group three differed from the other groups as
they were more often related to being Muslim in the social and political
context of the Netherlands, and less often to strictly religious subjects.
The social-political context of practicing Islam in the Netherlands was an
important subject for other groups, too, but seldom the main focus of a
lecture or workshop.
As I will address in more detail in the next section, finding a
suitable space was a challenge for most groups. When I started
participating in group three, they made use of a community center. After a
few years, however, government funding for this location was
discontinued. This occurred in 2008, at the same time the Polder Mosque
was established.120 This unusual mosque, housed in a former office
building, was founded with the needs of young, Dutch speaking, born
Muslims in mind. However, an all Dutch language approach was
appealing for converts as well. Explicitly inter-ethnic, with no
commitment to one of the four (Sunni) Law Schools, or other Islamic
schools of thought, the mosque-board allowed Muslims with various
convictions to use its spaces to gather and lecture. Group three relocated
there, too. When the Polder Mosque closed in 2010 because of financial

Sura 2:256.
Named after the Dutch word ‘polder’ meaning land created by pumping it dry, but also used
as a synonym for social-political cooperation and compromise with the verb ‘polderen.’
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difficulties, group three had to leave as well, and the volunteers found
another community center to host them.121
The fourth group started at the beginning of the new millennium
as an initiative by Turkish-Dutch Muslimas to provide Dutch language
information for converted women and non-Muslim women with an
interest in Islam. Over the years, attending converts became more
proficient, and the need for their guidance receded. The converts did not
adhere to the Turkish Hanafi School of Law, which became a point of
tension. Instead, they followed the common opinion among participants in
my research that Muslims can choose which opinion they deem most
suitable from the four (Sunni) Islamic Schools of Law. For these reasons,
it was decided that the converts would carry the group forward on their
own.
When I began frequenting their meetings, increasingly, this group
also attracted young born Muslim women. They, too, wanted to deepen
their engagement with their religion and shared with converts the
aspiration of coming together to “learn about Islam,” Although the
volunteers, explicitly, did not introduce themselves as lecturers, claimed
no Islamic expertise, and based their workshop topics on books and
magazines they deemed reliable, still, they had to be vigilant not to be
bestowed with an aura of authority. As one of them told me,
At first, mostly older Dutch women visited the meetings. Often, they had
an Islamic partner and had become Muslim later in life, sometimes after
their children were born. They were a critical bunch, doubting
everything. Everything was up for discussion. Nowadays we have to be
careful not to be perceived as lecturers. It used to be clear: we are
women, coming together, talking together. Now I notice that especially
the younger girls are often very quiet, carefully listening, while we, the
volunteers, aim for the meetings to be interactive.

First using a space provided by the Turkish-Dutch Muslim women who
had initiated this group, after the decision was made to go their separate
ways, the group moved a number of times, using different community
centers to come together. The volunteers noticed that many Muslimas had
problems with work and income, or with loneliness and other difficulties.
To address these problems, they started a web-based buddy project where
Muslim women could sign up to help other women by visiting them or by
providing practical advice and assistance. These online and offline
initiatives remained separate but did refer to each other.
121 This space, again, became unavailable in 2012 because funding by the local government was
discontinued. The group has currently no permanent offline location.
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Group four had highly fluctuating numbers of attendees,
sometimes only five women attended the workshops, other times over
fifteen. Once a year, they organized a workshop about conversion to
Islam, which always attracted around thirty to forty women. They also
organized several all-day events for Muslim women, consisting of lectures
about pre-selected topics, which were communally read and then
discussed. These “sister-days” attracted dozens of attendants as well. They
organized these events in collaboration with an online forum for converted
Muslimas and with a Belgium-based organization for converts, thus
attracting women from all over the Netherlands and from Belgium as well.
Their regular meetings took place once every two weeks.
The fifth group grew out of an online organization, founded by a
small group of converts, who also knew each other offline. Their website
offered information about Islam for non-Muslim Dutch and personal
guidance if someone considered conversion, for instance, assistance in
learning how to pray or company when visiting a mosque for the first
time. A mosque is a completely new environment for (prospective)
converts and many of them feel anxious when visiting for the first time as
they do not know what to expect and what is expected of them. Despite
the offer of company and advice, some women who had contacted the
volunteers, still felt ill at ease with the idea of going to a mosque. They
had not converted yet, or did not wear a headscarf and feared feeling
awkward. To accommodate these fears, one of the volunteers began to
organize ‘sister meetings’ at (born and converted) Muslim women’s
homes.
These smaller, private, and more informal settings were intended
to make women who were still unfamiliar with Islam feel more at ease.
However, this format of gathering at each other’s living rooms, quickly,
became very popular and the two non-Muslim women who had inspired
the volunteer to choose this format, again, felt overwhelmed by the
presence of so many Muslim women. They ceased to come to these
events. Nevertheless, the volunteer continued to organize these sister
meetings which remained an accessible entry-level opportunity for
prospective converts to socialize with already converted and born
Muslimas. As with other groups, the constant factor was the volunteer
organizing the events, while attendees differed considerably. Convening at
each other’s homes limited the number of attendees, usually a maximum
of twelve women could fit into the living rooms, so getting to know each
other was easier than in bigger groups, as was bringing babies and very
young children. Women came together on Sundays, every six weeks.
The volunteer organizing these meetings, too, carefully did not
introduce herself as an authority on Islam. As with group four, if there
was a lecture, the content was based on books, magazines, and websites
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that were deemed ‘reliable’ (i.e., providing the scriptural sources the
content was based on, or based on texts by scholars who were considered
reliable) and they were communally read, each one a page. Often,
activities were interactive and creative, such as an assignment to make
each other Islamically inspired paintings, which encouraged attendees to
learn new Arabic words and Islamic supplications. Similar to the other
groups, quizzes about knowledge of Islam were a popular activity, as was
communally discussing how to deal with personal problems arising in the
context of being a (new) Muslima in the Netherlands. When the volunteer
who organized the meetings emigrated in 2012, the group dissolved.
Presenting these groups as separate initiatives is adequate in
respect to their different origins and the different volunteers responsible
for organizing events. However, their visitors would usually attend
meetings of several groups, within and beyond these five examples, as
well as lectures organized by local mosques, Arabic language classes, and
classes on Islamic subjects such as learning to read the Qur’an. Visitors
and volunteers were often also engaged in online projects such as
educational mails about the practice of Islam, forums for converted
women, blogs on raising children or about living in a Muslim majority
country, and websites aimed at converts or non-Muslims with an interest
in Islam. Online and offline encounters resulted in smaller networks of
women who became friends and who organized additional activities on
their own.
The continuity of the women’s groups in my research depended
on a small number of volunteers organizing the activities. When
volunteers moved, emigrated, or stopped for other reasons, often the
groups would dissolve. Another challenge for all groups, except group
one, was finding a space to come together. In the next section, I will give
a more thorough overview of the spaces that were used, their properties,
and how women turned non-religious space into “sacralized space”
through the use of words, and transformed ordinary, social meetings into
communal moments of “learning about Islam.”

4.3 Geographies of Sacralized Space
The women groups’ activities were visited by Muslimas with various
ethnic backgrounds but all five groups were founded, or in case of group
four taken over, by converted Muslimas. While their approaches differed,
their goal of providing Dutch language activities in the context of Islam
was the same. They provided information for non-Muslim women with an
interest in Islam, advice, support for women who wanted to convert, and a
space for (new) converts and born Muslimas to come together to learn
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more about Islam and share their experiences. Group three asked women
to contribute a small entrance fee of a few euros, but, mostly, admission to
women’s gatherings was free of charge to make attendance as easy as
possible. It was common for attendees to bring snacks on a voluntary
basis but the basics of having a space, tea/coffee, cookies or a meal, were
usually provided and paid for by the volunteers.
As explained in the previous section, free, or inexpensive, spaces
were hard to come by, and groups often had to relocate. Since using a
mosque is free of charge and provides a proper setting for learning about
Islam, many of the meetings I visited took place at various local mosques.
Islamic schools, unused during the weekend, were also suitable spaces.
Other options were renting a space at a local community center or outdoor
public spaces such as parks. As mentioned, group five convened at
women’s private homes. As women lived all over the city and in smaller,
satellite towns, these home-meetings took place in the wider Amsterdam
Metropolitan area. The founder, however, lived in Amsterdam-West.
Besides physical spaces, another meeting point was cyberspace as
many women were engaged in websites, blogs, and forums, and
announced events through e-mail and Facebook. Online platforms were
widely used by participants to meet and share stories and experiences, and
to teach and learn about Islam. They discussed a multitude of topics,
varying from how to introduce wearing a headscarf to your parents to tips
and tricks on how to best clean your house, or they used social media to
announce offline meetings. Some of these cyberspace meeting points were
also meant for non-Muslims. Usually, these websites had unrestricted
access, but in most cases the gender segregation that was characteristic of
offline meetings, enforced by all five groups, was also upheld in
cyberspace by the administrators.
Each type of space had its own characteristics, advantages, and
disadvantages. Mosques have mosque boards with their own policies,
community centers depend on local government finance that can shift over
time, gathering at a park means being highly visible, convening at
women’s homes limits the number of attendees, and online information is
often considered less reliable, unless the administrators were also known
offline. But no matter what real or virtual location was used, a constant
factor was the sacralization of space.
One of the ways in which this was achieved, was through the consistent
use of the Islamic greeting as-salamu aleikum, occasionally supplemented
with the phrase wa rahmatulahi wa barakatu. Another way to achieve
sacralization was to start or end gatherings with Qur’an recitation and
specific supplications, recited aloud, to signal the transformation from a
social gathering to a communal moment of learning about Islam. At
picnics, lectures, workshops, conferences, sister days, or any other type of
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event, coming together to learn about Islam and to interact with each other
in the context of Islam, was considered most important. Chatting, sharing
stories, meeting new people or old friends, discussing common
difficulties, buying and selling Islamic books and clothes, special events
such as a conversion, baby shower, or wedding, were also important
reasons to gather. But to learn about Islam, to gain knowledge, as it was
usually phrased, was always deemed most important.
Communally learning about Islam was considered a source of
virtue and blessing for the women organizing the gatherings as well as for
all attendees. As mentioned, learning about Islam as a virtuous activity,
required first transforming a social gathering into a religious one. This
was achieved through opening the meeting with a specific opening
supplication or by reciting from the Qur’an. Through this performance,
any space could become a sacralized place. Usually, as the part of “having
learned about Islam” was over, again a closing supplication was said
aloud, usually but not necessarily by the organizers, before resuming
everyday conversation. Both Qur’an verses and supplications were most
of the time also read in Dutch. However, preferably, both were first read
in Arabic followed by a translation. If no one present was fluent enough in
Arabic to perform the task, a prerecorded Qur’an recitation could be used,
for instance by laptop or a woman with sufficient proficiency could be
called to recite by mobile phone.122 In the next section, I will elaborate in
more detail on the types of spaces used by the women in my research, to
provide some insights into their specific properties.
4.3.1 Mosques
In the late 1970s, early 1980s, it became apparent that Turkish and
Moroccan guest workers who had come to the Netherlands in the 1960s
and early 1970s, would not return to their native countries. A process
began in which their families joined them in the Netherlands. As a
consequence of this process, guest workers became immigrants by the late
1980s. When, eventually, mosques were founded by these immigrant
communities, they were established along ethnic lines.123 In those years,
Dutch was not a primary language at any mosque and Dutch converts
clearly faced a language barrier. Perhaps because of this circumstance,
group three, one of the first organizations by and for converted Muslimas
122 See Fortunati (2002) for more details on the use of mobile phones allowing for new
frameworks to experience societal life.
123 There are many other, smaller, ethnic communities in the Netherlands practicing Islam such
as Surinamese, Indonesian, Egyptian, or other (North-)African Muslims. Often, they have their
own mosques as well.
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was not affiliated with any mosque for over two decades.124 They began to
convene at a time when little information on practicing Islam was
available in Dutch. Therefore, at first, sharing basic information about
Islam was their primary activity as was meeting other Dutch Muslimas.
Now, hundreds of books, magazines, and websites about Islam are
available in the Dutch language. Perhaps as a consequence, local chapters
of this organization have declined but there might be another reason. Over
the past decade, in several cities, mosques began to organize lectures in
Dutch (see also De Koning, 2008). Although aimed at young born
Muslims, this circumstance provided a new entry for women with an
interest in Islam and converts to become educated in basic and advanced
Islamic practices.
Group one was affiliated with such a mosque. For years, group
two was mosque-based as well. As explained in the previous section, over
the years, it became increasingly difficult for the lecturer of group two to
find mosques willing to accommodate her, although she always managed
to find a space, not in the least because of the efforts of loyal attendees. In
addition to some of the reasons I already mentioned when introducing
group two, possibly, another reason for her difficulties was that, of all the
volunteers participating in my research, she was the only one who lectured
within the mosque’s praying spaces. In the eyes of her opponents, because
she lacked formal education in Islamic studies, she was unsuitable for this
type of lecturing. She strongly disagreed with these opinions. Since she
did not claim to be a scholar, and only used information from books and
collections by authoritative scholars of Islam or from the Qur’an itself,
and always provided the sources her lectures were based on to her
audience, she argued she did nothing wrong. To strengthen her argument,
she often invoked the following hadith to underline her intentions and to
stimulate mosque-attendance: “Someone who goes to a mosque solely for
the purpose of learning or teaching something good, will receive an equal
award as someone who went on hadj and performed his pilgrimage
perfectly.”125
A unique but short-lived initiative was the Amsterdam Polder
Mosque. This mosque specifically focused its activities on young Muslims
from diverse ethnic backgrounds. They conducted all of their activities in
Dutch, including the khutba, the Friday sermon, as, increasingly, Dutch is
the native language of young Muslims in the Netherlands. Combined with
welcoming Muslims from different backgrounds, with different opinions
on how to best practice Islam, their policy attracted a high number of
124 This changed when the ‘Polder-mosque’ became available as a Dutch-language oriented
mosque.
125 She provided the following source: At-Tabaraanie in 'Al-Kabier', volume 8, p. 94. Declared
sahieh [reliable, authentic] by shaikh al-Albaanie in 'Sahieh at-Targhib wa-tarhib' 82.
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converts. Group three relocated its activities to this mosque, group two’s
lecturer was allowed to conduct her lectures, while groups four and five
occasionally used the facilities to come together. Sharing the building
facilitated “crossover” between the different women’s groups but
differences in pedagogic style and approach to Islam could be too
profound to bridge individual converts. Group two’s lecturer, for instance,
had developed a fierce ‘fire and brimstone’ style that was part of her
success. Women and girls attended her lecturers to boost their faith
(imaan), and to become motivated and empowered to apply Islamic
precepts to their daily life. While other groups’ activities were mostly
interactive, group two’s lecturer demanded silence and concentration.
Shortly before the Polder Mosque closed, I interviewed her for a second
time. Reflecting on the success of her style, she told me,
Even when I leave this mosque, I will make sure that there will be a
lecture, every week, to listen to on my website,. Even though I’ll be
lecturing alone in my living room. This way, through listening, people
can gain knowledge. Why? The reason is that many youngsters have said
[to me], “We can get the knowledge, there are enough books, but it’s the
way you put it across, with feeling, your facial expressions.” [That’s
what they say,] when they attend. A certain, powerful way of
transmittance, “That’s what touches us [they say,] that’s what we really
come for.” I understand what they mean because I attended a lot of
lectures myself. Sometimes, something is missing, [and] you think,
“Hey, come on aghi [brother], why don’t you know how to touch
people’s hearts?” When you dryly transmit knowledge, it doesn’t enter,
it doesn’t hit home.

A regular visitor of group three, however, was less enthusiastic when she
tried out one of group two’s lectures at the Polder Mosque,
I attended her lecture during Ramadan but that was a one time event. I
wondered, “Where is ‘doing what you can,’ ‘taking small steps,’
‘intention is most important’?” The subject was about getting up at dawn
for the fadjr-prayer. I have great difficulties sleeping. I feel guilty about
missing fadjr but I can’t work if I don’t sleep. If that’s the case, then you
shouldn’t do it. But she said, “You have to,” and that was it. She also
said that, at work, you should pray when it is the proper time. I have a
[converted] friend who is afraid to say at work that she has become
Muslim. When she comes home, she conducts all the prayers in a row.
She feels bad about it, but she does pray, and one day, she says, she will
find the courage to tell her employer. [This lecturer] didn’t take that into
account. I know that many love her style, but I never went again.
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On another occasion, women I was acquainted with through meetings of
group four, took offense with group two’s lecturer because she lectured in
the men’s praying space to an audience of both female and male
attendees. Although it was also possible to listen to the lecture in the
women’s praying space, and only women were listening there, this
unusual event provoked strong negative reactions among some of the
women who considered this a violation of proper Islamic conduct.
These clashes and differences of opinion were made possible by
the mosque’s policy of welcoming everyone. In general, gender
segregation at this mosque was less strict than at other mosques. For
instance, at the communal Friday prayer, women could pray at the
women’s prayer space but also behind the men in the men’s prayer space.
This practice was not undisputed, causing some to avoid the mosque
altogether. Despite these occasional differences of opinion, the closure of
the mosque was considered a great loss by participants from all five
groups involved in my research, in particular because of its inclusiveness
and all Dutch language approach.
4.3.2 Public Space – Private Space
Besides mosques, the women’s groups also used community centers to
come together. Space was usually rented by the hour, paid for partially or
fully by the volunteers. A volunteer from group four, when asked why not
pay for renting the space together, explained that the aim was to make the
meetings feel like visiting someone at home. Their homes were not large
enough to host so many women so they rented a space. But just like you
would not ask for an entrance fee at your home, they did not want money
in any way to be an issue for participants to join, as even a small entrance
fee could become a barrier. Group three charged a very small fee but
provided visitors in return with coffee/tea, snacks and child-care.
Parks and play-grounds were also popular places to meet,
especially in summer when women would often bring their kids. The
Western part of Amsterdam is an area with a high number of Muslim
residents and women’s sartorial styles were much less conspicuous there
than, for instance, in Amsterdam’s historical city center. The few
participants living in the city center were excessively stared at when
wearing abayas and khimaars and often photographed without their
consent. Again, I will briefly digress here to emphasize the contentious
nature of visible signs of Muslimness in Dutch public space.
It is safe to say that for converts, Amsterdam-West was a different
experience than for many Dutch journalists and opinion makers who often
paint a rather bleak picture of many of these neighborhoods. For instance,
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in Murder in Amsterdam Ian Buruma analyses the murder of Theo van
Gogh by a Moroccan-Dutch Muslim who happened to grow up in
Amsterdam-West. He cites Max Pam, a well-known Dutch publicist, who
was born and raised in the same neighborhood as Van Gogh’s murderer
when it was still a white, middle-class suburb. Pam equates the
neighborhood in its present state to “the South Bronx,” calling it a “hotbed
of religious bigotry.” Buruma disagrees with Pam’s assessment but his
own depiction of the immigrants who settled in such neighborhoods, too,
focuses on the relative deprivation, although it also provides some insight
into their make-up, and sheds light on some of the deeply ingrained Dutch
stereotypes about Muslim women.
Slowly, almost without anyone's noticing, old working class Dutch
neighborhoods lost their white populations and were transformed into
"dish cities" linked to Morocco, Turkey, and the Middle East by satellite
television and the Internet. Gray Dutch streets filled up, not only with
satellite dishes, but with Moroccan bakeries, Turkish kebab joints, travel
agents offering cheap flights to Istanbul or Casablanca, and coffeehouses
filled with sad-eyed men in djellabas whose health had often been
wrecked by years of dirty and dangerous labor. Their wives, isolated in
cramped modern apartment blocks, usually failed to learn Dutch, had
little knowledge of the strange land in which they had been dumped,
sometimes to be married to strange men, and had to be helped in the
simplest tasks by their children, who learned faster how to cope without
necessarily feeling at home (2006, 21).126

Indeed, the influx of immigrants and “white flight” had changed these
neighborhoods but instead of feeling estranged, many converts in my
research felt at home and praised the infrastructure that suited their needs
such as the presence of many mosques, Islamic primary schools, Islamic
stores, etc. However, often quite some time had to pass between the start
of visiting women’s meetings and really feeling at home. Again, this was
often related to women wearing headscarves. Before their engagement
with Islam, converts often held similar ideas about the position of women
in Islam as their fellow Dutch.127 For instance, this participant, a women
in her thirties, first married a Muslim and, subsequently, began reading
126 Some of these children, now grown up, frequented the women’s groups in my research. They
were aware of perceptions of them such as offered by Buruma. For instance, as a volunteers for
group three, a born Muslima, phrased it when she encouraged her audiance of about fifty
women to strive to have their Muslim female voices heard, “Perhaps it is true that our mothers
had no clue what they were doing here but it is of the utmost importance that we [Muslimas]
make clear that we, the next generation, are well-educated professionals.”
127 This was more true for participants converting at a later age then for those converting as
teenagers, as the latter had often already extensively interacted with born Muslim girls.
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books about Islam. During our interview, she recalled her first visit to a
meeting of group three.
I came in; of course I wasn’t wearing a headscarf at the time because I
wasn’t a Muslim, and the first thing I saw was a woman with a headscarf
and a long coat. She was making soup. I thought, “No, this isn’t me.” It
was prejudice, you know, I thought she had to stay in the kitchen all the
time. Isn’t that bad? But these were my thoughts at the time. I looked at
her and thought, ”No, this isn’t for me” and then I left.

In Amsterdam-West, women’s headscarves and other ‘Islamic’ attire were
not considered as offensive in public space as elsewhere, or even noticed,
since it was such a common sight.128 As one participant explained
I have a sister in law who is also a [ethnic] Dutch Muslima. She loves
Moroccan dresses. I’m not really a dresses kind of woman, so I was like,
“Nice, but not for me.” But when she went to Morocco, she brought me a
djellaba. At first, I only wore it in Morocco but now that I live in
Amsterdam, when I quickly need to get some groceries, I’ll put on my
djellaba. That’s not because of my faith but because of where I live, my
surroundings. I change the style of my headscarf accordingly. Now I’m
wearing a big headscarf but sometimes I wear smaller scarves that look
less scary [to non-Muslims]. When I visit my dad, I scale it down, more
compact. I just adapt it. I’m very conscious of how I look. I don’t want
to cause trouble for anyone. But in Amsterdam, I live in AmsterdamWest, well, anything goes there.

Although public spaces had different properties than mosques, private
space, or cyber space, meeting each other outdoors or at community
centers did not diminish the goal of learning about Islam. A summer
picnic at the park could be an excellent moment to hold a lecture about
remaining well covered when the sun is shining and it is hot to wear a
headscarf, to do a “general knowledge of Islam” quiz, or to discuss
preparing oneself for the month of Ramadan.
Women’s apartments provided a more private and more informal
environment than mosques, parks, or community centers, but the basic
tenets remained the same: coming together to learn about Islam and to
communally engage with Islam. If this basic tenet was not met, attendees
could be disappointed, such as this woman who attended a home-event
shortly after she converted:
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See also Özyürek about Berlin (2010, 178-181).
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I was invited by a friend. She told me that a group of women regularly
came to her house to read the Qur’an. So I went there thinking that was
what we were going to do. When I arrived, it was a big mess, children
everywhere, everyone chatting. I thought, “This is not why I came here,”
so I left. What I like about coming together is to discuss faith-related
things.

Unlike the experience described by the participant above, the home
gatherings I visited were always carefully balanced between socializing
and engaging with Islam. The organizer used the different properties of
private space to engage attendees in preparing the “learning about Islam”
part together, thereby making the experience more interactive.
The intimacy of a home environment was particularly useful for
new and prospective converts to meet other Muslimas. Creative
assignments such as making greeting cards with Islamic texts and
supplications and decorative elements, helped getting to know one
another. The art-works that were produced were meant to be exchanged
among each other. In order to underline the importance of gift-giving in
creating sisterhood, the volunteer who organized these events would often
remind attendees of a hadith that states, “give each other gifts and you
will love each other.”129
Another means of facilitating meeting new women, was to split up
in smaller groups to work on an assignment together. For instance, one
afternoon was spent in smaller groups in which each discussed how an
(undisclosed) Muslima, who suffered from depression, could improve
upon her situation through Islam. When the groups were done writing
down their suggestions, these were read aloud and discussed. Then the
Muslima was (discretely) called by the volunteer, offered the proposed
solutions, and asked which group gave the best advice. That group was
offered a reward: an English translation of the Qur’an.
4.3.3 Cyber Space
All five groups used the Internet to communicate information about their
meetings. Online, the same sacralization of space took place as at the
offline events. For instance, the Islamic greeting, as-salamu aleikum, was
considered as vital online as offline. Sentences such as that the sender
hoped the message would find the readers in a good state of imaan
(strength of faith) were often included, as were quotes from the Qur’an or
hadith. These supplements highlighted a Muslim’s obligation to learn
129

Buchari, transmitted by Abu Hurayrah.
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about Islam, as did avatars with references to the same kind of Islamic
sources. Blogs, forums, and even Facebook were used to meet online and
discuss Islam-related topics and to bridge distances, especially when
women lived in small(er) Dutch towns or had immigrated to a Muslim
majority country.
Cyberspace was of particular importance for house-bound women,
for women who lived in areas with few Muslims, and for women who had
emigrated. Many participants, from all five groups, expressed a desire to
(eventually) emigrate to a Muslim majority country. This was partly
linked to the belief that it was better for a Muslim to live in a Muslim
country, and part of it seemed romantic. However, the challenges of being
a minority, obliged to constantly explain and defend the choice for Islam
and Islamic attire was also a powerful incentive to want to leave the
Netherlands. Dutch converts continued to consider themselves Dutch but
their sense of belonging could shift, largely because of the rejection of
their new faith and way of life they often encountered. In addition,
although practicing Islam in the Netherlands is guaranteed by the freedom
of religion, participants could relate to Köse’s remark that in Muslim
majority countries, religion is less eroded by secularization (1999, 309).
No more compromises and a chance of practicing Islam in every aspect of
their lives were things many participants longed for and wanted for their
children. Another reason to contemplate leaving was because women
wanted to be buried in a Muslim majority country. In the Netherlands,
bones are usually removed from graves after a twenty years period which
is regarded as un-Islamic.130 During our first interview, the lecturer of
group two listed all the reasons I heard over the years for why women
wanted to leave the Netherlands:
I want to move to a country where you can hear the adhaan [call to
prayer]. Where I can be buried in peace. I wouldn’t like to have my
grave here. A place where people accept you for who you are. Here,
everyone looks at you in a funny way. That’s a fact. You learn how to
deal with it, you don’t know any better. But when you’re somewhere
where people accept you, you realize the difference. You understand?
[Here,] you are not a 100% at ease, not a 100% relaxed. You need to be
tough, close yourself off from all the negativity. That takes a lot of
energy. We all do it. We don’t know any better. But it can be different.
Besides, I believe it is mandatory [for Muslims] to live in an Islamic
country. I believe that myself so that is also a reason. Also, it is
important because there is no guarantee that your offspring will be safe
here and will grow up with Islam. All over the world there are people
130 In recent years, Islamic ways of burial have become available at a few Dutch cemeteries, also
in Amsterdam.
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who come from a long line of Muslims but they are kafir [unbeliever], it
[Islam] is completely watered down. Perhaps your grandchild, too, will
date a Jan or a Saskia and will let go of Islam. You don’t know. That
might happen more easily in a non-Islamic country than in an Islamic
country. … So, doing hidjra [emigration] has to do with your family, to
keep your family safe. Many converts are also going to Arabic countries
because they want their children to learn Arabic. We did not grow up
with it so we want to give it to our children.

One of the volunteers of group one came to a similar assessment,
emphasizing that one of the main differences between Muslim majority
countries and countries in which Muslims are a minority, is what is
considered “deviant” behavior:
If you are a Muslim in a non-Muslim environment and you are able to
cope and practice your religion the way you want to, there is no problem
and you can stay. But, especially when you have children and you want
to give them an Islamic education, sooner or later you’ll encounter
limitations. Of course, that’s logical, because each country has its own
rules and ways of doing things. So then the advice is to look for an
Islamic country. Not that Islamic countries are ideal. The ideal society
doesn’t exist. But the essential difference is that in an Islamic country,
Islam is the norm. Everything that deviates, deviates from that norm,
whether people live according [to the norm] or not. But in a non-Islamic
country, the norm is non-Islamic and if you are Islamic, you always
deviate from the norm.

To accomplish emigration, however, was very difficult, not in the least
because the husband, usually, had to stay in the Netherlands to earn an
income. Despite the desire to emigrate prevalent among many women,
only a small minority really accomplished emigration. One of the
participants who had emigrated but returned to Amsterdam every year
during the summer, often said that in order to successfully emigrate, you
had to learn the language, bring a large amount of money, and a great deal
of patience. When women indeed did immigrate to a Muslim majority
country, the first thing they tried to accomplish was to secure access to the
Internet.131 Through Facebook, Skype, Whatsapp, e-mail, and so forth,
they managed to stay connected to the communities they left behind, and
most of them communicated with their Dutch social networks on a daily

131 Due to practical obstacles, the number of women who indeed took the step to emigrate was
small. From the forty-seven participants contributing to my research, one had already emigrated
and four left the Netherlands during the course of my fieldwork.
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basis, whether they now lived in Turkey, Algeria, Egypt, or Jordan, to
name some of the countries participants choose as their new homes.
The Internet was also used for sending each other moral and
educational stories, for sharing information about Islam and Islamic
practice, and for sending links to online videos with the same content.
Similar to visiting an offline meeting, sending digital educational and
moral stories was considered a virtue in itself. The purpose, however, was
to act upon the content and to encourage others to act upon it as well. For
instance, when the day of Ashura, a day of voluntary fasting for Sunni
Muslims, approached, an e-mail calling for the observance of this fast
circulated the Internet. At the end, the following recommendation was
included,
Don’t forget to forward this mail to other Muslims, and to post it on
Facebook, Hyves, Twitter, Forums, etc. For anyone who will fast on this
day because of your call, you will be rewarded, without their reward
being diminished.132 … See how easy it is to earn blessings by
encouraging others to do a good deed?! Don’t hesitate and spread this email among as many brothers and sisters; may Allah handsomely reward
you with that what is good.

The Internet contains a vast amount of information about ‘Islam’ and
women were cautious in their search for what was usually phrased as
“reliable knowledge.” One way of ensuring the reliability was knowing
the administrators offline, another way was selecting information that
provided the sources it was based on, such as this participant used to do,
I often use the Internet to search, I take what is useful and disregard the
rest. I usually look for one or two pieces of source-references, if these
are correct, I read further, if I can’t find the sources, I don’t read it. You
would be surprised how often the references are not from genuine
Islamic sources [such as hadith-collections].

However, this strategy required some proficiency and knowledge of the
use of Islamic sources and the ability to compare online and offline
source-references. Most women involved in my research were cautious
about using the Internet when they did not know the organizations or the
administrators offline, and could not verify where the information was
coming from.
132 Based on an often quoted hadith: whoever encourages a good deed will receive the same
reward as those who follow him/her in that deed, without their reward being diminished.
Muslim, transmitted by Abu Hurayra.
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Conversion itself, could be accomplished online. As Carmen
Becker’s study of the possibilities of transference of Islamic religious
rituals into computer-mediated environments, revealed, the conversion
ritual can be successfully transferred. To illustrate this process, she
describes such an online conversion.
During a lecture in May 2010, the imam was informed that a ‘sister’ in
the chat room would like to convert. He asked her to ‘raise her hand’ and
soon the icon of a raised hand appeared to the left of her nickname. The
imam decided that the conversion should be done on the telephone while
the chat room and those in the mosque should listen and be witnesses.
The imam called the potential convert and put her on speakers. Typed
exclamations like ‘masha’Allah’ (‘What God has willed’) and ‘subhan
Allah’ (‘Glory to God’) appeared in the window of the chat room. The
imam questioned the woman for several minutes in order to affirm her
sincerity. He then explained the meaning and the consequences of the
shahada. Upon her emphatic affirmation of her decision, the conversion
began: he spoke the shahada bit by bit in Arabic giving the woman time
to repeat. The congregation in the mosques welcomed her with ‘Allahu
akbar’ (‘God is great’) exclamations while chat room participants typed
the same phrase. People expressed their joy and offered her assistance
and guidance on her path as a Muslim. None of those participants in the
chat room who I was able to ask doubted the authenticity of the
conversion. The woman on the telephone had ‘in reality’ become a
Muslim, although none of the witnesses actually saw the woman uttering
the shahada. Participants in chat rooms acknowledge the problem of
identity play and sincerity. However, the same problem also pertains to
offline environments since the intention of the believer in uttering
prayers or the shahada cannot ultimately be verified by any perceivable
sign. This problem is usually relegated to the relationship between the
believer and God. After all, so they believe, God knows the true
intentions of a person. If somebody is lying and cheating, it will fall back
on him or her on the Day of Judgment. (2011-12-13, see also Van
Nieuwkerk, 2006, 113)

Online chat rooms were not part of my research, but indeed, some of the
converts I met had converted by phone. Conversion in cyber space as
described above, mirrors conversion as an offline communal event. In the
next section I will further elaborate on the properties of publicly declared
shahadas.
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4.4 Conversion as a Communal Event
As put forward in chapter three, for some participants, conversion took
place without them consciously realizing it. They recognized having
become Muslim after the fact, when someone else pointed it out to them,
or they had not realized that the shahada was the sole threshold moment.
There was a clearer transformational quality to conversion when it was a
communal event and converged with becoming part of a community.
However, saying the shahada at the mosque or at a meeting of one of the
women’s group’s did not necessarily negate the ambiguity surrounding
the exact moment of conversion. To elaborate on this finding, I will now
present two cases of conversion as a communal event.
The first case involves the conversion of a single, forty-year old
working mother with two children, who came from a secular family:
When people asked me, “Do you believe?” I always answered, “I
suppose there is something but I don’t know what it is.” My mom always
said, “The world has no beginning, it has always been there,” but I
always said, “How can that be? There has to be a beginning,
somewhere.” I could never understand what she meant. So I always said,
“There has to be something,” but I couldn’t find anything like “This is
it”

Through her work, she became acquainted with a few Muslims. She
noticed they fasted during Ramadan, something she had never heard of,
and she began asking questions. She told me that one Moroccan-Dutch
colleague in particular played a role in her trajectory to Islam. At work, he
often confided his problems to her, both personal and work related, and
although she did not know how to help him, she sympathized with his
situation. One day, he told her he had decided to seriously take up the
practice of Islam, something he had been neglecting. She watched him
read books and saw a remarkable change in him.
I thought that was beautiful but I also thought, “How can that be?” I told
him that I would also buy a book on Islam because I wanted to know
what he was doing. I bought Islam for Dummies. I read it and thought it
was very interesting. So I went to the bookstore and got some more
books, that is how I started.

Like many others in my research, she wrestled with existential questions.
I always wondered, “Why am I here?” I couldn’t find an answer. I kept
going because I have kids, I need to raise them, but I wondered, “Why
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am I here? To work, eat, work again, take care of the kids, and one day
it’s done?” But because of the books [about Islam] I read, I started to feel
there is something else. That we’re here [on earth] for a reason. So I
thought, “Yes, perhaps this is the way to go.” I just felt it.

When she talked to another colleague about her developing interest in
Islam, she was invited to her house to talk about it some more and, since
the month of Ramadan was approaching, for an iftar, the breaking of the
fast. She decided to join in the fasting during Ramadan out of curiosity, to
experience what it is like. That became known among other colleagues,
she got more books, and one of them offered to look for someone to guide
her in her explorations.
She was subsequently called by a convert, a volunteer of group
five, and invited to the women’s meetings she organized, and showed to
meetings of other Muslim women’s groups as well. She attended these
meetings for nine months. At one of group five’s last meetings before the
start of the month of Ramadan, while everyone was getting ready to leave,
suddenly she said she wanted to say the shahada. To my surprise, she was
not invited to say the shahada right away. Until then, invariably, the same
scenario had played out: once someone declared to be ready, a shahada
was said on the spot for reasons of existential security. The metaphorical
bus to fall under and die could always be just around the corner and being
Muslim was assumed to make a big difference in the afterlife. If a woman
declared her intention to become Muslim, it was usually deemed better not
to waste any time. In this case, perhaps because the volunteer who had
guided her had already left, the women checked their calendars to see
what would be the best time for everyone to witness the shahada. A date
was set (two weeks away) and a location (a mosque) was chosen.
Before the shahada took place, I interviewed the prospective
convert and asked why she had waited until the very last moment of the
meeting to state her intention to convert.
I was thinking about it for some time but I couldn’t say it and kept
postponing it. I thought, “Can I really do it? How to combine it with
work? I’m forty years old. They have known me at work for seventeen
years. What if I want to wear a headscarf? Would that be possible? How
would they look at me?” They [other converted women] said that I
shouldn’t think of that but I find that very difficult. I wondered, “What
would I tell my children? How to do the prayers?” You know. I had
many questions. I have ingrained habits. For instance with eating, [as a
Muslim] you’re supposed to say bismillah, but nine out of ten times I
already take a bite before realizing I forgot. If that is part of your
upbringing, or if you have someone to point out, “You forgot
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something,” but I need to do it all on my own and that makes me
wonder, “Can I do it? Will I remember what I read?” It takes time. But
when Ramadan approached, I felt I was running out of time. I didn’t
want to participate in Ramadan, again, without converting. I wanted to
participate [in fasting], I’m convinced of it, but I didn’t make the
decision to convert. It was a real struggle. Then I thought, “What am I
waiting for? If I feel it, and I will participate [in fasting] because I feel I
should do it, but I don’t become Muslim….” When everyone was
leaving, I thought I should say something.

When someone said the shahada within one of the women’s groups,
whether sudden and improvised, or planned in advance, it was always a
joyous occasion. Perhaps because converts were running the women’s
groups that I participated in, how to create a festive environment in the
case of an Islamic holiday or a shahada, reminded me of Dutch birthday
parties. Spaces would be decorated with festoons and balloons and there
were festive foods and soft-drinks. In the case of conversion, there would
be presents for the woman saying the shahada and on Islamic holidays
there were presents and candy for the kids. Such forms of cultural
continuity among women who convert to Islam have been pointed out by
other researchers of conversion to Islam as well. Shanneik, for instance,
argues that, unlike Roy (2004) who observed a characteristically
Protestant approach among Salafi Muslims, the Irish women converts in
her research rather displayed a Catholic approach to Salafism,
“exemplifying that conversions do not necessarily entail a radical rupture
from the past but often a continuation of existing beliefs and practices”
(2011, 503).133 Coverts in my research, too, often drew from cultural
repertoires acquired through their upbringing, in this case related to how
to throw a party.
Since this woman’s shahada was planned in advance, one of the
mosque spaces was festively decorated and everyone brought plenty of
cakes and other foods, while Moroccan mint tea was prepared in the
mosque kitchen. As members from group four and group five, jointly,
organized the shahada party, a great number of presents were put on a
table, varying from educational material and headscarves to beauty
products, candles, and flowers. As is customary in the Netherlands on
other occasions, for instance for a marriage or a farewell party at work, a
booklet was filled with women’s personal stories and good wishes. All
women, twelve converts and two born Muslimas, wrote down their advice
133 Shanneik refers to Bourdieu’s concept of habitus when reflecting on the interaction between
social structures and individual lives, as she argues that the individual’s past is reflected in
present and future dispositions (e.g. perceptions, thoughts and actions) (ibid, 504).
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about how best to proceed after the shahada, for instance, warning against
engaging in too many new practices at once.
The volunteer who had helped the prospective convert bridge the
gap between talking about Islam with colleagues over lunch and visiting
the meetings of converted Muslimas, the same meetings where she had
met the women now about to witness her shahada, brought a self-made
gift. It was a framed certificate declaring the name of the convert and the
date of the conversion. In order to be allowed entrance into Mecca when
on hadj, converts need a shahada declaration. Only group three had been
recognized by the Saudi-Arabian government to issue these formal,
written shahada declarations. Usually, these were obtained at mosques or,
if women were married to a born Muslim, at the consulate of a Muslim
majority country. In this case, the declaration only had symbolic value, a
reminder of a special day. Meanwhile, the woman who was about to
become the center of attention was kept in a separate room, accompanied
by her teenage children, so as not to spoil the surprise of all the festivities
that were being prepared to celebrate her entrance into the ummah.
The shahada took place after the communal Friday prayer. When
the prayer was over and the imam had delivered a sermon about the
upcoming month of Ramadan, everyone was asked to stay a little bit
longer. A female mosque-board member approached the prospective
convert with a microphone to say the shahada. As was customary in any
setting, after the shahada was repeated by the convert, in Arabic and
Dutch, all present said Allahu Akbar, three times. Wherever women would
publicly say the shahada, attendees then formed a single row to hug and
kiss the new convert, much like congratulating someone at a Dutch
reception, and welcomed her into the community as a sister in Islam. Her
two children were applauded for attending this important occasion for
their mother and a huge exception was made: her teenage son was allowed
to join the festivities. In all my years of fieldwork, this was the only time
an exception was made to the women-only rule, customary among all the
groups in my research.
After the party was over, the women washed the dishes and
vacuumed the mosque spaces they had used. They noticed that the mosque
was in need of a more thorough cleaning and as spontaneously as the
shahada party was planned, they decided to come back the next week to
communally clean the mosque. This small group of women, who gathered
every six weeks at someone’s home to engage with Islam, who had
organized the shahada when one of them had declared to be ready for it,
and as a consequence had communally visited a mosque for Friday prayer,
decided to extend their commitment. Although none of them was asked to
clean the mosque, using its space induced a sense of responsibility.
Cleaning the mosque was also considered a virtuous act, as it was serving
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the mosque and its visitors, as was visiting the mosque in itself, as mosque
visits invite prayer and serve as a reminder of the religious duties of being
a Muslim.
Six months after this shahada event, at a meeting of group four,
there were so many new visitors that the volunteers started with an
introduction round. One of the last to introduce herself was a thirty-six
years old, first time visitor. She had found the group through an online
announcement. She explained that she had decided to convert to Islam but
currently did not know any Muslims. After a lecture about salaat alistikhara134 was communally read, as usual, the women chatted about
personal issues related to Islam and to being a (converted) Muslima in the
Netherlands. For instance, one of the attending women found it difficult
that, at parties, her Dutch family drank alcohol. One of the other women
responded that she had stopped visiting her relatives if they drank alcohol.
Another woman joined in and told that when she had just converted, she
still visited family parties. There would be alcohol, from which she
refrained. At the time, she recalled, she thought that was quite an
accomplishment. Nowadays, she no longer attended birthday parties and if
at other family gatherings someone would say, “I’m ready for a glass of
wine,” that would be the cue to go home. A few other topics were
discussed in a similar manner and then the prospective convert was
invited to tell a little bit more about her decision to become Muslim.
The woman told that she came from a secular background, was
not baptized, and had been thinking about conversion to Islam for a few
years. Islam appeared to her to be a clear and practical religion, something
that she missed in Christianity. The well worked out role of Islam in daily
life in particular, appealed to her. The day before, she continued, she had
told her Dutch boyfriend that she wanted to become Muslim. He had
answered that if that was what she wanted, she should go ahead. The
women who were listening to her story reacted with a collective Masha
Allah.135 That went easy! She went on and told that she had said the
shahada last night. All women replied that this meant that she was already
Muslim. She told them that she did not know whether saying the shahada
was all that was required, and that she did not know how to proceed. A
volunteer explained that saying the shahada sufficed but that it was also
possible to say the shahada again, with witnesses, or at the mosque. If you
say the shahada at the mosque, the volunteer continued, at least you have
already been there once, the women there have seen you, they know that
you are a new Muslim, and they can help you, for instance, with learning
134 A special prayer which can be performed at any time. In the prayer, a subject of deliberation
is mentioned and God is asked to make it happen if it is a good thing, and to prevent it if it is a
bad thing.
135 Meaning “God has willed it” expressing appreciation, joy, praise, or thankfulness.
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how to pray. If you say the shahada at a mosque, the woman was told, it
will be clear for the community that you have converted.
The volunteers offered to help her say the shahada again, at the
mosque, but she choose to repeat it at the following meeting, two weeks
later. After a short lecture about Abu Bakr, the first Caliph, it was time for
her shahada. The volunteers first discussed whether or not to include the
phrase “Jesus is not the son of God.” In my experience, at a communal
performance of the shahada, this additional sentence was only included if
someone had a Christian background, which this woman had not.136 To
stay on the safe side, it was decided to include the phrase, but only in the
Dutch translation. After the shahada was performed, all were invited to
give the new convert advice. One of the attendees, a born Muslima, for
instance, emphasized the importance of finding good company. She also
warned “to watch out for the shaitan” [Satan] as the shaitan would try to
create doubt in one’s mind about the choice for Islam. The next girl, in the
spirit of the lecture of a few weeks ago, recommended the new convert
would perform salaat al-istikhara. Another born Muslima told that
although she was Muslim by birth, still, she had to make a choice between
“Moroccan culture” and “Islam.” As many other born Muslimas I met
during my research, she suggested that she dealt with a similar transitional
process as converts went through. In her case, this occurred not because of
conversion but as the result of a search for a “pure” Islam, in some
instances in opposition to what she called the “cultural” Islam of her
parents. Her advice to the new convert was to proceed at her own pace.
Another converted woman concurred: gaining knowledge was most
important but she should take her time. The next woman, also a convert,
reassured her that she would not be alone. Everyone would help her and
the women without a Muslim family were there for each other as sisters.
One of the volunteers recounted that she had converted ten years ago. She
told how attending the meetings of this group had helped her stay
committed. Her second advice was to be patient, with oneself, as well as
with others.
The new convert told that since the last meeting, she had
discussed her conversion with her mother. Her mother had replied that she
had to get used to it, but would like to hear more. All women replied with
a collective Masha Allah to voice their content that the mother had
responded in such a positive way. One of the more seasoned converts
advised to show her mother a headscarf and ask her what style she would
like, because if a mother was included in the changes in appearance it
would be easier to accept them. If the new convert was planning on
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None of the women who said the shahada at home, reported to have included this sentence.
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choosing an Islamic name, the advice was to make an exception for her
mother. Then there were congratulations, presents, and snacks.
Flexibility seemed key when someone said the shahada, as
evident in the first case when allowing the son to be present at his
mother’s conversion party. Usually, there was not a heavy emphasis on all
the Islamic tenets Muslims are supposed to adhere to. Invariably, the
advice was to proceed “step by step” and “at your own pace.” In the
second case, the woman had put forward that she was living with her
boyfriend while being unmarried. That did occasionally happen. Strictly
speaking this was not considered to be allowed as a Muslim and even if
the new convert would marry her boyfriend, in this case, that would still
be insufficient. To comply with Islamic law, he would have to convert,
too. These were delicate issues. Dealing with these dilemmas, however,
was usually up to the women themselves, unless they specifically asked
for advice. Another example of flexible attitudes in regard to the practice
of Islam by attendees, was that most women in my research thought it was
an obligation for a Muslima to wear a headscarf. Although often
mentioned in lectures and discussions, it was seldom mentioned to new
converts. Instead of an obligatory package of rules, conversion was
understood as a lifelong learning process. Often, converts referred to
themselves as children in respect to their knowledge and understanding of
Islam. Appreciation of conversion as a process prompted these women to
applaud the boyfriend’s support of his partner’s choice for Islam.
Collective utterances such as Masha Allah, or the customary
takbirs after a shahada (3x saying Allahu akbar), underscored the
communal understanding of the world as a place where nothing, including
conversion, happens without the will of God. The antagonistic shaitan
was believed to test the convert’s conviction by creating doubts in her
mind about the wisdom of the step to convert. Adversity, such as the
realization that a changed appearance or refraining from alcohol might
estrange you from your non-Muslim social circle, or the thorny issue of
how to make your non-Muslim parents, children, and/or partner
understand and accept your choice for such a controversial religion, all
these questions could cause a convert to second guess her choice for
Islam. The convert was usually warned that saying the shahada was only
the beginning of the process of becoming Muslim. At times, this process
would be challenging and difficult.
A new convert publicly saying the shahada induced reflection on
and the reliving of one’s own conversion in the women witnessing the
event. Born Muslimas, too, expressed having similar difficulties as nonMuslim converts when they practiced Islam differently from their parents.
In both cases, the entrance of a new convert into the ummah reaffirmed
the choices of the women witnessing the event. This was reflected in the
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advice the new Muslima was given about how best to proceed after the
shahada, drawn from personal experiences. Advising the new convert
encouraged pondering one’s own choices in light of having become
Muslim. A shahada was always an emotional moment and, usually, many
tears were shed.
Performance as an affirmation of religious identity points to the
importance of credibility-enhancing displays (Lanman, 2012). Based on
signaling theory, Lanman explored the influence of credibility-enhancing
displays on the beliefs of observers. He argues that a small but growing
body of evidence suggests that whether an individual comes to explicitly
believe in the existence of non-physical agents depends on the extent to
which that individual is exposed to such display, as “religious actions
make religious concepts more believable to others” (ibid, 60). Lanman
hypothesizes that the degree of exposure to religious action is one of the
most important variables in determining whether an individual will
explicitly believe in non-physical agents (ibid, 51-52). Evidence indicates,
he argues, that rather than mere professions of belief and “indoctrination.”
actions are needed to encourage explicit beliefs in the existence of
nonphysical agents (ibid, 52-53).
Expanding on the notion of “doing religion,” Avishai comes to a
similar conclusion under the heading “doing community, doing
continuity” (ibid, 423). Drawing on her research among orthodox JewishIsraeli women and their practice of the Jewish laws of menstrual purity,
niddah, she argues that in light of all kinds of ambivalences, her
respondents grounded themselves in “a historically continuous community
of observers” (ibid). In a similar vein, converts as well as born Muslimas,
often referred to the first Muslim community from the time of the prophet
Mohammed. From these examples, women drew the courage to convert,
or to practice Islam different from their parents. It placed their struggles
and adversities in a context of being part of a historic community. In
comparison, their plight was certainly less extreme than the hardships of
the first converts to Islam, who were verbally and physically attacked and
even had to flee in order to escape death, including the prophet
Mohammed himself. The first converts, too, had to deal with angry
parents, non-converted spouses, or children opposing their choice for
Islam. This circumstance freed contemporary hardships from confinement
to the present day, by placing them in the context of the history of the
spread of Islam among different peoples, and around the world.
From the many examples I encountered in my fieldwork, I choose
the cases presented in this section to illustrate conversion as a communal
event because they allow for insight into the workings of the Muslim
women’s groups involved in my research. In the first case, I already knew
the participant as a visitor, I interviewed her, and then witnessed her
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conversion. In the second case, I did not know the woman prior to the
moment she announced her decision to convert. Since at that time she had
already said the shahada at home, I only partly witnessed her conversion
when she said the shahada again, a few weeks later. Since I did not
interview her, I remained unaware of the details of her background and
trajectory to Islam beyond what she shared with the group. I have
included her case because, over the course of my research, I witnessed
many such shahadas. In some cases, I became familiar with these women
because they became or remained visitors of the women’s groups, others I
never saw again. Similarly, one of the volunteers of group one told me,
Sometimes we have women here [visiting meetings of this group] who I
don’t really know. They want to do the shahada. Enthusiastically, they
say that from now on they will come every week but then we never see
them again. It often makes me wonder, “How is she doing? How did it
turn out? Has she let go of Islam?” Sometimes you hear, later on of
course, that people set out on a completely different road.137

In itself, saying the shahada in a communal setting did not seem to make
a difference in regard to the sustainability of the conversion over time.
Whether or not the new convert received help in learning how to practice
Islam, seemed much more important. Interestingly, as in the second case,
the communal setting of the conversion did not necessarily negate its
ambiguity in regard to the exact moment. The volunteers saw no
contradiction in organizing the shahada for a second time, while
acknowledging its redundancy, including gift-giving and festive foods to
underscore that a conversion is a joyous occasion. Most importantly,
saying the shahada in a communal setting with the intention to convert,
seemed to facilitate a sense of belonging that was lacking in the individual
trajectory. This is exemplified in the concept of Islamic sisterhood. In the
following section, I will elaborate on how this concept informed the
ethical communality I found to be common among the Muslim women in
my research.

4.5 Sisters in Islam
If women said the shahada at the mosque or at a meeting of one of the
women’s groups, the notion that conversion marked now being a “sister in
137 My research does not address the question of women chosing different roads after saying the
shahada. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that there are indeed women who stop calling
themselves Muslim, sometimes after years of practicing Islam, and end their practice of Islamic
tenets such as prayer, fasting, or wearing hijab.
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Islam” was usually explained. Converts who converted alone, often,
learned about such specific aspects of conversion after the fact.138 If
women started attending these meetings after they already had become
Muslim, the notion of sisterhood became implicitly clear as women often
addressed each other as sister face to face and used it on flyers
announcing “sister meetings” or “sister days.” The title “sister” was also
used in e-mails, on websites, blogs, and forums and (lack of) sisterhood
was frequently mentioned in lectures. When I asked a young convert when
she became aware of the idea of sisterhood, she explained:
I didn’t know that they called each other sister. I just noticed that they
did. I went to a lecture and I heard, “Sister this” and “Sister that,” “Sister
can I ask you a question?” So, okay, everyone there calls each other
sister. I thought, “That’s fine, then I will call everyone ‘sister’ as well.”
Often, I don’t know someone’s name so it is easy to say “sister.” It’s a
friendly approach.

In general, participants did not couple the concept of sisterhood to the
amount of Islamic tenets a woman practiced, or not. However, women
who were restricted in their practice, for instance because they had not
come out to their non-Muslim social environment, sometimes regarded the
women who were fully covered, did all their prayers on time, or adhered
to other obligations they felt not ready for, as real sisters. The young
woman cited here above, for instance, continued to explain her idea of
sisterhood by saying,
For me, a sister is someone who motivates me to work on Islam. That I
feel, “I want to be like that, I should do that.”

Volunteers were aware of the risk of being looked up to and often took
measures to counteract that idea. The woman organizing the lectures for
group two, for instance, told me,
My attitude is always, “I’m just like you.” That is why all the young girls
confide their problems in me. I never wear these clothes [an abaya and
khimaar] if I sit with them. I take off my headscarf so that the girls don’t
think, “Whoa look at her with her big veil.” People tend to look up to a
certain image but appearance should not matter.

138 Another example of learning about aspects of conversion retrospectively is that at the time of
their conversion, not all converts in my research were aware of the belief that the act of saying
the shahada was considered to wipe out all previously committed sins.
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This lecturer saw no contradiction in telling her audience that it was an
obligation for Muslim women to wear hijab, while emphasizing that
wearing it should be a personal choice and no one should feel pressured.
She could fume about girls wearing their headscarves “pirate style,” tied
at the back, as an insufficient form of covering, while, with the same
breath, condemned judging people by their appearance. Clearly, the norm
was to be covered, but women and girls who did not, were made welcome
nonetheless. One participant told me during our interview how that
approach had made an impact on her, when, as a non-Muslim, she first
attended one of this woman’s lectures.
My [born Muslim] girlfriend had asked me several times to go with her
to the mosque, but I was like, “What am I supposed to do at a mosque?”
sitting there among the headscarves, “Why would I be there?” However,
another [Dutch] girlfriend was involved with a Turkish[-Dutch] boy and
she wanted to know more about Islam. So we all went to a lecture. The
girls [at the mosque] were all very nice. They talked about personal
things and a few girls cried. My [Dutch] girlfriend suddenly cried too. It
was about her boyfriend, her relationship was breaking up. These girls,
who didn’t know her, they all came to [comfort] her. I mean, she was
sitting there, a Dutch girl, blond curls, jeans, you don’t expect such
girls… [to care]. Everyone has a certain image of Muslimas, you know,
like, “She’s wearing a long headscarf so she probably won’t notice a girl
in jeans.” She might think, “Oh she’s easy, let’s not get involved.” But
they were all very kind. They came to her, and comforted her, even
though they didn’t know her and had never seen her before.139

Another example of women’s constant attention to what they
communicated by way of dress was a meeting of group five, where, after a
short Qur’an reading, the volunteer announced that there would be no
lecture that afternoon. Instead, we would do an interactive exercise called
“What’s behind the veil?” She explained that she had noticed that there
were always many questions about the things women told about
themselves during the introduction round. Everyone seemed interested in
how others dealt with problems, for instance, telling your parents about
your conversion. This had given her the idea of the exercise: an activity to
learn from each other’s experiences.
She told the group that when she had just converted herself, she
had looked up to women wearing a khimaar or niqaab, and who were
married to husbands with beards.140 At the time, she had thought these
women had it made and she had wanted this for herself. She explained
139
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About a year after this event, the girl who told me the story said the shahada.
Practicing according to orthodox Islam considers a beard to be mandatory for a man.
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that she had thought that if that was accomplished, everything would be
alright. Now she had all that but, of course, she still faced adversity.
Dealing with the strain that puts on one’s imaan (strength of faith), the so
called imaan dip, would be the subject of today’s meeting.
The imaan dip was often mentioned at meetings as it was
considered a normal feature that one’s strength of faith fluctuated. During
an imaan dip it would, for instance, be harder to pray, to do the prayers on
time, to wear a headscarf, or to refrain from activities that seemed
inappropriate in light of conversion. This conceptualization, for instance,
was reflected in the story of a student who converted a few years prior to
our interview:
If I don’t feel strong, everything [about practicing Islam] is difficult. It’s
easy to fall back to old habits. Everything you used to think was fun is
appealing again. Last year, it was my first summer wearing a headscarf. I
found that very difficult. The stronger you feel, the less difficult it is. It’s
not only about being strong, it is also about what you feel is most
important: this world, the dunya, or the afterlife. That summer, I was
thinking about the dunya and then it is difficult to remain strong. … I
remember, I was on a bus and we drove past a swimming pool that I
used to go to every summer. For a moment I thought, “Shall I take off
my headscarf and go for a swim? There’s no one there who knows me.”
Of course, it is the shaitan who is asking you to do that. I didn’t give in
but it was difficult. Sometimes, things like that pop into my head.

Although “staying strong” is a personal struggle, the imaan dip can be
countered by seeking an imaan boost. Visiting meetings in which ethical
communality, coming together in the context of gaining knowledge about
Islam, is put center stage, is considered to provide such a boost. Other
means are, for instance, listening to a lecture on the Internet (see also
Hirschkind, 2001, 2006) or seeking the company of women with a strong
imaan.
The ideal of sisterhood was usually summarized by participants
with the hadith that states that as a Muslim, one’s faith is incomplete until
you wish for the other what you wish for yourself.141 Sisterhood embodied
a range of positive attitudes towards each other. For instance, during an
interactive exercise at a meeting of group two, the young women were
asked to name a word that exemplified sisterhood. They came up with:
love, friendship, affection, support, warmth, respect, understanding,
helpfulness, and encouragement.

141

Included in hadith collections such as Bukhari and Muslim, transmitted by Anas ibn Malik.
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This ideal induced a sense of responsibility towards other
converts. Many converts had experienced a lack of help and guidance in
the early years after their conversion. For instance, a participant who was
a professional in her early thirties at the time of our interview, and a
twenty-one years old student at the time of her conversion, told me a
common story. She had become interested in Islam because of what she
had learned from a few Muslim classmates. She went to the library for
books on Islam, read the Qur’an, and looked for information on the
Internet. Gradually, she began contemplating becoming Muslim herself.
However, by the time she felt she wanted to convert, she had lost touch
with her former classmates and did not have any other social contacts with
Muslims.
[At that time,] it was not so much a question of whether I believe in it
[Islam], the question was, “Can I live accordingly? Do I want to choose
this? [Being Dutch,] is that possible?” Then Ramadan was approaching
and I knew, “I will participate.” I was already hesitating for a while
whether I would convert but then I thought, “I’ll just plunge in at the
deep end.” I had no clue [about fasting in Ramadan]: I didn’t know when
I could eat or drink, I couldn’t pray yet. So, what did I do? I waited until
it was completely dark and then I ate, and I waited until it was
completely light to stop eating. Well, my intention [to do it right] was
there, for sure, but I had no idea and I didn’t have anyone to help me.

To celebrate Islamic holidays without having a Muslim family or social
context, too, is quite difficult. As one participant recalled from the time
she was unmarried,
With the eid [feast] I usually sat on a bench at the square next to the
mosque. [After the eid prayer] I saw everyone coming out of the
mosque, congratulating each other. I sat there and watched, [thinking]
“Oh, everyone will now visit their relatives.” Of course, I got text
messages from girlfriends but there is not something [a community] or
someone [other Muslims] where you belong.

For most volunteers, the feeling they had been left on their own to find out
how to practice Islam, and in celebrating Islamic holidays, was an
important motive for organizing support.
Mosques in the Netherlands, as I mentioned before, tend to cater
to the needs of the immigrant communities who established the mosque.
Usually, the imam has the same ethnic background as the mosque visitors.
Mosques for the Turkish-Dutch community have Turkish imams and
mosques of the Moroccan-Dutch community have Moroccan imams.
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During the past decade, however, converts, too, have increasingly been
organizing events taking place at mosques. These range from small-scale
lectures to large events such as the yearly National Convert Day.142
During these events, often, non-Muslims take the opportunity to say the
shahada. This means that for born Muslims conversion to Islam has
become an increasingly familiar phenomenon. However, it does not mean
that there is a program in place that informs the role of the mosque in the
convert’s trajectory and, often, it is the convert community that provides
company and guidance for new converts. For instance, one participant,
together with a few other converts, had started a website. They sent
information packages to non-Muslims with an interest in Islam, new
converts received a welcome package, and they offered their personal
assistance and guidance.143 She recalled,
As converts, we noticed that if you convert, you’re on your own.
Everyone is happy for you at the mosque but as soon as you walk out the
door, you’re alone. But that is just the beginning. That’s when you need
support.

Born Muslims, it seemed, often considered converts the best source of
guidance for new Muslims because converts experienced the conversion
process themselves. One of the older participants in my research, sixtyeight at the time of our interview and fifty-six when she converted, told
me that the first ten years after her conversion, she had studied Islam on
her own. After she had said the shahada at home, she had bought books
about how to pray, the basic principles of Islam, and the position of
women in Islam. She told me that after she had learned more about Islam,
she had experienced a transformation.
My posture, my mind, my body, my intellect, it all changed. A whole
new world opened up to me. I tried to pray, to fast during Ramadan, and
to put my life in the hands of Allah.

She did all that on her own but then she moved to a new town in the
Amsterdam Metropolitan area. She decided to call the local mosque and
ask to see the imam. She explained to him that she had converted to Islam
and was looking for a coach. He promised to help her and referred her to
another convert. The ethnic diversity I encountered in my research was
142 Nationale bekeerlingendag. Organized since 2008, attracting up to a thouasand visitors,
depending on the size of the venue.
143 Between 2007 and 2010, this volunteer sent 250 welcome packages to new Muslims. The
content of these package differed but contained items such as a DVD about learning to pray,
books/magazines about Islam, etc.
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exemplified in this arrangement. The mosque belonged to the TurkishDutch community and the imam was of Turkish descent. The convert who
asked for help was Native-Surinamese.144 The convert asked by the
mosque to guide her was of Antillean descent, married to a Turkish-Dutch
man. Together with a neighbor, a Moroccan-Dutch born Muslima, they
met from time to time to study Islam together, or to visit women’s group
meetings.
It should be noted that the concept of sisterhood was not
embraced by all converts in my research. The majority of participants
were used to always calling each other sister but some converts felt ill at
ease with this convention. Some of them associated the use of the title
with a certain type of Muslim look and (conservative) practice. As one
participant explained,
They [women addressing each other as sister] always address you as
“dear sister” when they want something from you. I feel it expresses the
wrong kind of loyalty. Everyone is your brother or sister, not just
Muslims.

Another participant told me that she felt that converts dressed in jilbabs or
abayas, wearing a khimaar or niqaab, communicated a sense of
superiority with their style of dress.
I used to run into [a volunteer from group one] at a neighborhood center.
She wore a niqaab. She is a Muslim sister so I greeted her but I really
had to remind myself to be open minded because the niqaab freaks me
out. She did say wa aleikum salaam back but, I don’t know, there was a
kind of disdain, that’s how it felt. She didn’t give me the time of day.

However, none of the women I spoke with who wore this style of dress
coupled sisterhood with a specific look. On the contrary, explaining
sisterhood as loving each other fi sabililah, for the sake of Allah, another
volunteers of group one, who also used to wear a face veil, expressed an
inclusiveness that I found to be common.
Fi sabililah means doing something that pleases Allah. So it means it
pleases Allah if you live in harmony with each another, reach out to one
another, always open your door for each other, and wish for the other

144 A very small part of the overall Surinamese population, consisting of the remnants of the
native population before Dutch colonialism, slavery, and the influx of laborers from the Dutch
East Indies.
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what you wish for yourself.145

Women who disliked calling each other “sister” were all affiliated with
group three. However, not all women within this group were opponents of
its use. I heard women address each other as “sister” on many occasions
during meetings of group three, although this salutation was not used in
their announcements, magazine, or on their website.146
Sisterhood was considered a right as a well as a duty by most of
the Muslimas I met. As the volunteer of group two explained,
It means a Muslim is not allowed to look down on the other, should not
feel jealousy in his heart towards the other, should not harbor hate or
display arrogance towards the other. He cannot spy on him, or hurt his
honor, his blood, or his possessions. He is not allowed to turn away from
his brother in Islam but should have a relationship of brotherhood.
Brotherhood, or sisterhood, means that you have duties to one another.147

The following duties were often mentioned by all volunteers: when you
meet a Muslim, you greet her with the words as-salamu aleikum (peace be
upon you), when she invites you, you accept, when she seeks your advice,
you advise her, when she is ill, you visit her, and when she dies, you go to
the funeral prayer. Within the women’s groups, women also communally
addressed these duties. When someone was ill, a postcard was sent, signed
by all, wishing for a speedy recovery. In case of death, the time and place
of the funeral prayer was announced, usually by e-mail. Regularly, there
were fundraisers for charities but also for women with financial
difficulties. If a young convert needed to leave her parental home when a
conversion caused too much tension, or if a woman divorced, they were
helped in the search for housing and several women took in girls needing
a place to stay.
Sisterhood, and the rights and duties it entails, can be captured by
what Abby Day terms “performative belief.” Emphasizing the social and
relational location of belief, Day stresses the combined effect of language
and embodiment (ibid, 28). This can be illustrated with a discussion on the
right and duty to be greeted and to greet others. In addition to their regular
meetings, group four organized a “sister day,” consisting of several
workshops. One was about the topic of sisterhood. The volunteer opened
She continued to say that the same is true for social interactions with non-Muslims.
However, in 2013 they introduced a new buddy project. It was announced on their website as
“by sisters, for sisters” as a means to help and support new converts.
147 This list was recounted in the masculine form. However, all participants regarded
brotherhood and sisterhood as exactly the same concept and used male and female form
interchangeably.
145
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the workshop with the often-heard statement that there was a lot of room
for improvement of the current level of sisterhood. She told the dozen
women attending the workshop that a lack of sisterhood was an indication
of a low level of imaan. The sweetness of imaan, she explained, is loving
what Allah loves and Allah, loves it when Muslims are loving each other
for His sake. This love, she continued, can be expressed through greeting
each other. Practicing sisterhood, she told attendees, therefore, involved
always greeting other Muslimas, including in public or between strangers.
Her statement received mixed reactions. Some women said it was
painful to greet someone and then not be greeted back. The volunteer
replied that these feelings were understandable. In that case, she
explained, the angels will return your greeting. The greeter would always
receive blessings from Allah (hasanaat), regardless of whether the
greeting was returned. Other women contributed to the discussion by
reminding everyone that “patience is a virtue” and that you should try to
find excuses for those who did not greet back.
The conversation then turned to how to approach the duty of
greeting if women did not wear headscarves. In that case, should one
guess if someone was Muslim or refrain from greeting? Some women
argued that if you did not know someone and she was not wearing a
headscarf, it would amount to “ethnic profiling” to greet. How could you
know for sure that someone was really a Muslim? Greeting someone just
because of their Moroccan or Turkish appearance would in fact be
discrimination. Other women argued for a “benefit of the doubt”
approach: better to Islamically greet someone who is not Muslim than to
accidentally not greet someone who is. All could agree that it was much
easier to give Muslim sisters their rights, in this case the right to be
greeted, if they were visibly Muslim. This could, of course, be
accomplished through wearing a headscarf, but, for instance, a participant
of group three explained that she wore a necklace with “Allah” as a means
of being identifiably Muslim. After her divorce she had temporarily
moved back to her mother’s house, who did not want her to wear a
headscarf.
I would like to wear a headscarf [because], I always have to say that I am
Muslim, but I do always wear my necklace with Allah written on it. That
is my headscarf now.

Perhaps because of the circumstance of being a minority within a
minority, after the shahada, the giving and receiving of the salaam, the
Islamic greeting, seemed a threshold moment for new converts. It signaled
that they were now a Muslim, too. Describing her shahada, a student,
twenty-one years old when I interviewed her, nineteen when she
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converted, told me about her first salaam that followed shortly after her
shahada.
When I thought about saying the shahada, I thought about doing it at the
mosque. But I changed my mind because I went to a lecture about
“intention.” [The lecturer] said that many people do things because they
want to be praised by others. That made me wonder, “Why do I want to
do it at the mosque?” Do I want it so people will praise me or solely for
Allah? I couldn’t figure it out. Of course, I wanted to become Muslim for
the sake of Allah but why did I want to do it at the mosque? To be sure, I
decided to do it at home, alone. Then I would know for sure that my
intention was pure and that I would not do it so people would say,
“Masha Allah, beautiful,” but just for Allah. Looking back, I chuckle at
my approach. I wore a Moroccan nightgown with a long sleeved shirt
and pants underneath, and an improvised headscarf. Dressed like that, I
sat on a prayer mat. I had already learned how to pray before I said the
shahada because I wanted to pray from day one [as a Muslim]. For three
weeks, I had studied hard and then I mastered it. So after that, on a
Friday, at about noon, I sat on my prayer mat, facing Mecca, and I said
the shahada, first in Arabic. Then I thought, “Hey… is this really
enough?” So I decided to say it again, and then also two times in Dutch.
Then I thought, “It’s done. This is enough.” I felt so weird. I just sat
there, wondering, “Is it enough?” So I decided, “Yes it’s enough.” Some
people say, “Where did you do your shahada? At the mosque?” “No, [I
reply,] at home.” “Did you have witnesses? [they ask]” “No [I reply].”
“No imam?” “No.” “But then it’s not valid.” I have heard that many
times. But I really checked it out. I wouldn’t do something without
knowing it’s correct. The shahada is just saying that you believe in God
and that Mohammed is his messenger. You don’t have to do that in front
of eighty people. You can do it all by yourself. I thought that was very
beautiful. …Then my [Muslim] girlfriend came by. I had asked her to
come pray with me so I could watch her in case I forgot something. She
didn’t know I had said the shahada that morning. She thought that I
would do it when she was present. So when she came up to me, I said
“As-salamu aleikum” and she replied, "You did it!”

Although saying the shahada at home helped this woman to determine her
sincerity, the same participant explained to me that without a headscarf,
becoming Muslim did not result in being greeted as such in public space.
When we talked about changes in dress, she explained what it meant to
her to wear a headscarf, and came back to the subject of greeting.
Of course, the first meaning is obedience to Allah. He has prescribed that
women should cover themselves. But I also wear it as an expression of
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identity. Perhaps that was one of the main reasons to start wearing a
headscarf. My girlfriend was wearing a headscarf and I didn’t like that
when we were walking outside, other Muslims said as-salamu aleikum to
her and not to me, thinking that I wasn’t Muslim. There’s nothing wrong
with not being Muslim but I am, and I’m proud of it. I don’t need to hide
it. It’s identity, obedience, and it’s a form of self-protection.

Giving each other the salaam as a form of pious sociality that in itself
grants God’s blessings, irrespectively of the greeting being returned, can
be considered a performance that informs and shapes becoming part of the
ummah. It is a form of worship because the intention should be to do it
“for the sake of Allah,” it is also a standardized ritual, but I agree with
Anderson’s emphasis on transaction and exchange. Similar to Egypt’s
piety movement, for participants in my research, the exchange of words
facilitated a non-secular sociality and belonging.
Religious belonging had to be actively pursued and new patterns
of practice emerged as a result. Greeting any Muslima in public space is
uncommon among born Muslimas.148 The ideal of all Muslims belonging
to one ummah and the duty to greet other Muslimas regardless of their
ethnic background meant establishing new forms of ethical communality,
that reached beyond the women’s groups in my research. Persistent
greeting, often, resulted in eventually being greeted back:
I like greeting. It is charming and why not? It’s no effort. I’m the kind of
Muslima that thinks these things are important. Good manners.
Presenting yourself in a good way. I think that as an ummah, you should
make an effort. According to the hadith, smiling or greeting is a form of
sadaqa [charity]. I think that’s beautiful. What’s easier than smiling? Or
wishing someone the salaam? Why pass on that chance? … I got really
annoyed by a few Turkish[-Dutch] women. During Ramadan, I often eat
at my sister-in-law’s. Usually, at the time we go home, salaat at-tarawih
[Ramadan prayers] is over and large numbers of Turkish[-Dutch] women
[also] go home. I greeted them and no one greeted me back. While they
just came from the mosque! That is a matter of culture, I suppose. For
me, it’s second nature. I greet everyone, if I see a headscarf, I just greet.
I have a Turkish[-Dutch] neighbor and now she greets me back.

To conclude this chapter, I will briefly come back to the dominant
discourse in regard to the subject of community. As Baumann points out,
in the dominant discourse culture is equated with community, community
with ethnic identity, and ethnic identity with the “cause” of a person’s
148 Judging from the stories of participants, it is particularly uncommon among Turkish-Dutch
Muslims.
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doings or sayings. The data put forward in this chapter indicates the flaws
in this often used sequence. Being new Muslims, converts cannot make a
claim to having a culture that informs their choices in their
transformational process. Contrary to popular conceptions of their choice
for Islam as “turning” Turkish or Moroccan, after their initial interest was
kindled by born Muslims, they learned about Islam from books and
through meetings and lectures organized by other converts. The converts
in my research were either married to a Muslim at the time they converted
or aspired to be married to a Muslim, but they were not absorbed into
existing immigrant communities. Invariably, they were quite critical of
certain aspects of the culture of these communities. In the next chapter,
this will be examined in more detail.
Equating community with ethnic identity did not capture the
variety of backgrounds of participants in my research either, as the
women’s groups were comprised of white Muslimas, ethnically mixed
halfies (Abu-Lughod, 1991), and born Muslimas from various
backgrounds. Ethnic background was a constant subject of talk among the
women, as the diversity spurred continuous inquiries and comparisons.
Although the ideal of sisterhood surpassed the notion of ethnicity,
participants often employed the same thick notion of Dutchness prominent
in the dominant discourse. When they referred to a “Dutch sister” this
always meant an ethnic Dutch Muslima. Other ethnicities were referred to
as “Surinamese sister,” “Moroccan sister,” and so forth, referring to
ethnicity as if it were the same as nationality and in disregard of the fact
that in most cases these women and girls were not immigrants but born in
the Netherlands.
The demotic discourse of making culture provided a more
promising framework for examining the workings of the women’s groups
in my research. Born out of the necessity to learn about Islam in Dutch,
women communally explored how to be a (converted) Muslima in the
Netherlands. There were differences between the women’s groups but the
concept of Islamic sisterhood, or as some women from group three would
rather phrase it, Muslim womanhood, encouraged and facilitated
inclusiveness. This conceptualization allowed women from very different
backgrounds in terms of age, ethnicity, class, etc. to find common ground,
without necessarily negating the dominant discourse. However, local
processes of making culture are, of course, part of a larger, transnational
and global context as Muslims engage in competing discourses about what
is “true” Islam. In the next chapter, the aspirations and ambiguities
involved in this process of making culture will be examined in more detail
through looking at women’s search for “reliable knowledge” about “real”
Islam.
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Chapter 5
Aspirations and Ambiguities
Throughout this thesis, I have emphasized the importance of positive
social contacts with other Muslims as an inspiration for potential converts
to consider becoming Muslim themselves. Usually, the example of born
Muslims sparked an initial curiosity to learn more about the substance of
Islam. Socializing with converted Muslimas helped prospective converts
to gain confidence that possible obstacles in the process of becoming
Muslim, such as having a non-Muslim family, or opposition from one’s
non-Muslim social circle to the decision to convert, could be addressed
and, to some degree, managed. Nevertheless, to find their way among the
diverse practices of Islam among Muslims world-wide was, by all
accounts, a challenge. In the process of learning how to apply Islamic
precepts to one’s daily life and to be able to explain or defend one’s
choices to family and friends, the acquiring of “reliable knowledge”
(betrouwbare kennis) was of paramount importance to most of the
converts I met.
As explained in chapter two, there is a bias in my research in that
all participants, although to considerably varying degrees, attended
lectures and other types of women’s gatherings that were primarily
dedicated to the sharing and acquiring of knowledge about (practicing)
Islam. However, judging from the variety of women attending these
events, extrapolating from their presence in other settings (e.g., Internet
forums) and existing research about conversion, it seems that most
converts are engaged in a personal search of how to best practice their
new religion rather than blindly emulating the example of the born
Muslim(s) who initially stimulated their interest.
Over time, born Muslims were often increasingly viewed by the
converts in my research to adhere to specific, regional versions of Islam.
These versions require critical engagement, the women believe, in order to
avoid duplicating and perpetuating practices that cannot be verified by
authoritative scriptural sources such as the Qur’an and the hadith (cf.
Bourque, 2006). Rather than adhering to “Turkish” or “Moroccan” Islam,
often named since these two groups comprise the largest number of
Muslims in the Netherlands, most converts in my research tended to look
for a “pure” Islam, as they, gradually, learned to distinguish between
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various Muslim practices, and learned to label some of these practices
“cultural.” They shared this aspiration with the born Muslimas visiting the
women’s groups. Born in the Netherlands where the practice of Islam
varies among Muslims of different backgrounds, in many regards, they
considered themselves to be in the same predicament, vis-à-vis their
families as converted Muslimas when they decided to practice their
religion differently from the tradition of their parents (cf. De Koning,
2008; Mandaville, 2001).
To capture the diversity of participants and to outline the
problems converts and born Muslimas encountered when aspiring towards
a “culture-free” Islam, Baumann’s observations in Southall, London
(1996) are, again, useful. As a multicultural neighborhood, Baumann
explains, Southall was home to various Muslim communities. This
heterogeneity of the Southall Muslim community, he argues, “is in
ethnological terms, just a reflection of the fact that Islam…has expanded
to the most diverse parts of the globe. Its spread has established a global
community of believers that is held by no common bond save its internally
all but uniform religious observances” (ibid, 122-23). He goes on to argue
that,
Muslim Southallians are thus members of a global community, but that
community is one of faith, and its bounds far exceed the horizons of any
one culture or any one person’s cross-cultural competence. By the same
token, they are members of a local Muslim community, which again is
not co-extensive with their own ethnic or reified culture. In regional
cases such as these, it is easy to see that Muslims…are members of
religiously defined communities, yet that much of the social life by
which they perform and re-create their culture relies upon the mutual
independent cleavages of language, regional background, national
loyalties, class, and other factors that cut across boundaries of all
communities as the dominant discourse would have them
defined. (ibid, 125-26)

In short, as Baumann puts forward, for Muslims in a multi-cultural
environment, in the case of my research in Amsterdam-West, the
disengagement of the equations between culture and community proceeds
in two ways. “One results from the vast cultural variety within this local
community, the other from the global spread of the multicultural
community or ‘umma of Muslim believers” (ibid, 126). Between this local
and global dimension of Muslimness, the women in my research also
experienced a transnational dimension, especially the women who were
married, as the married converts’ husbands or in-laws came from a wide
variety of Muslim majority countries. In order to elaborate on these local,
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transnational, and global influences on learning how to practice Islam, I
will address the ways in which the converts in my research dealt with the
paradox that Islam represents a single religion while Muslims interpret
and practice Islam differently.149 This circumstance inevitably raised
questions about authority and from whom to accept knowledge.
Furthermore, for any practice of Islamic precepts to be considered
authentic and, hence, religiously valid, the practice, it was said again and
again at the various meetings I attended, had to be performed with the
“right intention,” that is, it had to be for God and not for anyone or
anything else. This circumstance led to highly personal ways of practicing
Islam within the boundaries of the possibilities in each woman’s everyday
life. The interplay between the abstraction “Islam,” women’s ideals about
the practice of their new religion, and the struggles in their everyday lives
to live up to these ideals, will be addressed in this chapter, too, as well as
women’s quest for a “deculturalized” practice of Islam.

5.1 Globalization, Translocality, and the Local Practice of
Islam
In the previous chapter, I touched on the oscillation between unifying
tendencies, exemplified in the concept of Islamic sisterhood, and
fragmenting tendencies such as thick notions of ethnic difference, that
characterized the local women’s groups. In addition, there were also
differences between groups, and between individual participants within
these groups, about the question of how to best practice Islam. This
circumstance was amplified by a societal context in which Muslims are a
minority. In the Netherlands, there is no prevalent Islamic school of law,
there are no state-sanctioned rules Muslims are obliged to follow, Islamic
holidays are private events, and the multi-ethnic background of the
Muslim population means that various forms of practicing Islam exist side
by side. A convert’s defense of their new practices to non-Muslim
relatives or others, especially when women adopted practices that are
controversial in the Dutch context such as wearing long headscarves, face
veils, or refraining from shaking hands with the opposite sex, was often
complicated by this diversity. As one participant commented:

149 Citing Bryan S. Turner, Eickelman (1981, 204) states that the lack of a common core of
Islamic dogma can possibly be addressed by differentiating between “orthopraxy, the
‘commonality of practice and ritual,’ rather than orthodoxy, the ‘commonality of belief.’”
However, he recognizes that this formula, too, has its limitations.
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Muslims should be a unity. If that happened, all would be clear in the
Netherlands. Everyone would know exactly how to deal with Muslims.
Currently, one [Muslim] woman doesn’t mind going to a male doctor
and has a thorough examination while the next [Muslim] woman says,
“Sorry, I can’t shake hands.” What should they [non-Muslims] do? No
wonder they don’t understand. If you want to understand Islam, don’t
look at Muslims. Muslims do things they shouldn’t do. Muslims are
different. Islam is one.

Islam is a world religion and its adherents consider themselves to
belong to the world community of Muslims, the ummah. As Anderson
argues, long before the Internet emerged as a means to communicate and
interact globally, Muslims participated in this global community, which
was “imaginable largely through the medium of a sacred language and
written script” (1991, 13).150 Nevertheless, there is a difference between
the abstract, unified global ummah, and local understandings of the
ummah as there is much variation among Muslims world-wide. As
Schmidt, in regard to her research among young Muslims in the US,
Sweden, and Denmark, argues,
The ummah is, above all, an idea or vision: The conviction to take part in
a border-crossing community that includes believers worldwide and
raises ambitions for what believers ought to be – unified, innately
connected, characterized by profound mutual loyalty and the practice of
high moral standards. (2005, 577)

This gap between the vision of unity and division in practice did not go
unnoticed by research participants and the idea of unity of the Muslim
ummah should not be confused with uniformity (Kalin, 2011). In fact, for
some participants, divisions within the ummah led to disillusionment in
the ideals of sisterhood. When I asked the volunteer of group two, who
persistently advocated sisterhood in her lectures, what “being sisters in
Islam” meant to her, she answered,
I’m thinking of what the hadiths say [the example of the prophet
Mohammed], that’s one thing. I’m also thinking of my experiences,
that’s another thing. The hadiths clearly say: sisterhood and brotherhood
is the same thing. Muslims should be like a single body, or like the
stones of a structure, supporting each other. But people are quick to
judge. Simple hadiths such as, “Among the best of you are those who
give food” or “Among the best of you are those who give the salaam”
[i.e., greet each other]. People don’t practice that anymore. … I became
150

Exemplified, for instance, in the greeting as-salamu aleikum, prayer, or the Qur’an.
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a Muslim twenty-three years ago and then it was never asked, “What is
your doctrine? In what mosque do you pray? Which scholars do you
follow?” It was all about coming together.

This variation within the ummah while Islam represents for Muslims a
single religion, can be addressed, as Mandaville suggests, by viewing
Islam as a master signifier.151 He explains, “I take this to mean that Islam
does not refer to a specific set of beliefs or practices, but rather that it
functions as a totalising abstraction through which meaning and discourse
can be organized” (2001, 55). I agree that this approach is more
appropriate to address variation among Muslims than to view variation as
“multiple Islams.” As Mandaville argues, “[t]o speak of ‘Islams’ is to be
haunted by a sense of boundaries; it gives the impression that there is
some point where one Islam leaves off and another picks up. I prefer to
think of Islam as something far more fluid” (ibid, 56). Following Edward
Said (1984, 226), instead of addressing variation by the pluralization
“Islams,” Mandaville puts forward to regard Islam as a “traveling theory.”
The motion captured by this conceptualization is particularly suited to
address the interplay between the reified images of Muslimness and
Dutchness among Muslims and non-Muslims in the Netherlands, and the
hybrid conditions characterizing the everyday lives of participants. As
Mandaville puts it, it allows for thinking about the politics of translocal
space where “meanings are transplanted and rearticulated from one
context to another” (ibid, 90).152
Mandaville goes on to explain that Said identifies four stages
common to traveling theories: there is a point of origin, the act of
traveling, encounter, and transformation. The origin is a starting point
“where a set of ideas are first elaborated or enter discourse.” In the case of
Islam this can refer to both the sociocultural contexts of the countries from
which diasporic Muslims originate as well as “the mythical period of early
Medina.” This point is particularly salient in respect to the converted
Muslimas I met in the course of my research. Since they were not
diasporic Muslims but converted to Islam in the Netherlands, they did not
take the particular regional practice of Islam of born Muslim immigrants
151 Mandaville follows here Bobby Sayyid’s suggestion to view Islam as a master signifier: “The
master signifier functions as the most abstract principle by which any discursive space is
totalized. In other words, it is not that a discursive horizon is established by a coalition of nodal
points [e.g. ‘Islamic’ practices], but rather by the use of a signifier that represents the totality of
that structure” (1997,47).
152 Mandaville understands the concept of translocality primarily as “the ways in which people
flow through space rather than about how they exist in space. It is therefore a quality
characterized by movement” (ibid, 6). “That which ‘is’ in one place elsewhere becomes undone,
translated, reinscribed; this is the nature of translocality: a cultural politics of becoming” (ibid,
84). He also cites Appadurai’s conception of the translocal (1996) as “the space that bridges
place, a ‘dwelling-in-traveling’” (ibid, 98).
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as their model. Often, they tapped into the Islamic Revival narrative of the
“true” practice of Islam based in the time of the prophet Mohammed and
his companions, without necessarily realizing the politics of this phrasing,
that is, using the vernacular of so called “Salafists.”
For converted Muslimas, it is an appealing narrative. The first
Muslim convert was a woman, Khadidja, the first wife of the prophet
Mohammed and the early Muslims faced much opposition, also within
their own families, and had to make sacrifices, for instance, reduced
possibilities for economic prosperity. This imagery strongly resonated
with the experiences of many converts in my research and provided a
framework for coping with the problems they faced as a result of their
conversion. The sociocultural context of their spouses, of course, did
influence their practice of Islam, too, but not to the extent that women
would adopt practices they deemed to be un-Islamic. Those practices were
called “cultural Islam.” For instance, many women in my research had
adopted the opinion that the Qur’an verse that calls for women to cover
their “beauty” means that covering one’s hair is mandatory for a
Muslima.153 The same Qur’an verse, however, also lists a series of
exemptions from this rule, among them one’s father-in-law. One
participant, therefore, refused to follow the custom of her female in-laws
to cover themselves when in the presence of even close relatives. When
she was on holiday in Morocco, the following incident happened:
My brother-in-law came home late and had forgotten his key. He rang
the bell and we had to go get the key from my father-in-law, who was
already sleeping. I went without a headscarf because my father-in-law is
like my father. The wife of the locked out brother-in-law was with me,
we were both without headscarves. We knocked on the door [of the
bedroom] together but when the door was opened, she ran away. I
looked around to see where she had gone. There I was, alone, trying in
broken language to explain. Luckily he understood what I was trying to
say and got the key. I was really angry at her so I asked why she had just
left me there while I can’t speak the language. She lives there! She
replied that it was because she wasn’t wearing a headscarf. Say what?!
Doesn’t she know that you don’t have to wear a headscarf in front of
your father-in-law? Big discussion, you know. She argued against it, that
it wasn’t allowed. Well, that’s culture.

She continued,
We were sitting in the living room one day when my father-in-law came
in, everyone put on their headscarves. I didn’t. Period. I follow Islam and
153

See sura An-Nur 24: 31.
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this is Islam. Period. I’m not following your culture. That won’t help me
on the Day of Judgment. My father-in-law said I was right. That I was
right, you know. He knows it, and even if he would think it’s weird, I
would still leave my headscarf off because otherwise I would do it for
him. That doesn’t make sense. That is not what Islam is about.

The second stage is the act of traveling itself, as Mandaville
explains in the context of Islam, through “migrant communities, exiled
intellectuals, transnational publishing houses or electronic media” (ibid,
85). This adequately describes the increased opportunities in the
Netherlands to become acquainted with Islam and Muslims I observed in
my research. Since positive social contacts with born Muslims, in most
instances, sparked the first interest in Islam, and women subsequently
went to bookstores and libraries, and were offered books by Muslims, too,
transnational publishing houses certainly helped prospective converts to
get a grasp on what being Muslim could be about. During the past
decades, electronic media, too, particularly the Internet, played an
extensive role in their explorations and became a means for converts to
become organized, ask questions, share stories, and bridge distances.
The third phase of a traveling theory consists of encountering “a
set of conditions which mediates its acceptance, rejection or modification
in a new time and place” (ibid). This not only refers to encounters with the
European and North-American societies in which Muslims settled, but
also to the encounters with the “Muslim other,” and with competing
interpretations of Islam. This circumstance was clearly recognizable in my
research, for instance in participants’ quest for “reliable knowledge.”
Language barriers, common experiences such as having adopted Islam
later in life, or having a non-Muslim family, inspired the volunteers of the
women’s groups to organize activities for converts. Although there were
many similarities with the born Muslimas frequenting these activities,
their circumstance of being converted Muslimas meant that they shared
questions, obstacles, and trajectories and they were highly interested in
hearing each other’s stories. Recommendations they gave to each other
reflected common Dutch pedagogic styles: open communication with your
parents, involving them in your life, explaining the transformation as best
as possible.
The fourth and final stage is transformation, as Mandaville argues,
into “a ‘new Islam’, often invested with a greater critical capacity and a
sense of its own contingency” (ibid, 85).154 In the context of my research,
transformation took place within the women’s groups as they taught each
other and learned from each other. Often, new converts had similar
154

For instance, sparked by intergenerational conflict or Muslims’ minority status.
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questions: How to tell one’s parents? How to learn how to pray? How to
introduce wearing a headscarf? These questions and other issues
concerning the “basics of conversion” were addressed, rehearsed,
explained, and shared, over and over again. Women who had not
converted yet or women who had recently converted, socialized with
women who had converted sometimes decades ago, as well as with born
Muslimas. As a consequence, attendants’ knowledge and understanding of
the precepts of Islam differed widely. Although some women told me that
after they had learned the basics themselves, they were slightly bored to
hear them over and over again, at the same time, they felt it was a good
thing to keep rehearsing them. Since the precepts were not ingrained in
the converts from an early age, it was easy to forget what one had learned.
As one participant explained:
[Shortly after her conversion] I had a need for asking questions,
endlessly asking questions, and for getting answers. First in regard to the
rituals, “How do you do this?” And, with everything, “Why do you need
to do it like this?” You need to know the [scriptural] sources and the
explanation. I soon realized that my in-laws had [added] a big cultural
aspect to it [Islam]. I could ask them questions but the answer was that
“They had always done it like that” or “That’s how I learned it” or “I
don’t exactly know.” I’m a very curious person, an intellectual, rational.
I don’t take people’s word for it. Proof please! If they explained things to
me, I would look for proof, “Where does it say so? And, “Where does it
say so in Arabic?” so I can show it to them [her in-laws were Arabicspeaking]. I wanted to show them when they were wrong. Like, “Hey
guys, that’s not how it’s done, you’re making a mistake.”

Coming back later in the interview to the subject of acquiring knowledge
and passing it on to one’s children, she explained how she avoided taking
customs for granted as “Islam” by going back to the basics every now and
then.
I realize how important it is that I not only go after new knowledge but
that I bring myself back to the basics over and over again, taking a step
back. The base is there so now I more often look for the details. But
regularly, I have to go back to the very first basics [I learned and ask
myself], “I know it has to be done like this, but why?”

These four stages Mandaville identified as characteristic of
“traveling Islam” are not meant to be applied as a linear model. The “point
of origin,” for example, remains flexible as converts married other
converts, born Muslim husbands who were born and raised in the
Netherlands, first generation immigrants, as well as “import grooms”
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whom they had met online or on holiday in a Muslim majority country.
The stage of “traveling” is an ongoing phenomenon, too. The publishing
of books about Islam in English and Dutch has enormously proliferated
during the past decade and the Internet has become an ever greater source
of influence. For instance, over the course of my research, Facebook
gradually became an important medium to communicate offline activities.
It also became a means of forming transnational communities of women
who immigrated to Muslim majority countries or to advertise women’s
businesses. It is safe to say that the “encountering” phase has not
transpired either, as the Dutch “Islam debate” continues. For instance,
when I started my research, several participants wore the niqaab (face
veil). At the end of my research, none of them did. As the conditions
which mediated the acceptance or rejection of wearing a niqaab, in the
context of a contentious political debate, shifted towards an extreme
public aggression towards women wearing the garment (Moors, 2009a),
they had either shifted to another type of veil or they had left the
Netherlands. The “transformation” of Islam as encompassing all the
variations of Muslim life existing in the Netherlands cannot be considered
a finished project either. However, as Mandaville puts forward, there is
another reason the model is not linear and rather resembles a circle:
reformulated interpretations of religion can travel back to their points of
origin (ibid, 85-86).
The circular nature of the processes of travel, encounter, and
transformation were clearly visible when participants traveled to the
Muslim majority countries of which their husbands or in-laws came from.
This went beyond refusing to follow customs or traditions deemed by
converts to be un-Islamic, converts also actively influenced the born
Muslims they encountered, in the Netherlands as well as abroad. For
instance, some of the participants believed it to be mandatory to wear
socks during prayer, leaving only the hands and face uncovered. One of
them told me she had convinced her mother-in law to change her habit of
praying with bare feet,
In Morocco, I asked [my mother-in-law] “Do you have socks?” She
didn’t understand. “Socks? It’s such hot weather! Why do you want
socks?” I told her I wanted to pray wearing socks. She didn’t understand
so I explained to her where it is said that feet should be covered. I told
her what I had read, and now my mother-in-law, too, wears socks while
praying.

Although the question of how to approach different practices of Islam
among in-laws varied, the influence of converts’ book-knowledge was
detectable in many stories. Compare the story of this participant with the
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story above. Although the particular practice of wearing socks during
prayer was unimportant to her, her book-knowledge of prayer became
influential among her in-laws. She explained during our interview that she
had learned the Islamic prayers from a book by the converted Dutch
Muslim Abdulwahid van Bommel. Subsequently, she became the “expert”
within her husband’s family.
Real Islam, let’s say “from-the-books-Islam,” I don’t have much of that
[with the in-laws]. Funny enough, my personal process of becoming
conscious of Islam has been spreading around. All Glory to Allah, not to
me, but the stimulus came from me. Eventually, my husband began to
practice [Islam]. Not right away, about two years after I had started with
[the book of] Van Bommel. My mother-in-law always did the prayers
but the children and grandchildren largely didn’t. Now it has become
common in the family to pray. Most of my husband’s brothers and sisters
pray, their spouses, the younger generation of nieces and nephews.
That’s very nice. Many nieces who are now in their twenties, have
learned how to pray from me. Very funny! For instance, they came to me
during Ramadan for extra prayers. Since I had Van Bommel and his
book also contains special prayers, we did those. That was very nice. I
could transmit my knowledge, that was very special and it reinforced my
own faith.

She then mentioned her mother-in-law and explained why she did not
comment on what were commonly perceived as mistakes during her
mother-in-law’s prayers:
My mother-in-law always wears short sleeves during prayer. Thousands
of times people have commented on that. It wasn’t a problem in the past.
No one was bothered, these were her daily clothes and she prayed in
them. So what. But people are now more involved in Islam, they read
books and say, “Granny, you should cover your arms,” while granny is
like, “Pfff, I’ve always done it like that, what a hassle,” and I agree. Let
the woman pray with short sleeves. I really don’t think Allah will not
accept her prayer because of that. Let’s focus on what’s important: the
woman still prays even though she’s in her eighties. She does the wu’du
[ritual washing]. [Yet] she does not recite al-Fatiha [the opening verse
of the Qur’an] without mistakes either. Maybe she doesn’t know
anymore, maybe she never knew, she has not been to school you know,
but I think, “It’s about her intention” and her intention is so beautiful
and so pure. Even though she is very ill, she does her prayers.
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When we discussed the renewed interest in the practice of Islam among
her in-laws some more, she continued,
I think the satellite dishes were an enormous impetus because of all these
channels with preaching going on. I think that played a big role in
people’s consciousness. In Tunisia, prayer used to be something for
older people, for when you’re over forty and have raised a family. Or for
when you had been on hadj [pilgrimage to Mecca], then you prayed.
Now, you see that it is alive among the youth as well. Gaining
knowledge became more important, also in that regard. That’s usually
not book-knowledge but TV-knowledge, that’s really different. And of
course the Internet. But even then, you see the increase is in a search for
YouTube videos, storytelling, not that much reading. Perhaps that’s also
traditionally the culture, storytelling, not so much reading. Also, until
recently, there weren’t that many religious books in Tunisia. So the fact
that I have a book, they think, “Okay, that’s the way to do it and what
granny does that’s questionable if she can’t even recite Al-Fatiha.” I
think that’s the crux: it’s in a book so that means they know how it
should be done, that’s a learned person. That’s nice, our Abdulwahid!155

She did not teach anyone to cover their feet for prayer. When I asked her
about it, she replied,
That means nothing to me. I find that nonsense. Look, there are different
schools of law and they are all good. I don’t follow a school of law, I
follow my heart. That simple. I find it all nitpicking. Five pillars [of
Islam] that’s important. If you follow that, you can’t go wrong. That’s
my view. Whether you pray with socks, or, like my mother-in-law,
without them…. I do think it makes a difference when I, with the
knowledge I have, fully knowing, would pray with bare arms, I think that
would diminish my prayer. But my mother-in-law? Give me a break. She
doesn’t know, and you can say it to her a hundred times, but I don’t want
to do that. I don’t like wagging my finger: this is how it should be done.
Perhaps that [wagging the finger] is typically Dutch, I don’t know if
you’ve heard that before, but I don’t like it at all.

With this selection of participants’ stories about their encounters
with their in-laws’ practice of Islam and, often, critical stance towards
practices they could not verify with scriptural sources, I aim to show that
becoming Muslim, in many ways, involved a highly personal search of
how Islam should be practiced. As this search took place within an
155 The book by Van Bommel was rejected by some of the other participants in my research who
claimed it contained errors.
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environment that is highly diverse in terms of practices Muslims name
“Islam,” converts as well as young born Muslims in the Netherlands need
to make choices about what they accept as authoritative while constantly
checking their motives to be sure they meet the demand to practice “with
the right intention” (i.e., for God and from the heart). In the next section, I
will take a closer look at how the search for “reliable knowledge,” as
learning about Islam was often phrased, was pursued by individual
participants and within the local women’s meetings in Amsterdam.

5.2 Authority and Authenticity: the Search for Reliable
Knowledge
All women’s groups in my research shared certain characteristics.
Attendants were from multi-ethnic backgrounds, participants and the
volunteers organizing the meetings did not follow or advocate a particular
Islamic school of law, they were suspicious of culturally colored Islamic
practices, all groups conducted their activities in Dutch and all volunteers
believed it was important that Muslim women, born and converted,
became more knowledgeable about their religion. But there were
differences as well. The volunteers of four of the five groups advocated to
practice Islam strictly within established Islamic jurisprudence and were
against any “new additions” to practicing Islam, called bid’a.156 As Jouili
et al (2006) found in Germany and France,
For these women both a reflexive and also an affirmative engagement
with religious authorities constitutes a necessary condition for the
acquisition and circulation of religious knowledge and for processes of
incorporating piety, which the women deem central for their selfunderstanding as Muslims. (ibid, 619, italics in the original)

Similar to my research, they found that the women they interviewed,
while being sensitive to their own empowerment, did not necessarily want
to “renew” Islam but rather preferred to stay inside the consensus of
established orthodoxy (ibid, 632). Women affiliated with group three, on
the other hand, explicitly endorsed diversity and individuality, avoiding
any prescriptive approach to the practice of Islam. In this respect they
differed from the other groups.

156 “Bid’a is a term in Islamic doctrine that refers to unwarranted innovations, beliefs, or
practices for which there was no precedent at the time of the Prophet, and which are therefore
best avoided” (Mahmood, ibid, 87).
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In the early 1990’s, group one became the first local alternative
for some converts frequenting meetings of group three. Until then, group
three was one of few, perhaps the only, local Dutch language women’s
group. Group one attracted participants seeking a stricter and more unified
interpretation of Islam. To elaborate on this split-up, and participants’
opinions about the differences between the approaches of these women’s
groups, here are three stories about groups one and three. The first story is
by a participant who frequented meetings of group three and also visited
some of the meetings of group one. The second participant started at
group three but then switched to group one. The third story was told by a
participant attending meetings of both groups at the time of our interview.
I asked my husband about things but he said “I don’t know, you should
find out for yourself.” I didn’t understand why he acted like that. In
hindsight, I think it was a strategy. He thought I should find out for
myself. Also, at the time, he didn’t practice Islam so maybe he really
didn’t know, or forgot about it, I don’t know, but I really went my own
way. … I liked the meetings [of group three] very much and looked
forward to them. I counted the days till their journal would arrive. If it
was late, I felt like an addict: going up and down the stairs to see if it
was delivered yet. It was that important to me. At first, I was a visitor but
after a while I wanted to make sure that I could always go [to their
meetings]. At the time, I had not come out of the closet as a Muslim to
my family. When there was a birthday or something I couldn’t say, “I
have to go to a meeting.” So then I became a volunteer. That was easier
to explain to others. … I also went to [a meeting of group one]. I wanted
to put my image of them to the test. Have an informed opinion. So I
went a few times but I felt suffocated, out of place. I really didn’t like it.
This was forbidden and that was forbidden. It was much too formal for
my taste. They made me feel I had to do it their way in order to belong.
With [group three], I have always felt I can be who I am, I can do it the
way I want to, I can question what I want, I can say whatever I want. I
liked the diversity, there were all kinds of women. I still feel very
connected to them, I think that’s for life.
***
I started at [group three]. However, and I told them honestly, I felt they
repeated themselves. I didn’t feel like I progressed so I told them, “I quit
and this is the reason why.” Perhaps it was also because of my age [she
became Muslim at 45], it was too modern for my taste. Then I went to [a
mosque] for a number of years. That was really nice, I liked it there.
However, disputes broke out, board members came and went, there was
always some trouble. My husband suggested [group one], it was closer
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to home and it appealed to me. Everyone should decide for themselves
but I wanted to know more, I still strongly feel that way [at age 63]: I
don’t need to be the best but I want to make the best of it for myself.
When I stand before God, should I say “Sorry, I didn’t know?” I don’t
want that to happen.
***
He [her Muslim boyfriend she met at school] fasted [during the month of
Ramadan] but when I asked him why, he didn’t know. Questions about
fasting, other questions, he didn’t know. He gave me information from
[group three]. When I read it, I thought it was really interesting. There
was a phone number so I called them and went to a meeting. I didn’t
know what I was doing there. I had questions but I didn’t know what
kind of questions. But there were books and women I could talk to. I
really liked that. … [After she said the shahada,] I kept going there and
last year, during Ramadan, I also went to [group one]. In the beginning
[1980’s], the sisters from [group one] were together with [group three].
Later they split up. But I come for the lectures, I greet the sisters, I talk
to everyone. I feel at home everywhere. If I have a day off, I look at
what’s going on and if I can make it, I’ll go.

These three excerpts are good examples of what I generally found in my
research: some of the women were mostly committed to one of the five
groups, there were women who, along their trajectories as new Muslims,
switched from one group to another, and there was a large group of
women who mostly based their choices on what was available, what
suited their agendas, or lecture topics that were of interest to them.
However, my research confirmed the findings of Jouili et al that Muslimas
who critically engage with the sacred texts and claim the right to reinterpret these sources, as can be found among the women participating in
group three, are a minority. They found that,
The majority of individual Muslim women or women’s associations opt
for a much more accommodative stand towards mainstream Islam and its
established authorities. While their effort to instruct more and more
Muslim women in Islamic knowledge is also obviously a struggle for
female empowerment, within these organizations, the women quite
consistently insist on the necessity of leaving the right of interpreting the
texts to the ‘ulama’[religious scholars]. (ibid, 632)

However, this observation does not address different interpretations
between various scholars, further complicating converts’ search for
“reliable knowledge.” As the differences between (Sunni) scholars are
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often about the details of Islamic practice, it took time before converts
were able to recognize these differences.
[As a new convert] I began attending the lectures of [group one]. In
those days, the lectures were really black and white: this is the right way
to practice. I needed that. I wanted certainty, the straight path. That
really appealed to me. Later on, over the years, I found out there are
different opinions among different scholars. At first, I was shocked. I
really thought, “Oh my God, there goes my certainty! What is this?”
Eventually, you learn how to deal with it, and I understand it, but I was
very glad that, at first, I was offered certainty. I really needed that.

When I asked a current volunteer of group one, who helped women with
learning how to pray and addressed questions from women with an
interest in Islam, converts, and born Muslimas, how she had learned how
to do that, she replied,
In a way it comes quite natural. In a way that’s the reason we’re all birds
of a feather here. Why are the majority [of women] here Dutch
Muslimas? By “birds of a feather” I mean that you seek recognition.
Everyone has her unique story but there are things everyone recognizes.
If you have experienced it yourself, it’s quite natural to support someone
else. You recognize it and you can see, well, these steps are still in front
of you. It’s grateful work but it also comes natural to help because you
recognize yourself in certain situations. I always like that.

When I asked her how she explained the different interpretations among
scholars, the different ways in which Muslims practice, and what she
based her answers on, she replied,
The Qur’an and Sunna [the transmitted example of the prophet
Mohammed] are the base. About schools of law, if people have
questions about that, I can say that in principle, you know, there are four
schools of law and we accept all four. The founders [of the law schools],
the four great imams, what they put together was all good. In that regard,
in its inception, we accept all of it. You can also say, “I follow this
school, I choose this way above another,” that’s possible. However, over
time, some followers have been too fanatic about the law schools. So
fanatical that they excluded others. Like, “Oh you’re a Maliki [one of the
law schools is named after imam Malik] so you can’t marry a Hanafi [a
follower of the law school named after imam Abu Hanifa].” It goes that
far. That’s not good, of course, and that has not been the objective of the
founders. Generally, that’s the explanation.
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The four law schools mainly differ in the details of practice, for instance
in regard to prayer. When I told her I had observed small differences, as in
whether or not to raise your hands at certain moments during the prayer,
or where to put your hands, she continued,
Yes. Often, when you study it, for instance the book by sheikh Albani is
a good one because he puts all these nuances next to each other, it turns
out that there are different possibilities. That is often the case with
details, raising your hands here or there, or not. People make it too
difficult, they make an issue about a detail. For instance, the adhaan
[call to prayer] can be done three different ways. Almost nobody knows
that. If you would hear it done differently [than you are used to], you
would immediately think “That is wrong.” While if you have the proper
knowledge, you would know, this is correct, too. That’s allowed, too.
That is a danger and also a complaint of the great scholars of our time.
They say, “Many youngsters read one book and they think they know
everything. Then they immediately start criticizing everyone else if they
hear something unfamiliar.” That’s a huge negative. Then you take the
law into your own hands and that creates confusion.

Writing about globalization and the politics of religious
knowledge, Mandaville offers a useful reminder in light of the varied
sources (e.g., born Muslims, books, the Internet, the volunteers of the
women’s groups, etc.) that converts turn to in their search for how to best
practice Islam.
…globalization does not in and of itself instantiate a pluralization of
Islamic authority insofar as there has never existed a situated, singular
source of authentic Muslim knowledge. Rather, globalization can be
seen to represent a further shift in the extent and intensity of debate
about the meaning and nature of the authoritative in Islam. (2007, 102)

In his article Globalization and the Politics of Religious Knowledge,
Mandaville discusses three current forms of pluralization of Islamic
authority. First, a functional pluralization, changes in terms of how
individual Muslims understand the social purpose and ends of knowledge
seeking. Second, a spatial pluralization, changes in terms of how far away
and in what kinds of spaces Muslims seek authority or authorization.
Third, there is an increasingly pluralistic mediatization of Islamic
authority, which changes the terms of the textual forms and personified
figures through which Muslims seek authority (ibid, 103). In congruence
with the findings of Jouili et al in Germany and France, and my
observations in the Netherlands, Mandaville warns that,
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It is important not to equate the spatial pluralization of authority with
resistance to traditional authority per se. While the spatial boundaries of
authoritative discourse may, to some extent, find themselves disrupted
by the technologies of globalization, such re-spatialized normativities do
not in and of themselves always constitute a critical orientation towards
knowledge. Rather, they simply render more complex and diffuse the
relationship between proximity and authority – providing opportunities
and openings for intervention by a diverse and geographically disparate
range of interlocutors (some pursuing ‘progressive’ agendas, others
seeking to re-establish a conservative, literal normativity). (ibid, 110)

This circumstance might explain why researchers of conversion to Islam
often find that European converts seem unaware of the different currents
within Islam or make unusual combinations. Jensen, for example, writes
about a women’s group comprised of converted Danes and mentions that
the existence of diverse Muslim orientations was seldom discussed (2006,
651). She goes on to state that when she observed the classes on Islam that
converts attended,
It became apparent to me that many people went in and out and between
classes offered by opposed Muslim institutions. … Often, the participant
was not even aware of what kind of Islam was being represented.
Besides reflecting ignorance about the various Muslim orientations, this
might also indicate indifference to questions of belonging to particular
Muslim groupings and orientations, which many felt was secondary to
an individual and autonomous dealing with Muslim religiosity. (652)

In regard to Scandinavian converts to Islam, Roald, too, mentions that,
One encounters a major problem when trying to define the various
trends. Most trends overlap with each other and a Muslim affiliated to
one trend might easily share ideas and methodologies with Muslims in
other trends. For instance, Jesber, a leading Scandinavian convert,
considers himself a ‘Salafi-Sufi’, thus indicating the vague borders
between various Islamic trends. Although Muslims in general cannot be
exclusively cultivated in a single direction, Jesber’s mixed approach
seems to typify that of new Muslims in particular, reflecting a lack of
socialization into traditional Muslim knowledge. (2004, 114)

While the explanation differs, Jensen suggests ignorance or indifference to
questions of belonging and Roald suggests a lack of socialization into
traditional Muslim knowledge, both observed the same diversity in
converts’ approaches as I encountered in my research. In a more general
sense, Volpi and Turner come to a similar assessment,
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Today, there clearly remains authority in the religious world, but this
authority is to an ever-increasing extent purposefully mediated by the
individual, who becomes as much the final assessor of religiosity as
his/her practice of individuated religion allows. (2007, 13)

In light of what I observed during my research, Volpi et al make an
important observation. As put forward in chapter three, there is no
necessary convergence between the individualization and the privatization
of religion:
On the contrary, the ‘personalization’ of religiosity can be and often is
highly public. It may be ‘my religiosity’ but I want to show and enact my
faith to the rest of the world, to all those individuals who define (or could
potentially define) their religiosity in a similar fashion. (ibid, 4)

In my research, this individualization was mediated by the often highly
valued advice given by the volunteers of the women’s groups. Although
none of them had any formal training in Islamic studies, and none of them
claimed formal authority, their command of the Arabic language,
knowledge of the Qur’an and Sunna, general knowledge of Islamic
precepts from Islamic literature and therefore knowledge of opinions by
authoritative scholars of Islam, their connections, online and offline,
enabling them to pose questions when they were uncertain themselves, all
this enhanced their status among converts as being knowledgeable
women. Often, questions posed were related to circumstances that came
up in the wake of becoming Muslim, for instance, the proper way forward
after conversion when living with a partner without being married.
We aren’t married [in accordance with Dutch law]. It was not obligatory
[in order for her partner to be eligible for a Dutch residence permit] and
it was difficult to obtain the paperwork from Algeria. We both agreed
that we don’t have to marry [before the Dutch law]. We know we can
depend on each other. However, when I became Muslim, I asked [a
volunteer of group one], “What does Islam advise in such a
circumstance?” She said that we needed a period of separation. Not as a
penance but that way you can be certain in case children are born [who
the father is]. Then you are clean when you marry. I liked that very
much. I stayed at my mother’s for two and a half months, that’s what we
did, and then we got married at the mosque. [So,] he is my husband, you
know, and if we ever get the paperwork in order, then we will marry here
[according to Dutch law] too.
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However, in the absence of such guidance, participants often found out
about such precepts after the fact. In a similar situation, another
participant was unaware of this rule of separating for a few months before
proceeding with the marriage:
It took a long time to get his birth certificate from Morocco and therefore
we first married at the mosque. It was because I insisted. I was like
“Come on, it’s still not halal,” we are married before the Dutch law but
that’s not before the shari’a, we should go to a mosque.” My husband
was like, “No, no.” Moroccan[-Dutch] don’t marry at the mosque but at
the consulate, then it’s halal. So my husband was like, “Let’s wait for
the birth certificate,” and I was like, “No, come on, it’ll only take a
minute and then, at least, it’s halal.” So, eventually, we went to the
mosque. It was much more formal than I expected. We had to bring
paperwork and that showed us living at the same address. The imam
asked, “How can that be, are you already living together?” So I said,
“No, no he is registered at my place because we are married in
accordance with the Dutch law, he lives somewhere else.” I was totally
embarrassed. Suddenly, the imam looked very angry, like, “Hey, what’s
this? Does he live with you? How can this be? You are getting married
but you are already living together?” So I said, “No, no.” AstaghfirAllah
[God forgive me], I just lied, “He still lives with his mother, he still
sleeps at his mother’s, but he’s registered with me.” … Really, I did it
[marrying at the mosque] for my peace of mind but later, [a volunteer
from group four] looked it up and it turned out you need to separate first.
First you need to show remorse and that you have the intention to do it
right. You can’t, just like that, make it halal. Well, insha Allah, Allah
will forgive us, because we didn’t know. Many people think, we did too,
that it [the relationship] needs to become halal so we will just marry. We
didn’t know that you first need to separate, show remorse, and then, as
two purified people, get married. We didn’t know so I was happy [when
I married at the mosque]. I though alhamduIllah [thank God], even if it
takes another year for the birth certificate to arrive, at least it’s halal with
Allah.

Even though it varied among participants what they knew about Islam and
how they acted upon this knowledge, communally engaging with Islam
and teaching each other about the content and precepts of Islam was
considered a major virtue by a majority of women in my research. As
Jouili et al found among the women in their research too, this perception
of the virtue of knowledge is connected to the scriptural sources of Islam,
where acquiring knowledge is connected to the growth of faith (imaan):
“Faith emerges and can grow through knowledge” (ibid, 621). Attending
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women’s meetings and communally learning about Islam, indeed, was
often claimed to give an imaan boost.
The dissemination of knowledge was called da’wa by most
participants, except by the women of group three. Largely, they avoided
such a vocabulary which is associated with a particular practice of Islam,
originating from the Reformist Salafi thinkers of the early 20th century.
While avoiding the label “Salafism” in her research among pious women
in Cairo, Mahmood explains,
Da’wa literally means “call, invitation, appeal, or summons”. … While
da’wa may also be directed toward non-Muslims, the contemporary piety
movement in Egypt primarily understands it to be a religious duty that
requires all adult members of the Islamic community to urge fellow
Muslims to greater piety, and to teach one another correct Islamic
conduct. (2005, 57)

Mahmood calls this movement aimed at fashioning a more pious self,
either the “mosque-movement” or the “piety movement.” It is described
by her as an international movement criticizing how the understanding
and performance of acts of worship (‘ibadat) have been transformed in the
modern period.
Movement participants argue that ritual acts of worship in the popular
imagination have increasingly acquired the status of customs or
conventions, a kind of “Muslim Folklore” undertaken as a form of
entertainment or as a means to display a religio-cultural identity. (ibid,
48)157

She found that part of the aim of the piety movement is to restore the
understanding of these ritual acts of worship, for instance prayer, by
teaching women the requisite skills involved in its practice (ibid).
In the European context, Jouili and Amir-Moazimi found a similar
emphasis among pious Muslim women in Germany and France. They
remark that although they did their fieldwork in different settings,
independently from each other, they gathered “quite similar data, and
157 This type of critique is not limited to Muslim communities. For instance, in her study of
Argentine-Jewish women of Syrian descent who had abandoned their self-described traditional
form of Jewish practice and had embraced Jewish ultra-orthodoxy [haredim], Jacobson came
across similar views: “Haredim opine that the tradicionalistas keep kosher because it is what
they have always done, that they celebrate the holidays and Sabbath because it is enjoyable, and
that they teach their ways to their children out of a desire to maintain the traditions of their
forebears. In contrast, haredim argue that their own observance of Judaism is motivated
uniquely by the conscious decision to submit themselves to the demands God has placed on the
Jewish people” (Jacobson, 2006, 336-337).
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arrived at similar conclusions” (2006, 619). They continue to say that this
does not mean that there is just one “type” of Muslimness or only one
single relationship of female Muslims to knowledge and authority, but
that, despite internal variation, there definitely is a certain trend among
institutionally organized committed Muslim women (ibid). Similar to
Mahmood, they do not label this trend “Salafi” but rather focus on the
women’s aim of cultivating a pious self. However, they recognize the
historical roots of contemporary piety movements in the ideas of the
Reformist thinkers of the 20th century.158 They suggest that
In order to better understand the contemporary dynamics of da’wa, one
has to look back at how the Reformist Salafi thinkers of the early 20th
century significantly shifted the sense of the concept. While da’wa was
traditionally understood as an activity to be conducted under the aegis of
the clerics, Reformist thinkers claimed it to be the duty of every Muslim,
thereby opening the path for laypersons to be involved in it. This
“democratization” of da’wa turned out to be particularly beneficial for
women since they were now included in the da’wa duties and activities.
(ibid, 624)

As Mahmood argues, too, the now prevalent interpretation of da’wa holds
that those who are familiar with, and observant of, Islamic rules of
conduct are qualified to engage in da’wa. Therefore, da’wa has come to
depend less on doctrinal expertise but rather on “moral uprightness and
practical knowledge” (ibid, 65).
In Arabic, a Muslima engaged in da’wa is called a da’iya. As
Mahmood observed in Egypt, “da’iya literally means “one who practices
da’wa” – it is used to designate the teachers in the women’s mosque
movement” (ibid, 57). In the context of my research, the lecturers of
groups one and two affirmed they could be called da’iya. Other
participants, similarly engaged in organizing meetings to communally
learn about Islam and emulating a good example as a form of da’wa,
would reserve the term da’iya for lecturers and not apply it to themselves.
Although, as Mahmood argues, the emergence of da’wa as a duty
for all Muslims is mostly connected to one’s moral uprightness and
practical knowledge, participants in my research reported that teaching
without having a formal education in Islam could raise eyebrows. A born
Muslima, proficient in teaching women how to wash the dead according
to Islamic rule, a very popular topic among the women’s groups in my
research, explained:

158

See also Mahmood, 2005, 61-64.
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There was a bit of a fuss, I don’t know where it came from, that a sister
[she] in [a mosque] was teaching how to wash the dead. It was asked:
“Where has she studied? Who are the scholars she’s following?” Oh my
God! That really makes no sense! It’s mandatory for everyone [to teach
one another], do you understand? It’s mandatory. Everyone should know
how to wash the dead. It’s like prayer. If I teach you how to pray, it’s a
practice, it’s not knowledge in the sense that I explain it in my own
words, my own practice, my own context. If you want to do that, you
should have studied [formal Islamic studies] somewhere. But prayer is a
practice that I learned from books and I just pass on that knowledge. In
books, you can find the same thing. … These are people who don’t
understand. When someone is in front of a class, or a group of people,
she gets the label da’iya. Then they say, “She must have studied
somewhere, otherwise she is not allowed that position,” or, “She should
not talk.” Period. That’s not allowed according to a lot of people. But
that’s wrong. In the Qur’an it is clearly stated that we need to help each
other with that which is good, and help each other to avoid that which is
bad. It literally states “help each other.” Well, how would you do that?

Acknowledgement of the permissibility of lecturing based on content
found in books, magazines, or on websites that were deemed reliable, was
widespread among participants. When I asked if women could lecture
without any formal education in Islamic studies, this participant, who had
lectured herself in the past and still helped prospective and converted
Muslimas in their trajectories to and within Islam, answered:
Yes, I believe people can do that. I think it’s important for that to happen
or we’ll keep waiting for absent scholars. People want information.
Sometimes I don’t know the answer, then it’s good to say, “I don’t
know,” but many books give correct information. If you read from a
book how to do the wu’du [the ritual ablution before prayer], and you tell
at a meeting, “How should we do the wu’du?”, that’s useful. I’m not
afraid of doing that. I rather take action. I could say something wrong,
that’s possible. On the other hand, there are many people who like these
meetings, look forward to them, depend on them, persevere because of
them, especially new Muslims. They look forward to them, learn from
them, ask for lecture topics themselves, “Can we talk about marriage,” or
other subjects. … Of course it’s also nice if men lecture, they often have
had a good education, that’s also important. But for now that’s less the
case with women, while women want more, are more interested, work
harder at it than men. … I can tell from [personal] experience, that’s
very important. Girls need that. At my age [47], I can ease their worries.
They often tell me, “It was really nice talking to you.” I tell them not to
worry, or advise them, when they worry, the best way to proceed, when
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they have questions, “Shall I do it or not?” Often it’s something I already
went through and then I say, “Go ahead, do it, you shall see it’ll work
out, you can do it,” and then they do it. That sort of thing.

This approach was common among participants. Teaching each other the
basic tenets of Islam, how to approach life-cycle events such as births,
marriages, and death, how to fulfill obligations such as fasting and prayer,
or to tell each other about exemplary historic Muslim(a)s, was considered
a Muslim’s obligation. One often used pedagogic style to rehearse this
type of content was with a quiz, where, invariably, prizes were offered to
women with the most correct answers. Since recently converted
Muslimas, and born Muslimas with limited knowledge of their religion,
often dreaded to have to publicly demonstrate their ignorance by not
knowing the answers, sometimes groups were formed who could
communally discuss the answers or there were different quizzes for basic
and advanced knowledge of a certain topic. However, although all groups
endorsed similar pedagogic styles, that was not true of the content, as it
varied among the volunteers of the different groups, as well as among
participants in general, which books, magazines, websites, publishing
houses, or scholars were considered to offer reliable knowledge. The
resulting fragmentation severely disappointed some participants, for
instance, reflected in this comment by a young, recently converted
Muslima:
People continually fighting each other, it drives me crazy. This mosque
is right, that mosque is wrong, that lecture is right and that lecturer is
wrong, that book is wrong but you really should read this book, which is
then contradicted by someone else. I don’t listen to people anymore. If I
don’t feel comfortable somewhere, I leave. Do I notice something that I
feel is not correct, or if I’m approached in a way I don’t like, I leave. If I
read something that doesn’t sit well with what I think is Islam, I leave.
All that matters is that I have the right intention. Not that I listen to other
people without checking it out for myself.

Again, this points to an individualization of issues of authority. It is the
individual who makes the final assessment of what is right and what is
wrong, who to follow or not to follow, and whether something is done
with the right intention in light of the individual judgment of each person
by God. This varied from one participant to another and, with time,
participants also changed aspects of the way they practiced Islam. For
instance, in regard to the question of whether or not wearing socks at all
times is an obligation for a Muslima, one participant told me during our
first interview that one of the things she had heard at the women’s
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gatherings of group four was that covering one’s feet at all times was
mandatory for Muslim women. At the time, she had recently decided to
comply with this rule, although she also conveyed doubts about how to
combine dressing Islamically with having a career:
This summer I started wearing socks [at all times]. A few times I took
them off, when it didn’t feel right, but I tried to wear them as much as
possible, also in hot weather. … I feel good when I cover my feet but I
find it hard to combine them with the kind of clothing I like. Then I
think, give me a jilbab [overcoat], that’s easy. I don’t know. Often, I
want to do the right thing but I find it difficult to really do it because I
also want to work, to contribute to society. That’s very difficult [to
combine with an aspiring pious life-style in the Dutch context].

When I interviewed her again, five years later, she had abandoned
wearing socks at all times although she still considered it to be mandatory:
I don’t wear socks [all the time] anymore but I still think it’s better to
wear socks [all the time]. I know I don’t do everything right. I won’t say
that what I’m doing is right. [However], it’s a pity you’re sometimes
judged [because of that] by others but it’s important to remember for
whom you’re doing it. Do I do it in order to belong or do I do it for
Allah? At a certain point you find your own way. … Most sisters reacted
positively [to her abandonment of wearing socks in summer]. They do
try to say, “Sister, do you know your feet need to be covered, too?” Then
I reply, “Yes, I know.” What I find difficult though is that, for instance,
when I’m visiting a sister with a teenage daughter and she’s making her
choices in [light of] puberty. Such a girl is thinking about wearing a
headscarf and her mom says, “Good idea.” The mother tries to stimulate
her daughter. Well, that girl chooses a headscarf, really goes for it, and
says “No bare feet either.” Then I’m visiting, as a friend of her mom,
and the girl says “Look mom, she’s wearing slippers.” I find that
difficult. A child sees you as an example but you do things differently
than you’re supposed to do. But other than that, I really like wearing
slippers. I think we look too much at appearance. I really don’t like that.
There are many women who don’t wear a headscarf or wear a headscarf,
let’s say, in a “modern way,” but their heart is so good, you know. Or
their deeds are good. It’s a pity [so many people judge the outside], I
really find that a pity.

These constant tensions between conflicting demands, choices, and
ambitions were common among many of the converts (and born
Muslimas) I met. Although the prescriptive outlook on Islam of groups
one, two, four, and five left little room for putting forward alternative
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views, individual converts made their own choices in regard to how to live
a Muslim life in the Netherlands. Acknowledging the rule but not
practicing it, like in the example of wearing socks, is an often employed
strategy to deal with ambivalences about dress, listening to music, being
around alcohol, celebrating non-Islamic feasts, attending non-Muslim
funerals, etc.159 Conveying her choices in regard to a number of these
topics, this participant told me:
André Hazes [a popular Dutch singer] was my idol so I went to his last
concert with my brother. We were raised with his music. I can’t let go of
these things. I slept at my mom’s last night, during dinner she played his
music. There was no alcohol and only halal food, my mom really tries to
accommodate me. Should I say to her, “No mom, let’s not do that?” I
can’t. I have Dutch friends for 20-25 years and when I’m visiting them I
can’t say, “There can be no wine at the table or I won’t come.” If they
come to my house, it’s not there, but I also want to go to them. I want to
see them and they want to see me. I want their friendship, I need it.
Some people say, “You don’t need that, you need Allah.” But I’m not
ready to let go. I don’t want to let go. Eventually, I’ll probably think,
“They’re having a party, or whatever, there will be alcohol so I’ll go the
following day.” Or in the afternoon, with the kids. Or, if I come in the
evening, I ask if they could skip the wine for once. Something like that. I
know most of them would do that for me, one evening without wine, but
they won’t throw a party without any alcohol just for me. So, I think
that’s how I need to solve this. … I arranged my grandfather’s funeral, I
also selected the songs. That’s being part of my family. I can’t imagine,
on Judgment Day, Allah will be angry about that. Of course, it will be
said, “You should not have done that.” But I think it will also be
mentioned, “Girl, it’s good that you’ve done that for your grandmother,
and for your family, that you supported them, helped your grandmother
choose the clothes for your grandfather.” Do you understand? Everyone
has a different opinion and there will be many people who’ll say, “You
don’t believe enough.” Well, I don’t know what people will say, never
mind, but I don’t think that I really did something wrong, I also did
something good. That’s with most things, even Christmas. Last
Christmas, I went to my mom. Everything was halal, there was no
alcohol, no music, no Christmas tree, just a few candles. I will not take
that [spending Christmas together] away from her. I can’t.

159 Another way to accommodate ambivalences was on the one hand emphasizing the normative
rules, however these were interpreted, and on the other hand, how even small acts of kindness
could grant access to Paradise.
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These ambivalences can extend to beliefs about the afterlife as well. Many
converts struggled with the idea that their non-Muslim relatives would not
be allowed entrance to Paradise. For one participant, this was a reason to
postpone conversion:
I hesitated to become Muslim for a long time. Mostly because some
Muslims believe that non-Muslims will go to hell. I had difficulties
accepting that since both my parents were deceased. It felt that if I would
say “I’m Muslim” I would condemn them to hell with the same breath. I
couldn’t, that was impossible.

Then she found out that there are different schools of thought within Islam
on this subject.
[Which school of thought is right] we’ll find out when we die but this
explanation [that it is dependent on a person’s deeds during life whether
someone will go to heaven or hell] appealed to me. I thought, “Yes, I can
live with that. Now I can be a Muslim."

To return to the subject of da’wa, this was considered very
important among women from four of the five groups in my research. As
Jouili et al found, too, contrary to popular translations of the concept as a
missionary activity, da’wa in the European context is mostly connected to
education and representation. One of the aims of doing da’wa, they
explain, is related to the need of the women in their study to transmit their
Islamic knowledge to future generations in order to encourage them to
lead pious lives in an environment that they qualify as being
predominantly non-religious. The rectification of negative representations
of Islam within European public spheres is another aim (ibid, 625).
Emulating a good example, especially when visibly Muslim, was
considered of great importance for most of the converts in my research,
too. As one participant remarked:
Recently, I was almost run over while riding my bike. I had right of way
but a van-driver quickly went before me and almost hit me. I cursed at
the driver, it just came out. Then I thought to myself, “That’s no way to
do da’wa.” People see [someone in] an Islamic garment riding a bike
and then that’s what comes out? That’s something I need to be more
attentive to. If someone angers me, I always have to say something back.
People need to know that I’m not a doormat, I’m not the kind of
Muslima that can be pushed over, but it doesn’t need to be rude.
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Another participant, sixteen years old when I interviewed her, explained,
Da’wa is not just inviting people to the mosque. Da’wa is [for instance]
also smiling to people, to women I mean, not to men of course. If you
smile to people, they might think, “Oh they [Muslims] are not all as bad
as on TV, bomb here, bomb there, they can be nice too.”

Both forms of da’wa, teaching one another knowledge of Islamic precepts
and conduct and emulating a good example, surfaced also in lectures, for
instance in a lecture by group one. The lecture was atypical in that it
addressed a societal issue instead of a strictly religious subject but the way
in which it was conducted and the following discussion was similar to
other lectures. It was titled “Some misconceptions about Islam
repudiated” and was written by one of the lecturers in reaction to an
article on Islam in a well-known Dutch magazine.160 The announcement
for the lecture read:
How often do we hear and read that Islam is a backward religion? What
do we have to say to that? Do we have answers? Become informed about
how to repudiate often heard misconceptions.

One of the topics that were addressed in the lecture was the amputation of
a thief’s hand as an Islamic punishment for stealing. The lecturer told the
audience of twelve women, eight converts and four born Muslimas, that
the often heard reaction is,
…that this punishment is not of this day and age but rather belongs to
the Middle Ages, and, therefore, the whole religion of Islam is Medieval.
Non-Muslims are put off by this verse from the Qur’an [mentioning
amputation] and Muslims, too, are startled by it. Therefore, some of
them want to change or reinterpret the Qur’an. No! You need to explain
it.

She then offered several ways to counter the idea that the punishment
would be out of date such as comparing it with the alternative of sending
people to prison, and underscoring the very specific circumstances of its
execution such as the crime needing four witnesses, and that poverty or
hunger were reasons for suspending the application of the punishment.
She added that it could only be executed in an Islamic country with the
shari’a as its law. As usually happened during these lectures, the audience
reflected on aspects of the information that was offered, in this instance on
160
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the subject of stealing. One of the women told that in the Dutch village
where she grew up, a con man had swindled many people out of money.
She asked whether the punishment would apply to such a case as well.
The lecturer answered, “Yes, fraud is stealing too.” Another woman
brought up traveling by tram without buying a ticket, and another one
recounted seeing Muslim mothers encouraging their child to take candy at
the drugstore without paying for it. The lecturer then reminded the
audience that “it is everyone’s duty to approach one another [in such a
situation] and tell that this is stealing, too.” Another woman mentioned
leaving work early as an example of stealing time, or keeping quiet in case
of a cashier’s mistake. That last example reminded one of the women that,
recently, a cashier at IKEA had forgotten to register one of her items. She
had returned to the store to pay for it “as a form of da’wa” even though
the store was far away and she did not feel like going back. She told that
the cashier had been so pleasantly surprised by her honesty that she had
given her a store gift-certificate as a sign of appreciation. Then this part of
the discussion ended.
A combination of the educational and representational aspects of
da’wa in the European context mentioned by Jouili et al, is that, in
particular for women, it is a means,
…to do instructional work in the sense of attempting to work against the
widespread assumption that Islam inherently produces gender inequality.
… Thus, the women attempt to replace the stereotype of their mere
passivity through the counter-image of an educated and Islamically
committed woman. (ibid)

To accommodate this aspect of da’wa, some participants in my research
changed their way of dress, such as the volunteer of the second group who
found that wearing a face-veil conflicted with the practice of da’wa:
I wore a face-veil because I wanted to perfect my practice. But I took it
off because, living in the Netherlands, I realized that many people
thought it was offensive. I noticed that women wearing a face-veil scare
the general public. I don’t think that’s a good thing. You can wear a
face-veil at places where it is common and nobody takes offense but if it
stands between you and the other, I don’t want it. I’m taking every
chance to explain Islam to people, especially the Dutch, they are after all
my people, I come from them. I’d rather have a chance to talk to
someone at the bus stop than generate even more prejudice. I believe
communication is important, so that’s my choice.
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It should be noted that women affiliated with group three were similarly
engaged in emulating a good example and rectifying negative
representations of Islam, without calling this da’wa. Reflecting on the
moment she started wearing a headscarf, one of the participants from
group three told me,
When I told my parents that I had done the shahada, I told them, “Don’t
worry, I’m a Muslim now but I won’t wear a headscarf.” I was totally
convinced that I wouldn’t. But one day, I did. In fact it was because of a
colleague, a Dutch guy, who did the public relations at the place where I
worked. It was Ramadan and he said “It’s so interesting that you fast.
You’re a Muslim but you don’t look Islamic. Why don’t you wear a
headscarf? It’s a pity because you would be good PR for Islam.” I
thought he had a point. I was thinking about it anyway. When I was on
sick leave I had worn one and it felt good. But I wanted to do it so that it
wouldn’t confirm prejudices, it had to look good. I choose an Indonesian
style with skirts and tunics from the same fabric as the headscarf. … So I
went to my supervisor and said, “Listen, I have given it a lot of thought
and I would like to wear a headscarf, is that okay?” He said it was okay.
I worked at the back-office anyway. In the morning, I went to work and
wrote an e-mail to all my colleagues, “Guys, don’t be scared, nothing
went wrong at the hair salon, my hair is not red, it is covered. Because of
my Islamic convictions, from now on I have decided to wear a headscarf
and if you want to see what it looks like, you’re welcome to stop by.”
Some of them really came over to have a look at me. It went very well.

Although the practice of da’wa was meant to help one another,
and it was often emphasized that advice should be disseminated in a
friendly manner and preferably in private, in reality, not all women were
happy about the way they were advised by others (see also Roex, 2013,
166-178). Explaining why she felt increasingly uncomfortable at
gatherings of group five, during our interview, a participant recalled a
meeting that had taken place the day before, where she had worn
turquoise colored clothes. At one point during the meeting, clothing colors
became a topic of talk and one of the women present had loudly declared
that as a Muslim, wearing only dark colors was permitted.
Yesterday, [at the meeting] they said that bright colors aren’t good while
I was sitting there in turquoise. That made me feel uncomfortable. It’s a
pity, sisters so harshly criticizing each other. We are all Islamic, we are
all Muslimas, we are each other’s sisters. One does not need to push the
other in a certain direction. I let them talk, “You can’t do this, you can’t
do that, you can’t call attention to yourself,” but I thought, “Why would I
live like that? That’s not why I became Muslim.” I want to be a joyful
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Muslima. I do want to continue to learn, that is why I go to lectures, to
hear things that I don’t know, but yesterday, I really felt criticized. Next
time I won’t go there anymore.

Other participants voiced similar objections or tried to avoid tensions by
ignoring the advice:
There are sisters who are more similar to you than others. That’s how it
is. There are differences in levels of practice, differences in thinking.
You choose you sisters, so to speak. When I talk to someone who is
constantly pointing out what I’m doing wrong, at some point, I think,
“Sorry sister, with all due respect, we can’t go on like this.” We all make
choices, we need to keep each other on the straight path, advise each
other, that’s our duty in Islam, but at one point, the advice-giving sister
needs to think, ”I have done my duty and I will let it go, it’s her
responsibility.” It creates a bit of tension and causes feelings of
insecurity. On the other hand I think, “Hello! What insecurity?” You are
not my god to whom I’m answerable. We both have Allah, I must
answer to Him. Then I think, “Whatever!” You know what I mean? Then
I think, “This is my choice, period.”

While gaining knowledge was often characterized as an accumulative
process, some of the women were satisfied with their level of knowledge,
at least for a while:
I lost my appetite for knowledge. Not because I think I know everything,
more like “I know enough, I’m content.” In a way, knowledge can
become a burden. It can have a paralyzing effect because every little rule
you learn, you feel you should practice. For me, religion is of the heart,
not so much of the head. If you feel doubtful or anxious, about
something, then it’s not good for you and you shouldn’t do it. That’s
how I live my life now and that feels good. I don’t feel the need to have
that confirmed in lessons anymore. I feel happy in the Islamic flow, to
put it that way, and that’s enough.

5.3 Abstractions, Ideals, and Everyday Life
As I have argued throughout this thesis, generally, becoming Muslim was
usually envisioned by women as a life-long learning experience, not a
clear cut path with a beginning, a middle, and an end. In other words,
being Muslim meant committing to an ongoing process of becoming
Muslim. Furthermore, there often seemed to be a gap between how
converts ideally would like to practice Islam and their possibilities in
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everyday life. For instance, when converts still lived at home, some
parents prohibited performing the Islamic prayer, did not want to
accommodate halal food, or mocked fasting during Ramadan. Many nonMuslim parents, children, or other relatives (at first) did not want to be
seen in public with the convert if she wore a headscarf. Some of the
participants preferred wearing a face-veil but, confronted with too much
aggression in public space, were not able to commit to this practice. Jobs
were often incompatible with the desire to wear a headscarf, for instance
when wearing a uniform, in light of representing the corporate image, or
because participants feared the reactions of colleagues. In this regard,
Badran makes an important observation:
New Muslimas may learn about the religion as an abstraction and think
of it in idealized terms, but they live it (or strive to live up to it or live it
to its fullest potential) in concrete, everyday ways. (2006, 206)

These three modalities continuously interact with each other. For instance,
women might adopt the opinion that covering their hair is a divine
command, aspiring to take up the practice themselves, but find it difficult
because it changes how they are perceived by non-Muslim Dutch. An
example of the ambivalence between ideal and practice was told by one of
the participants, a woman in her forties, who converted to Islam three
years before our interview.
I wanted to wear a headscarf, not at first, I didn’t at first, but after a
while I thought it would be better. I felt it was somewhat hypocritical to
put it on only at the mosque so I tried wearing it from home. I tried it
several times but it never felt good. I feared my neighbors would see me
and would think, “What’s with her?” I was a bit afraid of what others
would think, even though I normally don’t care. You are often mistaken
for a Turk or a Moroccan and I’m not. I’m me. You’re viewed
differently, pushed into a stereotype. So I thought, “Wearing a headscarf
is not the main thing, there are so many other things you need to do as a
Muslim. This is not for me, yet.”

These fears were addressed and accommodated at women’s meetings
where it was told over and over again that becoming Muslim is a path that
should be walked “step by step.” This seems to be the case outside the
Netherlands, too. In remarkably similar wording as participants in my
research, Lechkar (2012), for instance, quotes Lamia, a Belgium convert
who said to a girl who had just done her shahada at the Central Mosque in
Brussels:
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“Don‘t worry; just take it one step at the time. If you think you have to
fulfill all these criteria [knowledge about and practice of Islam] before
the shahada, one would never take the step. It is the shahada that gives
you the strength to deal with everything and learn all these things.” (ibid,
129)

In my experience, too, it was advocated to start with the basics such as
fasting and prayer, gradually adding practices, not overdoing it. Often, a
steep learning curve and adopting too many practices at once is
unattainable. That does not mean one cannot look ahead as in the example
above: wearing a headscarf is not yet a practice this participant was able to
adopt.
Although my research indicates that the practice of Islam often
predated the shahada, and all volunteers helping women with performing
the shahada made certain that the prospective convert was aware of the
five pillars of Islam and the six pillars of imaan, the vision of being
Muslim by becoming Muslim through an increasingly higher level of
practicing Islam (i.e., incorporating piety into one’s daily life), was
common among participants in my research. For instance, a woman in her
early twenties whom I interviewed shortly after she had said the shahada,
told me that she had decided to postpone getting married. First, she told
me, she wanted to become more proficient in the practice of Islam and
then she would look for a husband to match that proficiency. The (born)
Muslims she had met, had prompted her to adopt this standpoint. When I
reminded her that she had once told me that, at first, she had been very
impressed by the born Muslims she had become acquainted with, she
confirmed,
Yes, at that time I thought, “I want to become like them.” That was my
goal. Now, although it’s really not my place to say, I think there is room
for improvement. They do things that aren’t allowed. Things that I didn’t
recognize at the time. I was at a lower level, so to speak, in terms of faith
and faith-related things. Now I aspire to progress. I’m thinking, “They’re
in their thirties now, they have been on this level for the past ten years
and they probably will remain on this level.” I’m new, and I want more
than that, so to speak. That’s something that I wrestle with: at first I
regarded them like they were perfect people. Figuratively, if someone
were to have asked me to marry him back then, I would have said, “Yes”
without hesitation. But now that I’m thinking about it [I changed my
mind]. For instance, I listen to music but I aspire to change that. They
don’t have similar aspirations. I’m ambitious; I want to maximize my
efforts and keep seeking knowledge. If I find someone now, and he’s on
a certain level [of practicing Islam] and I think, “I want to marry him,”
perhaps in a year or so I’ll think, “You think differently than I do” or
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“You’re not as ambitious as I thought.” I think I can better first attain the
level [of practice] I want and then look for someone with the same
outlook.

When I asked her what that outlook would be, she answered,
Well, I want it to be normal to do the prayers, also at work, and that the
people around me know that I pray [five times a day]. That I can wear a
headscarf and change my clothes the way I want to. I’m not sure yet how
I’ll fashion myself but that everyone is at peace with that, and then I’ll
look for someone compatible. Also, I want to finish my education first.
But I do want to get married so I’ll keep working on myself.

The groups that participated in my research did not enforce any
dress code. The phrase “come as you are” was included in flyers and
Internet announcements and love, acceptance, and sisterhood were
consistently promoted as virtues at lectures and other gatherings. During
all my years of fieldwork, I was lectured only once about the way I was
dressed. Although atypical, the story is worth recounting here because it is
a good example of the hierarchy between what women deemed to be
divine commands and the need for an act to be authentic. Following the
Qur’an and Sunna, however these were interpreted, evidently was
important to the women but the question of intention superseded
conformity. Veiling, for instance, was not to be taken up out of
conformity but out of obedience to Allah, being recognizably Muslim a
secondary side-effect. An aspect of Muslimness that frequently surfaced
during lectures and other meetings was that outward signs of being
Muslim, such as wearing a headscarf, were considered less important than
good behavior. The following incident happened at the beginning of my
fieldwork, when I was still in the process of discovering the workings of
the different groups and what was important to the women attending.
It was a hot August day when I went to [a mosque] on a Sunday
morning. Women [from group one] would meet there to practice reciting
the Qur’an in Arabic. I came in early and one by one the women entered,
all of them ethnic Dutch. Eventually, there were six women, another
three arrived later. I was wearing a djellaba [a Moroccan full-length
dress], a small headscarf, and panty socks. It was the first time I publicly
wore a djellaba in Amsterdam but I figured it was an easy way to be
fully covered. The headscarf I had put on in anticipation of prayer. The
panty socks were a first too. Before this fieldwork, it had never occurred
to me to cover my feet in summer but since the women in this group
were keen on women covering their feet during prayer, I had put them on
in advance. Never before had I been so dressed-up on a summer’s day so
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I was very surprised when one of the women took offense with my
socks. It was an older woman, a convert, whom I had not met before
[and did not meet again]. She loudly told me I was wearing “socks of the
shaitan.” They were too thin: you could still see my feet. I listened
politely while she assured me that “although it would be my own choice,
it would be far better to wear thicker socks.” She then continued her
inspection. My headscarf covered my neck and ears, that was good. “It
was somewhat small”, she commented, “but since I did not have big
breasts, it was sufficient.” She lectured me some more about a woman’s
aura, “her body should be covered at all times.” She recommended the
khimaar [long headscarf] which would always provide the right cover.
After she was done commenting on my clothes, she moved on to the
importance of reading the Qur’an every day, “even one page, one aya
[verse], or one letter.” When pressed for time, she suggested to do so
while drinking coffee after dinner. “If there was time to drink coffee and
relax, why not read a little Qur’an at the same time?” Perhaps to soften
her critical comments, she then made a rhetorical move I had heard
before [and would often hear again during lectures and gatherings]. She
said that all things considered, “not gossiping was more important than
wearing the right attire.” Not that refraining from gossip would relieve
one of the duty of wearing the proper covering, but it was more
important not to gossip.

Indeed, a frequently chosen lecture topic during my research time
was “gossip and slander.” Much effort was put into conveying to
attendants that gossip and slander were completely unacceptable in Islam.
It was often said that gossiping while wearing hijab was such a
contradiction, that one nullified the virtue of the other. A good character,
for instance the volunteer of group two would often repeat, was more
important than anything else: more important than prayer, more important
than proper dress. If one would pray five times a day but gossip about
others, she told an audience of sixty girls during one afternoon lecture,
“Paradise would be denied.” However, she continued, “if one would be a
prostitute but gave water to a thirsty dog, that act alone would grant access
to Paradise.”161 Reasons for gossip, it was told by a group one’s volunteer
at yet another lecture, “were anger, group pressure, wanting to be part of
something, wanting to be accepted, wanting to elevate one’s position,
teasing, joking to please others, or to make them laugh.” Ways of curing
gossiping were fearing the wrath of Allah and, as a punishment, the
rewards (hasanaat) you earned for your good deeds would be transferred
161 Based on a hadith from the collection by Muslim, transmitted by Abu Hurayra. This hadith
about attaining Paradise by giving water to a thirsty dog was also told at a gathering about
charity by group three.
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to the subject of gossip. “Muslims should lead by example,” it was told at
another one of their lectures. Not that you should be silent when you were
called names in public space because of your appearance, but one should
engage the name-caller in a calm and patient manner, for instance by
saying, “Thank you for having an interest.” Indeed, participants tried to
respond in this way, such as this twenty-one year old woman, who had
converted two years prior to our interview:
The other day, I was at the [bank] and I had put my bag on the table. A
woman, also a customer, I think she thought I was Moroccan, said in a
loud voice, “Did no one teach you not to put your bag on the table?
Dutch customs, norms and values, you don’t know them, do you? It’s
always the same with those headscarves.” She was yelling at me. There
were many people who had put their bags on the table but they didn’t
have a headscarf, and I did. So, in a calm voice I replied, “Well, if it
wasn’t allowed, wouldn’t a bank employee tell me?” I was like, “Who
are you to tell me what to do?” She kept screaming, “Get the bag off the
table,” but I ignored her. When I had my money and walked past her to
the exit, I said, “Madam, good bye, have a nice day.” She looked
shocked but said, “You too.” She had expected a different reaction but in
such cases, I stay calm on purpose. Not in the beginning [shortly after
her conversion] but now, if someone is staring at me on the bus, I say
“Good afternoon.” I talk to them. If someone comes up to me and says,
“Can I ask a question?” I always reply, “You can ask me anything, it’s
much better if you come to me than to talk about me behind my back.”

The emphasis on the authentic practice of Islam, (i.e., with the right
intention, solely for the sake of Allah), meant that hypocrisy was also a
frequently mentioned topic, in particular at lectures of group two, but
group four dedicated an evening to discussing the matter as well. A
lecture on the subject was made available by the volunteers and was
jointly read, each woman a page so we would all share in earning the
divine reward for sharing knowledge. When the lecture was read, the
women discussed the content. There were eight converted Muslimas, six
born Muslimas, and one non-Muslim woman with an interest in Islam.
The discussion opened with some of the women reflecting on who could
be called a hypocrite and whether they were hypocrites themselves. The
consensus was that committing an act of hypocrisy, by itself, did not make
one a hypocrite. They also agreed it was always better to check oneself
than to accuse others of hypocrisy. Only Allah had knowledge of who
were the true hypocrites. Then the discussion turned more personal. A
convert with a Jewish background mentioned that while she was in Israel,
she had participated in Jewish rituals. To reveal to her relatives that she
had converted to Islam was impossible, she feared they would disown her.
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She asked the other women whether her participation in these rituals while
she had converted to Islam, could be considered an act of hypocrisy.
At first, most attendants argued that her participation should not
be considered an act of hypocrisy. After all, she genuinely feared her
family’s rejection. It was understandable to remain silent in such a
circumstance; Allah would forgive her. The two volunteers, however,
disagreed. Such an argument, they said, was only valid if one’s life was at
stake. Difficulties with one’s family were to be considered a personal
burden that Muslims of all times had faced. They argued it was not so
much a question of whether or not it was allowed but whether it was
understandable. They thought it was understandable. Another convert
offered an analogy about coloring eggs for Easter. Coloring eggs as a
cultural custom was one thing, she argued, but as a Muslim you could not
profess that Jesus is the son of God. Saying that it was all about intention,
she continued, would be to put it overly simple. The subject of coloring
eggs reminded another convert of how annoyed she felt when headscarfwearing mothers colored eggs with their children. She felt it was sending
a mixed message, especially if a mother wanted to teach her own children
not to color eggs. One of the born Muslimas of Moroccan descent added
that “Moroccans apply Islam according to their own liking.” For instance,
she said, “Men have many duties towards women, but if you put that
forward, it is said that you don’t understand.” “Putting culture first,” she
continued,” is hypocritical. It means you do it for the community and
not for Allah.”162
In the analysis of these after-lecture conversations, the
conceptualization of Islam as a traveling theory is helpful to grasp the
work they do. In many instances, women would recall the time of the first
Muslim community who also encountered familial problems as a result of
conversion. The born Muslimas represented another point of origin, the
native countries of Muslim immigrant communities. The fact that they or
their parents had immigrated to the Netherlands, obviously, had enhanced
the opportunity for social contacts with non-Muslim Dutch, which, as I
have argued, was for many participants the moment they began thinking
162 As Rozaria argues, “…modernist Islamic piety is not infrequently directed by young people
against their parents, as a mode of resistance to parental authority” (2011, 285). Relating this
circumstance to Bengali-British young Muslims, she continues: “They also saw their parents as
engaged in all sorts of Bengali ‘cultural’ rituals that were questionably Islamic, such as the gae
holud (turmeric ceremony), other wedding and birthing rituals, healing practices, pir-cults,
music and dance. They were dismissive too of their parents’ obsession with status, reputation,
class and ethnic divisions. Women in particular were critical of their parents’ traditional ideas
about gender roles and values. Parents’ concerns with status and reputation led them to arrange
elaborate and expensive weddings, with heavy expenditure on wedding dresses, gold, gae holud
feasts and rituals. For young people, all this conspicuous consumption and competitive display
was thoroughly un-Islamic” (289).
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about Islam.163 Increasingly, the Islamic infrastructure these communities
have developed, is now also used by converts. As converts need Islam to
be mediated in Dutch, they began to organize a variety of lectures,
workshops, events, etc. which attracted born Muslims who by now have
Dutch as their first language, too. The content of these lectures often
differed from the (oral) tradition of their parents, which points at the
circular nature of the travel process, as changed interpretations reached
attendants’ parents, siblings, and extended families.
Two currents were most influential among participants in the way
they discussed and tried to implement Islamic tenets in their daily lives.
These were the Islamic Revival with its calls for a return to the high moral
values of the first Muslim community and an emphasis on Muslim
women’s rights. The latter encompasses what some researchers call an
Islamic-Feminists turn (cf. Badran): women who engage in reinterpretations of the Qur’an and hadith (cf. Mernissi, 1991; Wadud,
1999; Barlas, 2002). In the language of both currents, however, women
regularly taught and discussed the various women’s rights in Islam. The
topic of Islamic marriage, for instance, was often discussed, and it was
usually emphasized that it is a man’s duty to be the family provider. The
husband needs to take care of food, clothing and shelter, and all other
things his wife and children, reasonably, need for their daily life. It was
often said, at all five women’s groups, that a Muslim woman has the right
to work but she does not need to work. In case she choose to work, her
income was hers alone. Of course, she could spend it on her family but,
Islamically speaking, she was not obliged to. In a similar vein, women
who emphasizes the importance of honoring one’s parents or husband,
would always add that this, of course, did not apply to anything that
would go against the teachings of Islam. For instance, the right to
education, to work, to choose or refuse a marriage partner, could never be
denied, as these were women’s rights secured through Islam.
This challenge of the dominant discourse about Muslim women’s
lack of autonomy quite similarly exists in Germany and France. As Jouili
found, women related to the discourse of the Islamic Revival, rejected the
dominant narrative of “a linear temporarily of European progress with the
liberation of women at its end” and favored another narrative, “an Islamic
temporality where ultimate progress is epitomized within the first Islamic
state in Medina, during the lifetime of the Prophet” (2011, 51). One of the
arguments that was frequently advanced by her respondents, was that in
France, it was only in 1965 that women gained the right to dispose of their
own goods without the authorization of their husbands, while Muslim
163 During the past decade, the enormous media attention about Islam and Islam-related
subjects has somewhat changed this dynamic.
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women held that right for fourteen centuries, since the beginning of Islam.
As I also found, the notion that “the religious sources provide complete
gender justice and female dignity, plus all of the rights necessary for selfrealization,” is prevalent in the Revival discourse (ibid).
That these rights often went unrealized, was acknowledged as
well. For instance, most married participants who were professionally
employed were obliged to work, for various reasons. Nevertheless, the
Moroccan-Dutch woman cited above as putting forward that “men have
many duties towards women,” was probably thinking of these elements of
shari’a law that women tried to implement in their daily lives.
Generational clashes of opinion about the proper content of the religion
were spurred and fueled by the transformation of Islam that took place
through lectures and through the ensuing conversations. These
conversations seemed not aimed toward definitive answers but functioned
as a means to work at being Muslim and living an Islamically inspired life
in the context of the Netherlands. At the same time, the existence of
convert Muslim women’s groups transcends the local, national, or even
the European context. For instance, Attiya Ahmad’s research on
conversion to Islam among domestic workers in Kuwait (2010), reveals
that women coming together to communally work at being a converted
Muslima, also exist in a Muslim majority country. Despite stark
differences in structural position, there are also striking similarities
between her interlocutors in Kuwait and the women in my
research in Amsterdam.
Over the past decades, Ahmad found, tens of thousands of
domestic workers from Asian countries, working in Kuwait, have
converted to Islam. This occurred not because of their employers’ wishes
or desire but because of the development of an interest in Islam through
social interaction with Muslims. At meetings of local women’s groups
about the practice of Islam, comprised of domestic workers, conducted in
their native languages, women addressed the same tensions as the women
in my research discussed with each other. One of the women in Ahmad’s
research, for instance, shared a story that could have as easily been told
within one of the women’s groups in my research.
The woman in question shared with the others that she had called
her parents in India and told them about her developing interest in Islam.
Their response had been quite negative and at one point in the
conversation, they had threatened to cut off all ties. She concluded her
story to the other women by saying that although she did read the Qur’an,
and fasted during the month of Ramadan, she did not dare take the
shahada as she feared it would alienate her parents. Ahmad recounts how
in the ensuing discussion, several suggestions were offered regarding how
to deal with this predicament. These suggestions were identical to the
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advices my interlocutors would offer in such a circumstance. For instance,
one of the women in Ahmad’s study stated that parents often talk bigger
than they are prepared to act, another one suggested to take the shahada
without telling her parents, and a third woman advised her to be patient,
wait awhile, and then broach the subject again (ibid, 303). These
similarities between women in different positions but with comparable
solutions to personal dilemmas arising in the context of conversion to
Islam, should not go unnoticed as they point to interesting convergences
between women converting to Islam in different parts of the world.

5.4 The Quest for a Deculturalized Islam
Tensions between participants’ perception of Islam as a perfect religion
and the significant problems of Muslims world-wide were often a subject
of conversation among the women in my research. Most participants
reasoned that since Islam is a perfect religion, obviously, Muslims must
be to blame. In this respect, in her research among German converts to
Islam, Özyürek came across an apparent paradox that I noticed, too. All
the converts she talked to, as well as the convert narratives she read
online, expressed that conversion to Islam took place in a context of
positive social contacts with born Muslims. However, at the same time, a
substantial number of her participants were discontent with born Muslims,
particularly with Muslims of immigrant backgrounds (2010, 172). Similar
to my experience, many of the converts in her research underlined that
Muslims and Islam are two different things.
Like non-converted, non-Muslim German intellectuals, many converts
believe that immigrant Muslims need to be educated, integrated, and
transformed. But for them, this transformation should happen not
through leaving Islamic practices behind, as atheist left-wing Germans
would suggest, nor through reforming Islam, as center-right-wing
Christian-Democrats would support, but, on the contrary, by making
immigrant Muslims leave their Middle-Eastern or African cultures and
traditions behind and persuading them to apply fundamental Islamic
teachings in their everyday lives. In other words, the German converts
argue, it is Muslims who need to change, not Islam. (ibid, 174)

Indeed, at many gatherings of the women’s groups I attended, the
‘deplorable state of the ummah’ was lamented, as well as born Muslims’
“ignorance.” The importance of learning to distinguish between “culture”
and “religion” was stressed over and over again, no matter what type of
Islamic practice women adopted. In these views, the “real” content of
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Islam was to be found in books, foremost in the founding texts of the
Qur’an and Sunna. Since these scriptural sources are interpreted by
Islamic scholars, after this initial consensus, participants’ opinions and
practices diverged. and could change over time. Nevertheless, bookknowledge, in particular from books that also provided the source
references for its content, was implicitly considered superior to the
traditions of many of the immigrant Muslims in the Netherlands.
Participants were also critical of information offered by other
converts. For instance, when just converted, a participant had received an
uninvited comment from a visitor of group one, in all probability the same
woman who had criticized my panty-socks. When she recounted the
incident, she used the common narrative that to learn about Islam it is
better to turn to books than to Muslims, and even then, a critical eye
remained important.
At the time of [the previous volunteers], there were a couple of sisters,
how shall I put it, whom I didn’t appreciate, to say it politely. Usually, I
wear socks that are slightly see-through. One of these women, nowadays
I don’t see her anymore, came up to me and [said] in a thundering voice,
“You should wear thick socks! Cause God said so!” At the time, I didn’t
even wear a headscarf. I thought, “This is not the way to correct
someone, or to point out the good.” Later I told my husband [about it]
and he said, “Didn’t you ask her to show you where it says so?”
Because, of course, there are different opinions [on the subject of
wearing socks]. … Often, I discuss this with my husband: it’s always
[imperfect] people who practice [Islam], you know. You should not look
at people who are Muslim, you should look at Islam. Like in books,
books and the explanation, and remain critical of the explanation, too. If
in my perception it’s not right, I’ll keep searching in other books.

Born Muslimas who frequented the women’s group meetings, used a
similar vocabulary. When not proficient in the doctrines or practice of
Islam, when introducing themselves, they would say they were “cultural
Muslims.” Often, they compared their predicament to that of converts to
explain that although they came from Muslim families, this did not mean
they knew much about their religion, or, for instance, had not learned how
to pray. In particular through their contacts with non-Muslim Dutch, and
their questions about (the practice of) Islam, the limits of their knowledge
were revealed.164

164 A similar argument is made by Martijn de Koning (2008) about the perceived need among
young Muslims to learn more about the substance of Islam because of being constantly
addressed as “Muslim.”
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Critique of the practices of born Muslims on a wide array of
topics could often be heard at meetings of the women’s groups. Marriage,
for instance, was a popular topic and women’s rights were always
emphasized. Perhaps this emphasis was related to Özyürek’s observation
of the societal position of converts to Islam.
New German Muslims must repeatedly discuss heavily criticized
practices associated with Muslims, including forced marriage, honor
killing, and domestic violence. They adopt a strategy of defining these
practices as immigrant cultural traditions that are not properly Islamic.
(ibid, 175)

In the context of my research, I would add that this was similarly the case
for born Muslimas frequenting women’s meetings. For instance, at the
lectures about marriage that I attended, it was stressed that marriage could
never be forced; a woman always had the right to refuse. Physical
attraction between prospective partners was considered a necessary
precondition, which should then be followed by several in-depth
conversations. These should take place in the company of a chaperone or
in public space to secure that the prospective couple would not be alone
together. During these talks, a wide range of topics should be discussed to
determine whether there was sufficient common ground, similar
ambitions, and compatible characters. Preferably, one should first meet his
relatives before deciding on the marriage and conduct a general
background check to find out what is said by others about the prospective
husband. Questions about the conduct and character of a prospective
groom was considered a legitimate exception to the prohibition of gossip.
It should be stressed, however, that this was considered the ideal
trajectory towards marriage. In practice, few converted women in my
research were able to follow these precepts. They either had already met
their spouse or boyfriend before conversion, or they lacked sufficient
knowledge, support, or aptitude to carry out background checks. In regard
to violence, it was often repeated that the prophet Mohammed never beat
his wives and the hadith that states, “the best men are those who are the
best to their women” was often recounted.165
In Spain, Rogozen-Soltar, found a similar strategy among
converts of separating Islam from Muslims. Focusing on differences in
representation of Islam in Spain between converts and Moroccan
immigrants, she argues that since Muslim immigrants and converts in
Spain have different access to social and political resources, they are
165 The most perfect of believers in belief is the best of them in character. The best of you are
those who are the best to their women. At-Tirmidhi, transmitted by Abu Hurarya.
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incorporated differently as minority subjects (2012, 616). This, she
continues, is most powerfully expressed in the ways convert and migrant
Muslims disassociate from one another.
Converts often claim to practice a “culture-free” Islam, which they
contrast to Moroccans’ “traditions”, using a discourse that cloaks convert
religiosity within an unmarked category of “European” and marks
migrant Muslims as outsiders. Migrants, on the other hand, largely
accuse converts of exclusionary social practices, and both groups worry
about the other’s potential contribution to public perceptions of Muslim
extremism. (ibid)

Although I agree with this observation, I found that in Amsterdam, the
divide was rather between women in search of a scripture-based “true
Islam” whether through an Islamic feminist discourse or an Islamic
Revival discourse, and the practices of Islam by immigrant communities.
Rogozen-Soltar, too, acknowledges that,
The discursive sifting of “true” or “pure” Islamic beliefs and practices
from culturally based “traditions” is not unique to Granada’s converts.
Similar distinctions are common to much of the heterogeneous yet
globally reaching Islamic Revival, in which Muslims involved in piety
and reformist movements increasingly participate in the active study of
Islamic texts and theological debates, often in search of the “truest”
forms of Islam. (ibid, 619)

This is an important observation because the women’s groups in my
research welcomed converts and born Muslimas, as well as non-Muslim
women. Ethnically, the groups were diverse, comprised of women from
different ethnic backgrounds. The search for the “truest” or “purest”
Islam, therefore, affected them all. In comparison with the research in
Germany and Spain that I cited above, the biggest difference with my
research seems to be the many opportunities for pious sociality between
converts and born Muslims in the Netherlands. For instance, one of the
participants in my research was born and raised in Germany, and during
our interview she reflected on the differences between Hamburg and
Amsterdam. In light of her experiences in Hamburg, she did not share the
complaints about the lack of sisterhood that we were often lectured about
by the volunteer of group two.
Yes [the volunteer of group two] always says during her lessons, “What
kind of ummah is this, we don’t have any sisterhood.” Then I say,
“Come on, it’s so nice here. Look at Germany.” Last time she said, “We
don’t do anything.” Come on! In Hamburg you have one lesson on
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Sunday, and Hamburg is big. Arabic language classes, you don’t really
have those. Here, you go to the mosque, you have something here, you
have something there. In [my neighborhood], there are three mosques. In
Hamburg, there are only mosques in the city center. You complain, “Oh
it’s so difficult with Wilders and whatever.” Come on! Here in
Amsterdam, if I look outside, I see sisters walking together, shopping
together, going out for dinner together. The sisters here will come to the
mosque for a lecture, and even though there are “only fifty” [the lecturer
of group two had complained the Sunday before the interview that there
were just fifty attendants], they do come to the mosque. Or in [another
mosque] on a Friday afternoon, some of the women cleaned the mosque.
I thought, “Masha Allah. Really?” They are together, they are in touch
with each other, they do something, they go to lectures. Here it’s like,
Islam is active here.

Of course, it is impossible to generalize from one account. However, I
observed that the quest for a deculturalized Islam attracted a very diverse
group of converts and an equally diverse group of born Muslim women
and girls. Native Dutch and Moroccan-Dutch women and girls formed the
majority of attendants but women from all kinds of backgrounds came
together during lectures and meetings. Different from the account of
Rogozen-Soltar in Spain, this allowed for friendships across divides of
ethnicity and class, within a pious sociality where connecting with each
other through Islam could take place. As one participant commented,
The funny thing is that before I was Muslim, I didn’t feel connected to
Dutch people at all. [Ethnically,] I’m half Dutch but, I don’t know, we
just didn’t have anything in common. I had no [white] Dutch friends at
all. But since I’m Muslim, I have many [white] Dutch friends. … Since
I’m Muslim, I have friends from many nationalities, I like that. I didn’t
have that before.

When I asked participants about Dutch culture, often, they
struggled to find an answer. Perhaps because of the culturalist turn in the
Netherlands mentioned in chapter one, usually, at first, the concept of
culture reminded them of norms and values. However, perhaps as a
remnant of the Dutch history of pillarization, norms and values
participants retained after conversion were mostly attributed to their
upbringing, without necessarily considering these (part of) Dutch culture.
As one participants phrased it,
I very much respect the way my parents brought me up. They taught me
respect for other people, that’s something I see reflected [in Islam]. But
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you don’t see that [respect for other people] with all the Dutch so I can’t
say that I got that from the Dutch.

Alternatively, Dutch culture was contextually defined, in opposition to
other cultures.
What makes me Dutch? That’s a difficult question. Well, I think,
perhaps, my Dutch culture. But what is Dutch culture? Look, there are
things that are typically Moroccan culture, right? For instance pride,
pride towards each other, I don’t have that. When you go to a wedding,
they are all wearing gold, they all look at each other, and you come
without [wearing] gold. Then I feel really Dutch. Then I think, I’m
happy to be Dutch and I don’t care how much gold you have. You know,
then I feel, perhaps with such issues, at such a moment, but towards
someone Dutch… well, that’s difficult.

Another participant tried to carve out what she liked about Dutch culture
when she described to me that she still felt Dutch, while also comparing
her behavior to other Muslims’ cultures and reviewing both in light of
Islam.
My first reaction is: Islam and Dutchness go well together. I know there
are things that do not fit: drinking culture, acting crazy during soccer
tournaments, I know many more things from Dutch culture that I don’t
like, but other than that, I always say, “I’m still all Dutch.” I am very
Dutch, even when I wear a djellaba. Well, that’s not really Dutch culture
but I think that, without them realizing it, Muslims and strict Protestants
[zwarte kousen kerk] have very much in common. Hospitality is not
Dutch, so that doesn’t fit well with Islam, and people wearing shoes
inside the house, I cannot imagine doing that anymore, so that doesn’t fit
either. So, well, haha, why do I still feel completely Dutch? I feel Dutch
because of things that have nothing to do with Islam. Music from the
Jordaan [an Amsterdam neighborhood] can make me very happy,
Rembrandt’s Night Watch, wind mills, green meadows, a line of trees in
the distance with a church tower. But that’s not culture and it has nothing
to do with Islam. I do not live like someone Dutch, I feel Dutch, but
why? I don’t do anything Dutch anymore. I don’t celebrate my birthday,
I don’t like Dutch food, I don’t drink anymore. Pfff… I cycle! Ha! But
what does that have to do with Islam? Nothing. I don’t know. But it is
very Dutch that I cycle. And that I earn my own money, that is very
compatible with Islam, but to say that it’s a similarity [between Islam
and Dutchness], no. Well, at staff meetings, I’m not shy to open my
mouth. I just voice my opinion, I don’t care about cultural agreements
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about age, or men-women, or saying things in an indirect fashion, no.
I’m really blunt. I call a horse a horse.

In general, Dutch cultural traits that had an equivalent in Islam were
valued, while cultural tenets that did not fit Islamic doctrine as women
understood it, produced tensions.
An example of born Muslim’s practice of Islam being influenced
by aspects of Dutch culture came from the story of a participant with
young children. Participants with small children, often choose an Islamic
primary school for them to attend. These schools all have teachers of
Islam and one afternoon, such a teacher lectured attending parents about
the way the Dutch deal with time, as a means to encourage the Muslim
parents, of various ethnic backgrounds, to follow their example. She
recalled that the teacher had told the parents that the Dutch are always on
time:
Yesterday, there was a lecture about that at [her children’s Islamic
primary] school, called, “Time is hasanaat” [divine blessings; a reward
for good deeds]. The religion teacher said, “We Muslims are always
late.” The lecture started fifteen minutes late because people were still
arriving, so he said, “See? With the Dutch… [they would have been on
time],” He gave an example: “A brother [in Islam] went to see a nonMuslim man. He was late so the non-Muslim said to him, ‘have you been
on hadj?’ The man answers, ‘Yes.’ So the other man says, ‘Did you do
the Friday prayer on time?’ and the man answered, ‘Yes.’ ‘Do you pray
five times a day when it’s time for prayer?’ ‘Yes.’ And then he [the nonMuslim man] said, ‘But it seems you have not understood your religion.’
So the brother was very upset, he felt like he was called a kafir, as a
matter of speech. But he was late and the man wanted to make him feel
that it was wrong not to keep an appointment.” So the religion teacher
said, “If you make an appointment with someone Dutch at five o’clock,
he’ll be at your door at five o’ clock. Not at a quarter past five, five
o’clock he’s there. We Muslims, we are always late.” The lecture was
about the fact that our children see that behavior, too. That we… one day
the children are in bed at seven, then at eight, then at nine. Then you eat
at six, then at five. He said, “There is no regularity.” He said, “You don’t
take time seriously.” That was what the lecture was about. The Dutch are
really good with their time, “time is money” is a well-known expression,
that’s how he got the title, “time is hasanaat.”

In the course of my research, it became clear that that when
participants tried to distinguish between culture and religion, most of the
time, they meant born Muslims’ cultures. As they struggled to come up
with any definition of Dutch culture, it was largely listed what aspects
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they thought went well with Islam, and which did not. Aspects of culture
that could be combined with Islam, could be retained. As one
participant explained:
Okay, [when you think of] religion, you think of the Qur’an and Sunna.
Almost all of that is fixed. Of course, there are different opinions on
some subjects and there are also things that are, let’s say in SaudiArabia, are somewhat different from the Netherlands, for instance
wearing a niqaab. Culture is, let’s say, how people perceive the Qur’an
and Sunna, how they live with that. And then there is that what is not
from the Qur’an and Sunna. I think there are small areas where pieces of
culture can fit in with Islam very well. It doesn’t have to be a battle
between the two, there is room for that in Islamic scholarship, like,
people know that the people in Pakistan are like this and the people in
Algeria are like that. With certain things, you can accommodate that
[difference] and still be a good Muslim. That is something that I also
learned from my husband. For instance, I know that when the Arabs
went to Indonesia, they adopted Indonesian clothes. You know that
Indonesians have become Muslim. They [Arabs] behaved in a certain
way so it was easy for the people to make contact, and the result is a
large Muslim country. So, yes, everything that is culture doesn’t have to
be bad. Of course, there are things that are culture that are not Islamic at
all, and, because of that, Islam becomes watered-down and people lose
their way. Going to graves to ask for help, feasting there, that sort of
thing, then you stray from the path.

The same approach was echoed by a volunteer of group one:
The Sunna of the rasul [the prophet Mohammed] is his behavior, you
understand? That’s clear. Of course that’s not culture. That behavior is
the shining example for us, and also what he didn’t do. So what he did
but also what he didn’t do, what he said but also what he didn’t say. For
us, that’s all Sunna, the example we want to follow, yes, all of that is
pure religion. You understand? But, for instance, the fact that he rode on
a white camel, that, of course, is tied to time, tied to culture, tied to
place, and it doesn’t mean that we all need to ride on a white camel.
There you have a little thing from his life, from his example, which is
not of the religion but that he did do. That’s a concrete example and
there are other examples. For instance, certain clothing, or slippers. At a
certain time, he wore slippers made of Yemeni leather, those were
comfortable, or he liked those, [but] that doesn’t mean that we all should
wear those slippers. There are more examples like that. That’s culture,
that doesn’t belong to the Sunna. [Laughing,] fortunately we don’t have
to follow him there because that would be very impractical.
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I had noticed that participants had mistaken religious precepts for culture
and vice versa. When I further inquired how to distinguish between the
two, she replied:
Hopefully, sooner or later, you just find out. It’s a development that
everybody goes through. Depending on the information, the people
around you, your own curiosity, you develop yourself and acquire your
own knowledge. If people [women] come here for a lecture, they
primarily come for the knowledge and then you can help each other with
that. You answer questions. But you can’t, and I will address that [in the
lecture] today, you can’t expect, immediately, that someone [a new
convert] has, crystal clear, figured all of that out yet, or aspires all of it.
[For example,] someone is still figuring out “What is tawheed [the unity
of God]?” So you work on that first. That’s the base, that’s the core. And
all the other things around it, hopefully, over the years, someone just
grows into it. We all have had these things, sometimes funny things. I
heard from [the other volunteer] that at first, the rule that you’re not
allowed to fast when you have your period, she did not believe that was
of Islam. But it [fasting while menstruating] made her very sick so then
she thought, “Wait a minute, perhaps there is truth in that.” Then you
search and discover: it really is something of Islam, a gift, a dispensation
that is given to you. Everyone has such things, sometimes it takes years
to discover, “Hey, that’s culture,” or not, it can go both ways. Hopefully,
it quickly becomes clear, in particular the important things, like the
salaat [prayer]. Of course it is important that it becomes clear how it is
supposed to be and what is expected of you. I just always say, “In
general, it’s important that you try your best to make it clear, and
whether that’s successful, you hope it’ll be along the way.”

In sum, in this chapter I have focused on some of the aspirations
and ambiguities converts in my research wrestled with, before and after
conversion. Ideals and practices in regard to their new religion differed
from person to person and often changed over time. Born Dutch Muslims’
display of various ways of practicing Islam, prompted many converts, as
well as young born Muslims, to decide that none of these could be
considered “real” Islam. Which practices to adopt, which books to read,
which scholars to follow, which lectures to attend, and so on, these were
all personal decisions. Nevertheless, looking for guidance and advice,
participants turned to the volunteers of the women’s group to ask
questions, used scriptural sources, or the Internet to look for answers
online. Therefore, authority seemed fragmented. However, I agree with
the assessment of Volpi et al that religious authority remains but that it is
increasingly mediated by the individual (2007, 13). While this is in
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congruence with my observations, at the same time, it is important to
relate this individuality to restrictions that arise from the social context.
The meaning women attributed to their choices, from the choice
for the conversion itself to the changes in daily life that resulted from it,
often, greatly differed from how these were perceived by their nonMuslim environment. Whereas women were usually pleased with the
emphasis on women’s rights in Islam, they were perceived as taking a step
back from the accomplishments of women’s emancipation in the wake of
the 1960’s. Whereas participants claimed to follow Islam, and not
Muslims, a strong influence of a (presumed) husband was assumed. In
contrast, I found that distinguishing between the “culture” of Muslims and
the “religion” of Islam was of the utmost importance for participants.
However, I agree with Özyürek and Rogozen-Soltar that the claim of
European converts to have adopted a “culture-free” Islam can be a means
to distance oneself from notions of “Muslim backwardness” that are
pervasive in the Netherlands and in other European countries as well.166 In
doing so, they risk confirming a harsh, stigmatizing discourse.
Nevertheless, they are not alone in their quest for a “deculturalized” Islam
and find allies in the new generation of born Muslims and their suspicion
of the “traditions” of their parents.

166 Of course, there were also the continual influences of habitual practices acquired before
conversion, for instance the way in which participants created a festive environment as
described in chapter four that cannot be separated from culture.
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Chapter 6
The Politics of Conversion
In hindsight, meeting my first interlocutor in the context of her
contribution to an exhibition on Muslim women’s headscarves was
serendipitous. At the time, I could not imagine how much time I would
spend over the next years with women discussing this practice, witnessing
their careful plotting, planning, and strategizing, how to introduce their
choice for wearing a headscarf to their non-Muslim social circles, and
sharing experiences about the best approach. In the Netherlands as well as
elsewhere in Europe, discussions about wearing hijab tends to be
enormously polarized. As Scott argues, the binaries that are at the heart of
the “headscarf debate,” traditional versus modern, fundamentalism versus
secularism, church versus state, private versus public, particular versus
universal, group versus individual, cultural pluralism versus national
unity, identity versus equality, tend to create their own reality: the notion
of incompatible cultures (2007, 5).
More than two decades ago, in the early 1990’s, anthropologist
Lila Abu-Lughod already noticed that the concept of culture operates in
discourse to enforce separations that inevitably carry a sense of hierarchy
(1991, 138). Culture she argued, “is the essential tool for making other”
(ibid, 143). Much like its predecessor race, she continues, despite its antiessentialist intent, the culture concept retained some of the tendencies to
freeze difference. In the context of my research, this aspect is part and
parcel of the “culturalist turn.” Therefore, Abu-Lughod encouraged
anthropologists to pursue strategies of writing against culture, by
advancing “ethnographies of the particular.” Through the language of
everyday life, she contends, this mode of making other can be reversed
(ibid, 151), as such a strategy allows for drawing attention to
“contradictions, conflicts of interest, doubts, arguments, and changing
motivations and circumstances” (ibid, 153). In this thesis, that is what I
have set out to do.
Abu-Lughod suggests two other avenues to be explored when
aiming to write against culture: a focus on connections, and on discourse
and practice (ibid, 147-157). Attentiveness to connections revolved in this
thesis around arguing against conversion to Islam as a radical change from
one culture to another. Among other problems, conceptualizing
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conversion as a radical break with the past obscures the continual
relevance of cultural repertoires converts have acquired through their
upbringing. For instance, in the wake of conversion, women began to
celebrate Islamic holidays and often placed less emphasis, or ceased to
celebrate, Dutch-Christian holidays. Nevertheless, when creating a festive
sphere, they continued to draw from the example of previously important
feasts and incorporated elements that were recognizably festive to them,
particularly from the time of their youth.
A focus on discourse and practice, as Abu-Lughod puts forward,
is a means to work against assumptions of boundedness and encourages
attentiveness for multiple, shifting, and competing statements with
practical effects (ibid, 148). In this respect, this thesis is indebted to
Baumann’s work on dominant and demotic discourses in the context of
multiculturalism in Europe. Baumann shares Abu-Lughod’s reservations
about the use of the concept of culture in anthropological writing. He
persistently writes it in italics, an epistemological strategy I have copied in
this thesis. He employs the same strategy when addressing the related
concept of community. Based on his research in Southall, London, he
argues that there is a discourse “that has come to dominate the
representation, descriptive as well as political, of people singled out as
ethnic minorities” (1996, 188). In this discourse, ethnic categories are
equated with social groups under the header community, and each
community is identified with a reified culture (ibid).
I have argued this discourse to be equally dominant in the Dutch
context, although, nowadays, this discourse is not only about ethnic
minorities as such but also draws on the ethnification of Muslims.
Nevertheless, the dimension of ethnicity as the notion of different peoples
with different cultures has not vanished. Dutch converts are regularly
mistaken for Turks or Moroccans, or asked if they have also become
Turkish or Moroccan. Furthermore, as the dominant discourse represents a
hegemonic language within which people must explain themselves, it was
as dominant among my interlocutors as it is among the general Dutch
public. Participants, too, routinely equated ethnicity with nationality,
“real” Dutchness with whiteness, and talked about immigrant communities
as bounded entities with distinct cultures. They narrowly defined “Dutch
converts” to mean only ethnic Dutch and labeled converts with other
backgrounds by their (former) nationalities, also when they were born and
raised in the Netherlands. The same applied to born Muslimas who were
addressed, and also referred to themselves, as Moroccans, Turks, et cetera,
even though these were mostly young women who were born and raised
in the Netherlands and possessed Dutch nationality from birth.
Disengaging from this dominant equation of culture and
community, Baumann termed demotic discourses. In this second type of
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discourse, culture is not so much a possession as it is a creative project, a
process of making culture. The demotic discourse, Baumann warns, is not
“an autonomous opposite, or an independent alternative, to the dominant
one.” It is used to undermine the dominant discourse when judged useful
(ibid, 195). The dominant discourse he contends, as was evident in my
research as well, cannot be “switched off,” or it would not be dominant
after all. “The very existence of a demotic discourse which separates
culture and community and reconsiders its meanings, is a reaction, arising
in a plethora of different contexts, to the dominant one” (ibid).
Baumann offers the example of the incipient endorsement of an
Asian community among his young, British interlocutors,
…commonly predicated on a shared conviction that all ‘Asian’ are
equally subject to racial discrimination and thus find themselves in the
same structural position. To render this new collective plausible as a
community, it is necessary to identify it with a shared culture, that is, an
Asian culture which sets aside the heritages of religion and caste as
culture markers, and proceeds to construct new cultural commonalities
that span these distinctions. (ibid)

In a similar vein, participants in my research employed a discourse of
Islamic sisterhood, or Muslim womanhood, which set aside other
distinctions such as ethnicity, age, or class. Of course, any of these
markers continued to matter, but it allowed for a language and a common
bond that superseded these distinctions.
Baumann contends that new communities often claim to fulfill
potentials that have been extant for a long time, complimented with
invoking a future potential, expressed as community building and
development, thus combining the legitimacy of tradition and the
legitimacy of future purpose (ibid, 193). For the women who contributed
to my research, this past legitimacy was drawn from the example of the
prophet Mohammed, his wives, and other exemplary Muslim(a)s. A focus
on an exemplary past was not confined to those participants who
identified with the ideals of the Islamic Revival. All women who
contributed to my research were interested in Islam’s origins and believed
that if the example of the prophet Mohammed was truly lived by his
followers, the world would be a better place. At the same time, this meant
that there was indeed a future potential and purpose to be realized through
acquiring knowledge and building a community.
To move beyond polarized conceptualizations, based on a reified
Dutch culture and a reified Islamic culture, when investigating what it
means to be Muslim-Dutch, I have opted to focus on the triangle of
converts’ ethnic, national, and religious belonging. The concept of
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belonging, I have argued, has the advantage over the concept of identity in
that it designates a dynamic process. As I found conversion to Islam to
consist of a processual form of change rather than a sudden, “radical”
change from one “cultural identity” to another, this conception allowed
for being attentive to women’s multiple belongings. I noticed that Muslim
women struggle to have their voices heard, therefore, being attentive to
their agency has also been a vital part of unpacking stereotyped notions of
their conversion processes.
As Mahmood argues, the notion of human agency in feminist
scholarship, usually, “seeks to locate the political and moral autonomy of
the subject in the face of power” (2001, 203). In this form of analysis,
agency “is understood as the capacity to realize one’s own interests
against the weight of custom, tradition, transcendental will, or other
obstacles (whether individual or collective)” (ibid, 206). Interestingly, this
type of definition can create a paradox in regard to women in the
Netherlands who convert to Islam. In respect to the popular view that
Muslim women, in comparison to Dutch women, are oppressed by men,
women converts often find themselves defending their embrace of this
religion. Therefore, changes in daily life that result from this choice, fit
the description of realizing one’s own interests against the weight of
Dutch customs. However, since these changes can cause, or be perceived
to cause, women to move away from liberal thought, their choices are
often not recognized as expressions of agency (cf. Scott, 2007).
Women’s involvement in conservative religions, particularly over
the past decade, has been researched in new directions by scholars who
have critically engaged the assessment of this involvement as a form of
“false consciousness.” Nevertheless, in scholarly responses to such
claims, common pitfalls are to focus solely on agency as a form of
empowerment, as a means of subversion, or to further extra-religious
ends. Contributions in the field of women’s conversion to Islam in Europe
that take these types of conceptualization of agency as their focal point,
tend to either privilege the voices of women who critically engage with
the sacred texts, often glossed as Islamic-feminism, or depend on overly
functionalistic analyses of conversion motives (see also Jensen et al, 2012,
167).
To avoid these pitfalls, I have favored the approaches of religious
women’s agency as put forward by Mahmood and Avishai. Their subjectcentered conceptualization of agency as a form of performativity, of
“doing religion,” provided a helpful framework for addressing women’s
choices for an accommodative stance towards religious conservatism, who
preferred to remain within the limits of established Islamic jurisprudence,
and favored literalist readings of the sacred texts. Agency, in this
conception is not so much tied to resistance and liberation, as it is to
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Foucault’s analysis of ethical formation: the employment of practices,
techniques, and discourses through which a subject transforms herself in
order to achieve a particular state of being, happiness, or truth (Mahmood,
2005, 28). Besides opening up analytical space to address women’s
conservative approaches of Islam as a modality of agency too, this
perspective allowed me to draw attention to conversion to Islam for
religious reasons, as a transformative project of existential reorientation.
To complement this analysis of women’s individual trajectories, I also
focused on women’s pious sociality and ethical communality through the
formation of, and participation in online and offline Muslim women’s
groups.

6.1 Dealing with Difference
In respect to the question central to this thesis, how do women in the
Netherlands who convert to Islam, deal with possible tensions between
multiple, sometimes antagonistic, belongings, I found that they constantly
reflect on and negotiate their position as converts to Islam in the
Netherlands.167 As the ethnographic material in this thesis indicates, the
converted women in my research negotiated with non-Muslims, at school,
at work, and in particular with their parents. They also negotiated with
born Muslims, their boyfriends, husbands, and in-laws, who, in many
cases, held different positions in regard to the practice of Islam. They even
negotiated with God, when weighing the different responsibilities they felt
obliged to as Muslims, such as the duty to respect one’s parents, and
adhering to other Islamic prescriptions as they understood them. To
elaborate on these negotiations, I focused on conversion as a process,
changes in daily life that precede, accompany, or follow from conversion,
processes of community formation and the role of Islamic sisterhood,
converts’ ambitions and ambivalences when learning to practice Islam,
and their attempts to distinguish between the culture of Muslims and
Islam as a religion.
Tensions in regard to changes in daily life, in a broad sense,
mostly depended on the visibility of choices women made in the context
of their conversion to Islam. Changes in dress or diet, celebrations and
leisure activities, refraining from socializing in the context of alcohol or
with the opposite sex, were often a surprisingly short route to becoming
perceived as a foreigner and, consequently, put a strain on feelings of
167 I do not imply that these negotiations were always conscious or deliberate. As a consequence
of conversion, weighing options and negotiating with significant others merely became “a fact of
life.”
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belonging within the national fold. As Göle remarks in regard to questions
of European citizenship, when as a Muslim “one makes oneself publicly
visible, one also marks the transgression of boundaries and the disruptions
of the established frame” (2011, 390). This circumstance fuels, I have
argued, perceptions of conversion to Islam as a radical change and a break
with the past (Wohlrab-Sahr, 1999; Roald, 2004, 2012; Allievi, 2006). My
observations of the conversion process unsettles these types of
conceptualizations. In many cases, conversion was a distinctly ambiguous
ritual in regard to the exact moment. As Abu-Lughod argues, even the
performance of rituals turns out to be particular and anything but timeless
as it involves unpredictability (ibid, 156).
To illustrate her point, Abu-Lughod offers the example of
Bedouin weddings, which were similar yet also distinct displays of drama,
anticipation, tension, comparison, evaluation, as “events take different
courses” (157). The performance of the shahada by my interlocutors is a
good example, too. Saying the shahada in the context of conversion
followed a certain outline, yet each performance was distinct. Some
women said the shahada alone, others with witnesses, in a private setting,
at one of the women’s groups, at the mosque, or at a consulate. Like a
wedding, saying the shahada is a marker of a change in status, in
associations, in daily life, experiences, and the future, yet, as in the
example of the Bedouin wedding, the outcome was unknowable in
advance. However, unlike a wedding, saying the shahada with the
intention to convert could occur at multiple occasions, and, as women
often began practicing Islam ahead of the conversion, they could spend
years at the threshold, practicing Islam without becoming Muslim, or
already converted without consciously being aware of it.
Another reason why conversion in many cases was a slower and
more ambiguous process than is acknowledged in much of the literature
on conversion to Islam in Europe, is that women continued to socialize
with non-Muslim Dutch, in particular with their families. In the early days
of post-conversion, especially in the case of young women still living with
their parents, women were often constrained in their practice, either
because they had kept their conversion a secret out of fear of rejection, or
because their parents opposed practicing Islam under their roof.
Within the women’s groups in my research, too, a radical change
was not advocated. On the contrary, dozens of times I heard new converts
given the advice to proceed step by step, to start with the basics of prayer
and fasting, gradually adopting new Islamic practices along the way. The
conception of conversion as a radical change and a break with the past,
seems to lie primarily in a mismatch between the message converts intend
to convey and the interpretations of their actions by non-Muslim Dutch.
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Particularly changes that occur in the context of Islam, I noticed, tend to
be classified as radical.
For many participants, becoming Muslim was a private affair but
acting upon their new faith meant new forms of visibility. Therefore, I
critically assessed the privatization of religion thesis in the context of
conversion to Islam. In light of the pervasive emphasis on authenticity
reflected in the crucial weight placed by my interlocutors on the
importance of the intention of an act of faith in order for it to have
religious value, there was an observable individualization of religion.
However, as expressions of “who I am” and “who I choose to be”
(Jacobson, 2011, 76) are not forged in isolation, I have argued to include
attention for pious sociality and ethical communality in research of
conversion to Islam. As the converts’ social context is often more or less
absent from research of conversion (Jensen et al, 2012, 161), this thesis is
also an attempt to ameliorate this empirical deficit.
Therefore, I foreground in this thesis processes of community
formation; the creation, attending, and maintaining of a “Muslim social
sphere.” I found that central to the sociality of my interlocutors was the
act of “gaining knowledge.” Instead of adopting regional practices of
Islam brought to the Netherlands by immigrant communities, they formed,
and participated in multi-ethnic, women-only, social networks, online and
offline. These networks emanated from the work of a number of
volunteers, who, although not officially scholars, through their status as
“knowledgeable women,” mediated many of the tensions converts
wrestled with in the form of personal advice, in the context of lectures,
workshops, and other events, and online through forums, blogs, or
Facebook communities.
Through this sociality, an ethical communality emerged,
exemplified by the concept of Islamic sisterhood. Sisterhood functioned as
a means to neutralize differences, allowing women from widely different
backgrounds to find each other in the context of a creative process of
pious sociality in which becoming/being Muslim in the Netherlands could
be communally explored. At the same time, as Özyürek and RogozenSoltar point out, and I observed in my research as well, in their efforts to
carve out a culture free Islam, converts run the risk of slipping into an
Orientalizing grammar (Baumann, 2004), pitting a textual based “pure”
Islam against the “cultural” practice of Islam by Muslim immigrant
communities.
Islamic sisterhood, potentially, functioned as an overarching
principle, minimizing differences between participants, and helped to
produce an inclusive environment in which each convert could feel free to
follow her own path. In practice, however, divides between converts with
different ideas about how to best practice Islam remained. Although the
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majority of my interlocutors did not confine themselves to attending just
one of the women’s groups in my research, the volunteers did experience
processes of fission and fusion. In many instances they invoked the
discourse of sisterhood to lament the fissions and work at fusion, but
cleavages between different approaches did exist. Nevertheless, within the
“Muslim social sphere” created by participants, encompassment, informed
by the notion of sisterhood, was clearly visible, too, for instance in the
emphasis placed on the duty to greet every Muslima, also in public space,
even if you did not know each other. However, as this inclusive
conception of sisterhood excluded non-Muslims, some participants
rejected the notion of the privileged social bond of being “sisters in Islam”
altogether, as they felt it was in fact not encompassing enough.
Another major focus in this thesis centers on tensions in regard to
questions of religious belonging. I found that these were often phrased as
differentiating between culture and religion, a tendency observed among
converts in Scandinavia (Roald, 2004), Germany (Özyürek, 2010), and in
Spain (Rogozen-Soltar, 2012). This circumstance, for instance, was
reflected in the heavy emphasis I found among participants on “acquiring
knowledge” instead of unreflectively emulating the example of born
Muslims. However, it was evident that the ways in which the participants
discussed and tried to implement Islamic tenets in their daily lives was
strongly influenced by the Islamic Revival with its calls for a return to the
high ethical values of the first generations of Muslims. This included an
emphasis on Muslim women’s rights, be it within a more conservativeliteralist framework or encompassing what some researchers call an
Islamic feminist re-interpretation of the Qur’an and hadith. As Jensen et al
(2012, 164) observed in the Danish context as well, a majority of my
interlocutors did not perceive themselves as belonging to any particular
Muslim grouping.
To provide a context for women’s attentiveness to teaching and
learning within what Mandaville terms “the politics of translocal space,”
where “meanings are transplanted and rearticulated from one context to
another” (2001, 90), I adopted his notion of Islam as a traveling theory.
This allowed me to concentrate on processes of travel, encounter, and
transformation of Islam within the Netherlands, and the back and forth
movement between born and converted Muslims within a Dutch,
transnational, and global framework.
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6.2 Local Forms of Global Belonging
From the local case study presented in this thesis, the contours of Dutch
ways of living Islam can be discerned, from the soberness of converts’
Ramadan meals, to the notion of “time as hasanaat.” Amidst tensions,
there was also cultural continuity between converts upbringing and new
insights that arose in the context of conversion (see Jensen et al, 2012,
168, for a similar conclusion in the Danish context). For instance, the
participant I cited at the beginning of chapter two, argued that despite her
mother’s misgivings about her headscarf, she was still that liberated
women that she once was. In a similar vein, another participant, cited in
chapter five, told me that the reason she preferred group one’s prescriptive
approach, perhaps was related to her age, as she found the approach of
group three too modern for her taste. Raised as a Catholic, she had not
appreciated the modernization that occurred in the Catholic Church in the
wake of the 1960´s, either. Another example is that converts already
concerned with animal welfare before conversion, continued to seek ways
of securing meat from free-range animals, although now in a halal variety.
Typically Dutch snacks such as the kroket and the frikandel are nowadays
available in halal versions, and have even become a Dutch export product.
Dutch pedagogic styles, with an emphasis on interactivity, dominated
converts’ meetings. In congruence with the current emphasis on
authenticity in the Netherlands, as reflected in commercials (Houtman,
2008), TV shows (Aupers et al, 2010), or in discourses among New Agers
or Evangelical Christians (Roeland et al, 2010), practicing Islam as a
personal responsibility was the dominant position among my interlocutors
as well.
This brings me to my closing remarks. Writing about global risk,
sociologist Ulrich Beck, puts forward the idea of the cosmopolitan state,
founded upon the recognition of the otherness of the other, with an
emphasis on the necessity for solidarity. He warns that the alternative
could be the surveillance state, in which security and military concerns
will loom large and freedom and democracy will shrink (2002, 46-50).
Contemporary research and media attention focused on Muslims in the
Netherlands, however, has been lopsided as it has been primarily
concentrated on Muslims´ possible radicalization, lack of integration, or
on Fundamentalism and Salafism. Ethnographies of the everyday, as AbuLughod favored, are a less frequently employed mode of researching
Muslim life in the Netherlands, despite the potential of such studies in
discerning global connections from local forms of belonging.
In terms of national belonging most converts in my research
belonged to the ethnic majority population. They often emphasized that
they continued to feel Dutch after conversion. However, choosing a
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conspicuous minority religion tends to push them outside the national
fold. When other ethnic belongings are taken into account, the narrow
confines of the “imagined” Dutch community (Anderson, 1991) become
even more exposed, as women who were considered “ethnic minorities”
before conversion are less noticed as converts and more often othered
based on ethnic background. All these women need to find their way
within Islam and come together with other women to teach, learn, and
advise each other. What these women shared, each in their own context, is
the need to be flexible: in regard to their non-Muslim families, the specific
challenges of the society within which they live, and in finding their way
as new Muslims when learning how to practice Islam and incorporate
Islamic precepts into their daily lives. On their own, and together with
other women, they need to find out what it means to be a Muslim and to
practice Islam in today’s world. The same is true for born Muslims, as
new media technologies and migration implicate their practice of Islam as
well. Born Muslims and converts in the Netherlands do not live isolated
from each other, and influence each other’s practice of Islam. These
continual interactions between global trends, transnational influences, and
local translations, are a promising field for further research on conversion
to Islam.
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Summary
In this thesis, I address women’s conversion to Islam in the Netherlands,
through a case study of converted women who participated in five
Muslim women’s groups in Amsterdam-West. The research took place
between 2006 and 2011. These groups were founded by converted
women, but attracted a diverse audience, including born Muslim women
from different ethnic backgrounds. The volunteers and attendants of these
groups, organized a wide range of lectures, workshops, and events, and
were also active online. In the course of my research, I participated in two
hundred offline meetings, extensively interviewed forty-seven converted
women, and was granted access to participants’ online activities as well.
In addition to the analysis of women’s individual conversion trajectories, I
also looked at the local, national, transnational, and global context of these
activities.
To address these different contexts, in this thesis I have opted to
focus on converts’ ethnic, national, and religious belonging, as the
concept of belonging has the advantage over the concept of identity in that
it designates a dynamic process. Attention for the agency of my
interlocutors has also been a vital part of unpacking stereotyped notions of
their conversion. In this thesis, I have foreground their voices
to address the following question:
How do women who convert to Islam in the Netherlands, deal with
possible tensions between ethnic, national, and religious belonging?
In the course of my research, I found that the women involved constantly
need to reflect on, and negotiate their position as converts to Islam in the
Netherlands. As the ethnographic material indicates, they negotiated with
non-Muslims, with born Muslims, and even with God. To elaborate on
these negotiations, in this thesis, I focus on, 1) women’s individual
conversion trajectories and the changes in daily life that precede,
accompany, or follow from conversion, 2) the ways in which they
engaged in community formation and their use of the concept of Islamic
sisterhood, and 3) converts’ aspirations and ambiguities, and their
attempts to separate the culture of Muslims from Islam as a religion.
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In regard to the first focus of this thesis, I found women’s
conversion to Islam to be processual form of change. Tensions in regard
to changes in daily life that occurred in the context of conversion to Islam,
for a large part, depended on the visibility of these choices. Women’s
changes in dress or diet, or refraining from socializing in the context of
alcohol or with the opposite sex, often were a surprisingly short route to
becoming perceived as a foreigner. This circumstance fuels, I argue,
popular and scholarly perceptions of conversion to Islam as a radical
change and a break with the past. However, my observations of
conversion unsettles this type of conceptualization as I found that
conversion was often a slow process, and a distinctly ambiguous ritual in
regard to the exact moment. Although, as a result of conversion, the daily
life practices of my interlocutors in some ways diverged from the customs
of the majority population, many ethnic Dutch converts in my research
emphasized that they still felt Dutch, and expressed this in myriad ways.
This dynamic was somewhat different for converts with other ethnic
backgrounds.
A second line of argumentation in this thesis revolves around the
social and communal aspects of conversion to Islam. Importantly,
participants not only engaged in a personal transformation process, they
also became connected to the ummah, the world community of Muslims,
often conceptualized as a symbolic family of brothers and sisters.
Participants’ employment of this Islamic concept of sisterhood was, I
argue, a means to take part in and shape their (feelings of) belonging to
the ummah. Instead of unreflectively adopting practices of Islam brought
to the Netherlands by immigrant communities, my interlocutors formed
and participated in multi-ethnic, women-only, social networks, online and
offline, emanating from the work of a number of volunteers. Although the
latter did not position themselves as scholars of Islam, through their status
as “knowledgeable women,” they mediated many of the tensions converts
wrestled with in the form of personal advice, in lectures, workshops and
other events, or online through forums, blogs, or Facebook.
The third focus of this thesis centers on how the women
concerned address questions of religious positioning. The central theme
that emerged here was their emphasis on the need to distinguish between
culture and religion. Which practices to adopt, which books to read,
which scholars to follow, which lectures to attend, were all personal
decisions. However, looking for guidance, participants often turned to the
volunteers of the women’s groups, to Islamic scriptural sources, or to the
Internet. It was evident that the ways in which many participants in my
research discussed and tried to implement Islamic tenets in their daily
lives, was influenced by the Islamic Revival with its calls for a return to
the high ethical values of the first generations of Muslims. This included
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an emphasis on Muslim women’s rights, be it within a more conservativeliteralist framework or encompassing what some researchers call an
Islamic feminist re-interpretation of the Qur’an and hadith.
Ethnic Dutch converts belong to the ethnic majority population
but their choice for a conspicuous, minority religion tends to push them
outside the national fold. When ethnic differences among converts are
taken into account, the narrowness of the Dutch national fold becomes
even more exposed, as women who were already considered
“allochthones” before conversion are less often noticed as converts and
more often othered based on their skin color and ethnic background. What
all participants shared was the need to be flexible: in regard to their nonMuslim families, in regard to the specific challenges of the non-Muslim
society within which they live, and in finding their way as converts when
learning how to incorporate Islamic precepts into their daily lives. The
same is true for born Muslims, as new media technologies and migration
influence their practice of Islam as well. These continual interactions
between global trends, transnational influences, and local translations, are
a promising field for further research on contemporary conversion to
Islam.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift is het resultaat van mijn onderzoek (2006-2011) naar
vrouwen in Nederland die zich bekeren tot de islam, in het bijzonder
bekeerde moslimvrouwen die participeerden in vijf vrouwengroepen in
Amsterdam-West. Hoewel deze moslimvrouwengroepen allen waren
opgericht door bekeerlingen, trokken ze een zeer divers publiek, inclusief
geboren moslima’s, met diverse etnische achtergronden. De vrijwilligsters
en de bezoeksters van deze groepen organiseerden een breed aanbod aan
lezingen, workshops en evenementen, en waren ook online actief. In de
loop van mijn onderzoek heb ik tweehonderd bijeenkomsten bezocht,
zevenenveertig bekeerde vrouwen uitvoerig geïnterviewd en was ik
deelgenoot van de online activiteiten van participanten. Daarbij heb ik
behalve naar de individuele bekeringsprocessen van vrouwen, ook
gekeken naar de lokale, nationale, transnationale en mondiale context van
hun activiteiten.
Om in te kunnen gaan op deze verschillende contexten, heb ik er
voor gekozen in dit proefschrift de focus te leggen op “verbondenheid”, in
etnische, nationale en religieuze zin. Verbondenheid heeft als voordeel ten
opzichte van het concept identiteit dat de nadruk ligt op een dynamisch
proces. Aandacht voor de agency van mijn gesprekspartners bleek daarbij
onmisbaar, met name in het licht van de stereotiepe beeldvorming rondom
hun bekering. In dit proefschrift heb ik hun verhalen op de voorgrond
geplaatst bij het beantwoorden van de volgende vraag:
Hoe gaan vrouwen in Nederland die zich bekeren tot de islam, om met
eventuele spanningen tussen etnische, nationale en religieuze (gevoelens
van) verbondenheid?
Uit mijn onderzoek bleek dat mijn gesprekspartners zich in hun dagelijks
leven genoodzaakt voelden continu te reflecteren op, en te onderhandelen
over hun positie als bekeerlingen tot de islam in Nederland. Het
etnografisch materiaal laat zien dat zij onderhandelden met niet-moslims,
met geboren moslims, en zelfs met God. In dit proefschrift ga ik hierop in
door een focus op 1) de individuele keuze van vrouwen voor de islam en
de veranderingen in het dagelijks leven die hieraan vooraf gingen of
daarvan een gevolg waren, 2) hoe vrouwen werkten aan het creëren van
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een gemeenschap en hoe het concept “islamitisch zusterschap” daarbij een
rol speelt, en 3) de aspiraties en ambivalenties van bekeerlingen en hun
pogingen om de cultuur van moslims te scheiden van de religie islam.
De eerste focus van dit proefschrift, het individuele traject, laat
zien dat bekering tot de islam door vrouwen een procesmatige verandering
is. Spanningen in het dagelijks leven in de context van bekering hingen
grotendeels samen met de zichtbaarheid van sommige keuzes.
Veranderingen op gebied van kleding, voedsel, het zich onthouden van
alcohol of omgang met de andere sekse, waren vaak een verrassend korte
weg naar het stempel “buitenlander”. Deze omstandigheid, is mijn betoog,
draagt bij aan de populaire en wetenschappelijke perceptie van bekering
tot de islam als een radicale verandering en breuk met het verleden. Mijn
observaties roepen echter vraagtekens op bij deze conceptualisering.
Bekering bleek vaak een langzaam proces en ambigu inzake het exacte
moment. Als gevolg van bekering verschilde het dagelijks leven van
participanten in sommige opzichten met wat gebruikelijk is onder de
meerderheid van de bevolking, maar etnisch Nederlandse bekeerlingen
bleven zich desalniettemin Nederlander voelen, en drukten dat op vele
manieren uit. Dit was enigszins anders voor bekeerlingen met andere
etnische achtergronden.
Een tweede focus van dit proefschrift betreft de sociale en
communale aspecten van bekering tot de islam. Participanten maakten niet
alleen een persoonlijk transformatieproces mee, door hun bekering
werden ze ook verbonden met de ummah, de wereldgemeenschap van
moslims, die vaak voorgesteld wordt als een symbolische familie van
broeders en zusters. Het gebruik van het concept van islamitisch
zusterschap was voor participanten een mogelijkheid om deel te nemen en
vorm te geven aan hun (gevoelens van) verbondenheid met de ummah. In
plaats van zonder meer de wijze van praktiseren van de islam over te
nemen van geboren moslims, vormden mijn gesprekspartners multietnische sociale netwerken, voor en door vrouwen, en participeerden
daarin online en offline. De vrijwilligsters die dit organiseerden,
profileerden zich niet als islamgeleerden maar waren door hun status als
“vrouwen met kennis van zaken” wel in staat spanningen waar
bekeerlingen mee worstelden te verminderen door middel van persoonlijk
advies, in lezingen, of online via forums, blogs of Facebook.
De derde focus in dit proefschrift betreft de positionering van
participanten op gebied van vraagstukken van religieuze verbondenheid.
Het centrale thema dat daaruit naar voren kwam, was hun nadruk op de
noodzaak een onderscheid te maken tussen cultuur en religie. Welke
praktijken over te nemen, welke boeken te lezen, welke geleerden te
volgen, welke lezingen bij te wonen, dat bleken allemaal persoonlijke
beslissingen. Tegelijkertijd, op zoek naar begeleiding, klopten
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participanten aan bij de vrijwilligsters van de vrouwengroepen,
raadpleegden zij zelf de schriftuurlijke islamitische bronnen, of zochten
naar antwoorden op het internet. De invloed van de islamitische revival,
met als centraal thema de oproep tot een terugkeer naar de verheven
morele waarden van de eerste generaties moslims, was duidelijk zichtbaar,
inclusief een nadruk op moslimvrouwenrechten, die zowel besproken
werden binnen een conservatief raamwerk als binnen wat sommigen
onderzoekers een islamitisch-feministische herinterpretatie van de Koran
en hadith noemen.
Etnische Nederlanders behoren tot de etnische meerderheid van de
bevolking. Hun keuze voor een verdachte minderheidsreligie zorgt er
echter voor dat zij regelmatig niet langer als deel van de nationale
gemeenschap worden gezien. Wanneer etnische verschillen tussen
bekeerlingen in ogenschouw worden genomen, wordt de enge karakter
van het Nederlandse, nationale kader nog beter zichtbaar. Vrouwen die al
voor hun bekering tot de “allochtonen” gerekend werden, worden minder
vaak opgemerkt als bekeerlingen en vaker als “de ander” bejegend
vanwege hun huidskleur en etnische achtergrond. Wat alle participanten
met elkaar gemeen hadden, was de noodzaak om flexibel te zijn. Flexibel
ten opzichte van hun niet-moslim familie, ten opzichte van de specifieke
uitdagingen van de niet-moslim samenleving waar ze deel van uitmaken,
en ten opzichte van het vinden van hun weg als nieuwe moslims en het
leren islamitische praktijken te integreren in hun dagelijks leven. Dat geldt
ook voor geboren moslims aangezien nieuwe media en migratie hun wijze
van islam praktiseren ook beïnvloeden. Deze voortdurende interactie
tussen mondiale trends, transnationale invloeden en lokale vertalingen,
zijn een veelbelovend veld voor nader onderzoek naar bekering tot de
islam.
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